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Welcome to the workshop program of the 8th International Conference on Service Oriented Computing (ICSOC 2010), held in San Francisco, December 2010. These workshop proceedings represent high-quality research and industry papers that showcase recent and new working developments in service-oriented computing and related fields.

Since the first meeting in Trento in 2003, ICSOC has become the premier conference in the rapidly evolving areas of service research. While keeping its roots in scientific excellence and technical depth of service technology, ICSOC 2010 aimed to combine technical aspects of service computing with application and business-oriented aspects of service design, following the recent emergence of service science as an interdisciplinary foundation for understanding an integrating service systems.

This ICSOC’s workshop program comprised four workshops on current topics, presenting results and work in progress: (1) the First International Workshop on Performance Assessment and Auditing in Service Computing (PAASC 2010) addressed among its topics monitoring, compliance verification and the associated costs; (2) the Workshop on Engineering Service-Oriented Applications (WESOA 2010), organized for the sixth time in the context of ICSOC, addressed topics ranging from engineering services for a cloud environment to QoS of services to using “wisdom” as input to service composition; (3) the First International Workshop on Services, Energy, and Ecosystem (SEE 2010) looked at environmental aspects of services, ranging from power consumption of data centers to issues of caloric footprint of services using employees for fulfillment; and, finally, (4) the Second International Workshop on Service-Oriented Computing in Logistics (SOC-LOG 2010) discussed current work on managing logistics services, from infrastructure aspects such as event-driven approaches to issues of multi-modal services, addressing the challenges of integrating many participants across organizational and legislative boundaries.

A special thanks goes to the workshop authors, keynote speakers, panelists, and tutorial speakers, who together contributed to this important aspect of the conference. And of course, our biggest thanks goes to you, the tutorial and workshop participants. It is our great pleasure and privilege to present these proceedings. We hope you find it inspiring and useful for years to come.
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Introduction to the First International Workshop on Performance Assessment and Auditing in Service Computing (PAASC 2010)
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Abstract. The main goal of the International Workshop on Performance Assessment and Auditing in Service Computing (PAASC) was to bring together researchers and industry representatives, providing them the opportunity to present research and development results, discus lessons learned (e.g., from designing, building and using services), and advance novel ideas on topics in the area of performance assessment and auditing in service computing. Technical papers of very good quality have been submitted, of which only 5 papers have been accepted.

Keywords: Service computing; performance assessment.

1 Scope

Services are autonomous and platform independent computational entities \cite{1,2}. Service oriented computing brings the promise of assembling application components in a network of services, with applications crossing distributed computing platforms and organizations \cite{3}. In a service computing environment, service providers, service users (clients) and service brokers collaborate and compete, aiming at attaining specific goals.

Service computing provides organizations significant technical support to increase their competitiveness. Although the benefits of service computing are widely recognized, generally accepted analytical models, frameworks, methodologies and metrics to analyze, quantify and monitor the (economic) performance in service computing are not yet available. Research in the area of service computing focuses mainly on technical aspects (e.g., interoperability \cite{4,5}; QoS \cite{6}). Research related to (economic) performance assessment, auditing and monitoring in service computing is scarce. Several research questions in this area continue to be unanswered:

- Which are the business models for service computing?
- Which are the most relevant theories and approaches to support the formal definition and assessment in service computing?
The scope of this workshop was to address these issues. The main goal of the First International Workshop on Performance Assessment and Auditing in Service Computing (PAASC 2010) was to bring together researchers and industry representatives, providing them the opportunity to present research and development results, discuss lessons learned (e.g., concerning the design, development and use of services), and advance novel ideas on topics in the area of performance assessment and auditing in service computing. Application papers discussing the power and applicability of conceptual methods and frameworks to real-world problems have also been of interest for PAASC 2010 Workshop.
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A Case Study on Optimizing Web Service Monitoring Configurations
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Abstract. Whilst monitoring web services provides benefits in terms of demonstrating that Service Level Agreements (SLAs) have been met, monitoring comes with a cost on the QoS of delivered services. We present the application of our method for optimizing the configuration of a suite of web service monitors in order to minimise the QoS impacts of monitoring on a web service provider. We discuss the actions required for optimization, and benefits that were achieved. Through this case study, we highlight the possible benefits of optimization to a web service provider, and give details on how we achieve optimization.

Keywords: Web Services, Monitoring, Monitoring Optimization.

1 Introduction

WS (Web Service) providers give quality guarantees for their services, so that consumers are assured of the expected Quality of Service (QoS) of services before and during service consumption. To demonstrate that they have met these guarantees, providers monitor their services. However, achieving this monitoring goal introduces a problem, since monitoring can impact the delivered quality of web services. This impact has been demonstrated to be as much as 40% (for response time) for a single monitor[1]. In order to reduce these impacts, we have developed a method for optimizing a suite of WS monitors [2]. This optimization balances the benefits of monitoring, in terms of monitoring coverage and the costs of monitoring, in terms of QoS impacts.

In this paper, we present an application of our optimization technique on the IT system of a WS provider, in the form of a case study. This case study is designed to demonstrate both the information and procedures required for optimization, and the possible benefits for a WS provider. After presenting an overview of our optimization technique, we describe in detail its application to a realistic WS system. This includes how we determine an optimal configuration for the case study, and the effect that this configuration has on delivered QoS. To achieve this, we measure the effectiveness of the optimization by testing the case study system before and after optimization is applied.
In Section 2, our case study system to which optimization will be applied is described. In Section 3, our technique for optimization is described. In Section 4, the application of optimization onto the case study is described. In Section 5, a series of experiments applying optimization to the case study system are described and their results are provided and discussed.

2 iTravel Scenario

iTravel is a company that offers web services to travel agencies for booking flights and hotels. iTravel has web services flight info and hotel info, used to lookup flight and hotel information, and services book flight and book hotel, used to book flights and hotels. iTravel has SLAs with its consumers, giving guarantees for response time, reliability and compliance to privacy regulations. If iTravel is unable to demonstrate that they have met these requirements they must refund affected consumers a percentage of their monthly account fees. iTravel must also meet their corporate governance requirements. These state that iTravel is accountable for the security compliance and privacy compliance for their customers’ information. iTravel is liable for large fines if they cannot demonstrate that these requirements have been met.

To demonstrate that the SLA and corporate governance requirements have been met, iTravel has a suite of monitors. iTravel has progressively added monitors into its system, each meeting a new monitoring requirement. iTravel now has a suite of monitors that can measure response time and reliability, and meet security and privacy compliance requirements by detecting security and privacy violations. In recent months, however, iTravel have not met their SLA obligations for response time or reliability, and were required to refund the account fees of affected consumers. Investigation revealed that WS-monitors were imposing a large performance burden on the WS system and the monitors in fact had been doing some overlapping monitoring. Furthermore, the use of some monitors had caused services to become unreliable due to non-response. Therefore, iTravel would like to have their monitors optimally configured so that they only monitor when it is valuable to do so (when requirements demand it), and only the least costly (in terms of QoS) monitor is selected for each monitoring requirement.

2.1 iTravel System

The iTravel system consists of three subsystems, one for each of Flights, Hotels, and Administration. Each subsystem is hosted on its own, dedicated hardware. This case study focuses on the Flights Subsystem, shown in Figure 1. As part of the normal application system, web services are shown in light grey, rounded boxes in the figure; the WS consumers (there may be many) are shown in the light grey, square box; and WS proxies are shown in boxes with dark grey backgrounds. The monitors are shown in numbered, square white boxes, including two Probe type monitors (flight info Probe and book flight Probe), two Interceptor type monitors (book flight Interceptor and hotel info Interceptor), and one
Eavesdropper monitor (Generic Eavesdropper). Solid lines represent service invocation/communications, and dashed lines show points of message interception.

The aspects of the services being monitored concern security, response time, privacy, and reliability. Security monitoring supports the assessment of the compliance with security regulations by continuously producing well-defined and traceable evidence (hereafter simplified to 'Security') by checking messages for known weaknesses such as SQL injection and verifying that actions such as authentication have been performed. Response time monitoring measures the round-trip time for a service request, on the service provider’s side. Privacy monitoring supports the assessment of the compliance with privacy compliance regulations (hereafter simplified to 'Privacy') by performing actions such as verifying and cleansing outgoing personal information. Monitoring for reliability checks that requests receive a response, and that the response is properly formatted.

The probe monitors (flight_info Probe and book_flight Probe) are capable of meeting requirements for monitoring response time, reliability, security and privacy of the web services by invoking the services and pretending to be service consumers. The probes are hosted on the same server as the web services.

The interceptor monitors (flight_info Interceptor and book_flight Interceptor) measure the same properties, but do so by intercepting the service requests of consumers, rather than generating their own requests as probes do. The interceptors have the capability to forward messages after analysing them, and therefore interceptors can filter or modify communications and perform functions such as firewalling. The interceptor monitors are hosted on their own, dedicated servers.

The eavesdropper monitor (Generic Eavesdropper) acts similarly to the interceptors; however, it cannot modify or stop a message from being transmitted, as it is only a passive listener. The Generic Eavesdropper is hosted on its own, dedicated server.

3 Overview of Monitoring Optimization

The optimization problem is to find a monitoring configuration that gives the maximum value in terms of QoS impact (costs) and monitoring coverage (benefits). In this section, we present an overview of our optimization approach in
order to describe what actions are performed to calculate an optimal configuration. The full details of this optimization approach can be found in [2,3].

Figure 2 shows a framework illustrating our approach to solving this monitoring optimization problem, annotated with the ordering of activities of the optimization process. In step 1, the set of deployed monitors is identified based on IT records, and then the Enumerator generates all the possible monitoring configurations for this set of monitors. In step 2, the performance and quality impacts of each monitor are identified from IT Records or benchmarking, and the Impact Analyser derives the total performance impact of each possible monitoring configuration. In step 3, the monitoring requirements and associated penalties for not meeting them are identified from analysing SLAs, policies and laws, and the Requirements Analyser transforms requirements into a set of utility functions that define the benefit gained from monitoring a quality whilst a specific level of performance is being achieved. In step 4, the Optimizer uses the set of utility functions from the Requirements Analyser to score all monitoring configurations with impacts from the Impact Analyser, and the monitoring configuration that yields the highest utility is selected and applied to the monitoring system.

4 iTravel Optimization

In order to obtain the best monitoring coverage whilst delivering acceptable QoS, we have applied optimization as described in Section 3 to the iTravel system as described in Section 2.

4.1 iTravel Baseline QoS

The response time for both the flight.info and book_flight services in the iTravel scenario has been measured under controlled (lab) conditions to be 2.5 seconds. Security and Privacy have been measured to be 100%, and as such are considered
100% as long as there is at least one monitor observing each of them at a sampling rate of 100% - otherwise they are 0%. Analysis of historical executions has been performed to determine that reliability is 98% under ideal conditions of no monitoring for the flight_info service, and 99% for the book_flight service.

4.2 iTravel Requirements

iTravel is bound by SLA and corporate governance requirements. The SLA requirements are from a single SLA that all service consumers have with iTravel, and the corporate governance requirements come from iTravel’s business and legal obligations. The requirements on the flight subsystem are:

SLA1. flight_info Response Time will be $\leq 10$ s, penalty=33% account fee
SLA2. book_flight Response Time will be $\leq 10$ s, penalty=66% account fee
SLA3. flight_info will be $\geq 95\%$ Reliable, penalty=100% account fee
SLA4. book_flight will be $\geq 98\%$ Reliable, penalty=100% account fee
SLA5. flight_info will meet Privacy requirements, penalty=100% account fee
SLA6. book_flight will meet Privacy requirements, penalty=100% account fee
CG1. flight_info will meet Security requirements, penalty=$10,000$
CG2. book_flight will meet Security requirements, penalty=$10,000$
CG3. flight_info will meet Privacy requirements, penalty=$5,000$
CG4. book_flight will meet Privacy requirements, penalty=$5,000$

For example, SLA1 states that iTravel must deliver a response time of under 10 seconds for the flight_info service, otherwise the consumer must be refunded 33% of their monthly account fee (which is $100).

4.3 iTravel Monitoring Impacts

We divide the types of monitoring impacts into monitoring instance impacts ($iMI$) and monitoring overhead impacts ($iMO$). The monitoring instance impacts are those that occur each time a monitor is used. For example, there may be an impact on response time whenever a probe monitor is used to test a service, and the more times the monitor is used, the higher the impact will be. Monitoring overhead impacts differ in that they are a fixed impact that occurs whenever a monitor is enabled. For example, using an interceptor-based monitor may increase response time by a fixed amount (due to extra transmission time), regardless of how many events that monitor observes.

We have measured the monitoring instance impacts and monitoring overhead impacts for response time and reliability in the iTravel system. These impacts are an average percentage increase of response time and decrease of reliability, compared with the response time and reliability of a service without monitoring. For example, using the book_flight Probe will decrease reliability by 4% and increase response time by 2% for the book_flight service, plus an additional 1% on response time for each property measured (security, response time, privacy, or reliability). Additionally, each quality measured with the book_flight Probe impacts

---

the response time of the flight_info service by 0.5%. The interceptor monitors have a fixed impact regardless of how many qualities of service are monitored, e.g. the impact of monitoring security, response time, reliability and privacy of flight_info using the flight_info Interceptor is the same as the impact of monitoring only security. Note that some monitors have an impact on the service that they aren’t monitoring. For example, the flight_info Probe reduces the response time of book_flight. These impacts occur due to monitors and services sharing the same, limited set of resources.

4.4 iTravel Requirements Analysis

The Requirements Analyser transforms the iTravel requirements IR (described in Section 4.2), into a set of utility functions IU describing the utility to be gained for meeting these requirements. In iTravel’s case, utility is directly and linearly computed from fines for non-compliance, however the set of utility functions may be modified or extended to add custom requirements or model some non-linear relationship. iTravel’s requirements (section 4.2) are transformed into the set of iTravel utility functions, in format (service, quality type, min. quality level, min. sampling rate)→utility:

(\text{flight\_info}, \text{Response Time}, 0.25, 1) \mapsto 0.165 (3300),
(\text{book\_flight}, \text{Response Time}, 0.25, 1) \mapsto 0.33 (6600),
(\text{flight\_info}, \text{Reliability}, 0.95, 1) \mapsto 0.5 (10,000),
(\text{book\_flight}, \text{Reliability}, 0.98, 1) \mapsto 0.5 (10,000),
(\text{flight\_info}, \text{Privacy}, 1, 1) \mapsto 1 (20,000),
(\text{book\_flight}, \text{Privacy}, 1, 1) \mapsto 1 (20,000),
(\text{flight\_info}, \text{Security}, 1, 1) \mapsto 0.25 (5,000),
(\text{book\_flight}, \text{Security}, 1, 1) \mapsto 0.5 (5,000).

This set describes the utility received from meeting each requirement. Utilities have been normalised to values between 0 and 1. Actual monetary values are shown in brackets, e.g. 1 (20,000) to clarify the derivation of the utility levels. All utility functions are defined incrementally, so that the total utility of a system is the sum of each individual utility function’s value.

4.5 iTravel Optimization

The sets of available monitors, their impacts and their overheads were used to calculate the set of possible monitoring configurations with impacts for iTravel, IMCI. IMCI maps each possible monitoring configuration to a set of net monitoring impacts. This information on monitoring requirements and impacts, along with the baseline response times and reliability for the iTravel web services has been used to perform optimization of iTravel’s WS monitoring system.

The utility u of each configuration in IMCI was calculated, and the configuration in IMCI that yields the highest utility was selected and applied to the system. For iTravel, this configuration was the flight_info Interceptor and book_flight

\[2 \text{ Available at } \text{http://www.ict.swin.edu.au/personal/gheward/}\]
Interceptor both being set to monitor every quality of their respective target services, and every other monitor being disabled. The impact of this configuration is the sum of the impacts for each service (10% for Response Time on both services, 2% for reliability on flight_info, and 1% for reliability on book_flight). Therefore, the resulting response times of each service were \(2.5/(1 - 0.10) \approx 2.8\), under no load, the reliability for flight_info was \(0.98 - 0.2 = 0.96\), and the reliability for flight_info was \(0.99 - 0.01 = 0.98\).

5 iTravel Optimization Evaluation

The iTravel case study has been implemented to verify our optimization technique and measure the possible QoS benefits of monitoring optimization. We now present a set of experiments and results to demonstrate the benefits of applying monitoring optimization to the iTravel system.

There always exists one or more optimal monitoring configurations (yielding the highest utility) in terms of monitoring coverage and QoS provided. These tests are designed to discover these optimal monitoring configurations in the iTravel system, and compare the utility and actual QoS of an optimal configuration to the utility and actual QoS of the corresponding maximum (un-optimized) monitoring configuration, in which all monitors run at sampling rates of 100%.

5.1 Experiment Configuration

The baseline QoS and monitoring impacts of the iTravel system were used to develop a simulation system that allows for the QoS of any particular monitoring configuration to be estimated through a series of simulated executions over a fixed period. For these tests, that fixed period was 6,000 seconds. This figure was selected through analysis of test results, since the results of all tests stabilised before 6,000 seconds. The simulations use response time measured through real service invocations to determine what the performance will be for a given monitoring configuration at any particular load level. Additionally, the reliability of all invocations is determined after each simulation.

As discussed above, a set of utility functions representing the iTravel requirements has been generated. These were used along with measured monitoring impacts to perform optimization on the iTravel monitoring system. The optimal monitoring configuration for iTravel was enabling both Interceptor monitors at 100% for all qualities of service, and disabling all other monitors.

Note that, since we are presenting a simple scenario, it is possible to select this optimal configuration manually by examining the system requirements and impacts. However, we intend for these optimizations to be applied to larger and more complex scenarios for which optimization would be too difficult to achieve without automation. Furthermore, optimization may be applied frequently at run-time, as parameters such as requirements and load levels change. In this case, it would not be effective to have a human constantly checking the system for changes and re-optimizing as they occur.
5.2 Results

We report the resulting average response times, reliability (percent of correctly returned invocations), and net utilities for each simulation. Response time and reliability results demonstrate that the performance and reliability of the iTravel system has increased by applying an optimal monitoring configuration. Utility results demonstrate that we have met iTravel’s monitoring requirements. The total utility for the optimized configuration was higher than that of the maximum configuration in each test, as only the minimum valuable monitoring level was met. This allowed for a QoS increase, thus minimising the chance of a penalty to consumers for poor QoS.

Figure 3 shows response time versus load level for the iTravel scenario with unmonitored, maximum, and optimal monitoring configurations. The load levels on the horizontal axis represent the average number of active client requests, whilst the vertical axis gives the average response time over both services. The dotted line indicates average response times under maximum monitoring, the dashed line indicates the average response times under optimal monitoring, and the solid line represents the average response times under no monitoring. Since the response times for each service were almost identical, the results in Figure 3 represent the performance of both the book_flight and flight_info services.

Optimization reduced the average response time of the iTravel scenario by approximately 65% from maximum monitoring (from 33 to 12 seconds on average), and reduced the average response time impact of monitoring by over 50% (the optimal monitoring configuration was on average 11% slower than no monitoring, versus the maximum monitoring configuration’s 68%).

The horizontal, solid line on Figure 3 shows the 10-second boundary, for which penalties apply in the iTravel system. The optimized configuration stays under this boundary for three times longer than the maximum monitoring configuration, i.e. the system with optimized monitoring dealt with three times as much load before a penalty for slow response times would have been paid.

![Fig. 3. iTravel Optimization Results](image-url)
In terms of reliability, the unmonitored system maintained levels of 98% for flight_info and 99% for book_flight, whilst the optimal monitoring configuration yielded levels of 96% for flight_info and 98% for book_flight, and the maximum monitoring configuration yielded 92% for flight_info and 95% for book_flight.

The utility provided by the unmonitored solution was 0, since no requirements would have been able to be verified. Conversely, the maximum and optimal monitoring configurations both included complete monitoring coverage. Of the optimal and maximum monitoring configurations, only the optimal monitoring configuration yielded reliability levels that met requirements, so the utilities for reliability were received (0.5 for each service) under that configuration. For the optimal configuration, the utility at or below response time of 10 seconds was 4.245 (the highest achievable utility), and the utility above 10 seconds was 3.75. For the maximum configuration, the utility at or below response time of 10 seconds was 2.75, and the utility above 10 seconds response time was 2.25.

iTravel is a special case, since all of the utility functions have been directly derived from requirements with fines for non-compliance. For this reason, we can revert the expected utility values back to monetary terms, for comparison of each monitoring configuration. For this case study, 1 util is worth $20,000. Therefore, the expected benefits of the optimal configuration over the default, maximum configuration are $(4.245 - 2.75) \times 20,000 = 29,900$ when the response time is under 10 seconds, and $(3.75 - 2.25) \times 10,000 = 30,000$ when the response time is over 10 seconds.

The test results demonstrate that both the utility and QoS of the iTravel case study system were increased by optimizing the configuration of WS monitors. Although the results cannot be generalised to all WS systems as they depend on system properties, benefits can be substantial, even for a simple system. These benefits depend on the amount of overlapping functionality of a monitoring system, the level of impacts of monitors, the benefits of monitoring, and the benefits of achieving performance goals. As such, the benefit of optimization will increase as a WS system becomes more complex, with more overlapping monitors to choose from, more system elements to monitor, and a greater number of monitoring and performance requirements to meet.

6 Related Work

There are various methods for optimizing WS-based systems through selective execution or load balancing [4,5]. Whilst highlighting the need to optimize the performance of WS systems, none of these techniques relate to the management of a WS monitoring system.

Ranganathan and Dan present a Web Services management system to monitor and reallocate local system resources for services based on comparing their current QoS to their SLAs[6]. Whilst performing system-level administration, this method does not re-configure the web service monitoring system.
Baresi and Guinea present a method for dynamic monitoring of WS-BPEL processes, which uses high level monitoring rules [7]. These monitoring rules are used to control the monitoring of each WS-BPEL process. The rules are created with an equivalent of debug levels (one to five), which allows for optimization in terms of performance versus monitoring trade-offs at run-time. The monitoring level must be set for each service as a unit. Rather than assigning a monitoring resolution (debug level) to each individual service in the system, we assign a monitoring resolution to each quality of each service, directly reflecting requirements from SLAs. Furthermore, we enhance the optimization by selecting those monitors which will most efficiently monitor each service.

Overall, there have been numerous efforts for optimizing the QoS of web services and web service compositions, which consider the selection of services in order to optimize QoS. We have discovered no other work that optimizes a web services monitoring system by trading off between monitoring costs and benefits, directly translated from SLAs and other requirements for monitoring.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described the optimization of a suite of WS monitors for a case study, and demonstrated the possible benefits of optimizing a WS monitoring configuration. This optimization uses sets of monitoring requirements and impacts of WS monitors to configure those monitors in a way that yields an optimal mix of monitoring coverage and monitoring impacts.

We will extend our optimization work in three directions. First, we will develop a heuristic approach to optimization to ensure scalability of the technique. This new heuristic technique will allow for faster optimization of a large system (hundreds of services and monitors), so that the system can be re-optimized either overnight, or continuously. Second, the framework and implementation will be extended so that run-time properties of the system being monitored are fed back into the monitoring optimization framework, for re-optimization at run-time. This will allow for the system to maintain an optimal configuration, even with changes to aspects such as requirements, system load, available monitors, or their impacts. Third, we will develop a method for using techniques to predict the future system state, and optimize a suite of monitors according to this predicted future state, rather than the current system state. This will include attempting to continuously verify or update the monitoring impacts on the system.

In the future, the complexity of this case study will be extended to allow for more services and monitors. Additionally, we will modify the case study to allow for run-time optimization and automated monitoring configuration, in order to demonstrate the possible benefits of these approaches.
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Abstract. As service-oriented systems grow larger and more complex, so does the challenge of configuring the underlying hardware infrastructure on which their constituent services are deployed. With more configuration options (virtualized systems, cloud-based systems, etc.), the challenge grows more difficult. Configuring service-oriented systems involves balancing a competing set of priorities and choosing trade-offs to achieve a satisfactory state. To address this problem, we present a simulation-based methodology for supporting administrators in making these decisions by providing them with relevant information obtained using inexpensive simulation-generated data. Our services-aware simulation framework enables the generation of lengthy simulation traces of the system’s behavior, characterized by a variety of performance metrics, under different configuration and load conditions. One can design a variety of experiments, tailored to answer specific system-configuration questions, such as, “what is the optimal distribution of services across multiple servers” for example. We relate a general methodology for assisting administrators in balancing trade-offs using our framework and we present results establishing benchmarks for the cost and performance improvements we can expect from run-time configuration adaptation for this application.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented architectures, cloud computing, Web 2.0, and ‘smart’ infrastructures are important technologies and areas of active software research today. Together, they promise to enable novel features of software systems, such as interoperability across organizations, cohesive integrated services that can be deployed and run quickly, and intuitive interactions across people and systems. These technologies are the current state-of-the-art; whether they are further developed or replaced, the functionalities they strive to provide will continue to be sought after. With these functionalities, however, come challenges inherent to complicated systems: there are multiple organizations involved, the behavior of the system is difficult to predict based solely on the behavior of the individual

* The authors acknowledge the generous support of iCORE, NSERC, and IBM.
components, and technical decisions may be dictated by business decisions made without consideration of technical challenges. With the many options involved (outsourced or self-owned? cloud computing or local infrastructure? green or cheap?), configuring applications built on these technologies is a challenge.

One common decision is the size, scale, and configuration of computing infrastructure. This task is complex even for technical experts. Decisions must be made about trade-offs between many configuration parameters and the overall cost and quality-of-service they imply. Configuration assistance, especially autonomic assistance, aims to support less-technical users in their decision making about systems with which they do not have expertise. Trade-offs of particular interest are those involving performance (quality-of-service) versus cost (financial).

We describe three novel contributions of our service-system configuration tool, and demonstrate each contribution using simulation-generated metrics. First, question answering, where the simulation is run in specific scenarios designed to explore the system behavior under alternative conditions of interest. We demonstrate this method by answering one question about the parallelization of a service and another about the distribution of a service’s operations over multiple servers (Section 4.1). Second, we describe our method for exploration of potentially conflicting configuration goals and trade-offs, where we use the data to help an administrator establish service-level agreements (SLAs), appropriate thresholds, accurate costing models, or appropriate configurations to meet a specific SLA or cost model (Section 4.2). Finally, we explore the effect of run-time configuration adaptation on the simulated application, determining the benefit of and targets for a future autonomic system. In particular, we explore two alternatives: one based on response time and server performance metrics, and another based on request statistics and composition knowledge (Section 4.3). The tool developed for this exploration could also be used to train administrators to adapt configurations to changing situations. Finally, we summarize the contributions of this paper in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

We consider a service, an application that offers a specific function, a “building block” for systems of services. A common software implementation specification is Web Services (WS), which offers a well-defined interface to server-side software and a suite of standards. Services can be composed to provide more complex functionalities. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) can be used to govern these interactions. An SLA is a contract between two parties, where one promises a certain level of service and the other promises a corresponding payment for it.

---

1 Metrics of any type will work as input to our implementation; the focus of this paper is not simulation but rather methods enabled by simulation data.

2 The terms and language used throughout this document are those used for Web Services; this is done without loss of generality as the methodology is intended to be applicable to distributed applications generally, though the implemented tools may have dependencies based on WS technologies.
The level of service promised and expected can be described in technical or non-technical terms, however these terms will be typically measurable. SLAs can be general (promising 99% uptime) or negotiated based on needs/capabilities of the involved parties. Although SLAs are the current standard practice, they do not always ensure customer satisfaction. Blomberg [1] conducted a study of interactions between consumers and providers. She identified five problems with how SLAs were used in those interactions, including that SLA metrics do not always reflect the needs of the customer, that SLAs are not proactive, and that not enough information about the performance of the service is available to the client.

Decision making using simulation-generated data has been applied to domains including medicine [2], manufacturing [3], and software agents [4]. It commonly takes the form of answering specific questions (similar to our first contribution) but is less commonly used for configuration exploration and trade-off analysis or for run-time configuration adaptation (our second and third contributions).

Grundy et al. used a performance test-bed generator (MaramaMTE) [5] to prototype potential service compositions using simulated compositions, simulated load, and real-life services. Their methodology allows system architects to define a composition, test it, modify as required, and repeat. Their hybrid real-virtual approach assures accuracy but the number of tests that can be performed is limited; administrator intuition and understanding is required. Similarly, Chandrasekaran et al. [6] describe a tool for composing web services where known performance information is provided as input to a general simulation environment to simulate the orchestrated composition, producing a statistical estimate of the composed services’ performance; however, they do not discuss any validation for their method, whether empirical or analytical.

Brebner et al. describe a tool that allows the user to define an SOA environment using building blocks like services, servers, workloads, and metrics based on UML diagrams [7] (instead of automatically as in our approach). Given parameters (e.g., performance data and hardware), an event-based simulation produces performance metrics. This is part of a project looking at SOA performance [8,9].

Miller et al. [10] use simulation in combination with a workflow management tool to answer “what-if” questions about workflow adaptations and their effect on quality of service. They do not model the individual nodes in the workflow and they assume QoS information is already available for individual nodes. They describe a hypothetical case study but do not offer a validated implementation.

Almeida and Menasce [11] offer a general method for capacity planning in client-server systems, making explicit the need for models of workloads that the architecture is expected to support and the way its performance may change when aspects of the workload change. This approach is not service-focused and does not use simulation to produce data.

3 Simulation-Generated Dataset

In this section, we describe the generation of the datasets used by our reasoning tools. For a more detailed discussion, the reader should review prior work [12,13].
The simulation framework is a suite of tools that enable (a) the creation of a model of a service-oriented application, and (b) the “virtual” execution of the model to generate and record data about its run-time behavior.

The framework has four main components. The simulation engine provides an environment for running simulations (clock management, networks, basic service functionality, composition, etc.). \textit{wsdl2sim} takes as input a service interface (specified as a WSDL) and its performance model, and generates a simulation to be run by the engine. The performance model of a service is constructed automatically using load testing\footnote{soapUI (http://www.soapUI.org) was used to generate SOAP messages.} under various configurations and fitting a curve to the resulting metrics. The generated simulations are discrete-event and run in simulated time (faster than real time). \textit{JIMMIE} uses an XML-based language to systematically re-configure the simulation and repeatedly run it to test different scenarios. The \textit{dashboard} module facilitates collecting, storing, and visualizing metrics generated by the simulation, as well as interacting with the simulation.

We used this framework to simulate TAPoRware, a text-analysis system that provides a public web services interface. Its focus is on data processing (CPU-bound), with the movement of data being a secondary but important concern. TAPoRware is a single web service with 44 operations, implemented in Ruby. Each operation runs in $O(n)$, bounded by CPU time relative to the size of the input. The tools covered in this paper are listing the words with their counts, generating word clouds, finding the use of a word in context (concordance), and finding two words located near each other in text (co-occurrence).

We evolved the simulated model to add features not in the original application. We added metrics capturing code to generate the dashboard, created a load balancer, added a request generator (Section 3.1), extended the configuration files to allow for JIMMIE integration, and added the ability to manually re-configure at run-time. We treated the operations as if they belonged to separate services.

3.1 Generating Performance Metrics through Simulation

The system under examination is simulated under varying configurations (systematically and repeatably) to predict its behavior and performance in different conditions. The data produced by the simulation is determined by two factors: (a) input (incoming requests and their parameters) and (b) the configuration of the simulated application. The generated data is periodic snapshots of performance data under different combinations of these two factors.

Incoming requests vary based on several parameters: the arrival rate of requests, the type of each request (i.e., the operation being invoked, as each has a different performance profile), and the size of each request. The simulation framework offers the ability to write custom request generators; we authored four: a) stress testing; b) reading from log files (either from the real-world application or one of the other generators); c) stochastic, based on probability distributions for request arrival rate (Poisson), type of request (weighted random based on real logs), and size of request (parameterized double gaussian and exponential distributions based on curve-fitting size distributions from the real log files); d)
stochastic, where the distribution parameters can be modified at run-time. Each of these request generators records repeatable traces of generated traffic.

The configuration of the simulated application is described with an XML document “understood” by the simulation framework. The specification document identifies the available servers, the software services of the system and their distribution on these servers, the appropriate “stub” classes that should be loaded to emulate them, and the request generation strategy and parameters. Note that the JIMMIE component of the simulation framework can systematically produce a multitude of such configuration specifications in order to run automatically hundreds of simulated experiments.

Given such a specification document, our framework can be invoked to simulate the subject system and record the performance metrics. These metrics are captured periodically, persisted to database storage, and (optionally) visualized at run-time using the dashboard. Metrics captured include queue length for each server, CPU utilization for each server and globally, response time for each request and rolling averages, the total time required to process the sample set of requests, and other related metrics based on those commonly used in SLAs. Metrics are stored every 5 seconds; simulation-wide averages are stored at the end of the simulation period.

4 Reasoning Using Simulation-Generated Data

This section describes the methodologies and tools we have developed to reason about specific questions around the system configuration, and tested using simulation-generated data\(^4\). First, answering questions about the system’s behavior under specific configuration decisions. Second, exploring general trade-off analysis with conflicting goals, such as cost and performance. Finally, testing how simulation data can be used at run-time to identify system reconfigurations.

4.1 Answering Questions About Configurations

The first use of simulation-generated data is to answer specific questions around the system’s behavior in different configuration and load conditions. In this approach, the configurations are systematically modified to test a series of configuration options, and the results are compared to answer the question of interest, usually around making a trade-off. To illustrate this scenario, consider two questions based on a real-world TAPoRware issue, namely the benefits of concurrency and what distribution of services on what number of servers is best suited to meet expected load.

First, for a single-server installation of TAPoRware, does allowing the List Words operation to process multiple responses simultaneously improve the overall response time? JIMMIE was used to generate configuration files specifying 1000 requests of the List Words type, size 1000KB, but with requests arriving with

\(^4\) These tools are intended to be general; other performance metrics from other applications could be used in lieu of the sample simulated application used here.
### Table 1: Response Time for 50 1MB Requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Svc.</th>
<th>Req.</th>
<th>Response Time (±)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.81 ± 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.83 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58.88 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58.76 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>142.92 ± 22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>145.77 ± 32.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Response time for 50 1MB requests with varying service and request concurrency.

(b) The best total time for 1, 2, and 3 servers with varying operation distributions.

**Fig. 1.** Question answering results

Various levels of concurrency: 1, 2, or 5. A single-server single-operation server was simulated and configured to process 1 or 2 requests concurrently (with any outstanding requests waiting in a queue). The experiment outcomes are shown in Figure 1a. The results show that serving 2 concurrent requests instead of one does not improve total processing time or response time by a significant or reliable amount. This is not surprising given the performance model; a single request is sufficient to occupy the only available processor. The question could be extended to ask what gains result from adding a second processor to a concurrent service.

The second question considers the preferable distribution of 6 services over 2 or 3 servers. The goal is to identify the configuration that can potentially produce the best response times (performance) versus lowest cost trade-off.

Before using our simulation-based process, one of the authors of this paper used the same information available to this tool and designed his own configuration, which he expected to be the best cost-performance compromise. We then used JIMMIE to generate all possible distributions of 6 services on 2 and 3 servers. Traffic was generated based on logs from the existing service. The simulation was run faster than real time, so each configuration was simulated in between 2 and 4 minutes. One server hosting all 6 services is used as a baseline.

The best total times for 1, 2, and 3 servers are shown in Figure 1b. The fastest two-server configurations took 140 minutes to process all of the incoming requests, i.e., twice the cost, half the time. The fastest three-server configurations completed shortly after the traffic generator stopped generating requests (120 minutes), 57% less time. This represents 3 times the cost for a 2.3 performance improvement factor: a more expensive improvement for the expected load. Service distribution is important: 75% of the three-server configurations performed worse than the best two-server configuration.

---

5 The idea of using different distributions instead of a complete mirror of the service allows faster operations to be assigned to one server and slower operations to another; a fast operation stuck behind a slow operation in a queue will experience a more dramatic increase in its response time.
The manually-designed configuration took 137 minutes to run, 14% longer than the best three-server configurations and 2% faster than two servers. This confirmed our intuition that configurations produced by experts based on their understanding of the software, expected load, and environment may not necessarily meet the properties desired of the system.

4.2 Trade-Off Analysis and SLA Decision Support

Configuring a software system involves meeting a set of goals, which might be well-specified or only intuitively understood, and might be complementary or might conflict. Our trade-off analysis methodology supports decisions involving the balancing of conflicting goals, whereby one might relax goals in one area in order to achieve other goals, perceived as more important. Without loss of generality, we focus our discussion on cost and performance metrics, as they are common and more readily quantifiable. One of the shortcomings of SLAs identified by Blomberg [1] was that the parties involved in creating SLAs lacked the information and intuition needed to make appropriate decisions about quality of service levels; our approach attempts to provide both information and intuition when planning.

In the previous section, a specific trade-off question was answered. This is effective if the system manager knows which few configuration options should be considered as alternatives. When the right set of options is not known, and the goal is a general exploration of the trade-offs, a large number of possible configurations can be simulated to generate a knowledge base that powers a decision support tool. Using this knowledge base, we visualize various conflicting or correlated metrics to understand the impact that one goal will have on another. The system manager can select potentially viable configurations using a visual tool. Based on their selections, we develop a “fitness score” for each configuration.

Visual Selection Tool. The configuration exploration simulations are visualized as a series of weighted scatter plots in a two-dimensional space, where the two axes correspond to two metrics, offering a head-to-head comparison. For example, Figure 2 shows a sample plot of correlated values, the average response time (x) versus the total time required to complete the processing. The configurations are clustered based on their values for the two metrics. Each point on the plot corresponds to a cluster, and is sized based on the number of configurations that belong in this cluster. The user is shown a series of these plots and is asked to draw a rectangle around the configurations that meet the requirements of the system under configuration. Each successive plot would have clusters colored different shades based on how many configurations in that cluster have been previously selected. Once the user has made all of their selections, he is presented with a list of candidate configurations based on how often those configurations were selected on individual plots. To select a final configuration, the user can watch a recording of the simulation for each candidate to observe metrics in action, choose based on a simple metric (such as the cheapest, the most energy efficient...), or trust a more complex fitness score (as explained in the next section). Hovering over a point produces a “tool-tip” listing the configurations involved, important metrics, and key configuration parameters.
Fig. 2. A visualization of configurations’ Average Response Time versus their overall time to process

**Fitness Score.** Based on the user’s selected simulations, the visual tool computes a fitness score. Each configuration, in each head-to-head comparison, is given a comparison score $h_{ij}$ based on its values for the compared metrics $i$ and $j$:

$$h_{ij} = \text{weight}_{ij}[i] \times \text{value}_{ij}[i] + \text{weight}_{ij}[j] \times \text{value}_{ij}[j]$$

The *weight* is determined by two factors. First, how many configurations were selected out of the total set: if the user accepted a metric’s value for most configurations, that metric is relatively unimportant in distinguishing between good and bad configurations. Second, how much of the total range of that metric is selected. If the user was more selective, the metric is more important. For example, consider a comparison of average response time ($x$) and cost ($y$) that plots 100 configurations, where response time ranges from 1 to 101 seconds and cost from 200 to 500 dollars. The user draws a selection box from (1,200) to (10,400); there are 34 configurations with response time between 1 and 10, and 56 configurations with cost between 200 and 400. The first factor is $1 - \frac{34}{100} = .66$ for response time and $1 - \frac{56}{100} = .44$ for cost. The second factor for response time is $1 - \frac{10-1}{101-1} = .91$ and for cost is $1 - \frac{400-200}{500-200} = .33$. Thus $\text{weight}_{ij}[r.t.] = 1.57$ and $\text{weight}_{ij}[\text{cost}] = .77$. Note that response time and cost may have different weights when compared to other metrics.

The *value* is normalized based on the relative position of the configuration’s value for metric $k$: at the “good” end of the selection is 2, at the “bad” end is 1, everything in between on a linear scale. Values outside the selection have value 0. Returning to our example, a configuration with response time of 1 (best in the selection) and cost of 500 (outside the selection) would have values 2 and
0, respectively. The fitness score for that configuration for this pair of metrics would be \( h_{ij} = 1.57 \times 2 + .77 \times 0 = 3.14 \) out of a possible 8 points.

**Demonstration.** We used the configuration traces from Section 4.1 namely a performance versus cost trade-off for approximately 800 candidate configurations. Using the visual selection tool, we selected ranges in head-to-head comparisons based on the perceived desires of the user community (fast response, consistently, at low cost). Comparisons deemed unimportant were ignored (value = 0). There were 6 metrics, and \( \binom{6}{2} = 15 \) potential head-to-head comparisons; only 6 comparisons were considered meaningful. Using the visual selection tool, 153 candidate configurations were identified, each having been selected 4 times.

This reduced the candidate configurations by 81%. There remained variation within the remaining configurations; the fitness score allows us to rank the configurations using preferences expressed in the visual tool. We computed the fitness score for each of the six comparisons. Of the 153 candidate configurations identified by the visual tool, 9 were missing from the top 153 of the new ranked list, in all cases due to being very close to the boundaries of the selection box (i.e. marginal candidates). This identified 49 top configurations (all within .1 of 41.2, with the remaining configurations under 40, on a theoretical maximum score of 48). This is a 94% reduction. In the future, we plan to empirically validate whether this selection process is actually satisfactory to the user.

### 4.3 Run-Time Configuration Changes

Configuring software prior to deployment involves identifying a configuration to meet projected future needs. These may not be as predicted or may change over time, and configurations may not perform as expected. Changes will be necessary, and can be made manually or autonomically. Manual changes require well-trained experts who are able to make appropriate configuration changes in response to changed circumstances. We propose and implement a simulation-based tool to train administrators in this task. Providing metric visualization and capturing tools allows for interactive and visual training. Combining modifiable request generation with run-time configuration adaptation through a GUI in simulation allows for training in varying circumstances. It can also be used to train an autonomic system capable of changing system configurations in real-time.

Here we examine the potential benefit of (substantial and expensive) adding autonomic managers to the software by conducting the following experiment. A colleague unassociated with this project generated 160 minutes of variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Cost Increase</th>
<th>Perf. Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-server</td>
<td>1467.3</td>
<td>14272.5</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-server</td>
<td>698.8</td>
<td>11887</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-server</td>
<td>316.5</td>
<td>10433.5</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>78.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-server</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>9826.5</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>89.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>11211.5</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>74.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cost and performance metrics (and improvements) comparing manual configuration, manual configuration with composition, and static configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Cost Increase</th>
<th>Perf. Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-server</td>
<td>1353.8</td>
<td>12555</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-server</td>
<td>611.2</td>
<td>10801</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-server</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>9775.5</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-server</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>9662.5</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual w/ Composition</td>
<td>91.38</td>
<td>9763</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

request traffic, which we logged and used as a test set. Five application configurations were tested: three, four, five, and six servers, and one where an expert user added and removed 1-6 servers at run-time. The distribution of operations was not changed. The expert user had no prior knowledge of the contents of the recorded requests; his decisions were based on watching performance metrics: the load on each server, the queue at each server, and the overall response time. For each configuration, we used average response time and total time as performance measures. We also calculated configuration cost, based on total active CPU time (loosely, a cloud-computing scenario). A server contributed to the cost if it was configured to process requests, whether it actually received requests or not.

The full results are in Table 1; we set a fixed three-server configuration as the baseline and made comparisons relative to that. Fixed five- and six-server configurations performed better than the variable configuration, but were more expensive. Compared to a 3-server configuration, the manually varied configuration was 3% more expensive but performed 75% better. Autonomic changes could allow for faster, more fine-tuned changes; the current method was limited by human response times to a simulation running 100 times faster than in real life. On the other hand, autonomic changes might not be as “intelligent” as manual changes. Nonetheless, based on these results we believe an autonomic manager could improve performance while reducing costs.

Composition-Aware Adaptation. We also evaluated the potential of using composition information to better inform run-time configuration adaptation. We simulated a scenario based on a real-world usage of TAPoR: pre-indexed texts which can be analyzed, in addition to user-submitted texts. A web service request for a list of available indexes precedes some interactions with the service. Some (but not all) interactions with the service follow pre-composed “recipes”, where a specific sequence of operations is called in rapid sequence. We modeled the operations as individual services to allow the recipes to represent composed services.

To test this approach, we modified a random 70% of the requests in the data set used above, adding composition. We augmented the user display with a request-type arrival rate metric. The user was able to see the distribution of

---

6 The estimated costs depend on the price model assumed; in this work, we assume a hardware-leasing model. Given alternative cost-calculation models, the estimated costs would be different. Our approach is independent of any particular cost models.
arriving requests and predict future capacity needs. For example, a request for
the list of available indices takes little time and will not impact typical perfor-
mance metrics, but is a reliable predictor of future requests. This experiment
configuration does not perfectly simulate the real-world scenario but we expect
it to provide a fairly accurate indication as to the viability of using composition-
related knowledge for this application. For this experiment, the administrator
used two modification strategies. The first was based on using performance
metrics as above, regardless of composition. The second used request metrics:
the number and type of requests sent, and the number of requests that have not
received a response (as tracked by the traffic generator).

The full results are in Table 2; the trade-offs are shown in Figure 3. When
using composition knowledge, we achieved a 93% reduction in response time for
an 11% cost increase. Without composition, we achieved a slightly worse re-
duction in response time (89%) but with a 3.5% cost decrease compared to the
base. Based on this, admittedly simple, experiment, we found no evidence that
including composition in our decision-making improved the run-time adaptation.

5 Conclusion

The work discussed in this paper simulated a real-world application using a
services-aware simulation framework, which we used to generate performance
data in a variety of configurations. We used this simulation-generated data to
present three contributions to configuration planning. First, a question-answering
methodology and tool, which we demonstrated by answering two questions. Sec-
ond, a trade-off analysis decision support tool to help non-technical users derive
increased value from their services by improving their understanding of the soft-
ware service system. We described how this visual tool can be used by users to
identify their preferences, which we use to assign a fitness score to future simu-
lation results. Third, we describe a potential training/evaluation tool, but more
importantly we use this tool to assess the viability of an autonomic manager for
this particular application, showing that we can gain substantial performance
increases for slightly increased cost by manually provisioning just-enough resources. We also suggest that for this service system, knowledge of how services are composed is not likely to improve an autonomic manager.

This work is based on simulated data, and though the simulation when compared to real-world metrics in a set of configurations was statistically identical, the simulation cannot be guaranteed to be accurate. It will also not account for pathological cases. In the near future, we will be using simulation-generated data to inform an autonomic management system capable of re-configuring a system at run-time based on correlating observations of the current environment with past experience. Additional efforts focus on using simulation-generated data to reason more generally about value and perceived quality in trade-off analysis.
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Abstract. Today’s business environment demands a high rate of compliance of service-enabled business processes with which enterprises are required to cope. Thus, a comprehensive compliance management framework is required such that compliance management must crosscut all the stages of the complete business process lifecycle, starting from the very early stages of business process design. Formalizing compliance requirements based on a formal foundation of an expressive logical language enables the application of associated verification and analysis tools to ensure the compliance. In this paper, we have conducted a comparative analysis between three languages that can be used as the formal foundation of business process compliance requirements, focusing on design-time phase. Two main families of languages have been identified, which are: the temporal and deontic families of logic. In particular, we have considered LTL, CTL and FCL. The comparative analysis is based on the capabilities and limitations of each language and a set of required identified features.
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1 Introduction

Today’s business climate demands a high rate of compliance of business processes with which Information Technology (IT)-minded organizations are required to cope. Compliance regulations, such as Basel II, Sarbanes-Oxley and others require all organizations to review their business processes and service-enabled applications, and ensure that they meet the compliance constraints set so forth in the legislation.

Compliance is mainly ensuring that business processes, operations and practices are in accordance with a prescribed and/or agreed on set of norms [1]. A compliance constraint (requirement) is any explicitly stated rule or regulation that prescribes any aspect of an internal or cross-organizational business process.

* This work is a part of the research project “COMPAS: Compliance-driven Models, Languages and Architectures for Services”, which is funded by the European commission, funding reference FP7-215175.

SOA is an integration framework for connecting loosely coupled software modules into on-demand business processes. BPs form the foundation for SOAs and require that multiple steps occur between physically independent yet logically dependent software services [2]. The control and disclosure requirements originating from multiple compliance sources create auditing demands for SOAs.

One of the key requirements of a generic compliance management approach is that it should be sustainable throughout the business process (BP) lifecycle [1]. Compliance management should be considered from the early stages of business process design, thus achieving compliance-by-design, which must be further integrated with dynamic monitoring of the running instances. The emphasis in this paper is on requirements applicable to design-time phase of the BP lifecycle, while the discussions on the requirements applicable to later phases (runtime and offline phases) are kept limited.

Founding the specification of business process compliance requirements on a formal logical language enables their automatic verification and analysis against business process specifications. However, the complexity of the formal language must not become an obstacle for the specification and for their validation. It is important to find an appropriate balance between expressiveness, formal foundation, and potential analysis methods [3].

In this paper, we conducted a comparative analysis between three languages that can be used as the basic building blocks of a comprehensive Compliance Request Language (CRL) for the formal specification of compliance requirements, focusing primarily on design-time verification. In particular, we consider two families of logics that have been used successfully in the literature, namely deontic and temporal families of logic. More specifically, we consider Formal Contract Language (FCL) [4] from the deontic logic family. On the other hand, we consider Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) from the temporal logic family [5-6]. We applied these languages on the specification of a wide range of compliance requirements of two industrial case studies explored within the EU funded COMPAS research project [7]. Then a comparative analysis was conducted based on the capabilities and limitations of each language against a set of identified key features. The comparative analysis reflected that the decision on the selection of a particular formal language is context-dependent involving various factors including the nature, complexity and source of compliance requirements. However, based on the results of the comparative analysis, we can argue that the temporal logic has advantages over others with regard to the specification of regulatory constraints.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights the key features that should be maintained by a comprehensive compliance request language. Section 3 presents a simplified motivating scenario used as the running example throughout this paper. Section 4 briefly describes the key concepts and rules of the formalisms analyzed and examine their capabilities to express compliance requirements from the running scenario. The comparative analysis is drawn in Section 5. Related work is summarized in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and ongoing work are highlighted in Section 7.
2 Required Features of a Compliance Request Language

In order to reveal the features that should be possessed by a language to be used for the formal specification of compliance requirements, we have analyzed [8] a wide range of compliance legislations and relevant frameworks such as Basel II, Sarbanes-Oxley, IFRS, FINRA (NASD/SEC), COSO, COBIT and OCEG. This set of regulations and frameworks constituted a faithful representation of the range of compliance requirements that can be found within compliance legislations. We also conducted case studies on industry processes [9] that are subject to various regulatory compliance requirements (also discussed in Section 3). Based on the findings, we have identified a set of features that should exist in CRL. These features can be summarized as follows:

- **Formality**: The CRL should be formal to pave the way for the application of associated automatic analysis, reasoning and verification tools and techniques.
- **Expressiveness**: The CRL should be expressive enough to be able to capture the intricate semantics of compliance requirements.
- **Usability**: The CRL should not be excessively complex to inhibit users to understand and use it.
- **Consistency checks**: Contradictions and conflicts might arise between compliance requirements particularly when they originate from different sources. It is desirable for the CRL to provide mechanisms to identify and resolve these inconsistencies.
- **Normalization**: This feature refers to cleaning-up of the requirements specification to identify and remove redundancies and to make implicit requirements explicit.
- **Declarativiness**: Compliance requirements are commonly normative and descriptive, indicating what needs to be done [1]. Therefore, declarative languages are more suited to their formal representation.
- **Generic**: Compliance requirements can be constraints on the control-flow (sequence and timing of activities), data (data validation and requirements), and resource perspectives (task allocation and data access rights). The CRL should enable the specification of the requirements regarding to these perspectives.
- **Symmetricity**: This feature refers to the ability to annotate business process models with compliance requirements. The annotation helps users to understand the interplay between the two specifications.
- **Non-monotonicity**: A violation to a compliance rule is not necessarily an error. Non-monotonic rules are open to violation to a certain extend and under specific conditions. Depending on the rigidity of the rule, the process expert can decide on the type of the rule, and the exceptions under which a specific rule can be overridden and the priorities among them.
- **Intelligible feedback**: Indicating whether there is a violation to a specific rule is not sufficient. It is important to provide the user with guidance of why a violation occurs and how to resolve compliance deviations.
- **Real-time support**: The language should be able to express real-time requirements, which are likely to appear in compliance sources. For example: Activity A should occur within time period $k$. 

3 Running Scenario

The loan approval scenario is one of the industry case scenarios explored within the EU funded COMPAS research project [9]. The general environment in which this particular scenario takes place is banking e-business applications. Taking into account the demands for strong regulation compliance schemes, such as Basel II, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), ISO 27000 and sometimes contradictory needs of the different stakeholders, such scenarios raise several interesting compliance requirements.

Table 1. An excerpt of compliance requirements relevant to the case scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Compliance Requirement (Context/Process Specific Interpretation)</th>
<th>Compliance Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Only Post-processing Clerk and Supervisor roles can access the “Credit Bureau service”.</td>
<td>- Internal Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Customer bank privilege check is segregated from credit worthiness check.</td>
<td>- SOX Sec.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- ISO 27002 - 10.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>If the loan request’s credit exceeds 1 million EURO the Clerk Supervisor checks the credit worthiness of the customer. The lack of the supervisor check immediately creates a suspense file. In case of failure of the creation of a suspense file, the manager is notified by the system and Post-processing Clerk is allowed to do the check.</td>
<td>- Internal Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- SOX Sec.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>As a final control, the branch office Manager has to check whether the request is profitable and risks are acceptable before making the final approval.</td>
<td>- SOX Sec.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>If loan conditions are satisfied, the customer can check the status of her loan request infinitely often until the customer is notified.</td>
<td>- Internal Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>If credit worthiness check activity is performed, then there exists an activity ‘evaluation of the loan risk’ that should be performed by the manager.</td>
<td>- Internal Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>The Credit Broker can start a loan (approved by the customer), only if 5 workdays or more have elapsed since the loan approval form was sent.</td>
<td>- SOX Sec.404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The brief flow of the process is as follows: Once a customer loan request is received, the credit broker checks if customer’s banking privileges are suspended. If privileges are not suspended, the credit broker accesses the customer information and checks if all loan conditions are satisfied. Next, a loan threshold is calculated, and if the threshold amount is less than 1M Euros, the post processing clerk checks the credit worthiness of the customer by conducting the credit bureau service. Next, the post processing clerk initializes the form and approves the loan. If the threshold amount is greater than 1M Euros, the clerk supervisor is responsible for performing the same activities instead of the post processing clerk. Next, the manager evaluates the loan risk, after which she normally signs the loan form and sends the form to the customer to sign. Table 1 lists an excerpt of the compliance requirements that are relevant to the scenario. The first and second columns of the table give a unique ID and a brief description of the original compliance requirement as they are in sources, respectively. Third column gives case scenario specific interpretation of the compliance requirement (internalized compliance requirements). Finally, the fourth column refers to the associated compliance source(s) (e.g. a legislation document).
4 Formalisms under Consideration

The following sub-sections present a brief description of the basic concepts and rules (syntax) of the considered logical languages, and examine their applicability to represent compliance requirements of the running scenario as described in Table 1.

4.1 Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

LTL [5], [6] is a logic used to formally specify temporal properties of software or hardware designs. In LTL, each state has one possible future and can be represented using linear state sequences, which corresponds to describing the behavior of a single execution of a system. The formulas in LTL take the form $Af$, where $A$ is the universal path quantifier and $f$ is a path formula. A path formula must contain only atomic propositions as its state sub-formulas. The formation rules of LTL formulas are as follows:

- $\top$ and $\bot$ are formulas ($\top$ represents tautology and $\bot$ represents contradiction).
- If $P \in AP$, where $AP$ is a non-empty set of atomic propositions, then $P$ is a path formula.
- If $f$ and $g$ are path formulas, then $\neg f, f \lor g, f \land g, Xf, Ff, Gf, f U g, f W g$ are path formulas (‘$\lor$’ represents ‘or’ and ‘$\land$’ represents ‘and’ operators):
  - $G$ (always) indicates that formula $f$ must be true in all the states of the path.
  - $X$ (next time) indicates that the formula $f$ is true in the second state of the path.
  - $F$ (eventually) indicates that formula $f$ will be true at future state of the path.
  - $U$ (until) indicates that if at some future state the second formula $g$ will be true, then, the formula $f$ must be true in all the subsequent states within the path.
  - $W$ (weak until) represents the same semantics as until, however it is evaluated to true even if the second formula $g$ never occurs (note that $pWq \equiv G(p) \lor (p U q)$).

4.2 Computational Tree Logic (CTL)

CTL [5], [6] is also a logic used to formally specifying temporal properties of software or hardware designs. CTL differs from LTL in terms of their underlying model of time. As opposed to LTL, in branching temporal logics, each moment in time may split into various possible futures. Hence, the structure under which branching temporal logic formulas are interpreted is represented as infinite computational tree, which describes the behavior of the possible computations of a nondeterministic program [10]. A well-formed CTL formula over a set of atomic propositions $AP = \{p, q, \ldots\}$ (where $A$ is the universal path quantifier) can be formed as follows (in BNF notations):

- $\phi ::= \top | \bot | p | \neg \phi | \phi \land \psi | \phi \lor \psi | \phi \rightarrow \psi | AX \phi | EX \phi | AF \phi | EF \phi | AG \phi | EG \phi | A[\phi U \psi] | E[\phi U \psi] | A[\phi W \psi] | E[\phi W \psi]$, such that:
  - $\top$ represents tautology and $\bot$ represents contradiction symbols.
  - $G, F, X, U, W$ are the temporal operators ‘always’, ‘eventually’, ‘next’, ‘until’ and ‘weak until’ as defined in Section 4.1.
4.3 Formal Contract Language

FCL is a combination of an efficient non-monotonic formalism (defeasible logic) and deontic logic of violations. The FCL language consists of two sets of atomic symbols: A finite set of literals (propositions) that represent state variables, and a finite set of events. The logical operators that are supported are as follows: (i) ‘;’ the sequence operator, (ii) ‘∧’ conjunction operator and (iii) ‘∨’ disjunction operator. A rule in FCL is an expression of the form: $r:A_1A_2,...,A_n \vdash B$, where $r$ is the identification of the rule, $A_1A_2,...,A_n$ is the set of premises (propositions) and $B$ is the conclusion of the rule. The rule is built from a finite set of atomic propositions, logical operators, and a set of deontic operators, which are; (i) Negation (¬), (ii) Obligation (O), (iii) Permission (P), and (iv) the Contrary to duty operator (⊗ or CTD). Contrary to duty operator is used to specify the violations and the obligations arise as a response to the violations. The rules are formed as follows:

- Each atomic proposition is a proposition.
- If $P$ is an atomic proposition, then $\neg P$ is a proposition.
- If $P$ is an atomic proposition, then $OP$ is an obligation proposition, $PP$ is a permission proposition. Obligations and permission propositions are deontic propositions.
- If $P \vdash P_1 \otimes P_2 \otimes ... P_n \otimes q$ is an FCL rule, where $P_1, P_2, ..., P_n$ are obligation propositions and $q$ is a deontic proposition then $P_1 \otimes P_2 \otimes ... P_n \otimes q$ is a reparational chain. The reparational chain indicates that, if the primary obligation $P_1$ is violated, its violation can be repaired by the secondary obligation $P_2$ and if $P_2$ cannot be satisfied then it can be repaired by the obligation $P_3$, and so on. The entire rule is evaluated to false, if none of the primary obligation, or any of the reparational deontic propositions (respecting their order) is satisfied.
- Prohibitions can be either represented as $O\neg$ or $\neg P$.

4.4 Formal Specification of Compliance Requirements

This sub-section examines and compares how compliance requirements of the running scenario as described in Table 1 can be formalized in the three languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1</th>
<th>LTL: $G$(CheckCreditWorthiness.Role(Role1) $\rightarrow$ $G$(Role1 =’PostProcessingClerk’V Role1 = ’Supervisor’))</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTL: $AG$(CheckCreditWorthiness.Role(Role1) $\rightarrow$ $AG$(Role1 =’PostProcessingClerk’V Role1 = ’Supervisor’))</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FCL: Role1 $\neq$’ PostProcessingClerk’ $\land$ Role1 $\neq$’ Supervisor’ $\vdash O_{Role1} \neg CheckCreditWorthiness$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This compliance requirement can be represented in the three languages. In FCL, the semantics of the requirement can be captured by prohibiting any other role rather than *PostProcessingClerk* and *Supervisor* from performing *CheckCreditWorthiness* activity. You can notice that that the LTL and CTL representations can be viewed as the contra-positive of the FCL representation ($P \rightarrow Q \equiv \neg P \rightarrow \neg Q$)

**R2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>CTL</th>
<th>FCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G((\text{CheckCustomerBankPrivilege.Role}(\text{Role1})) \rightarrow G(\neg(\text{CheckCreditWorthiness.Role}(\text{Role1})))$</td>
<td>$AG((\text{CheckCustomerBankPrivilege.Role}(\text{Role1})) \rightarrow AG(\neg(\text{CheckCreditWorthiness.Role}(\text{Role1})))$</td>
<td>CheckCustomerBankPrivilege.Role(\text{Role1}); CheckCreditWorthiness $\vdash O_{\text{Role1}} \neg \text{CheckCreditWorthiness}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This requirement represents the typical segregation of duties constraint and it can be represented in the three languages.

**R3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>CTL</th>
<th>FCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can't be represented</td>
<td>Can't be represented</td>
<td>LoanAmount(y) $\geq 1$ $\vdash O_{\text{supervisor}} \text{CheckCreditWorthiness}$ $\odot O_{\text{System}} \text{StoreSuspenseFile}(y) \odot O_{\text{System}} \text{notifyManager} \land P_{\text{PostClerk}} \text{CheckCreditWorthiness}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This requirement can be represented in FCL using the $\odot$ (CTD) operator. Besides, FCL supports the notion of permission, which is *not* supported in LTL or CTL (e.g. $P_{\text{PostClerk}} \text{CheckCreditWorthiness}$). Although semantically unequal, the closest operator in temporal logic is the disjunction operator, however, it is commutative.

**R4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>CTL</th>
<th>FCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\neg \text{SignOfficiallyContract W (JudgeHighRisk \land approved = 'Yes')}$</td>
<td>$A(\neg \text{SignOfficiallyContract W (JudgeHighRisk \land approved = 'Yes')})$</td>
<td>Can't be represented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This requirement can’t be represented in FCL due to its lack of support to temporal operators.

**R5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LTL</th>
<th>CTL</th>
<th>FCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$FG(\text{LoanConditions} = 'True' \rightarrow ((FG(\text{CheckLoanStatus})) U \text{NotifyCustomer}))$</td>
<td>Can't be represented</td>
<td>Can't be represented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neither CTL nor FCL can express the *weak fairness* property of R5 (a constantly enabled event must occur infinitely often) [5], which is expressible in LTL. The same applies to the specification of *strong fairness* properties.
This requirement can only be expressed in CTL due to its support to the existential quantifier.

**R7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MTL</strong></td>
<td>$G(SendLoanContract \rightarrow F_{t+5}(PerformLoanSettlement\text{.Role}(\text{CreditBroker})))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TCTL</strong></td>
<td>$AG(SendLoanContract \rightarrow AF_{t+5}(PerformLoanSettlement\text{.Role}(\text{CreditBroker})))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FCL</strong></td>
<td>$SendContract: t \vdash _{\text{creditbroker}} \text{PerformLoanSettlement}: k \land k \geq t+5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requirement R7 is not expressible in LTL or CTL due to their lack of support to real-time requirements. Some extensions to LTL and CTL have been proposed to incorporate real-time dimension. For example, Metrical Temporal Logic (MTL) [11] extends LTL with real-time dimension. In MTL, temporal operators can be annotated with a temporal expression $I$ expressing a specific time interval as shown in the MTL representation of R7 (e.g. $F_{t+5}$). Timed CTL (TCTL) [12] extends CTL with real-time dimension exactly the same way as MTL extends LTL. Temporal dimension is also incorporated to FCL as proposed in [4], such that all propositions can be time-stamped. If we can conclude $P$ at time $t$, written as $P: t$, then $P$ is true for all $t' > t$, until an event occurs that terminates the validity of $P$.

## 5 Comparative Analysis between LTL, CTL and FCL

Table 2 summarizes the results of the comparative analysis, which highlights the strengths and limitations of the three languages. The degree of support is denoted by: `+`, indicating that the feature is satisfied; `-`, indicating that the feature is not satisfied; and `±`, indicating that the support is partial.

Some of these results can be generalized to the whole families of Deontic logic and Temporal Logic. For example, FCL, CTL and LTL possess limitations in terms of usability. This result can be generalized to the whole families of Deontic and Temporal Logic. The complexity of logical languages represents one of the main obstacles of utilizing the sophisticated reasoning and analysis tools associated with these languages. FCL, LTL and CTL have different expressive powers. For example, the notion of permission is not expressible in LTL and CTL, while fairness properties are not expressible in FCL and CTL; on the other hand, existential properties are not expressible in LTL and FCL. Deontic and Temporal families of logic are declarative by nature. Furthermore, FCL provides a mechanism for consistency checks by the means of the superior relation of the defeasible logic [13], yet this result can’t be generalized to the Deontic Logic family (denoted by `?' in Table 2). Temporal Logic family doesn’t provide any support for checking consistency among logical formulas. The normalization metric is met by FCL as it provides a technique for cleaning up the specification and to identify and remove redundancies [4].
Table 2. Comparative Analyses of Compliance Request Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>LTL/MTL</th>
<th>CTL/UCTL</th>
<th>Temporal Logic</th>
<th>FCL</th>
<th>Deontic Logic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- Formality</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Usability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Expressiveness</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Declarativiness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Consistency Checks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6- Non-Monotonicity</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7- Generic</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8- Symmetry</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9- Normalization</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10- Intelligible feedback</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11- Real-time Support</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Non-monotonic requirements can be expressed in FCL by means of the *superiority relation*. On the other hand, rules in temporal logic are monotonic by nature. In FCL, by exploiting the results in [1], business process models can be visually annotated by compliance requirements using the notion of *control tags*. However, with symmetricity we mean the actual augmentation of business process models with compliance requirements (thus the support for this feature is marked as ‘±’ for FCL). Model-checkers are used with temporal logic for automatic compliance verification [6]. As concluded in [10], it is usually possible with LTL to provide the *counterexample tracing* facility that helps experts to resolve a compliance violation, thus providing the user with intelligent feedback. The support to this feature is limited for CTL. In [14], we propose a comprehensive ‘root-cause analysis’ to reason about design-time compliance violations to provide the user with guidelines as remedies to resolve compliance deviations, which is based on LTL. The support by Deontic logic family to this criterion is limited.

Several extensions to LTL and CTL have been proposed to incorporate real-time dimension (e.g. MTL [11] and TCTL [12]). Real-time dimension is also incorporated to FCL as proposed in [4]. Finally, a basic strength of LTL and temporal logic in general lies in its maturity and availability of sophisticated *verification tools* that have proven to be successful to verify complex systems [10].

Vardi provides an interesting comparison between LTL and CTL in [10]. Although, CTL and LTL correspond to two distinct views of time, and consequently LTL and CTL are expressively incomparable. However, from a practical point of view LTL is considered to be more expressive than CTL. Besides, LTL is considered to be more intuitive than CTL. The un-intuitiveness of CTL significantly reduces the usability of CTL-based formal verification tools. From a verification point of view, CTL is considered to be more difficult than LTL due to the branching nature of CTL. Furthermore, CTL does not provide support for compositional reasoning. The main advantage of CTL over LTL is its *computational complexity*. However, Vardi argues that LTL is a more powerful logic and CTL’s advantage in terms of computational
complexity is valid under rare circumstances in real life applications. On the other side, the computational complexity of FCL is unknown (compliance verification is based on the Idealness notion as proposed in [4]).

6 Related Work

In [15], a comparison is conducted between three types of logics: (i) CL (Contract Language): Deontic logic, (ii) LTL and CTL: temporal logics and (iii) Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP): operational language, with respect to their expressiveness to represent three requirements emerging from a business contract. Although we agree with the conclusion highlighting CL’s power to represent the business contract under consideration, we diverge with the argument that states LTL’s lack of support to some fairness properties. Although our main focus in this study is on regulatory compliance, the comparative analysis conducted in this paper is more generic and considers an extensive list of comparison criteria in addition to the expressiveness metric.

It is also of relevance here to summarize various key studies that utilize temporal and deontic logic for design-time compliance verification. Authors in [16] propose a static-compliance checking framework that includes various model transformations. Compliance requirements are based on LTL formulas. Next, NuSMV2 model checker is used to check the compliance. The study in [17] utilizes π-Logic to formally represent compliance requirements; while BP models are abstractly modeled using BP-Calculus. If business and compliance specifications are compliant, an equivalent BPEL program can be automatically generated from the abstract BP-calculus representations. The study in [18] utilizes past LTL (PLTL), where properties about the past can be represented. The study in [19] utilizes patterns to overcome the complexity of temporal logic focusing on runtime monitoring. The study in [20] utilizes Dwyer’s patterns for the verification of service compositions. In [21], real-time temporal object logic is proposed for the formal specification of compliance requirements based on a pre-defined domain ontology. In [22], we use LTL and proposes a framework for augmenting business processes with reusable fragments to ensure process compliance to the relevant requirements by design.

We have to point out that there is a third class of languages that can be used for the formal specification of compliance requirements grounded on XML, e.g. the XML Service Request Language (XSRL) [23] and the PROPOLS language [20]. Since XML-based approaches are founded on temporal logic, then they are subsumed by LTL and CTL, subsequently, they are not considered in our analytical study.

Key studies that have utilized Deontic logic can be summarized as follows: the work in [4] has provided the foundations of the FCL (Formal Contract Language) language, focusing on business partner contracts. In addition, in [13], an automatic transformation of business contracts represented in FCL to RuleML is proposed for runtime monitoring. In [1], FCL is used to express other types of compliance requirements emerging from legislation and regulatory bodies. In [24], the PENELOPE (Process Entailment from the Elicitation of Obligations and Permissions) language was proposed. PENELOPE is a language to express temporal deontic assignments considering only obligations and permissions.
7 Conclusion and Outlook

An important question that might arise in the field of compliance management is: “How compliance requirements can be formally specified to enable the application of automatic analysis and reasoning technique for their verification?” Temporal and deontic families of logic have been successfully utilized in the literature as the formal foundation of compliance requirements. In this paper, we report a comparative analysis between LTL, CTL and FCL. The comparison surfaces the strengths and limitations of each language with respect to a set of identified features. Some of these conclusions can be generalized to the whole family of temporal or deontic logic. The decision on the use of a particular formal language is context-dependent that should be based on the nature, complexity and source of compliance requirements. However, based on the overall findings of the comparative analysis as well as the relevant literature and the current practice, we argue that temporal logic has advantages over other formalisms under consideration when formal specification of regulatory compliance requirements is concerned. An important strength in temporal logic is its maturity and its sophisticated tool support.

It should also be noted that the identified comparison criteria are not equally important. For example, the support of temporal logic to the intelligible feedback and sophisticated tool support metrics is significant. We also agree with Vardi’s argument in [10] that LTL is a more powerful logic. CTL* is the logic that combines the expressive power of LTL and CTL, however, its computational complexity is $2PTime$-Complete.

An interesting ongoing research direction is to resolve the main problems of LTL that have surfaced from the comparative analysis. In particular, developing a graphical language tool based on recurring property patterns [25] relevant to the compliance context would address the usability metric. Besides, providing efficient solutions to support the specification of non-monotonic rules in LTL, as well as normalization and consistency checking are other areas for future research. Finally, analyzing and investigating these languages on the basis of the support they provide not only for design-time verification but also for runtime monitoring - hence, integrating these two phases and providing a lifetime compliance management support - is an important ongoing research direction.
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Abstract. Architecting applications for the Cloud is challenging due to significant differences between traditional hosting and Cloud infrastructure setup, unknown and unproven Cloud performance and scalability characteristics, as well as variable quota limitations. Building workable cloud applications therefore requires in-depth insight into the architectural and performance characteristics of each cloud offering, and the ability to reason about tradeoffs and alternatives of application designs and deployments. NICTA has developed a Service Oriented Performance Modeling technology for modeling the performance and scalability of Service Oriented applications architected for a variety of platforms. Using a suite of cloud testing applications we conducted in-depth empirical evaluations of a variety of real cloud infrastructures, including Google App Engine, Amazon EC2, and Microsoft Azure. The insights from these experimental evaluations, and other public/published data, were combined with the modeling technology to predict the resource requirements in terms of cost, application performance, and limitations of a realistic application for different deployment scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Since 2007 NICTA has developed Service-Oriented Performance Modeling (SOPM), a technology for modeling the performance and scalability of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) applications. SOPM has been trialed and proven in both laboratory settings and with government and commercial collaborators [1-4]. Recently we have examined a sub-class of SOA applications deployed on Virtualized or Cloud platforms. Some initial results focusing on power costs and carbon emissions were published in [5]. In this earlier work we assumed that the performance of in-house and Cloud deployments of an application were identical. In this paper we revisit this assumption based on the results of running a suite of empirical tests on Amazon, Google and Microsoft cloud platforms, combined with other published and public insights into cloud performance and scalability.
2 Service-Oriented Performance Modelling Clouds

SOPM is a method with tool support for modeling SOA application performance and scalability. It supports the direct modeling of software, usage, and resourcing in terms of services (externally and internally visible, 3rd party; compositions and simple services), workloads (external systems which consume the services), and the deployment of services on physical resources (servers, networks). Models are parameterized with workload, performance, and server data, and a model-driven approach automatically generates a run-time version which is solved by a discrete event simulator to compute workload, service, and server metrics to assist with answering performance questions and identify areas of performance risk. We have found that modeling SOA performance is valuable and complements testing as modeling can often be done cheaper, before a complete system is built, when testing is impractical, and can be used to rapidly investigate architectural alternatives.

The results of this paper are based on modeling a realistic SOA application based on a real system that was previously modeled and validated (a whole-of-government common e-Business service used across many different agencies). We modeled two different workloads over a typical 24 hour period. For a number of different hosting scenarios our goal was to model and compare resource requirements for different in-house and cloud platforms (Section 3), performance differences between platforms, and variability in performance within a platform (Section 4). Resource requirements were used to estimate power and billing costs (Section 3), and check if any limits/quotas are exceeded (Section 5).

The alternative hosting scenarios for comparison are: In-house hosting on bare hardware, in-house hosting with Virtualization, Amazon EC2 (a variety of instance types), Google AppEngine, and Microsoft Azure. There are many similarities (architectural, technological, billing, etc) but also significant differences between platforms. We have developed performance models for each cloud platform using data from a variety of sources. Insights and the results from a suite of test applications we ran ourselves were combined and confirmed with data from the public domain including other papers, public blogs and websites, cloud platform support blogs, benchmarks, and real-time cloud monitoring sites.

3 Resources and Cost

Scenario 1: In-house hosting, bare hardware. The first scenario is the default hosting environment from which the performance measurements were obtained to parameterize and validate the initial model. The services from each of the four deployment zones are deployed to four dedicated physical servers (clustered if necessary). The servers are identical multi-core Intel 2.33GHz CPU rack servers with sufficient memory and LAN bandwidth to ensure that there are no bottlenecks, and “perfect” hardware-based load balancing across clustered servers in the same zone. A fundamental assumption is that the application has been architected and the infrastructure configured to be linearly scalable by increasing CPUs and servers (scale-up and scale-out). We also assume that the performance measurements used to parameterize the model have been obtained from an unloaded system which does not have variable speed CPUs (or the results have been scaled for the difference in CPU speed between
light and heavy loads). Running the simulation model with the expected load predicted the maximum number of CPUs required (without any resource saturation or degradation in service response times) for each zone as follows: Web Server 10 CPUs, Client Server 4 CPUs, Security Server 3 CPUs, and Application Server 26 CPUs, a total of 43 CPUs.

**Scenario 2: In-house hosting, virtualization.** The second scenario is in-house hosting but on virtualized hardware. The performance model is identical to scenario 1, except that each application zone is deployed to a virtual machine, with the virtual machines sharing a pool of CPUs. We assume that the servers are identical to scenario 1, but that the use of virtualization incurs a performance overhead. Obviously the value of the overhead depends on a combination of factors including CPU type, virtual machine type, application, and load. For this experiment we assumed a CPU overhead of 70% for both workloads on Intel CPUs due to IO virtualization [6]. The model predicted a maximum of 70 CPUs in the pool which is slightly less than 1.7 times the maximum CPUs from scenario 1, as CPU pooling is more efficient overall and ensures maximum utilization. The introduction of virtualization in theory enables easier sharing of the CPU pool with other applications during off-peak periods, although care needs to be taken that there are sufficient CPUs for this application during peak times.

**Scenario 3: Cloud Hosting, Amazon EC2.** This scenario explores hosting the complete application on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) infrastructure [9]. For simplification we make the following assumptions about the EC2 hosting: All services are deployed to each instance (in practice different services may need to be deployed to different instances. We look at the performance implications of distributed deployment, but not the resource implication, in Section 4); all instances are of the same type (this is not a requirement of the infrastructure, but simplifies modeling and may be a reasonable simplification for managing clouds in practice); Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) is used, but not modeled (as we cannot determine how many instances are required as load balancing instances scale automatically [7]); auto-scaling of EC2 instances is enabled and there is no delay in spinning up new instances [8] (in practice it takes time to start new instances).

We assume that Amazon Auto Scaling is used to start and terminate instances sufficiently in advance to be available when the load requires them (but only just in time, and that they are terminated immediately after the load drops). Elastic Load Balancing and Autoscaling are relatively complex, and need to be setup (and tuned) for optimal scalability. A significant assumption is that Elastic Load Balancing instances dynamically scale fast enough to cope with load spikes (otherwise clients may experience time outs). Other considerations include ensuring that the number of instances in each availability zone is equivalent, clients are from a variety of IP addresses rather than just one (clients from the same IP address tend to connect to the same instance), and the use of persistent HTTP connections to improve performance. In this section we focus on modeling resource usage, rather than general performance/scalability issues (Section 4).

Amazon EC2 instances come in different types [9]. Each type offers a total number of standardized EC2 Compute Units per instance, consisting of a number of cores per instance, number of compute units per core, and at different prices. A core is a virtual core, but virtual cores have exclusive use of a physical core (except standard small instances where two virtual cores share a physical core). Our model must therefore take
into account the difference in performance between EC2 instance types. However, we also observe that not all EC2 instances of the same type are equal, as there are performance differences between instances of the same type. EC2 instances of the same type vary in performance depending on region. We augment the initial SOA performance model with a scaling factor to capture the difference in performance between bare hardware and the target EC2 instance type. We rely on observations that there is a difference in speed between Intel and AMD CPUs, that CPUs have a different speed, and that EC2 instances of the same type are made up of a proportion of both Intel and AMD CPUs. [11-15]. Including the virtualization overhead scale factor from scenario 2 (EC2 uses Xen virtualization) we introduced scale factors for each instance type into the model and obtained estimates of resource requirements in terms of maximum number of EC2 instances (Figure 1), and total EC2 instance hours per day (not shown).

Amazon offers three pricing options [16]: On-demand, reserved, and spot prices. Billing is always per instance hour (rounded up). We computed and compared two different options. Option 1 is all on-demand pricing. Option 2 is a mixture of reserved instances (for base load) and spot instances (for peak loads). As spot instances can be terminated without warning [19] the application needs to be re-designed to be fault tolerant. On-demand prices were based on an average of windows instances for Scenario 3 EC2 (standard small)
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all regions, reserve prices were California (Linux only available), and spot prices were based on an average price over several months [17]. Including network and CloudWatch [18] (necessary for Auto Scaling) prices (a total of $1,300/year) the total estimated costs per year are graphed in Figure 2. There are significant price differences between instance types, and between pricing options. The most expensive is on-demand EC2 high cpu extra large instances (US$18,000) and the cheapest is mixed price high cpu medium instances (US$4,500).

Scenario 3: Cloud Hosting, Google AppEngine. The Google AppEngine [20] uses a different approach to EC2 for resourcing as the infrastructure automatically scales. It doesn’t use virtualisation (although Java applications run in a Java Virtual Machine giving application isolation but not resource isolation). Consequently there are limitations to what can be done by an application to ensure isolation (e.g. no threads, only a subset of the Java APIs are permitted), and there is less visibility into the infrastructure for modelling. Billing is in terms of a reference CPU (1.2GHz Intel), but as we could not determine what the physical hardware speed was we assumed it was the same speed and type of CPU as the in-house model. We assumed that automatic scale-up is instantaneous (which is unlikely, and there is no mechanism available to ensure resources are available in advance of load spikes [23]). CPU billing is finer grained as it is measured cycles and reported in seconds. There are also more complex limits/quotas, and free and billable thresholds [21, 22].

The model estimated 44.8 physical (not reference) CPU hours/day, and the total price per year including data costs ($3,000) of US$4,723/year which is comparable to the cheapest EC2 option. The main benefit with Google AppEngine pricing is that it is very fine grained, so you really do only pay for what you consume (per CPU cycle), and there’s no overhead (cost or effort) to scale and manage it.

Scenario 3: Cloud Hosting, Microsoft Azure. The Microsoft Azure platform provides a similar resource model to Amazon EC2. It uses virtualization, has different instance sizes (with 1, 2, 4, or 8 cores), and is hosted on 1.9GHz AMD CPU’s. Billing is per instance hour (rounded up) for 1.6GHz reference CPUs (for simplicity we assume billing is really done for 1.9GHz CPUs as this was the speed of CPUs used). Azure offers different instance roles: Web (external facing clients), worker (backend), and AppFabric (orchestration, security, service bus etc). For resource estimation we assume that only Web instances and workers are used, but for pricing we include

![Fig. 3. Cloud scenarios cost comparison](image-url)
AppFabric access control (transaction) and service bus (connection) costs, and data costs ($4,500), giving a total price of US$13,417/year. Data cost was based on Asian area costs, but ignored difference in peak/off-peak times. Microsoft has a number of promotional offers such as a 6 month subscription which may give up to a 50% saving compared with consumption rates, reducing the yearly cost to $6700, on par with some of the EC2 mixed pricing options (Figure 3).

4 Performance

For performance modeling we wanted to capture some aspects of the difference and variability in performance between and within cloud platforms and in-house hosting. Rather than modeling these directly as a consequence of resource limitations, we only attempted to model them in terms of increases in times based on assumptions about times and distributions. We will examine these in terms of Server, LAN, and WAN times.

Server performance variability. The majority of cloud platforms use virtualization to ensure that applications are isolated from each other, and to guarantee a minimum dedicated allocation of resources to each virtual core. EC2 and Azure use virtualization, and we assume that each virtual core is given a dedicated physical core (except EC2 small instances which has half a physical core). However, this only guarantees CPU. Virtual machines on the same server compete for other resources including memory and IO bandwidth. We assume that for EC2 and Azure the virtualization is “good enough” to ensure reasonably consistent performance. However, for Google AppEngine, which does not use virtualization but some other resource scheduler, we introduced an intermittent (1% chance) performance overhead of up to 5 times to capture observations about longer time due to competition for resources and as an artifact of the CPU scheduler [25]. This may be an underestimate of performance variability as some results suggest up to 50 times longer times in 20% of cases [24].

LAN latency and bandwidth. For resource modeling (Section 3) we assumed that the entire application is deployed in each virtual machine instance. However, in practice this is unlikely to be feasible in all situations, and a distributed application will be necessary [32]. This may impact on resource usage (but minimally, as the peak usage is the dominant factor), but will definitely impact performance due to inter-component communication latencies. Studies have reported good (but not as high as theoretically available) LAN bandwidth between EC2 machines [27], but the latency is significant and increases when multiple demanding applications are sharing the same LAN segment or server, when instances aren’t in the same geographical location, and when there is high packet loss [26, 28, 29]. The typical inter-instance latency (in the same zone) is between 1ms and 1s (average 50ms). We introduced this latency distribution to the model for every interaction between services on different instances, and a delay for the amount of data transferred between instances (assuming 500Mbps bandwidth). This is only an attempt to model the average delays, as in the worst case the LAN may be heavily congested with latencies increasing dramatically for extended periods of times. Users have reported that they have to kill instances and start new instances in an attempt to find servers that work better [30]. The latency also probably depends on the inter-instance protocol used. For example, AWS Queue
service latency is reported at 1.5s [31], making this a poor choice of inter-instance protocol for systems where service times are sub-second.

Figure 4 shows the minimum and maximum response times predicted (across all three external services) for selected scenarios. The in-house hosting has the best times of between 613ms and 16.9s, with Cloud hosting options showing an increase in minimum response times (1.9s seconds for EC2 small instances) and maximum response times (Google AppEngine 68.5 seconds). Assuming the system is required to support a SLA with a maximum response time for any service of 30s, none of the cloud options are compliant.

![Fig. 4. Minimum and maximum service response times](image)

**WAN latency and bandwidth.** The above performance results ignored WAN latency and bandwidth aspects. We added latency and transfer speeds to the model, initially assuming 100Mbps WAN bandwidth for data transfers for both continental (in-house), and inter-continental data transfers (for cloud scenarios), and identical transfer rates in both directions (Figure 5).

![Fig. 5. Response times with 100Mbps WAN](image)

However, based on our own measured results and 3rd party monitoring information we quickly concluded that because of large inter-continental latencies, high theoretical bandwidths, non-zero packet loss, and asymmetries in upload and download
speeds, a more achievable upload speed is around 0.5Mbps with download speed only marginally better at 1Mbps. The predicted maximum response time for in-house hosting with 100Mbps bandwidth WAN (continental) is 18s, but a whopping 271s (almost 5 minutes) for USA hosted EC2 (inter-continental). For the slowest service (external service “3” with 10Mb file) the WAN transfer time makes up the bulk of the response time (88%).

This is a stark demonstration of the so-called “Skinny Straw” problem with Clouds [33] – the fact that high latency, high bandwidth networks don’t achieve anywhere near their maximum theoretical speed with standard TCP protocols and configurations.

5 Platform Limits and Quotas

In this section we explore which scenarios would actually work correctly given published platform limits and quotas. EC2 has a limit of 20 concurrent on-demand or reserved instances, or 100 spot instances. For the on-demand price simulations, only the standard extra large and high cpu extra large instances are under the 20 on-demand instance limit. Using mixed (reserved and spot-instances) pricing model, all instance types except small instances are under the 100 spot instance limit (Figure 1).

Because Google AppEngine doesn’t use virtualization to isolate applications/users there is a risk that some applications will act as resource hogs and attempt to use more than their “fair” share of resources. The approach AppEngine takes to limit this behaviour is to impose multiple limits/quotas on each user. These are relatively complex to understand, and include total, daily, minute and instantaneous limits. Users can request an increase in limits/quotas, but to do so they need to be able to estimate which limits will be exceeded and the new limits to request as follows:

- AppEngine permits a maximum of 30 concurrent requests. The model predicts a maximum of 59 concurrent users (for all services), exceeding the limit.
- The maximum CPU consumption rate is 72 CPU minutes/minute (in terms of reference CPU times), and the model predicts 40 CPUs (physical), so multiplying by 2 gives 80 reference CPU minutes/minute, exceeding the limit.

For Azure subscription accounts there is a maximum of 20 hosted service projects, 5 roles per hosted service, and 20 VM CPU Cores [35]. The limit of 20 VM CPU Cores is exceeded as 72 Cores are predicted by the model for the peak load.

6 Observations and Conclusions

Our modeling approach, and many of the cloud platforms, give good visibility into the operational costs of an application, and can capture costs for various resource types and load such as the cost of CPU (total, and due to different workloads and base and peak loads), network/data, security operations, transactions, orchestration, connections, etc.

Different cloud charging and billing models allows choice of hosting options between and even within cloud platforms. However, this adds both flexibility and complexity, which modeling may assist with.
At face value a consumption-based charging model can reduce costs. However, it may also focus too much attention on cost as an architectural driver. Optimizing applications for very specific costing models may result in vendor lock in and lack of flexibility and maintainability.

Is cloud hosting cost effective? Our predictions are that cloud costs are comparable to the cost of power alone for in-house hosting. However, our pricing was not exhaustive, and there are likely to be other hidden costs. The final decision about cost/risk benefits must include the cost of migrating applications to the cloud, added maintenance and management complexity due to remote hosting, increased chance of outages due to failures in cloud and network infrastructures (and therefore loss of customer confidence and possibly financial penalties for SLA violations), and importance and economic return of the services offered.

Does performance matter? From experiments and modeling it is obvious that cloud performance is likely to be worse and substantially more variable than in-house hosting. But is it “good enough”? This obviously depends on the type of application, if there are hard response time requirements for services (e.g. due to constraints in the physical world or software of the consumers), or if SLAs must be satisfied. For user facing applications there are maximum response times above when users are impacted and user behavior and satisfaction changes, resulting in abandonment or complaints. Depending on the importance of the task, prior expectations, and availability of alternatives, these times can range from seconds to tens of seconds. Some of these issues can be reduced by changing the way users interact with the services (e.g. allowing asynchronous interactions, providing constant feedback about time to completion, allowing concurrent interactions, etc). For machine-to-machine interactions there are issues such as client-side timeout settings and retry behavior (e.g. which may result in increased load on the services and duplicate transactions).

In most situations it is valuable to offer explicit SLAs per service, and the modeling approach assists with this. Another approach is to offer tailored SLAs for different classes of users of a set of services. This could be enabled by the use of virtualization in most cloud platforms. A set of services could be deployed on a virtual machine and configured and resourced in such a way that a SLA can be guaranteed for a sub-class of users. Fractional and elastic resourcing would assist with ensuring the SLA would be met for a variety of loads.

It may be non-trivial to architect distributed applications for performance and scalability, as the interactions between different components may be complex (and inter-instance latency combined with the number of interactions can be a significant overhead), and resource requirements for each component may differ substantially as loads change. There may be complications with load-balancing across multiple instances of the same component type, and applications will need to be architected to be reliable with lower availability than normal. There may also be components (e.g. databases, 3rd party services, legacy services) that just do not scale well, or have fixed maximum throughputs. Hybrid applications (hosted on both in-house and external clouds) present challenges, particularly due to the cost and low speed of data transfer between distributed components in and out of the cloud (e.g. data will need to be moved to the cloud once and then used in the cloud as much as possible before moving back to the enterprise), and deciding if (and which) components can sensibly be hosted on the cloud (e.g. due to dependencies and inter-connectively to other
systems, security and privacy, difference in performance between enterprise and cloud hosting, etc).

SLAs offered by cloud providers are weak, limited in scope, and don’t guarantee availability of all resource types. For EC2 and Azure a dedicated number of physical CPUs (or part therefore for EC2 small instances) is all that is guaranteed. Better SLAs would be valuable for network and IO resources to deal with problems of resource contention in cloud platform infrastructure and applications sharing the same servers. For Google AppEngine, which does not use virtualization, there is no guarantee even of CPU (particularly if the application is CPU intensive as it’s priority may be reduced), response times may blow out (due to competing applications, if an application is only intermittently used and is put to sleep, and the first time a new instance of an application is used (e.g. due to JVM startup, lazy loading of application code and data). On the other hand, multiple (complex) limits are imposed in order to attempt to reduce resource contention and limit the impact of greedy applications. Unfortunately, for enterprise applications, the risk of un-predictable performance and exceeding limits (many of which are difficult to relate to physical values, such as CPU time, resulting in application exceptions and periods of unavailability until resources are replenished or can be raised upon request) are likely to be too restrictive. The Google AppEngine programming model may also be too restrictive for enterprise applications as only a subset of Java APIs and enterprise Java Edition technologies are supported [36]. Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) are not supported due to lack of SQL support, although JDO/JPA (which maps data objects to datastore entities [37]) are supported, and may provide an alternative and scalable persistence model for the cloud.

The ability of cloud platforms to ramp-up with increased load was not tested or modeled. If a cloud platform supports the ability to control the number of instances in use and start/stop instances on demand, then this adds complexity for monitoring and managing to ensure that instances are available when needed. If elasticity is automatic (E.g. Google AppEngine, or Amazon Elastic Load Balancing) then it is important to know what the limitations are through SLAs with the cloud provider and performance evaluations and modeling, so that SLAs with clients can be managed and approaches to limit load rate increases considered.

Modeling is a potentially powerful tool to understand and compare performance, scalability, cost benefits, and risks of various cloud platforms, and hosting and deployment options. If parameterized with performance data obtained from real cloud platforms the models will provide more accurate insights into performance, costs, benefits and risks of critical architectural options than existing Cost of Ownership calculators (e.g. provided by Azure). Further experimentation and research is required to determine if cloud platforms are as scalable as assumed, and if elastic infrastructures can scale quickly enough to cope with load spikes. Unpredictable periods of reduced availability also need to be reckoned with. We plan to enhance our modeling environment to enable direct modeling and simulation of more dynamic properties of clouds platforms.
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Abstract. Enterprises increasingly choose to focus on core competences and often outsource different services in order to achieve set goals. Although extensive research and development work is pursued on service computing, the main focus is on technical aspects. Business and economic issues in the context of service computing receive little attention. The scope of this article is to present preliminary results of an on-going research project aiming at advancing research in the area of economic performance assessment in service computing by developing a conceptual framework and metrics useful for economic performance analysis. Issues addressed in this article pertain to synthesize and discuss economic theories and approaches relevant for modeling and assessing the economic performance in service computing (e.g., game theory, graph theory, transaction cost economics, decision theory), emphasizing their strengths and weaknesses. Research challenges are then briefly discussed.
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1 Introduction

Services represent a major part of the IT industry. Nowadays enterprises increasingly prefer to focus on their core areas and often outsource services in order to attain their goals. Services computing support services’ modeling, creation and management.

Extensive research is currently being pursued on service computing (and cloud computing). However, most research and development work focuses on technical aspects related to services. So far, relatively scarce research work has been pursued on services’ analytic modeling, auditing and performance measurements. Economic aspects on service computing are of interest for both service providers and service users.

Although several advantages of service computing are claimed, formal models, frameworks or tools to quantify its economic benefits (e.g., for service providers and service users) are not yet available. Several questions are still unanswered, e.g.: How can services be assessed (from an economic perspective)? How to predict services’ performance? Which are the most relevant economic theories and approaches to support the formal definition and (economic) performance assessment in service computing?

These issues are tackled in this article. The scope of this article is to present preliminary results of an on-going research project aiming at advancing research in the
area of economic performance assessment in service computing by developing an analytical model, conceptual framework and metrics useful for economic performance analysis. Issues addressed in this article pertain to:

- synthesized theories and approaches useful for service computing formal modeling and economic performance assessment;
- discuss research challenges on assessing performance in service computing.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The next section briefly introduces the concept of service computing. Section three refers to ways for economic performance modeling and measurements in the context of service computing. An approach for service computing modeling is then presented. Current research challenges on the economics of service computing are discussed in Section four. The article concludes with a section addressing the needs for further research.

2 Service Computing: A Brief Overview

2.1 Introduction

Services represent autonomous and platform-independent computational entities, which can be described, published, discovered, and dynamically assembled to deploy distributed interoperable systems (e.g., [1], [2]). As emphasized in [3], service-oriented computing promotes the idea of assembling application components in a network of services to create dynamic business processes and agile applications that cross different geographically distributed computing platforms and organizations. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) allows services to communicate and exchange information between distributed systems; it provides means for service providers to offer services, and service users to discover services.

Web services are services that make use of the Internet as communication platform, and open Internet-based standards, such as: Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP\(^1\)) to exchange data; Web Service Description Language (WSDL\(^2\)) to describe services; Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS\(^3\)) to specify business processes and interaction protocols [1][4]. Service providers can register their services in a public service registry using the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI\(^4\)). Web services are currently regarded as the most promising service-oriented computing technology [5].

Transaction policies for service-oriented computing are discussed in [6]. The authors argue for the use of declarative policy assertions to advertise and match support for different transaction styles. A system support for transaction coupling models as the policy-based contracts guiding transactional business process execution is also advanced. The impact of using advanced transaction meta-models for Web services is

---

1 SOAP, http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
2 WSDL, http://www.w3.org/TR/wSDL
analyzed in [7]. A meta-model for defining arbitrary advanced transaction models is also introduced.

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are signed between parties, as a service contract, in order to define services and set (performance) service parameters. Approaches to SLA support (e.g., insurance approach, provisioning approach, adaptive approach) are discussed in [8]. A business-aware Web service transaction model that allows expressing and blending business and quality of service (QoS) aware transactions based on business agreements from SLA and business functions is described in [9].

Research challenges in the context of service-oriented computing are described in [1] and a research roadmap for service oriented computing is presented in [2]. The authors launch four main research themes (regarded as architectural layers):

- **Service foundations** (e.g., service-oriented middleware backbone that realizes the runtime infrastructure for the SOA). Major research challenges in this area are: dynamically reconfigurable runtime architectures, end-to-end security solutions, infrastructure support for data process integration and semantically enhanced service discovery.

- **Service composition** refers to roles and functionality for aggregating various services into a single service. Composability analysis for replaceability, compatibility, and process performance; dynamic and adaptive processes; QoS-aware service composition; and business-driven automated compositions are indicated as critical research challenges in this area.

- **Service design and development**, where engineering of service applications, flexible gap-analysis techniques, service versioning and adaptability, and service governance are considered major research challenges.

- **Service management and monitoring**, where self-configuring, self-adapting, self-healing, self-protecting management services are pointed as major research challenges.

### 2.2 Related Work on Service Assessment and Monitoring

Research on service assessment and monitoring is mainly related to technical issues. The most common metrics associated to services are related to the quality of service (QoS). QoS represents a combination of different qualities or properties of a service, such as [10]: availability (that is the percentage of time a service is operating), security (which is related to the existence of an authentication mechanism offered by the service, confidentiality, data integrity, non-repudiation, and resilience to denial-of-service attacks), response time (e.g., the time a service takes to respond to a certain request), throughput (e.g., the rate to which a service can process requests). Such metrics are of interest for both service providers and service users. For service providers, for example, the values of such metrics are of interest when implementing priority-based admission mechanisms [11]. As emphasized in [2], approaches that attempt to calculate the QoS by collecting quality ratings from the users of the service and then combining them are not sufficient for deriving a reliable quality measure for
a service. Cloud computing\(^5\) brings the promise of providing a QoS guaranteed dynamic computing environment (e.g., [13]).

SLA defines the QoS attributes and guarantees a service. Concerning SLA monitoring, several approaches have been developed. An automated and distributed SLA monitoring engine is presented in [14], and a SLA management system built upon business objectives in presented in [15]. As emphasized in [2] and [16], research activities need to focus on using QoS metrics for selecting services and establishing trust among business partners. This emphasizes the need to concentrate on defining, collecting and calculating specific metrics for service monitoring.

However, service monitoring and assessment should not focus only on measurements related to technical characteristics (e.g., service availability). Economic issues on services (e.g., cost of a service, attained payoff) should be also analyzed and quantified, since they represent critical indicators for service providers and service users.

### 3 On the Economics of Service Computing

#### 3.1 Background

Research and development work on the economics of service computing is scarce. Economic aspects of a utility computing service\(^6\) are analyzed in [18], focusing mainly on service pricing, resource flexing and costs related to preventive security measures. Although the model used is quite simple (e.g., only limited groups of costs have been considered, such as: maintenance and upgrading), the authors illustrate its use in business decisions.

A methodology (price-at-risk) that considers uncertainty in the pricing decision is presented in [17]. The proposed methodology is aimed at optimizing the expected Net Present Value (NPV), and a numerical example is described to support this methodology. The main weakness of this work is the fact that it is around the NPV, which is an indicator often considered unreliable since it exhibits anomalous behavior (e.g., [19]). The impact of service execution is analyzed from a business perspective in [20], where services execution is adjusted and optimized based on state business objectives.

The issue of economic performance assessment in the context of service computing is of utmost importance for service providers and service users. Adequate models and metrics need to be developed. As emphasized in [21], new approaches and models (e.g., for performance assessment) do not have to be completely different from existing paradigms and economic analysis, since certain measures do not necessarily deny earlier (traditional) approaches. As consequence, existing paradigms, frameworks, models and metrics should be synthesized and analyzed in the context of service computing.

---

\(^5\) In [12], a cloud is defined as a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers which are dynamically provisioned and presented as aggregated computing resources based on SLAs set by negotiating parties.

\(^6\) Utility computing services deliver information services when needed, e.g., customers pay for what they use [17].
3.2 State-of-the-Art on the Economics of Service Computing

An extensive literature survey has been conducted. The most relevant theories and approaches which can be relevant for the economic performance assessment in service computing were identified and are briefly described below.

**Game Theory.** Game theory is a branch of applied mathematics that analyzes players who choose different actions in an attempt to maximize their payoffs (e.g., [21]). A cooperative game allows the formation of coalitions: players join forces based on a binding agreement. Main fields of application are: economic systems, biology, philosophy, and computer systems. The modeling approach of game theory is highly relevant to the concept of service computing, e.g., monotonicity and super-additivity properties, Shaply value. In a service computing environment, coalitions comprise service provider(s), service client(s), and service broker(s), and their agreements are enforced in SLA(s).

**Graph Theory.** A (directed) graph is a set of objects called vertices (or nodes) connected by (directed) edges. A common definition of a graph (e.g., [22]) is: 
\[ G = (V,E) \]
where the sets \( V \) are vertices (or nodes), and \( E \) edges, respectively. Graph theory has been applied in network analysis, mathematics, and computer science. Graph theory is relevant for service computing analysis because organizations (e.g., service clients, providers or brokers) are the nodes of a graph, and the relationships established between organizations (e.g., stipulated in the SLA) are in fact the edges, to which different weights and directions can be associated.

**Transaction Cost Economics (TCE).** TCE (e.g., [23], [24]), is mainly used to explain economic issues when resources specificity plays a critical role. It is relevant for service computing modeling since it includes costs which are often ignored, e.g., search costs: costs associated with searching for an appropriate service provider.

**Petri Nets.** According to Murata [25], a Petri Net is a 5-tuple:

\[ PN = (P, T, F, W, Mo) \]
where \( P \) is a finite set of places, \( T \) is a finite set of transactions, \( F \) is a set of arcs, \( W \) is a weight function, and \( Mo \) is the initial marking. Main fields of application of Petri nets are: computer science, network analysis, production control. In the context of service computing, service providers and service clients can be regarded as place nodes; transition nodes can be, for example, organizations initiating a certain service. Although applied in several domains, Petri nets have certain limitations, such as: the execution of Petri nets is nondeterministic; lack of compositionality; lack of locality.

**Social networks.** A social network [26] is a social structure comprised of actors (nodes) indicating the way by which they are connected (ties). Social networks have been applied to study how companies interact. In the context of service computing, social networks can provide ways for companies (e.g., service providers) to gather information, prevent competition, or conclude in setting prices. Social networks can provide general insight for relationship between service provider and clients during the negotiation and setting up of the SLA.
Decision Theory. Given a decision problem, decision theory makes use of probability theory to recommend optimal decisions, or an option that maximizes (expected) utility. Fields of application include: economics, artificial intelligence. According to [27], a decision problem presumes: an association of a set of outcomes with each action; a measure $U$ of outcome value which assigns a utility $U(\omega)$ to each outcome $\omega \in \Omega$; a measure of the probability of outcomes conditional on actions $Pr(\omega/a)$ denoting the probability that outcome $\omega$ is obtained after action $a \in A$. Based on these elements, the expected utility $EU(a)$ is defined in [27] as the average utility of the outcomes associated with an alternative, weighting the utility of each outcome by the probability that the outcome results from the alternative:

$$EU(a) = \int_{\Omega} U(\omega) Pr(\omega/a) d\omega.$$  

Decision theory is relevant for service computing, especially when decision makers (e.g., service providers) need to make forecasts (e.g., concerning resource utilization).

The above-mentioned theories and approaches bring certain advantages and limitations when applied to service computing economic analysis. Formal representation, advantages and limitations for each of these theories relative to service computing, are summarized in Table 1. Other approaches are also relevant. For instance, consumer theory and producer theory, imperfect competition theories can be applied for understanding the role of certain actors in the context of service computing. Micro-economics could be relevant for setting appropriate service pricing.

With these considerations, a graph theoretic approach has been developed to better understand a service computing environment, supporting services characterization and economic modeling. A service computing environment is regarded as a multi-directed graph, where the nodes are represented by the organizations which perform different roles, e.g., service provider, service client, service broker.

**Definition 1.** Service: $S$

$$S = (N, E, T, M).$$ (1)

$S$ = service;
$N$ = set of nodes (organizations) and
$N$ is a 3-touple: $N = (S_p, S_c, S_b)$, where: $S_p$ = Service provider; $S_c$ = Service client; $S_b$ = Service broker;
$E$ = set of edges, representing directed lines connecting organizations in the business environment, which reflect of relationships between two nodes (e.g., between $S_p$ and $S_b$, or $S_p$ and $S_c$);
$T$ = the time of analysis;
$M$ = set of metrics to be monitored.

The environment in which different $S_p$, $S_b$, and $S_c$ collaborate and compete constitutes the Service Computing Business Environment (SCBE).

---

7 The concepts of $S_p$, $S_c$, $S_b$ have been detailed in [28]. Accordingly, $S_b$ are trusted parties that oblige $S_p$ to respect privacy laws or industry best practices. A $S_b$ keeps track of available $S_p$, and may add additional information, e.g., concerning reliability, trust-worthiness, QoS.
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Table 1. Approaches to service computing modeling and formal definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory/model/ approach</th>
<th>Definition and basic elements</th>
<th>Main strengths for service computing modeling and formal representation</th>
<th>Main limitations for service computing modeling and formal representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Game theory</td>
<td>A game is a function: ( \nu: 2^S \rightarrow \mathbb{R} ) - Players; strategies; specification of payoffs for each strategy profile.</td>
<td>Easy to define types of relationships among service client, provider, broker. - Shapley value - SLA negotiation - SLA supports coalition formation</td>
<td>Lack of formal models, metrics and tools to assess and monitor economic parameters. - Shapley value can be used only in particular cases. - Several axioms and theorems in game theory assume that coalitions consist in disjunctive sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Graph theory</td>
<td>Graph: ( G = (V, E) ); ( V=\text{nodes}, E=\text{edges} ).</td>
<td>Service providers, service clients, and service brokers and their relationships can be represented as a graph for analysis. - Algorithms</td>
<td>Often not able to model real world situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. TCE</td>
<td>Particular focus on transaction costs.</td>
<td>Strategic costs related to SLA.</td>
<td>Other costs involved in service computing are not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Petri nets</td>
<td>5-Tuple ( (P, T, F, W, M_0, K) ); ( P=\text{places}, T=\text{transitions}, F=\text{flow relation}, M_0=\text{initial marking}, W=\text{arc weights}, K=\text{capacity restrictions} ).</td>
<td>A service computing environment can be represented as a Petri net for certain analyses.</td>
<td>Lack of locality and compositionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Social networks</td>
<td>Nodes - Ties</td>
<td>Relationships among service providers, clients, brokers.</td>
<td>Extensive focus on social aspects among nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Decision theory</td>
<td>( \omega)-outcome; ( U(\omega))-utility; ( \Pr(\omega</td>
<td>a)); ( a)-action; ( \text{EU}(a) = \int_U(U(\omega)\Pr(\omega</td>
<td>a))d\omega )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 succinctly portraits these concepts. The SCBE is formed by 9 entities (e.g., with the role of \( S_P, S_B, \text{ and } S_C \)). Similar to graph theory, entities are represented as nodes, which are directed edges reflecting specific business relationships among them. The relationships between entities are reflected in the SLA and correspond to the observation time, \( T \). Some service providers (e.g., \( S_P \)) may not have any service client. Different from game theory where coalitions comprise disjunctive sets, this view on business relationships states that any entity (e.g., \( S_P, S_B, S_C \)) can have different types of relationships with other organization(s) (e.g., service providers may offer to the same client different types of services, and each business relationship is reflected in a different SLA).

---

8 Following the approach presented in [21].
To assess services, metrics related to SLA should be calculated and monitored (e.g., availability, throughput, downtime, response time), as well as metrics for assessing the economic performance (e.g., costs, payoffs, ROI). Models, metrics, methodologies, frameworks and tools for supporting an economic analysis and assessment in a service computing environment are not yet available. However, they would be of utmost importance for SLA negotiation, set up and monitoring, and to support decision making for $S_C$ and $S_P$ (e.g., concerning $S_P$ resource scheduling).

### 3.3 Economic (Performance) Assessment in the Service Computing Context

In a service computing environment, $S_P$, $S_B$, and $S_C$ collaborate and compete, and the relationships between them are characterized by several attributes, some quantifiable (e.g., costs associated with SLA negotiation), while others are difficult to be quantified.

In [21], three main ways to assess the (economic) performance have been emphasized: performance indicators, benchmarking methods, and frameworks. Performance indicators represent quantitative measures. In the context of service computing, performance indicators could support the measurement of specific characteristics related to services, organizations and their relationships, such as: costs (e.g., costs associated with SLA negotiation); QoS metrics; payoffs attained by outsourcing a service instead of in-house development. Benchmarking models can be applied to determine how well an entity (e.g., $S_P$) is performing compared to others. All four types of benchmarking methods (internal; competitive; functional; generic) can be applied in the context of service computing. Benchmarking assumes there is always an opportunity for improving current situation and the existence of a statistically meaningful sample size, e.g., [29], [21]. Several frameworks for assessing performance have been developed, e.g., Balanced Scorecard [30]. As emphasized in [21], the main limitation of benchmarking methods and frameworks for performance assessment is their total dependence on indicators as reference for analysis and comparison.
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Thus, it is critical to develop appropriate metrics to assess performance in the context of service computing. Examples of such metrics are briefly introduced below.

**Costs.** The costs incurred in a SCBE are the costs associated with all activities related to providing or outsourcing a service. For *service clients*, costs to be considered include: *strategic costs* (e.g., cost of outsourcing the service); *negotiation costs* (e.g., SLA negotiation and re-negotiation costs: a $S_C$ may simultaneously negotiate with different $S_P$ before setting up a SLA with one $S_P$); *search costs* (e.g., costs incurred in determining if a certain service is available on the market); *legal costs* (e.g., costs due to legal actions when the SLA has not been respected); *costs associated to risks*. For *service providers*, costs may include, among others, *costs associated to service development*; *costs associated to maintenance* (e.g., yearly software upgrade costs); *management costs* (e.g., scheduling of resources).

**SLA monitoring metrics**, e.g., QoS: availability, throughput, response time.

### 4 Research Challenges

This section is focusing on research challenges on (economic) performance assessment in the context of service computing.

**Analytical Modeling and Economic Performance Assessment and Monitoring.** Performance assessment measurements refer to the quantification of performance-related characteristics of services. Such metrics should be calculated in an automatic way. Research in this area should focus on defining models, methodologies, frameworks, metrics and tools to measure (economic) performance characteristics in the context of service computing, e.g., costs. As emphasized in [31], practitioners have almost no support in selecting appropriate metrics for the implementation of SLAs, e.g., concerning automation and compliance with service objectives and IT management processes. Such metrics and tools are useful in many ways, e.g., to identify abnormalities (e.g., to monitor SLA and identify SLA violations). The challenge is not only to define performance metrics, but also to calculate and monitor them in an automated manner, and elaborate *correlations* between these metrics. Such correlations could support, for example, optimization, and identification of its impact, e.g., on $S_P$ resource scheduling decisions.

**Risk Analysis.** Risk analysis is useful to analyze the effectiveness of resources management policies in achieving the objectives set. Separate risk analysis (e.g., the analysis of a single objective for a particular scenario) and integrated risk analysis (e.g., analysis of multiple objectives) approaches should be performed in the context of service computing.

**Interoperability.** Interoperability is of utmost importance in service computing for both service providers and service clients, e.g., for enterprise outsourcing a service is critical to attain seamless interoperability between the software/services outsourced and own software. Research on interoperability should focus not only on technical and information interoperability, but also on economic/business interoperability aspects.

**Holistic Approach.** Research on service computing should combine different areas, e.g., computer science/engineering, economics, mathematics.
5 Conclusions and Future Research Work

In order to achieve their business goals, several enterprises decided to outsource services and focus on their core areas. In a service oriented architecture, services represent self-contained modules that provide business functionalities and are independent of the state and context of other services [28]. Several research and development projects are currently being pursued focusing on service computing. However, most of existing research work is focusing on technical aspects. Research on the economics of service computing is scarce. Adequate analytical methods and tools to quantify the economic benefits of service computing need to be developed.

Economic performance assessment in the context of service computing is a challenge. Metrics and tools to support such an analysis are necessary to assess current (economic) performance, and forecast performance capabilities.

In this article, the results of a brief survey have been presented in Table 1, with the main theories and approaches relevant for service modeling and assessment, e.g., game theory, graph theory, decision theory, Petri nets, transaction cost economics. Their strengths and limitations in the context of service computing have been analyzed. Based on this review and the research pursued so far, types of costs for both service providers and service clients have been identified. Research challenges in this area have been succinctly discussed.

Future research will focus on developing economic performance indicators for service computing assessment, and their validation.
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\textbf{Abstract.} Many of today’s large-scale software projects in the area of distributed systems and especially enterprise IT adopt service-oriented software architecture and technologies. For these projects, availability of sound software engineering principles, methodology and tool support is of utmost importance. However, traditional software engineering approaches are not fully appropriate for the development of service-oriented applications. The limitations of traditional methods in the context of service-oriented computing have led to the emergence of Software Service Engineering (SSE) as a specialist discipline, but research in this area is still immature and many open issues remain. The WESOA workshop series brings together research community and industry practitioners in order to develop comprehensive engineering principles, methodologies and tool support for the entire software development lifecycle (SDLC) of service-oriented applications.
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1 Aims and Scope

The WESOA series addresses challenges of SSE that arise from specific characteristics of service-oriented applications that are often process-driven, loosely coupled, composed from autonomous services within complex IT landscapes and closely related to diverse socio-economic contexts. Service-oriented Computing (SOC) enables the materialization of organizational processes as flexible compositions of autonomous service components. Stakeholders, domain experts, software architects and engineers instrument Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) to drive constant organizational change by means of agile reengineering of software services, system landscapes and applications. In particular, service-oriented applications need to provide multiple, flexible and sometimes situational interaction channels within and beyond
organizational structures and processes. Engineering of such software systems requires continuous, collaborative and cross-disciplinary development processes, methodologies and tools that synchronize multiple SDLCs of various SOA artifacts with organizational innovation processes.

Service-oriented applications closely resemble the organizational principles of their application domains that are often dynamic, collaborative and process-driven networks. They are compositions of service system components that are provided by autonomous stakeholders based on unique assets and capabilities. Thus, SSE is a complex undertaking that spans multiple distributed yet collaborative development processes of interrelated SOA components. Additionally, service-oriented applications often have a socio-economic as well as political dimension. It is the challenge of SSE not only to cope with these specific circumstances but also to capitalize on them with radically new approaches. The WESOA series addresses these challenges and particularly concentrates on principles, methodologies and tool support that consider the holistic scope of the service-oriented SDLC.

2 Workshop Event

The 6th WESOA event was held in San Francisco on December 7, 2010. The workshop opened with a keynote presentation by Greg Pavlik from Oracle giving an industry perspective on SOA platforms, standards, and applications and exploring current trends in service-oriented computing.

The technical sessions consisted of eight high-quality papers representing a rich variety of topics revolving around principles, methods and application of SSE.

The first session included contributions by Ian Gorton et al. on Engineering High Performance Service-Oriented Pipeline Applications with MeDICi, Rosa Alarcon et al. on Hypermedia-driven RESTful service composition, and Lukasz Juszczyk et al. on CAGE: Customizable Large-scale SOA Testbeds in the Cloud.


The final session included contributions by George Feuerlicht on a Simple Metric for Assessing the Quality of Service Design, and Seyed Hossein Siadat, et al. on Adaptation of Web Services based on QoS Satisfaction.
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Abstract. Requirements of Service Based Applications (SBAs) tend to change during the life cycle of the service. Therefore, adaptation and evolution of services become a necessity in order to provide the agreed Quality of Service (QoS) stated in a contract between the service provider and requestor. Recently, many adaptation methods have been proposed in the literature. However, there is no overall consensus in selecting the best strategy and the consequences of adaptation are usually neglected. In this paper, we propose an approach for service adaptation through defining a flexible service description using fuzzy parameters. This approach provides a compatibility mechanism that measures the aggregated satisfaction value of offered services to understand to what extent the quality changes are satisfiable according to the existing contract. According to the degree of satisfaction function we then propose our adaptation/evolution strategy.

1 Introduction

With the rapid propagation of Service Based Applications (SBAs), evolutionary changes of Web Services are gaining huge interest among the practitioners. Changes are due to several reasons and may occur continuously over time. Such changes need to be captured and analyzed as they have various requirements, causes and effects. These changes then will be compared with Service Level Agreement (SLA) which is a guarantee of a certain agreement between the service provider and the requestor of the service. This paper is concerned with non-functional requirements of services particularly QoS issues, and we investigate QoS changes through a contractual approach. Therefore, we define a fault/violation when a service is not delivered according to the predefined quality description in the contract. Typical non-functional properties include availability, response time, cost and throughput are often collectively referred to as quality dimensions. While [18] provides a general categorization of SLA metrics, [24], [21] and [19] present a description of QoS attributes and frameworks for Web service selection and discovery. It is possible to define QoS description as an XML specification of SLAs in several languages such as Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [10] by IBM or Web Service Management Language (WSML) [20] by HP and WS-Agreement [3].
Deviation of quality ranges from the existing contract may produce a system failure and bring dissatisfaction for customers. To this end, the evolution and adaptation of web services are becoming two important issues in reacting to the various changes in order to provide the agreed QoS stated in the contract. Recently, many adaptation strategies and methods have been proposed in the literature. A list of adaptation strategies for repair processes in SBAs is provided in [6] and [1].

However, there is no overall consensus in defining and selecting the best strategy when a change occurs. Furthermore, business aspects like cost, the consequences of adaptation actions, say service replacement, and customer satisfaction are usually neglected. This is of great importance to consider the cost of selecting another service provider and establish a new contract which could be time consuming as well in some circumstances. Taking into account that, in many cases selecting a new service provider as an adaptation action is a costly decision without significant achievement with respect to QoS. Therefore, any service replacement needs to be analyzed specially when there is a high degree of loyalty between the involving parties in long term contracts.

We address these limitations by defining a service satisfaction degree that allows us to select an appropriate adaptation action. The research challenge we are following in the paper is twofold. Firstly, how to provide compatibility between the provider and the requestor according to the existing contract once the QoS is changed? Second, how to define a mechanism for selecting an appropriate adaptation strategy. In order to address these research challenges a few steps are required.

1. Defining the service description in a flexible approach to describe quality of the provided service. For this, we extend the service description defined in [4] by using a fuzzy approach for defining quality dimensions. This way we understand to what extent a quality parameter is satisfied/violated. Quality parameters are usually defined in a strict and non-flexible manner. Even when they were defined within ranges, any value out of the range is considered to be a violation. Therefore, a monitoring engine behaves in a binary approach which results in either violation or not. In this paper, we consider a fuzzy approach for measuring violation of each parameter. Therefore, we are able to measure the degree of violation/satisfaction of each quality parameter.

2. Providing a satisfaction function taking advantages of the service description equipped with fuzzy parameters. According to the satisfaction degree gained from the satisfaction we then propose an adaptation strategy to be performed. In the following, we start by a motivating example in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the major related work. In Section 4, we show the formalization of service description through defining fuzzy parameters and in Section 5 we define a satisfaction function to measure to what extent the QoS is achieved according to the existing contract. We then define the extended compatibility mechanism and adaptation algorithm in Section 6 that work based on the result of the satisfaction function. Adaptation strategies will be discussed in Section 7 and we conclude the paper in Section 8.


2 Motivating Example

Here we provide a motivating example to illustrate the service adaptation problem. Suppose that there is an airline agency providing plane tickets for its customers. It provides different services offered by various airlines. Consider that each service is associated with three parameters of Availability, Response Time and Cost (other aspects i.e. flight time and number of stopovers are applicable). Customers show a rather relaxed behavior for the availability and response time of the services, but they are very strict with the Cost. Underlying this example there is the following assumption: Customers have strong commitment for their provider, therefore they are interested in using services from the same provider.

Suppose that a service is found and a contract is negotiated between a provider and a customer such that it offers a flight from location A to B with defined quality parameters. The quality of the offered service can dynamically change during the execution. For example, the service provider has a delay in providing the offered service. In such cases, an adaptation strategy needs to be performed in order to comply the violated situation. We consider two main levels of adaptation actions. The first and the easiest one is to choose another service provider that offers a service with the same functionality (i.e. providing a flight from location A to B), however the new service probably has different QoS guarantees. This approach is interpreted as service replacement. The second option is to renegotiate internally between the same provider and customer. For example the violation could be compensated by offering a lower price for the service. Before taking any action, some criteria need to be taken into account and from different perspectives. A new service provider may offer a service with a better quality, however the cost and consequences of choosing another provider need to be evaluated. This includes the cost of extra queries need to be done to find the best new provider and also the cost of a new contract that should be established. There are other issues involved from the customer perspective, for example he may have preferences to remain with the current provider due to the loyalty aspects. However, the internal renegotiation may not be possible all the time if the violation level leads to the dissatisfaction of customers (i.e. if the offered service exceeds the maximum budget). Considering all the aforementioned points, taking an option with best quality offered is not the ideal solution. There is a need to trade-off between the overall value of the offered quality and the cost factor. Fig. 1 shows an overall model of the approach.

3 Related Work

Recently, service adaptation and evolution in SBAs have gained increasing attention among the practitioners and researchers. Chaffee et al. [7] presented A-WCSE approach for adaptive web service composition and execution. The approach allows adaptation by generating multiple workflows at different stages. Canfora et al. [5] presented an approach for QoS-aware replanning of service composition at run time using late-binding technique. As a result there is much previous work
on adaptation strategies and techniques. However, there is no overall consensus in selecting the best strategy and the consequences of such adaptation strategies are usually neglected. For this purpose some research has been investigated to consider the overall value of a change. Harney and Doshi [8] presented a mechanism called Value of changed information (VOC) to estimate the overall value brought by a change. He et al. [9] has applied the VOC mechanism for the adaptation of web service based on workflow patterns. None of the above approaches consider a satisfaction level for the offered service.

We argue that the problem lies in defining a flexible description for Web Services. Although a lot of research has been conducted for functional Web Service description, only a few efforts have been done with respect to non-functional properties description of Web Service. Among syntactic and semantic WS description we refer to the works done by [15] and [11] which they also provided algorithms for service selection based on such description. A major limitation of these works and other similar ones is due to not considering the partial satisfaction of the QoS attributes. With this regards, [17] provided a semantic Policy Centered Meta-model (PCM) approach for non-functional property description of web services. A number of operators (e.g. greaterEqual, atLeast) for numeric values are defined in the model for determining tradeoffs between various requests. Therefore, the approach can support the selection of Web Services that partially satisfy user constraints. In [13] and [12], the authors extend the approach proposed in [17] by proving a solution for Web Service evaluation based on constraint satisfaction problem. The approach uses utility function to present the level of preferences for each value ranges defined in the service description. However, is does not take care of adaptation issues and controlling values at run-time. In [16], the authors discuss about fixable and non-fixable properties.
to deal with bounded uncertainty issue. Constraint programming is used as a solution for the said issue, however, there is no evaluation of the work.

Fuzzy approach [23] has been used in several systems and application to perform the fuzzy behavior. [14] defined a set of fuzzy requirements in software development. We used fuzzy parameters in defining service description to evaluate the satisfaction degree of each parameter and to perform an appropriate adaptation action based on the satisfaction level.

4 Fuzzy Parameters for Quality Dimensions

This section is devoted to demonstrate the formal definitions of parameters, profiles and assertions in a service description. The formal specification we propose has been inspired and is an extension of our previous work [4]. We extended the work by taking advantage of fuzzy approach providing two kinds of parameters namely fuzzy and non-fuzzy. Having introduced the fuzzy parameters it is possible to understand to what extent the quality parameters are violated/satisfied.

In order to formally define fuzzy parameters, we need to introduce some background from [4]. We define set \( D \) to contain the quality dimensions (such as availability, execution time, price or throughput) identified and agreed by the service provider and consumer. Each quality dimension has a domain and range; e.g., availability is a probability usually expressed as a percentage in the range 0-100% and execution time is in the domain of real numbers in the range \( 0..+\infty \).

A quality dimension \( d \) can be considered monotonic (denoted by \( d^+ \)) or antitonic \( (d^-) \); monotonicity indicates that values closer to the upper bound of the range are considered “better”, whilst with antitonic dimensions values closer to the lower bound are considered better. A parameter \( m \) associates a quality dimension to a value range. If a parameter is non-fuzzy (strict), its satisfaction degree will be evaluated in a binary manner (which is a Yes or No). In contrast, fuzzy parameters (relaxed) will be evaluated in a fuzzy manner which shows different degree of satisfaction \( (x \in [0, 1]) \). Note that we also provide value ranges for both parameters regardless of being fuzzy or non-fuzzy. The degree of satisfaction will be evaluated using a satisfaction function we introduce in the next section. In the following we provide the extended definition of a parameter based on the definition introduced in [4].

**Definition 1 (Parameter).** We define a Parameter \( m \in M \) as a tuple \( m := (d, v, f) \), \( d \in D, v \in V, f \in \{s, r\} \). where \( D \) is the set of quality dimensions, \( V \) is the set of ranges for all quality dimensions \( D \), \( s \) represent a strict parameter and \( r \) represent a relaxed parameter.

Having defined the quality dimensions and service description, a contract will be defined based on a matching and mapping functions defined in our previous work [4] in a similar manner. We do not present the functions here as they are not the concern of this paper.

The definition of assertion is the same as in [4]. Assertions can be combined in a similar fashion to form a profile. For the sake of simplicity we also skip the definitions of assertion and profile.
During a service life-cycle, as the application runs, QoS offerings may change due to several reasons. Therefore, adaptation of web services needs to be performed in an appropriate manner to accommodate QoS changes/violations by choosing the best adaptation strategy. Defining service description with the aforementioned fuzzy parameters provides a more flexible situation dealing with adaptation decisions. We discuss how it can facilitate the adaptation of web services through our motivating example according to Table 1. According to the new definition of parameters we already explained, let us assume that Availability and ResponseTime are fuzzy parameters and Cost is a non-fuzzy Parameter.

In [4] we provided situations in which new QoS ranges could be still acceptable for both parties according to the existing contract. We defined a compatibility mechanism that uses parameter subtyping and used Allen’s Interval Algebra [2] in order to express the subtyping. The provider and requestor are compatible with each other according to the existing contract if the QoS changes are in one of the acceptable situations. If the compatibility is not provided, however it does not give any information about the degree of satisfaction/dissatisfaction of the offered service. Let us consider an availability of 80 to 90%. For example if the new range of availability is less than 80%, this is not considered as an acceptable situation and it is considered as a violation. In such cases, we would also like to understand to what extent the quality parameter and the aggregated service quality are satisfactory. An availability of 75% might still be acceptable if we consider a general value of all parameters. In the following we will concentrate on the definition of a more precise compatibility mechanism taking advantage of the fuzzy approach we have already presented. To this end, we introduce a satisfaction function in the next section.

## 5 Satisfaction Function

We associate a satisfaction value of $S \in [0, 1]$ to each parameter. In order to calculate the satisfaction value $A(m)$ for a given parameter $m$, we use Equations 1 and 2 for monotonic and antitonic parameters respectively as follow:

$$A(m) = \begin{cases} m' \div m_{\text{min}} & \text{InCompatible} \\ 1 & \text{Compatible} \end{cases}$$ (1)
Note: Equation 1 and 2 are only applicable for fuzzy parameters while non-fuzzy parameters receive a satisfaction value of 0 in case of incompatibility.

For monotonic dimensions: the range between 0 and the minimum range in the contract will be mapped to [0, 1]. This is actually the area of violation according to the contract (reported as negative weight in some work). Any value between the min and max is considered to be compatible (satisfaction value of 1). For antitonic dimensions, the range between 0 and maximum value in the contract is considered to be compatible (the satisfaction value 1) and the range between maximum value and the actual new value is mapped to the satisfaction value of [0, 1].

\[
A(m) = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{m_{\text{max}}}{m'} & \text{InCompatible} \\ 
  1 & \text{Compatible} 
\end{cases} 
\]  

In order to calculate the overall satisfaction degree of the service including satisfaction value of all the parameters, we can apply the following method in Equation 3. Consider \(A(Q)\) as the satisfaction of the assertion \(Q\) that has a set of parameters. Since the parameters are structured in an AND-refined approach with \(s\) strict and \(f\) fuzzy parameters, therefore, the overall satisfaction value could be measured as below:

\[
A(Q) = (A(M_i) \land ... \land A(M_s)) \ast \min (A(M_j), ... A(M_f)) 
\]  

It can be interpreted from Equation 3 that the overall satisfaction of the service depends on the minimum satisfaction of its fuzzy parameters. The offered QoS will not be satisfied if at least one of the strict parameters is not satisfied. For example if the cost is more than the maximum amount, the overall satisfaction value is 0. As for the fuzzy parameters, let us assume that the perceived availability is 70% (the range in the contract is between 80% to 90%), and the response time is 3s (compatible according to range in the contract). Therefore, according to Equation 1 the satisfaction value is 0.88 and according to Equation 3 the overall service satisfaction is 0.88. Now, let us consider the case that the response time is 6s, then according to the Equation 2 the satisfaction value of time parameter is 0.83 and therefore, the overall service satisfaction is 0.83.

The satisfaction value could be compared with the satisfaction value of other assertions of the current web service or with the value of other web services in the composition. The existing contract will remain valid between the service provider and the customer as long as the satisfaction value is more than any other services in the composition. While the contract is not valid when the satisfaction value is less than an agreed value or a service provider with a better value is found. A service replacement may occur in this situation. Besides from the satisfaction factor, we introduce a loyalty degree which is a degree of commitment between a provider and consumer. The service loyalty/fidelity degree is taken into account before any decision for adaptation. This is due to the fact that both customer and service provider (involving parties) want to remain with the existing contract.
(specially for the long term contracts). We therefore define a total satisfaction degree using the loyalty degree as below in Equation 4:

$$A_t(Q) = A(Q) \times \text{LoyaltyDegree}$$ (4)

Let us consider a loyalty degree of 1.1 between the customer and service provider, therefore, the overall satisfaction value of the previous example will be 0.91 (0.83*1.1). An initial degree of loyalty could be given to a provider and specified in the contract by the customer. In the next section we provide an algorithm for dealing with adaptation/evolution decisions.

6 Compatibility Mechanism

This chapter presents an algorithm for choosing the best adaptation/evolution strategy once a QoS violation occurs. The algorithm is based on the mechanism presented in Section 5 and the compatibility mechanism we introduced in [4]. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo code for selecting adaptation actions based on the QoS satisfaction value of the offered service.

**Algorithm for choosing Adaptation Strategies**

Input S1 // Current service description has profile (L) and assertion (Q)

Receive Monitor Information

1. while there is a violation
2. evaluate assertion compatibility
3. if compatible
4. return true
5. else
6. \[A(Q)\] \leftarrow \text{calculate satisfaction value}
7. \[A_t(Q)\] \leftarrow \text{satisfaction value using loyalty degree}
8. if \[A_t(Q)\] > MinimumValue
9. Internal Renegotiation // among service instances \{Qi\}
10. return true
11. else
12. Service Replacement // in the service composition \{Si\}
13. endif
14. endif
15. endwhile

end algorithm

**Fig. 2.** Pseudo code for adaptation strategies

The algorithm takes one input that is the description of the service defined in the contract. The algorithm starts when it receives information from monitoring engine or when one party requests a new requirement. Assertion compatibility is evaluated in line 2 to identify whether the new change is according to the existing contract based on the mechanism we introduced in [4]. If the change is not compatible it means that it is not within one of the acceptable situations then basically the satisfaction value is calculated (line 6 and 7) to express to what extent the contract is violated (degree of satisfaction). In line 8, the satisfaction value will be compared with a threshold (MinimumValue) that is defined in the contract. According to the degree of satisfaction, an adaptation action will be
chosen to either renegotiate the existing contract with the same service provider (line 9) or perform a service replacement to select a new service provider and set a new contract (line 12). As it is demonstrated in Fig. 1, the internal renegotiation is at the level of assertions and among service instances while service replacement is at the level of profiles between different service types.

7 Adaptation

Having identified the satisfaction value and the compatibility mechanism it is possible to trigger adaptation/evolution strategies. According to the degree of satisfaction we basically propose three different categories, namely Compatible, Soft Adaptation and Hard Adaptation to perform adaptation and evolution as explained in the following:

1. Compatible: This is the situation that the involving parties are considered to be compatible with each other according to the existing contract. For this, we provided in [4] the acceptable conditions in which quality changes can take place without the need for involving parties to change. Therefore, the adaptation action is indeed Do Nothing. This adaptation is applicable for shallow changes and as a result the existing contract will not be modified. The main research challenge in this category is how to provide the compatibility in case the QoS changes.

2. Soft Adaptation: The second adaptation category is considered as an internal renegotiation between the involving parties over the existing contract. This happens when changes are not in one of the acceptable compatible conditions, therefore, the contract is not respected to some extent. According to the degree of satisfaction, this situation could be internally renegotiated so that involving parties could continue with a modified version of the contract (Penalties are applicable in some circumstances). Possible adaptation strategies are relaxing a constraint or goal, reconciliation, compensation, changing value ranges of parameters and so on. Depending on the service description it is possible to use multiple value ranges for the same quality dimension. Therefore, another action would be using an alternative assertion (our approach) or using an OR-refinement of goals in goal oriented approaches [22]. Overall, changes in this category are still considered to be shallow changes however they require a contract modification which is internally and between the involving parties.

3. Hard Adaptation: The third adaptation category takes place when the contract is not valid any longer between the involving parties and there is a high degree of dissatisfaction. Possible strategies in this category include new binding, service selection or re-composition. In these approaches, the cost of service replacement, reconfiguration of the composition and setting a new contract need to be taken into the consideration. Changes are in the deep category of changes and the result of change will propagate in the entire value chain of the service composition.
8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper concerns the issue of adaptation strategies from the QoS perspective. In SBAs adaptation and evolution of services are necessary due to the various changes, however, there is no overall consensus in selecting the best strategy and the consequences of adaptation are usually neglected. In this paper, we addressed such problematic issues in service adaptation and evolution. In particular, we proposed a flexible approach to deal with QoS parameters formulated within given value ranges in a contract. We applied a fuzzy approach to define quality parameters so that their degree of satisfaction could be estimated. For that purpose we introduced a satisfaction function. Specifically, we propose an algorithm for adaptation strategies that works based on the satisfaction levels.

As part of our future work, we will implement a prototype of the proposed approach. We will also investigate to improve the satisfaction function in order to show a more realistic behavior specially for the Non-fuzzy parameters.
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Abstract. Large-scale and complex distributed systems are increasingly implemented as SOAs. These comprise diverse types of components, e.g., Web services, registries, workflow engines, and services buses, that interact with each others to establish composite functionality. The drawback of this trend is that testing of complex SOAs becomes a challenging task. During the development phase, testers must verify the system’s correct functionality, but often do not have access to adequate testbeds. In this paper, we present an approach for solving this issue. We combine the Genesis2 testbed generator, that emulates SOA environments, with Cafe, a framework for provisioning of component-based applications in the cloud. Our approach allows to model large-scale service-based testbed infrastructures, to specify their behavior, and to deploy these automatically in the cloud. As a result, testers can emulate required environments on-demand for evaluating SOAs at runtime.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented computing (SOC), based on messages being exchanged among loosely-coupled components, provides a high level of flexibility and scalability which benefits the realization of large-scale and complex distributed systems [1], called service-oriented architectures (SOAs). SOAs do not only comprise Web services, clients, and registries/brokers, as depicted in the Web service triangle [2], but integrate diverse components, such as service buses, message mediators, monitors, governance systems, etc. By applying asynchronous communication via exchanging SOAP messages, and avoiding blocking RPC-like invocations, these systems can potentially scale to large dimensions. Moreover, due to the ability of dynamic binding, SOA systems can integrate new components/services and grow (and shrink) dynamically at runtime. Taking a look at the composition of typical SOAs, two categories of components emerge: (a) stand-alone components, such as single Web services which do not depend on others, and (b) complex components,

* This work is supported by the EU through the projects COMPAS (No. ICT-2008-215175) and S-Cube (No. ICT-2007-215483).
which interact with others and, this way, manage the SOA and/or establish composite functionality. Obviously, also SOA systems must be tested intensively before final deployment in order to verify their correct execution. For stand-alone components, the testing procedure is well-supported (as outlined in Section 5) or, at least, does not pose new challenges compared to traditional software testing. However, engineers that develop complex components which operate in dynamic SOA environments are facing the problem of how to test their software. They must ensure that their components are able to scale with a growing number of participating services, that quality of service requirements are met, that the software is stable and dependable, etc. Characteristics like these can only be verified by testing the developed component at runtime and in a multitude of realistic scenarios. This, however, implies that the component must be deployed in these different designated environments for getting meaningful test results. Unfortunately, testers often do not have access to the designated environments during the development phase, e.g., either because some parts are not available yet or because it integrates commercial external services, which would make testing costly. Furthermore, it is often impossible to perform multiple tests (for example, regression tests and load tests) at the same time because the test infrastructure does not offer enough of resources.

In this paper, we are trying to solve these issues. We present Cage, a framework and methodology for emulating SOA environments (for utilization as testbeds) and for deploying these automatically in the cloud. Our approach combines two complementary frameworks: Genesis2 [3], for generating SOA testbeds, and Cafe [4], for provisioning these across a cloud platform. Cage allows testers to specify testbed families consisting of diverse SOA components and variability, to customize their behavior and non-functional properties, and to automatically generate running testbed instances based on the customization. Furthermore, by using the cloud as a platform, Cage provides a convenient and cost-efficient way to set up multiple arbitrarily large testbed instances simultaneously on-demand. In a nutshell, the most distinct contributions of our approach are:

1. Separation of testbed development and testing via testbed families
2. A self-service testbed portal for testbed customization
3. An infrastructure to provision and run complex, flexible testbeds on-demand

Our approach is presented as follows. Next, we present the motivation for our research. In Section 3, we introduce the two base frameworks Cage consists of. Section 4 describes the combined Cage framework and its functionality. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6, we review related work and conclude our paper.

2 Motivation: Large-Scale SOA Testbed Infrastructures

Loose coupling and dynamic binding have always been listed among the most important features of Web service-based SOA. By avoiding static interactions but being able to choose services dynamically, SOAs are capable of incorporating new participating services at run-time and to cope with unavailable ones
by rebinding to alternatives. This flexibility makes it possible to build systems which are not restricted to an environment of fixed size and topology, but are able to deal with dynamic and large-scale ones. Let us take Amazon Mechanical Turk\footnote{http://www.mturk.com/} (MTurk), a crowdsourcing platform, for example. MTurk registers Web services of human workers and provides these to clients which incorporate the offered functionality into their applications/workflows. MTurk must be able to handle load peaks, scale with the number of registered services and consuming clients, and, despite all possible difficulties, provide stable and dependable services. However, loose coupling, dynamic binding, or other typical SOA-features do not solve the scalability issue per se. The system’s internal mechanisms must be still able to cope with a high number of partner components (e.g., services, clients, workflow engines) and incoming requests. During the development of such systems the question appears of how to test these mechanisms and how to verify their correct execution in critical scenarios. These scenarios can comprise thousands of components which have diverse functional as well as non-functional properties, and, therefore, put high load on the system. Setting up such scenarios for testing purposes is an intricate task. In a nutshell, testers are confronted with the problem of a) how to create testbeds which emulate realistically the final deployment environment and b) where to host large-scale testbeds in a cost-efficient manner.

We have elaborated on the first issue in \cite{3} by showing how our Genesis2 framework supports the generation of customizable SOA testbed infrastructures. In our approach testers model SOA environments and Genesis2 takes care of generating and deploying running testbed instances implementing the modeled behavior. Of course, an adequate back-end hardware infrastructure is required in order to be able to host all generated SOA components, which can get very costly for large-scale testbeds. In the last years cloud computing emerged as an interesting solution to this problem, as it enables users to rent hardware on-demand, also referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Instead of buying expensive hardware for hosting testbeds, which is most likely running idle in periods when no test runs are performed, engineers can rent remote hardware for an arbitrary time and quit the service when it is no longer required. In our Cage approach we make intense use of IaaS. We apply the Cafe framework which supports automatic allocation hosts/servers in the cloud and, this way, provides a flexible hosting infrastructure for SOA testbeds. The most significant contribution of our approach is that we enable testers to generate functional SOA testbeds on-demand on a dynamically allocated back-end infrastructure.

3 Base Frameworks for CAGE

Cage derives it functionality (and name) from combining two base frameworks: Cafe and Genesis2. Cafe provides support for an automated provision of component-based applications into the cloud, while Genesis2 makes use of the infrastructure provided by Cafe and generates customizable and dynamic SOA
testbeds. In the following these frameworks are shortly introduced to outline their concepts.

3.1 Cafe

Cafe (composite application framework) \[4\] is a framework for definition, customization and automatic provisioning of complex composite applications in the cloud. Cafe is centered around the basic concept of an application template which consists of an application model and a variability model. The application model describes the basic components of the application, whereas the variability model describes variability of the application. Application templates are offered to customers by a provider in an application portal. The customers are guided through the customization of the template by a customization flow that is generated from the variability model of the application. Once a the template is transformed into an customer-specific application solution, this solution is then automatically provisioned by the provisioning infrastructure. Cafe makes use of the interfaces of different cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, to setup components.

A Cafe application model contains a set of components that realize the functionality of the application. Components can be arbitrary elements of an application such as middleware components that are supplied by a provider, or components where the code is shipped with the application (internal components), such as services, Web applications, or business processes. Provider-supplied components must have a special component type that indicates a class of components such as JBOSS application server components. Internal components are of a certain implementation type, e.g., JEE application or BPEL process. Component types define if components of a certain implementation type can be deployed on them. Components can have deployment relations among them, indicating that one component must be deployed on another component. Application template developers use internal and provider supplied components and their deployment relations to describe their application.

3.2 Genesis2

The purpose of the Genesis2 framework \[3\] (in short, G2) is to support the setup of testbeds for SOA. It allows to emulate environments consisting of services, clients, registries, and other SOA components and to program their behavior. G2’s most distinct feature is its ability to generate running testbed instances (in contrast to performing pure simulations) and to integrate these into existing SOA environments, which empowers testers to evaluate SOA systems at runtime.

G2 comprises a centralized front-end, from where testbeds are modeled and controlled, and a distributed back-end, consisting of hosts (in Cage these are located in the cloud) at which the models are transformed into real testbed instances. The front-end maintains a virtual view on the testbed, allows to manipulate it on-the-fly via scripts, and propagates changes to the back-end in order

\[2\] http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
to adapt the running testbed. For the sake of extensibility, G2 uses composable plugins which augment the testbed’s functionality, making it possible to emulate diverse topologies, functional and non-functional properties, and behavior. Fig. 1 depicts a simplified view on the different layers of a G2-based testbed and the interactions within them. At the two bottom layers, G2 connects the front-end to the distributed back-end and installed plugins establish their communication structures. Most important are the two top layers. Based on the provided model schema, the tester creates models of SOA components which are then being generated and deployed at the back-end hosts. At the very top layer, the testbed instances are running and behave/interact according to the specification. The aggregation of these instances constitutes the actual testbed infrastructure on which the developed SOA can be evaluated.

In summary, at the front-end the tester specifies via Groovy scripts the testbed details, defining what shall be generated where, with which customizations, and the framework takes care of synchronizing the model with the corresponding back-end hosts on which the testbed elements are generated and deployed. The following snippet contains a sample script for modeling a Web service, programming it’s behavior (in this case just returning a String value), and deploying it at a back-end host. After deployment, it is possible to perform adaptations on-the-fly by changing the Web service’s model which is immediately propagated to the generated instance at the back-end.

```groovy
// import reference of cloud back-end host
def beHost1 = host.create("someHost:8080")

// import data type from XSD file
def dt = datatype.create("/path/to/types.xsd","vCard")
```
// create model of TestService with one operation

def service = webservice.build {
    TestService(binding: "doc:11t") {
        SayHi(card: vCard, result: String) {
            return "hi ${card.name}"
        }
    }
}

service.deployAt(beHost1) // deployment

service.operations += ... // on-the-fly adaptation of deployed service

4 The Cage Framework

4.1 Cage Methodology and Roles

The Cage methodology specifies how the framework can be used to generate large-scale customizable SOA testbeds and to deploy them on-demand in cloud-based infrastructures. The methodology comprises three steps (modeling, setup, & execution) that are performed by two different roles (testbed engineer & tester) during the establishment of Cage testbeds. Fig. 2 depicts a high-level overview of the three steps and the Cage tools supporting them.

**Fig. 2.** Overall Cage approach and architecture

**Modeling.** At first, in the modeling step, the testbed engineer creates a specification/model of the testbed. The model defines the composition and topology of the testbed’s components and, in addition, allows the testbed engineer to program the functional behavior. Due to the extensible nature of Genesis2, it is possible to model diverse types of testbed components, such as Web services, clients, registries, and message dispatchers, and to compose these into an emulated SOA consisting of mock-up components as well as optional own and third-party services integrated into the testbed. To be able to automatically deploy the whole testbed infrastructure, these components and their deployment relations are modeled in the component assembly modeling tool in which the testbed engineer defines the variability for the testbed, for example, different qualities of services and/or functional aspects.
Setup. Based on the created model, the testbed engineer uploads the corresponding artifacts to a portal. Testers have then the ability to request instances of the uploaded model via a control interface (part of the portal). A testbed model can be customized according to different aspects and requirements. For example, customization could be based on different perturbation and fault handling strategies, as show in [5]. Customization is accomplished by binding points of variability, e.g., by selecting one of multiple alternatives or by entering values for a point of variability.

Provisioning. The final step is to provision the testbed including the test services (emulated behavior), real services and middleware components. This is done automatically by the Cage framework once all variability has been bound by the tester.

The monitoring layer of the generated testbed captures various activities within the testbed environment such as service invocations and lookup requests (registry access). Low level logs are aggregated into metrics to analyze statistical variation of service behavior, as explained in [6]. The tester has the ability to analyze these metrics (using visualization tools) and to adjust models of variability accordingly. This cycle is depicted through the feedback arrow in Fig. 2.

4.2 Modeling Testbeds

Fig. 3 shows a component assembly example to illustrate various Cage concepts. Component assembly in Cage closely follows the Cafe approach [4] where modeling of composite application templates in Cafe is centered around components. Cage introduces a new component type to Cafe, namely the Genesis Framework component type. It represents a middleware on which certain other components can be deployed, namely those that have an implementation type of Genesis Test Service. This notion is similar to other component types in Cafe, such as the component types JBoss and Apache ODE shown in Fig. 3 which allow to deploy components of implementation type JEE Application and BPEL Process on them, respectively.

As a result, the testbed engineer can compose a testbed by combining middleware components including the Genesis Framework, application servers, Web servers and process engines. Also, components can be composed such as test services, real services, Web applications or business processes that run on the aforementioned middleware components. This enables engineers to systematically define complex testbed scenarios with the support of the Cage approach.

Fig. 3. Component assembly example
In Cafe, application templates are annotated with a *variability model* that is specified using the Cafe *variability meta-model* [4]. Such a variability model contains a set of *variability points* that specify possible configuration *alternatives* (see Fig. 4). Different types of alternatives exist that can be arbitrarily combined in one variability point:

- *Explicit alternatives* allow to specify a concrete value that can be selected, i.e., a fixed value for a delay.
- *Expression alternatives* allow to specify an expression (in XPath) that is evaluated and calculates the value that is entered at the variability point, for example, based on the values entered at another variability point.
- *Free alternatives* allow to prompt a user for an input, for example, to specify a specific failure rate.

Each variability point contains one or more *locators* that point into documents of the template that the variability point affects. Variability points can have complex *dependencies* that indicate that one or more variability points depend on one or more other variability points. These dependencies allow to specify temporal dependencies, i.e., a variability point can only be bound after all variability points that it depends on are bound. *Enabling conditions* can be defined for each variability point that specify under which condition which alternatives of this variability point can be chosen. This allows to specify complex dependencies such as “if the response-time of component A is greater than 2s the response-time of component B must be greater than 3s”. In a Cage testbed a variability point can, for example, point into the WSDL document of a BPEL process to customize the endpoint of a test-service that should be invoked by that process. Thus, a variability point can indicate provisioning time that must be filled by the provisioning environment. Variability points can also express functional and

![Fig. 4. Cage modeler: testbed components on the left, variability model on the right](image-url)
non-functional variability. For example, a locator of a variability point can point into a Groovy script implementing a test service to configure its behavior or the average response-time this service should simulate.

4.3 Testbed Setup

Once a testbed, including its variability, has been modeled by the testbed engineer, it can be offered to testers for retrieval via the test portal. The tester is guided through the setup process via a customization flow which is a workflow generated from the variability model of a testbed, as introduced in [7]. The customization flow prompts the tester for all necessary decisions. In addition to the configuration of the testbed the tester specifies for how long the testbed is to be used. The duration is an important property as it allows to free the used resources for testing after a pre-defined amount of time. Once a tester has customized the testbed for the particular test to be performed (for example, the testbed is configured for load-testing instead of regression testing), the provisioning infrastructure sets up the necessary components and configures them as described in the next section.

4.4 Testbed Provisioning

After a testbed has been customized, it is being generated, deployed, and provided to the tester. This procedure comprises these steps:

- **Component provision & deployment**: Components available in the infrastructure are bootstrapped via their corresponding provisioning services [8]. For example Genesis2 back-end instances, workflow engines, and other base components are started, in order to deploy test services, real services and test clients on top.

- **Component configuration**: Components are configured by the provisioning infrastructure in order to establish links among them and to create a composite testbed. For example, a BPEL process that orchestrates a set of test-services must be configured with the endpoints of these test services as specified in the variability model for the respective testbed.

Testbed provisioning is done via a provisioning flow that is generated by the Cage framework from the model of the testbed. The provisioning flow respects the component dependencies introduced by the deployment relations (i.e. which component must be deployed on which other component) and the variability dependencies (i.e. which component must be configured with properties of which other component).

The following code snippet shows parts of a simplified G2 testbed template script which contains placeholders (uppercase strings) to be customized by Cafe at deployment time. Moreover, it returns a list of URLs of the deployed service endpoints, to be passed to other components. This provides a convenient method for the parameterized deployment of cloud-based testbeds.
// placeholder for references to cloud back-end host
def hostList = {{BACKENDHOSTS}}

def random = new java.util.Random()
def randomHost = { -> hostList[rand.nextInt(hostList.size())] }
urlList = []

serviceList.each { s ->
  s.qos.responseTime = {{QOS_DEF_RESPONSETIME}}
  s.qos.availability = {{QOS_DEF_AVAILABILITY}}

  h = randomHost()
  urlList += s.deployAt(h) // deployment at random host, collect URLs
}

return urlList

5 Related Work

Today, testing of complex service-based applications is a tedious task. Setting up of complex testbeds requires the acquisition and setup of computing, middleware and software resources which in most enterprises takes a considerable amount of time and effort to do.

To overcome this burden, several authors propose to use cloud resources that can be acquired on-demand, to deploy complex testbeds [9][10]. However, deploying the components to be tested on these cloud resources is still manual labor in these approaches and thus is time-consuming and error-prone. To automate the setup of complex component based applications in a reproducible way, automated provisioning environments [4][8][11] have been proposed. These environments first require the modeling of component topologies including the required components and their relations among each other. In this paper we investigate how this modeling affects the testing of complex service-based applications. In particular the modeling of the testbed components and their variability is similar to the domain engineering phase in software product line engineering in which a platform is developed that can then be customized into runnable applications in the application engineering phase [12][13]. Thus we adapt the notion of testbed platform as the basic testbed artifacts that can be customized into a concrete testbed. The application engineering phase in software product line engineering then corresponds to the customization and deployment of a testbed into a running testbed instance.

Several approaches have been developed which could be applied for testing adaptation mechanisms. SOABench [14] and PUPPET [15], for instance, support the creation of mock-up services in order to test workflows. However, these prototypes are restricted to emulating non-functional properties (QoS) and cannot be enhanced with programmable behavior. By using Genesis2 [3] which allows to extend testbeds with plugins we were able to implement a testbed which was flexible enough to test diverse adaptation mechanisms.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the Cage framework to model, setup and automatically provision large-scale SOA testbeds in the cloud. We introduced the role of testbed engineers that model testbed families including their variability. Such a testbed family is then made available in a testbed portal for testers. Instead of manually configuring and deploying a large-scale SOA testbed, a test engineer can select the required testbed family from the portal, customize it using a generated customization wizard, and have it automatically deployed by the Cage infrastructure. Compared to existing approaches, the Cage approach facilitates testing, saves setup and configuration time, and enables testing in the cloud taking full advantage of pay-per-use models of, for example, IaaS providers.

In future work we will investigate how the results of individual test-runs can be used to automatically derive certain parameters of a testbed in order to iteratively optimize a given system to avoid cumbersome (low-level) configuration of the corresponding production system. Also, we plan to further implement metrics for testbed analytics and tools for visualizing complex behavior in cloud-based testbeds.
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Abstract. The pipeline software architecture pattern is commonly used in many application domains to structure a software system. A pipeline comprises a sequence of processing steps that progressively transform data to some desired outputs. As pipeline-based systems are required to handle increasingly large volumes of data and provide high throughput services, simple scripting-based technologies that have traditionally been used for constructing pipelines do not scale. In this paper we describe the MeDICi Integration Framework (MIF), which is specifically designed for building flexible, efficient and scalable pipelines that exploit distributed services as elements of the pipeline. We explain the core runtime and development infrastructures that MIF provides, and demonstrate how MIF has been used in two complex applications to improve performance and modifiability.
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1 Introduction

In many application domains in science and engineering, data produced by sensors, instruments and networks is commonly processed by software applications structured as a pipeline [1]. Pipelines comprise a sequence of software components that progressively process discrete units of data to produce a desired outcome. For example, in geo-sciences, data on geology extracted from underground well drilling can be processed by a simple software pipeline that converts the raw data format to XML, extracts information from the files about drilling locations and depths, displays the location on a map-based interface and creates an entry in the database containing metadata for searching.

In many applications, simple linear software pipelines are sufficient. However, more complex applications require topologies that contain forks and joins, creating pipelines comprising branches where parallel execution is desirable. It is also increasingly common for pipelines to process very large files or high volume data streams which impose end-to-end performance constraints. Additionally, processes in a pipeline may have specific execution requirements and hence need to be distributed as services across a heterogeneous computing and data management infrastructure.

From a software engineering perspective, these more complex pipelines become problematic to implement. While simple linear pipelines can be built using minimal
infrastructure such as scripting languages [2], complex topologies and large, high volume data processing requires suitable abstractions, run-time infrastructures and development tools to construct pipelines with the desired qualities-of-service and flexibility to evolve to handle new requirements.

In this paper we describe our MeDICi Integration Framework (MIF) that is designed for creating high-performance, scalable and modifiable software pipelines. MIF exploits a low friction, robust, open source middleware platform and extends it with component and service-based programmatic interfaces that make implementing complex pipelines simple. The MIF run-time automatically handles queues between pipeline elements in order to handle request bursts, and automatically executes multiple instances of pipeline elements to increase pipeline throughput. Distributed pipeline elements are supported using a range of configurable communications protocols, and the MIF interfaces provide efficient mechanisms for moving data directly between two distributed pipeline elements.

MIF has been used at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) in diverse application domains such as bioinformatics [3], scientific data management, cybersecurity, power grid simulation [4] and climate data processing [5]. In this paper, we briefly present the basic elements of MIF for building pipelines, and describe how these mechanisms can become the core of a SOA-based pipeline solution. We then describe the MIF Component Builder that provides a MIF design tool, and finally describe two case studies that demonstrate MIF’s capabilities for text processing and cybersecurity.

2 Related Work

Various approaches exist for constructing software pipelines. The most common is to using scripting languages such as Perl, Python or shell scripts [7]. These work well for simple pipelines, as the lightweight infrastructure and familiar programming tools provide an effective development environment. Recently this approach has been extended in the Swift project [9], which has created a custom scripting language targeted at applications running on grid and high performance computing platforms. Swift has a number of attractive features for describing pipelines, but its implementation is limited in scope to large computational infrastructures which provide some necessary runtime infrastructure, for example, job scheduling.

Many workflow tools are also perfectly adequate for creating pipelines. Tools such as Kepler, Taverna and implementations of BPEL [6] can be used to visually construct a pipeline-style workflow, link in existing components and services through a variety of protocols, including Web services, and then deploy and orchestrate the pipeline. These tools and approaches work well, but are heavyweight in terms of development infrastructure (ie they require visual development and custom workflow languages) and runtime overheads. The runtime overheads especially make them inappropriate for building pipelines that need to process high volume data streams, and small message payload sizes where fast context switching, lightweight concurrency and buffering are paramount.

Custom approaches also exist for building pipelines. Prominent in this category is Pipeline Pilot [1]. It provides a client-server architecture similar to that of most
BPEL-based tools. The client tools are used to visually create pipelines, in a custom graphical language, based upon underlying service-oriented components. The server executes pipelines defined by the client, orchestrating externally defined components through SOAP-based communications. The client also provides a proprietary scripting language to enable custom manipulation of data as it flows between the main steps of the pipeline.

The MeDICi Integration Framework (MIF) attempts to overcome the collective limitations of the above approaches by:

- allowing construction of pipelines using a standard, simple Java API
- providing a relatively lightweight runtime infrastructure (compared with other Java-based pipeline and workflow creation tools) suitable for both large data handling and long running computations, as well as bursty stream-based data with rapid, lightweight processing needs
- providing a strong separation of concerns between component behavior, inter-component communications and pipeline topology

3 MeDICi Integration Framework Overview

The MIF middleware platform is designed for building applications based on processing pipelines that integrate various software components using an asynchronous messaging platform. Figure 1 below shows a simple example of a processing pipeline with two analysis components.

![Diagram of a "Hello World" Pipeline in MIF](image)

Fig. 1. A “Hello World” Pipeline in MIF
The key concepts in MIF API are:

- **MIF pipeline**: A processing pipeline is a collection of components connected as a directed graph. Data arrives at the first component in the pipeline, and the output of this component is passed to one or more downstream components for further processing. A pipeline can be of arbitrary length, components can accept inputs from one or more upstream components, and send their results to one or more downstream components.

- **MIF Module**: A MIF module is a user-supplied piece of code that inputs some defined data, processes it, and outputs some results. This code is wrapped by the MIF API to make it possible to plug the module in to a processing pipeline.

- **MIF Components**: MIF components provide a way to hierarchically compose MIF modules. A MIF component encapsulates a mini-pipeline of MIF modules.

- **Endpoints**: MIF modules define inbound and outbound endpoints as their connections to other modules in a pipeline. To connect two modules, the outbound endpoint from one module is configured to communicate with an inbound endpoint of another module.

- **MIF Container**: MIF components execute in the MIF container within a Java Virtual Machine. The container can automatically invoke multiple instantiations of pipeline component to handle multiple concurrent messages, and provides asynchronous, buffered communications mechanism to smooth out differences in the processing times of communicating components. This gives MIF pipelines the ability to seamlessly scale on multi-core platforms simply by adding more processing nodes and memory.

- **Local Components**: Local components are Java codes that are constructed using the MIF API. Local components execute within the MIF container.

- **Remote Components**: Remote components execute outside the MIF container, either on the same machine or on another node in a distributed application. The component code can be Java (e.g. an Message-Driven Bean), a Web service, HTTP server, a socket server or an executable written in any programming language. The MIF remote component API wraps the code and provides the capabilities to communicate with it from a MIF pipeline using a configurable protocol.

- **Messages**: Components pass messages down the pipeline as the incoming data is progressively transformed. Complete messages can be simply copied between components, or a reference to the message payload as a URI can be exchanged to reduce the overheads of passing large messages.

Below is a simple example of configuring the MIF pipeline depicted in Figure 1.

```java
// create the pipeline
MifPipeline pipeline = new MifPipeline();

// specify the JMS Connector
d = pipeline.addMifJmsConnector("tcp://localhost:61616", JmsProvider.ACTIVEMQ);

//Add a component to the pipeline
HelloWorldComponent hello = new HelloWorldComponent();
pipeline.addMifComponent(hello);
```
The MIF container environment is provided by Mule\(^1\), an open source messaging platform. For this reason, MIF shares many fundamental concepts with widely-used Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and SOA-based integration brokers. Importantly for our implementation, Mule is lightweight, robust and scalable, traits which MIF inherits.

MIF extends the Mule API to make component-based pipeline construction simpler and to create an encapsulation mechanism for component creation. Our current implementation uses the ActiveMQ JMS for reliable message exchange, but the MIF API is designed as agnostic to the specific messaging platform. This allows deployments to configure MIF applications using JMS providers that meet their quality of service requirements.

4 MIF Component Builder

In order to simplify the creation of MIF pipelines, we created the MIF Component Builder to enable programmers to visually create and test pipelines inside of Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Using this tool, programmers can visually create a pipeline, generate stub code for `MifModules` and `UserImplemented` entities, progressively implement the necessary code stubs, and run the pipeline inside the IDE. This provides round trip development in which the programmer can cycle through design, generate and test until the pipeline is ready to be deployed.

We leveraged Model-driven Development (MDD) techniques in the Component Builder that enable the automated creation of model editors. Model-driven software development formalizes abstract software models as the basis for automated transformation into other models and/or programming code. This formalization allows for automated tools to operate on one or more models to generate applications. At the heart of these tools is the Eclipse Modeling Framework\(^2\) (EMF). In addition to a modeling framework, EMF provides a code generation facility and runtime environment that allows models to be expressed in multiple formats and converted to a standard XML interchange (XMI) based format.

The MIF metamodel (a portion of which is shown in Figure 2) is specified in EMF’s ecore format. In the lower left of Figure 2 is the `Pipeline` class, which is the root object of any MIF program. A MIF `Pipeline` comprises one or more `MifComponents`, which are high-level groupings of processing elements known as `modules`. `MifComponent` can be thought of as a sub-pipeline that contains one or more modules which all inherit from `BaseModule`. Modules are linked to each other using communication endpoints: `InboundEndpoint` allows data to be received by a module and `OutboundEndpoint` allows modules to send data to other modules. The metamodel is populated using the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF), which provides

---

\(^1\)http://www.mulesoft.org/
\(^2\)http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
model-driven tools for designing and generating graphical user interfaces. Once the metamodel is populated with the design of a particular MIF application, code generators produce Java that calls the MIF API. EMF therefore forms the basis for other tools that add capabilities for graphical editing, advanced template-based code generation, and model-to-model transformations, all of which are used to construct the MIF Component Builder.

5 Case Studies

5.1 Semantic Text Processing Pipeline

Performing semantic analysis of textual documents is a computationally intensive problem that is often structured as a pipeline. The first stage analyzes language structure, breaking down paragraphs and sentences into their constituent grammatical parts, and passes a marked-up version of the document to the next stage. Subsequent steps may for example identify places, events and people. In our application, the final stage compares the semantically marked up documents with an ontology and stores the relevant elements in a datastore as RDF triples.
The application was originally designed using the Apache UIMATechnology\(^3\). The key UIMA component is an annotator that encapsulates text processing logic in a Java class. Multiple annotators providing specific text processing functions were built into a pipeline to handle each document. Each annotator produced a Java object containing the relevant markups for processing by the downstream annotators. The output from one annotator is subsequently fed into the next annotator to discover more complex relations. Annotators are complex but can be designed independently and configured as needed for the specific application purposes.

The original system was developed as a monolithic UIMA application, as shown in Figure 3. The UIMA analysis engine (AE) is a container that hosts a pipeline of annotators. The configuration of these annotators is described by an XML file that specifies the detailed topology of the annotators, and inputs/outputs of each annotator. The UIMA AE loads the XML file and executes the pipeline of annotators.

\[\text{Annotator A} \xrightarrow{} \text{Annotator B} \]

\[\text{Description A+B} \]

**Fig. 3. Architecture of the UIMA pipeline**

The monolithic UIMA architecture is straightforward to deploy on a single node, but UIMA has no native mechanism to expose the pipeline as a service. Further, it has several limitations in terms of performance and scaling. First, the pipeline is single-threaded, processing a single document at a time to completion. Hence, parallel processing of documents requires multiple instances of the UIMA container to run concurrently. In addition, the processing time of each annotator on a single file was diverse. Two of the 5 annotators in the pipeline consumed 98% of the runtime. As a result, this tightly coupled architecture was cumbersome and heavyweight to scale to process tens of thousands of documents, especially as a single document can take hundreds of seconds to emerge from the pipeline.

Hence an architectural solution was essential to decouple the annotators so that optimization strategies such as introducing concurrency to individual annotators could be achieved. This required refactoring the original pipeline into separate annotation services that could be connected through MIF endpoints, as shown in Figure 4. AEs are deployed on separate nodes and host one or more annotation services. For

\(^3\)http://uima.apache.org/
example, the most time consuming annotator is deployed on one AE, while several other annotators demanding less processing time are bundled into another AE.

The challenge of implementing such an SOA is to compose annotation services into a pipeline that preserves the original analysis properties. We achieve this using MIF, which provides the essential mechanisms to glue together the distributed annotation services. The MIF solution wraps an AE as a MIF component, and configures the components into a pipeline, which is exposed as a Web service.
In our solution, we devised two architecture alternatives that implement different refactoring strategies using MIF. The alternatives were:

1. A single MIF pipeline containing a MIF file ingester and MIF components wrapping individual annotators. The concurrency required for processing multiple documents simultaneously in the pipeline is managed by MIF by default. As a result, concurrent documents are efficiently processed by the MIF pipeline.

2. Three MIF pipelines are constructed - two for annotators dominating the document processing times, and one for the remainder. This creates a partitioned pipeline architecture. Each MIF pipeline is responsible for the internal concurrency of its MIF components, and the pipelines are connected by JMS endpoints.

We deployed the original architecture and the two refactored architectures using MIF on the same computing environment. We measured individual document processing times and the elapsed time to complete the last file in a batch. Figure 5 shows the performance as the load of documents increases.

The results demonstrate that the refactored MIF pipelines improve performance significantly. The multiple MIF pipeline architecture scales linearly as the load increases and produces stable performance compared to the single MIF pipeline architecture. The reason is that multiple MIF pipelines balance the annotator workload better through more efficient resource utilization, giving significant performance improvements of up to a factor of 4.

5.2 Cyber Analytic Pipeline

The analysis of network data has traditionally been done in a forensic fashion in which firewall, host, and router logs (referred to as network flows) are stored for post-mortem searching in response to a suspected attack. Purpose built scripts, command-line tools, and graphical tools are manually used to comb through massive amounts of log activity. The workflow of this activity is a manual pipeline in which a set of files are retrieved and transformed from different sources into a common format. Next, programs are used to filter out data that represents normal traffic and find data items that resemble a certain traffic pattern or contain a set of IP addresses of interest.

This workflow presents several challenges, including: (1) repeating successful pipeline runs is challenging due to the number of ad hoc steps taken, (2) swapping out different transformation, analytics, and visualization codes is labor intensive and error prone, and (3) it does not scale to the network security problems encountered today in which data from entire networks must be rapidly aggregated and processed. Automated Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) such as Snort exist to alleviate some of the manual analysis involved in this pipeline. However, these are typically signature based and suffer from known problems of a high rate of false positives and the inability to detect attacks that are not known in advance.

Therefore, we have used MIF to construct a cyber analytics pipeline due to its ease of swapping in and out components, message types, and network protocols. Further,
MIF’s support for the graphical creation, execution, and modification of pipelines greatly eases the burden of building robust and reusable pipeline applications. This makes it easy to send analytic outputs to multiple complementary visualization tools that are needed in order to detect complex, emerging, and novel network attacks [8].

Our MIF-based cyber analysis pipeline is able to consume, transform, filter and analyze network flow data as it is produced in real time. The pipeline generates data for three different visualization tools for real time analysis.

![Fig. 6. Cyber pipeline design in MIF Component Builder](image)

The pipeline, depicted in the MIF Component Builder in Figure 6, comprises two high level components, namely `CyberPreprocessComponent` and `FloStatsComponent`. An external data ingest program (not shown) pushes data from network sensors over a JMS topic endpoint to the pipeline. `CyberPreprocessComponent` performs transformation, aggregation and loading of raw and aggregated data into the database, and outputs the data over another JMS topic for visualization displays to consume. The data is also sent to the `FloStatsComponent`, which categorizes the network data and attempts to fit the traffic patterns to one or more statistical distributions. These summary statistics are also sent over JMS for listening visualization tools to consume. If any incoming data is found to be anomalous, it is sent over a dedicated event topic, which triggers an alarm state in the visualization displays.
Performance tests were performed with MIF, the ActiveMQ JMS server, and a Postgres database. The MIF host was a dual quad core 2.80 GHz Intel Xeon® processor with 16 GB of memory. In testing with replayed network sensor inputs, the pipeline easily kept up with the average actual arrival rate of 83 flow msg/s and the peak of 145 msg/s. We then stress-tested the pipeline by progressively increasing the traffic replay rate well past real values. For the best run, the system reported a maximum average throughput of 2,781 msg/s, or over 240 million messages per day on a single node. The peak throughput 30-second interval was 3,350 msg/s. During this time, neither of the servers reached above 50% CPU utilization, leading us to conclude that communication between MIF components and the database was the bottleneck, and not the MIF pipeline execution.

6 Further Work and Conclusions

We are using MIF on several large projects in PNNL focusing on large-scale scientific data management and processing data from data streams. The technology is proving robust, fast and scalable. In addition, we are investigating using MIF as the core pipelining infrastructure for a petascale, federated collection of biology data. In this context, our work is focused on introducing adaptivity into MIF, so that based on policies or historical performance data, MIF pipelines can dynamically reconfigure, moving processing components to remote sites where the required data is located. Such a capability would enable us to more efficiently implement pipelines which process very large-scale data sets.

The complete MIF implementation is open source and freely available from http://medici.pnl.gov
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Abstract. Enterprise Services (ES) are Web services with which enterprise applications expose a subset of their functionality. Due to the often high number of different ES, as well as the complex nature of their names, it is difficult for non-technical business users to discover services in ES repositories. However, most of this complexity stems from a SOA governance-driven service design process that is essential to the development of harmonized and long-lasting ES. Based on the example of SAP’s ES, we describe a representational model that consolidates existing models and patterns used during the service design process. We created an iterative search approach that uses this consolidated metadata. The evaluation of the approach with real business users, based on a prototypical implementation, demonstrates that our iterative search is more efficient and effective than the currently offered search.

1 Introduction

Business process automation enables a cost-effective, agile and rapid composition and execution of new applications to address on-demand and changing organizational requirements. It leverages a business user’s expertise to perform the modeling of business processes by specifying relevant activities that in turn are implemented by experienced developers reusing existing Enterprise Services (ES) in a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). In IT organizations, ES represent non-public Web Services intended for internal developers, partners and customers to reuse enterprise-specific data and functionality from existing legacy applications stored in company-internal repositories, e.g. SAP Enterprise Service Repository and Registry (ESR) or IBM WebSphere Service Registry and Repository (WSRR). They are idiosyncratically designed to represent specific parts of integrated and enterprise-internal business processes and legacy applications leading to long, technical and less comprehensive signatures (in this work we refer to service interface and operation names only) as shown in Examples (1.1-1.3) of an ”Sales Order” related SAP ES. These examples also underline the difficulty to discover ES as described by Beaton et al. [3,2]. Generally, when it comes to the naming of ES, it is a challenge to give unique and easy-to-understand names to a large number of ES, e.g. SAP Business Suite offers more than 4000 ES (08/2010). Most of its complexity has been introduced deliberately during its development life-cycle to ensure long-lasting, unique and easy-to-manage ES from a software
engineering perspective. For instance, the ES shown in Example (1.1) is quite detailed and less prone to duplication. It describes a read operation of a Sales Order, stored in an ERP system, which is identified by an ID expected as part of the request. Most of these intrinsic characteristics are inferred from a standardized service design process applied prior to the service implementation as part of a SOA governance process that guides and governs the development of ES. It is indispensable for large enterprises to follow such a globally agreed on SOA governance process.

\[\text{SalesOrderERPByIDQueryResponse}_\text{In} \quad (1.1)\]
\[\text{SalesOrderCreateRequestConfirmation}_\text{In} \quad (1.2)\]
\[\text{SalesOrderBasicDataByBuyerAndBasicDataQueryResponse}_\text{In} \quad (1.3)\]

In the following, we used the example of an SAP service design process to illustrate the use of agreed-on methodologies and proprietary models that can be adopted to what we call a service and data model. Principally, such a design process is not limited to SAP, but can also be found with others companies (not the focus here). We then introduced a representational model that integrates both service and data models as first-class components including their relationship. Based on this model, we created a metadata repository based on a list of ES and their respective metadata that has been extracted from multiple sources, e.g. corporate web pages and semi-structured documents. This metadata hereby refers to entities in the data and service model respectively. Note that the focus of this paper is not on yet another service description technology. We are not competing with existing technologies, e.g. RDF or OWL-S, instead we could utilize them to represent such metadata as annotations. We then implemented the conceptual solution of our iterative search in form of a prototype. We performed a first evaluation of this prototype with real business users, which demonstrates the feasibility of our approach to enhance the current search for ES.

In the remainder, we explain the service design process in Section 2 and introduce our representational model in Section 3. Section 4 details on our iterative search and prototype. In Section 5, we evaluate our search and prototype, refer to related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Service Design Process

In this section, we describe the application of a design process for the service development. Based on the example of SAP’s ES, we detail on the existing data and service model used to develop ES as shown in Examples (1.1)-(3).

In the introduction, we generally referred to a SOA governance-driven service design process [6,11] that is deployed to guide and ensure the development of harmonized and business-aligned ES. It is also used to create a mutual understanding about the definition and meaning of ES among stakeholders and partners. Such a design process is required and executed recurrently prior to any definition and implementation phase. Using the example of an SAP service
design process, developers are guided in their tasks to first design ES by specifying high-level and business-related concepts that abstractly describe the purpose and scope of the prospective ES.

Most of these design efforts are supported by a modeling tool to visually compose an abstract service definition as shown in Figure 1. Such an application enables developers to arrange and order abstract shapes representing existing key business entities (red shape) as well as the preferred but predefined way of accessing them (blue shape). Eventually, this visual representation is transformed into an abstract service definition, i.e. coarse WSDL template, detailing only on service interfaces and operations.

**Fig. 1.** Visual model of an abstract service definition during service design

Although a modeling tool helps to visually generate an abstract ES definition based on entities from the data and service model, this information is typically not available to a search environment (though it’s hidden in documentation). Therefore, Figure 2 illustrates earlier mentioned models, i.e. data and service model, and their relationship, which embraces key entities of information that can be made available to a search. For simplicity’s sake, we only focused on showing a relevant subset of model entities that are considered significant for the definition of service interface and operation names.

**Fig. 2.** Subset of the data and service model shown as ER diagram

In Figure 2, a Process Component ”Sales Order Processing” represents a technical concept similar to a department inside a company that groups all Sales Order related activities (e.g. Create, Approve, Notify etc.). Within such a Process Component, a Sales Order Business Object denotes a central business entity
Table 1. Construction of the service interface name

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Component</th>
<th>Service Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales Order Processing</td>
<td>Sales Order Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Object</td>
<td>Sales Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Pattern</td>
<td>Manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Interface</td>
<td>SalesOrderProcessingManageSalesOrder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Construction of the service operation name

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Operation</th>
<th>Business Object</th>
<th>Interface Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SalesOrderCreateRequestConfirmation_In</td>
<td>Sales Order</td>
<td>Create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that stores and maintains all relevant information about a real Sales Order (e.g. Buyer, Seller etc.). Figure 2 also shows service model entities, i.e. Service Interface and Operation, that are associated to related data model entities, i.e. Process Component and/or Business Object. Based on both model entities and their association, potential signatures for service interface (Table 1) and operation (Table 2) are defined. In Table 1, the service interface implicitly describes a grouping of related service operations that manage a Sales Order of a Sales Order Processing activity.

The use of the keyword “manage” in the service interface signature is based on an interface pattern (as shown in Fig. 2) that determines selective service operations. Hence, service operations listed under a “manage” interface have to be either a “create”, “read”, “update”, “change”, “check” or “cancel” operation (called operation pattern). In Table 2, a service operation is defined based on a “Sales Order” Business Object and the “create” operation pattern, which is implied by the “manage” interface pattern of Table 1.

3 Leveraging Service Design Principles

The example of the previous section illustrated the design of an abstract definition for service interface and operation names based on the service and data model model. In this section, we describe how to utilize the knowledge of this service design process. Firstly, we designed a representational model (Section 3.1) by consolidating the data and service model. Second, we created a metadata repository defined by our representational model and populated it with information extracted from multiple sources (Section 3.2). Both representational model and metadata repository represent the basis of the iterative search as explained in Section 4.

3.1 A Representational Model

All information stored in our metadata repository is defined according to a representational model consisting of the data model extended with entities of the
service model. Originally, both models are used in rather different context meaning that the knowledge about the relationship between both models is not given by default, and thus, not obvious to anyone trying to discover ES. We therefore consolidated both models by integrating them and describe their relationship as the association of Business Object to Service Interface (Fig. 3). Having both models and their relationship defined as first-class components in our representational model has the advantage of naturally exploiting services based on their underlying data model and vice versa. This means we can describe a service based on its concrete relation to specific data model entities or in turn find any services that are related to a particular data model entity.

3.2 Extraction of Service Design Entities

In order to create the basis for our ES Search approach, which we present in the next section, we created a metadata repository that represents a list of all available SAP ES that can be found on SAP’s Enterprise Service Workplace (ESW). The ESW is a central place used by developers and consultants to search for and view detailed information about ES. It includes documentation, examples, and technical descriptions, e.g. WSDL.

Starting from this list of ES, we enriched the entries with additional metadata according to our representation model, by extracting information from multiple sources as follows. Firstly, we extracted data model-related information from a set of reports (e.g. Excel spreadsheets) that were exported from an operational content management system. Secondly, we extracted service model data directly from the ESW: we used simple page scraping techniques to extract data from the web site of each Enterprise Service.

We then used basic inference techniques and regular expressions on the extracted data, so as to detect model entities in the service interface and operation signature. Subsequently we mapped the respective service and service model entities to the data model based on relationship as defined in our representation.

1 http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/bpx/esworkplace
model and created the association in our metadata repository. We also recognized interface and operation patterns and annotated the corresponding service model entities.

4 Enterprise Service Search

In this section, we describe the concept of the iterative search and its prototypical implementation. The search uses the repository from the previous section.

4.1 Iterative Search Approach

In order to significantly improve the search, we first analyzed how users search and what they enter to find a particular ES. This analysis has been conducted on anonymized log files of search queries entered by users over a period of six months. In detail, the examined log files contained search strings that have been categorized according to entities in our model, if applicable. Finally, we accumulated recurrent categories to rank their frequency of occurrence (not in scope of this work). One key finding was that users rarely enter more than three keywords. Secondly, they frequently entered simple keywords representing central business entities that formed the basis of the desired ES, e.g. “Sales Order” for a “Create Sales Order” ES etc. Based on these observations, we created an iterative search that allows users to choose from a set of predefined search options rather than allowing them to freely enter search text. Each search option conceptually relates to entities in our model whereas each selection of a search option identifies a node in the metadata repository. Starting from this node, a list of respective ES can be inferred by following up on any consecutive parent-child-relationship down to the Service Operation level as illustrated in Figure 4.

Using such a search-by-selection technique better leverages the underlying data model from a twofold perspective. Firstly, potential search options (as illustrated in Figure 4) can be directly connected to related entities in our representation model without the need to understand and map a potentially volatile human search text. Secondly, we can use our metadata repository to populate search options from which the user can choose. With each selection, the content of any consecutive search option is determined while the list of potential ES candidates gets iteratively filtered. In the end, the more information is provided by the user, the more effective is the filtering and the smaller is the result set of potential ES (enabling a subsequent browsing as a final search step). Our evaluation in Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency if this approach.

4.2 Search Prototype and Example

We have implemented the iterative search as a Web application (cf. Figure 4) that uses our representational model and metadata repository. In the top half of the application (Part A), the user can choose from previously mentioned search options. For each selection, a list of potential ES will be updated and displayed in the bottom part of the application (Part B). Users can skip search options if they are unsure about their significance or if the search is already successful.
5.1 Experimental Setup

As an example, say a business user wants to find an Enterprise Service that “creates a Sales Order”. First and without any selection, a complete list of service operations is shown (> 4000 ES). In a next step, the user selects ”Sales Order Processing” from a list of available Process Components (Option 1/Figure 4), which decrements the result by an order of magnitude as only ES are displayed that belong to that particular department. In a second step, the user selects a ”Sales Order” from a list of Business Objects determined by the previously chosen Process Component (Option 2/Figure 4), which reduces the result set by another order of magnitude. By that time, users are already able to browse the significant smaller list of ES to find possible matches. In the case of uncertainty, the user can continue to choose from the remaining set of options by detailing on the intention what to do with the Sales Order. The intention to create a Sales Order implies a ”manage” pattern (Option 3/Figure 4), which reduces the search result to 11 ES as partly shown in Part B of Figure 4. This search result correctly contains the desired SalesOrderCreateRequestConfirmation_In ES, which has been given the synonym ”Create Sales Order” for reasons of readability.

5 Evaluation

We evaluated our discovery approach by exposing the above-described iterative search prototype to a group of test users, as discussed in this section. Since the time for searching and displaying relevant ES only takes 1-2 seconds, performance seems to be no big concern in our approach and has not been evaluated further.
The participants had never used either one of them. They also have been given a four-step "Create Sales Order" business process (see Fig. 5) with brief description of the process activities. They then have been asked to find the relevant ES for each activity of the given business process by using (1) our iterative search prototype and (2) the ESW – in that order, so the iterative search would not benefit from a possible learning curve. Each participant was given 30 minutes to complete the task.

5.2 Data Collection and Analysis

The participants notified us whenever they thought they found a service for one of the activities. During each experiment (1) and (2) for each of the five participants, we recorded the time spent to find each ES. We also observed the participants’ behavior in terms of how easy or hard it was for them to use the respective application to find the relevant services. After each experiment, we asked the participants about their experience with each of the investigated tools. We recorded all their feedback for future improvements. The summary of the results collected from our experiments are grouped into two main categories: First, the search time represents the overall time (in seconds) spent by each participant to find all relevant ES and second, the total number of correct ES found by each participant (out of 4 services).

The result, as depicted in Fig. 6 (left), shows that the search time spent by almost all participants, except for participant P1, using our iterative search prototype is noticeably less than the time required by the same participants using the ESW. For instance, participants P4 and P5 spent only about a third of the ESW search time using our iterative search to find the four ES. With respect to participant P1, we noticed some degree of uncertainty when using our prototype, compared to the other participants. We also noticed that he
found some ES on the ESW by coincidence. In summary, the average search time spent by all participants using our iterative search is more than half of the time spent by the same participants using the ESW. Although the number of asked participants is not significant large, the results still clearly indicate an improvement of our iterative search approach over the existing ESW in terms of search time.

The second evaluation criterion is the number of correct ES found by participants using both search applications. As shown in Fig. 6 (right), 60% of participants were able to find all four correct ES by using our iterative search prototype compared to 40% of participants using the ESW search. The minimum number of ES found is two on ESW vs. three with our iterative search. Although 40% of the users have not found all four correct services (sometimes as simple as a "Create Sales Order"), they at least found three out of four ES and therefore did not completely fail. On the basis of these initial results, we can say that our approach has the potential to iteratively improve the search, with room for further improvements. Although the number of five users can be considered marginal to comprehensively validate our search, we believe it yet has shown the potential to improve the discovery of Enterprise Services over the existing search.

6 Related Work

In order to position our work, we classified current service retrieval techniques into linguistic, semantic and hybrid approaches.

*Linguistic* approaches are mainly based on textual analysis of service description such as a WSDL using clustering such as [5][8][17] techniques. For instance, the Woogle [5] search engine uses a similarity search for operations by grouping operation parameters into meaningful concepts.

*Semantic* approaches are based on extending service descriptions with formal models to capture their underlying meaning. The resulting so-called Semantic Web Services (SWS) [11] relate service properties to concepts belonging to ontologies – roughly speaking, formal conceptual models of the terms in a given domain, including relationships and constraints between terms. The discovery approach is usually to match concepts of queries against SWS descriptions, using logic-based inference. In [4], the service discovery algorithm matches service request against the services ontology using description logic. Similarly, [10][12] present service matchmaking approaches to enable discovery of ontology-based service descriptions based on DAML-S. The matching technique in [9] relates service inputs and outputs using OWL ontologies to capture the meaning of terms in service descriptions. Also, [14] describes the formalization of a client query as a goal that is matched to the goal of a service. However, semantic discovery requires (i) an agreed-upon common ontology, (ii) complete semantic service descriptions, which can require considerable manual effort during service development, and (iii) semantic models for queries.

*Hybrid* approaches, e.g. [13][15][18][16] use the ontology and semantic techniques to enhance linguistic service discovery. For example, the Seekda [13] public
search engine relies on crawling and data mining techniques of Web API repositories such as ProgrammableWeb (http://www.programmableweb.com/) in order to automate the annotation of APIs with metadata that can be used for a semantic search. The Opossum [16] search engine also crawls the Web for WSDL descriptions and transforms them into a generic ontological-based model. The service properties are then automatically enriched with concepts from existing ontologies of different domains (e.g. finance, e-commerce). Search is done by matching concepts of the query against the ontological-based model of the service. This is done by considering the linguistic and structural properties of ontology.

Our approach is different from the above since we base it on concepts that stem from an organizational SOA governance-driven service design process which guides the development of the ES. In a way, the collection of terms that are instances of the data and service model elements can be seen as a specialized ontology. The corresponding vocabulary contains rather business terms than technical concepts. As such, discovery in this context cannot be put on a par with discovery of arbitrary Web services on the Web. Instead, ES are very much predictable as they comply to internal design principles, which are created once and applied to all existing and future ES.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated how SOA governance artifacts can be used during service discovery. We first explained why governance is necessary when large amounts of services are developed, and showcased the artifacts that can result from governance at the example of the more than 4000 Enterprise Services from SAP. At the core of the information of interest in this context are the service and data models, which are used to abstractly define ES interface and operation names. For our discovery approach, we created a representational model offering a consolidated view on both models. Based on this combined model and its associations, we created a metadata repository of all SAP ES, and enriched it with the metadata extracted from multiple (real-world) sources. We then developed an iterative search based on this metadata repository. An initial evaluation of our prototype with a group of test users demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach.

In the future, we plan to more generally investigate the complex nature of governance-driven service design. We believe this will lead to richer ES descriptions, and ultimately a more sophisticated and effective search technique. Finally, we will continue evaluate our techniques with real users as the work progresses.
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Abstract. Representational State Transfer (REST) services are gaining momentum as a lightweight approach for the provision of services on the Web. Unlike WSDL-based services, in REST the set of operations is reduced, standardized, with well known semantics, and changes the resource’s state. Few attempts have been proposed to support composition models for REST, they are mainly operation-centric and fail to acknowledge the hypermedia nature of REST, that is, clients must inspect the served resource state and choose the link to follow from there. We explore RESTful service composition as it is driven by the hypermedia net that is dynamically created while a client interacts with a server resulting in a light-weight approach. We based our proposal on a hypermedia-centric REST service description, the Resource Linking Language (ReLL) and Petri Nets as a mechanism for describing the machine-client navigation.

1 Introduction

SOA services provide an endpoint that exposes a set of operations on entities that are out of the reach of clients. Operations are described in a standard WSDL document; semantics are not explicit and are usually specified in additional documents so that client designers understand the scope, effects, pre-conditions and assumptions made by service designers and program the clients accordingly. Clients interact with servers following the description (they are tightly coupled), if it changes clients fail, clients cannot be notified about changes and failure semantics and its recovery are ad-hoc. Client-server interaction state is kept by the server (stateful), which negatively impacts service scalability and increases the complexity of coarse grained operations.

The REST architectural style has been characterized as a restricted subset of SOA [1]. Unlike WSDL operations, in REST the central elements are the resources, which are abstract entities identified by URIs that can be manipulated through a uniform interface, that is, a reduced set of standard operations whose semantics are well known in advance and are defined by standard transport protocols such as HTTP. Resource’s state is transferred to/from the clients as a
consequence of executing the standard operations. The state is portrayed to the clients by means of representations, which are documents serialized according to specific media types (e.g. XML), and contain hyperlinks to related resources, and controls that allow clients to perform operations and change resources’ state (e.g. `<link=URI rel=”service.POST”>, <form ...>`, etc.). There is no guarantee that the operations, the resources or even the network remain available or unchanged, however, there is a uniform failure interface (i.e. standard protocol error codes) with well known semantics that allow clients to recover accordingly.

A REST service is not an endpoint but a web of interconnected resources, with an underlying hypermedia model that determines not only the relationships among resources but also the possible net of resource state transitions. REST clients discover and decide which links/controls to follow/execute at runtime. This constraint is known as HATEOAS (Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State). Hence, it is possible to provide a single or a small set of URIs as entry-points to the whole service web or a subset of it. REST services consider humans as its principal consumer and they are expected to drive resource discovery and state transition by understanding the representation content. The lack of a machine-readable description forces REST service providers to describe their APIs in natural language which makes difficult to properly design machine-clients and recently is being studied as an infrastructure layer for supporting service composition and business processes. Recent proposals, however, heavily rely on the operation-based model neglecting the hypermedia characteristics of REST. In this paper, we explore the impact of the hypermedia (HATEOAS) property for supporting machine-clients that implement RESTful service composition. Unlike current approaches, we based our strategy on a service description called ReLL [2], that is also based on the hypermedia property. The approach allow us to implement a machine client that is able to perform dynamic discovery of REST resources.

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 present related work in both REST composition and REST description; Section 3 briefly presents ReLL, the Resource Linking Language for REST service description; Section 4 introduces an example to illustrate a composition model and language based on Petri Nets; and Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

In composition requirements specific to REST services are identified, such as, dynamic late binding, that is the resource’s URI to be consumed is known only in run-time; the composition technique must support the REST uniform interface; dynamic typing, methods may require parameters with types known only on run-time; content type-negotiation, the representations’ media type for the component services as well as the composed service can be negotiated; and clients should be able to inspect the state of the composition.

JOpera [3] satisfies such requirements, and it is one of the most mature platforms for supporting REST services composition. JOpera provides a visual language for defining a control flow and a data flow transfer graphs, as well as
an execution engine for the resulting workflow. Nodes in the control flow graph represent tasks that are dynamically bound to adapters such as local UNIX programs, services invocation, etc., and “glue” adapters that perform local computations (e.g., XPath queries, XSLT transformations, etc.). Tasks and adapters have input and output parameters, for instance, HTTP adapter parameters are: Method, URI, Body and headers (headers). Adapter invocation order is regulated by control tasks that define conditional synchronization points, conditional loops, and forks. The data flow graph makes explicit the data flow between tasks and the resulting composition is written as a BPEL extension for REST [4].

Similarly, Bite [5] proposes a BPEL-inspired workflow composition language describing both control and data flow. Bite partially supports an HTTP-based uniform interface, dynamic typing, state inspection (both GET and POST). Regarding dynamic late binding, Bite can mint URIs for resources created, but can not inspect representation content and selectively retrieve the URIs served by the service. In both JOpera and Bite, the composition workflow is seen as a unique composed resource. In [6], it is possible to inspect the state of the workflow instance (i.e. the composed resource or case) and the tasks that compose it. State transition is modeled as links following a URI template that can change dynamically. Tasks progression is driven by humans and no automatic support is provided to retrieve and follow the links embedded in the representation.

Decker [7], presents a formal model for REST process enactment based on Petri Nets, PNML (Petri Net Markup Language), and an execution engine. They partially support dynamic late binding by minting URIs for created resources but do not support the HATEOAS constraint, neither complex guard conditions such as authentication, nor content negotiation (only XML as media type).

On the other hand, it is argued that a service description introduces a contract between clients and servers and hence some degree of coupling. In practice, service developers provide informal documents for its REST APIs describing the resource types, the set of entry points (static URIs) and URI patterns for the resources, authentication mechanisms, protocols, operations and media types, and even representation content samples, so that machine-clients can be designed accordingly. Documents may end up outdated, inaccurate or unclear, forcing developers to engage in trial-error phases to accommodate such changes.

A few languages have been proposed to create RESTful services description. For instance, the Web Application Description Language (WADL) [8] describes RESTful services as resources identified by URI patterns, media types and the schemas of the expected request and response. Representations support parameters that can contain links to another resources. WADL does not support link discovery or link generation for new resources, the resulting model is operation-centric and introduces additional complexity with unclear benefits for both human and machine-clients. Other proposals such as WRDL (Web Resource Description Language), and WDL (Web Description Language) [4], introduce less complex descriptions to model resources, but they focus also on the operations allowed for each particular resource and their input and output parameters and do not support the HATEOAS property.
3 Resource Linking Language (ReLL)

In [2] we introduced ReLL, the Resource Linking Language, which describes REST services with emphasis on the hypermedia characteristics of the model. Figure 1 presents the metamodel that comprises the main constraints of REST and is the basis for ReLL. A ReLL XML Schema has been also produced [2] and is used to write ReLL XML descriptions. A snippet, written in ReLL, describing a requestToken resource is shown in Figure 2. A REST service exposes a set of one or more resources each with a unique identifier (xml:id), names and descriptions (human-readable labels) and optionally constraints for the expected resources, such as a uri pattern for the expected (match) resource URI (so that a machine client can identify a URI change). A resource may have multiple representations, which are the serialization of the resource in some syntax or media type. Representations can define schemas for validation of input data.

Each representation can contain any number of links that can be retrieved through selectors written in a language (selector type) that suits the representation media type. For instance, XPath (XML Path Language) expressions for XML-based representations since they allow structured selections within XML document trees. Selectors have a name and refer also to a location in the representation (e.g. the content or the metadata such as HTTP headers). Links relate resource’s representations with other resource type (instead of a resource URI) as indicated by the target, in order to avoid coupling with the resources’ naming scheme. A link can also specify a protocol and it is possible to mint or generate a URI by executing an expression (e.g. a concatenation written in XPath). ReLL allows also to annotate resources and links with types, so that application domain semantics can be explicitly declared without requiring changes in the existent resources.

A machine-client can use the description to automatically and selectively retrieve the underlying web of resources. For instance, in [9], RESTler, a Web crawler uses ReLL descriptions to retrieve resources from a Web site, and REST APIs (Twitter, and Google Calendar). Since domain semantics are explicitly supported, it is possible to transform the retrieved resources to its semantic
counterpart through XSLT, and integrate the services at the semantic level. For instance, in [10] resources from four REST services (Flickr, Twitter, a Web site and a User mapping) are transformed to RDF, and integrated so that SPARQL queries can consider the resulting graph.

4 REST Service Composition

4.1 OAuth, LinkedIn and Facebook, a Composition Example

We illustrate these ideas by composing two REST services, LinkedIn and Facebook. A machine-client will retrieve the SocialNetwork (contacts and friends) from both sources and will provide an XML representation of the merged data. Entities (top rectangles in each thread) represent REST resources. Both services require user authentication based on the OAuth protocol, though with different versions, 1.0 for LinkedIn (Figure 3a) and 2.0 for Facebook (Figure 3b). This difference imply variations in the client-server conversation as well as the passed values. Client-server interaction occurs between the machine-client and the resources implementing the steps of the protocol (e.g. generate a requestToken, authorize, and generate an accessToken). Part of the interaction occurs out of band, as a separate conversation between the service provider and the user. Some parameters are sent to/from the server in the message body, others in the Headers, some messages must be signed, and some parameters are used as inputs for the next client-server interaction step.

The HATEOAS constraint is extensively used in Web content (i.e. it contains embed hyperlinks and controls) and is in great part responsible for the Web popularity since it allows users to dynamically discover material they are interesting in, but unfortunately it is not considered yet by REST API designers, that is, representations typically do not include hyperlinks but data fields that serve to generate or mint the URIs to follow. This practice introduces a strong coupling between clients and servers and forces machine-clients to mint their own URIs.
Fig. 3. OAuth sequence diagram for LinkedIn (a) and Facebook (b)

4.2 A Petri Net Model

We are interested in the development of machine-clients that enable service composition, so that B2B or mashups involving REST services could be easily developed. The HATEOAS constraint becomes fundamental provided that machine-clients can understand the semantics of the links and controls served in the representations. A ReLL document describes in a declarative way a partial (or whole) view of the web of resources, its domain semantics and the mechanisms required to navigate across such web, and hence, provides machine-clients access to a basic semantic model at a protocol and application level.

In [7], a formalization for service nets implementing RESTful processes is introduced. A service net is a colored Petri Net represented by a tuple \( S = (\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{T}, \mathcal{F}, \mathcal{F}_{\text{read}}, \mathcal{T}_S, \mathcal{T}_R, \text{init}, g, \text{uri}) \), where \( \mathcal{P} \) and \( \mathcal{T} \) are disjoint sets of places and transitions. Places represent states that contain tokens with multiple attributes, and transitions represent activities that can be guarded; transitions are fired when all the tokens in the corresponding input place arrive. Places and transitions are connected through arcs. \( \mathcal{F} \) represents the set of flows, and \( \mathcal{F}_{\text{read}} \) the set of read arcs (GET). \( \mathcal{T}_S, \mathcal{T}_R \) correspond to the disjoint sets of send and receive transitions (also called communication transitions), \( \text{init} \) is the initial marking, that is, the function that initially assigns multiple tokens (with values serialized as XML documents) to places, \( g \) is a function that assigns guard conditions to transitions and conditions are combinations of XML serialized input documents, and \( \text{uri} \) is a function that assigns URIs to tuples of communication transitions \( (\mathcal{T}_S, \mathcal{T}_R) \) and combinations of XML serialized input documents, this feature allows the model to generate URIs. According to Decker, REST service composition is defined as the merge of send and receive transitions offered by senders and receivers that belong to separate service nets. One token is assigned to an input place and removed to an output place when a transition fires. In the case of read arcs, tokens are not removed from input places and there is no functional dependency between tokens.

Dynamic late binding in this model, is implemented by receive transitions \( (\mathcal{T}_R) \) that take input tokens to generate new URIs called here dynamic ports. The rules for uploading information into tokens and for generating new URIs
are not presented, but this is not a trivial task since it may require parsing information, encrypting, digital signatures, store information into headers, etc.

This feature is fundamental in real life scenarios, as is shown by a popular language used for service composition in the industry, namely BPEL, which supports data transformation by means of XPath and XQuery expressions; or JOpera which uses a library of extensible adapters to satisfy the same requirement. The other aspect of dynamic late binding, that is, to inspect representation’s content and determine from there the URI of a send transition (i.e. the HATEOAS constraint) is not discussed.

![PetriNet Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 4.** A PetriNet for the composed resource: socialNetwork
The colored Petri Net shown in Figure 4 corresponds to the example of Section 4.1. It implements a socialNetwork resource that composes resources from LinkedIn and Facebook. The Petri Net was modeled and simulated using a CPN tool. Places (circles) represent states of the composed resource; tokens (set of attributes) are shown near places (e.g. LnToken); places receive a determined type of token and transitions provide the mapping between tokens with different attributes. Places and transitions within dotted rectangles and labeled as OOBn (Out Of Band) and refer to interaction controlled by the REST OAuth service, the machine client has not control nor access to such resources but only waits until the flow is redirected through a receiving transition. Transitions may have guard conditions (if), perform internal tasks (e.g. EvalAccessToken, Store, etc), pass values or perform HTTP requests to external REST services (POST, GET, Redirect, etc.), corresponding to sender transactions (TS) in Decker’s model. An input place (e.g. S0) can receive HTTP messages such as POST.

4.3 ReLL Based Dynamic Late Binding

The Petri Net is also modeled in XML as a simplified version of PNML (Figure 5). Concerns are separated in three layers: the REST service resources layer (which may introduce new resources when composing services (e.g. http://ing.puc.cl/socialNetwork); the ReLL service descriptions layer (which supports dynamic late binding); and the Petri Net model layer, that drives the client-server interaction.

Consider Figure 4 once the socialNetwork resource receives a POST, a token is generated and a Fork operation is performed separating the original token in two, one for each source service (LinkedIn and Facebook). Figure 5 details the token received at s1, it declares key-value pairs that were received in the POST request header, must be generated on run-time (e.g. timestamp), or are part of the machine-client internal state (e.g. cookies). Transition Eval Access Token evaluates whether the attribute accessToken (in this case, for LinkedIn) is set, and a guarded condition determines the next place. If the attribute is not set, tokens are moved to s2 and the OAuth authentication process begins by triggering the POST requestToken transition.

This transition sends a message to LinkedIn’s requestToken resource, the machine-client expects a response of type requestToken, text/plain (see Figure 2). The response is the input for the s3 place and a new token (LnToken) will be minted by executing the regular expressions defined for oauthUri and oauthToken variables in the ReLL description. The URI for the REDIRECT transition will be minted by following the ReLL instructions for the authorizeRq link. To follow the minted URI, the machine-client must sent the LnToken, when performing a get operation on the http protocol, and expect a text/plain response; at most one link may be generated and the retrieved resource will correspond to the authorize type (Figure 2). The authorize resource represents the beginning of an out of band conversation between the service provider (e.g. LinkedIn) and a Web client controled by the provider. The machine-client waits until a response corresponding to the callback resource is received at place s5.
An internal operation will store part of the received response (the `accessToken`), a new URI will be minted for the next transition (GET `connections`) and the token as detailed initialized for the `s1` place will be sent with updated values (cookies). The response of both LinkedIn and Facebook services will be merged and a new resource will be generated (i.e. `socialNetwork/1`).

A CPN tool was used to model and simulate the composition. An XML description for the Petri was manually created, and both Petri and ReLL descriptions were parsed, uploaded and executed by the machine-client. The machine-client is a refined version of RESTler [9]. Internally, the machine-client includes libraries for parsing and executing regular and XPath expressions, as well as an HTTP client to perform requests to REST resources and expose itself as a resource: the `SocialNetwork`. Transitions are fired according to an enablement component that handles the markings and tokens passed among places.

## 5 Conclusions

Service descriptions (e.g. ReLL) introduce coupling between clients and servers, however even loosely coupled services need a shared set of assumptions, and a more formal way of describing those assumptions will help service providers and consumers in service documentation and consumption, as evidenced by the currently existent REST APIs documentation. ReLL allows clients to detect whether some assumptions have changed (e.g. more links than expected are...
served, the URIs have changed, the protocol have changed etc.), so that a proper action can be taken (e.g. extend the ReLL description and describe the new interface or even versioning the description).

By separating concerns in different layers (description, composition) instead of merging them in a full fledged service composition engine, the ReLL descriptions are reusable in scenarios other than the described in this paper (e.g. web crawling, and semantic integration), we expect that the Petri net descriptions could be also reused in complex scenarios where composition actually include composed resources. On the downside, ReLL descriptions and the composition itself are static. We plan to explore recent work on planning that make possible to introduce dynamic decisions and generate Petri Nets accordingly, as well as to explore the impact of explicit semantics in a dynamic composition scenario.
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Abstract. When services interact, issues can be caused by service implementations being stateful because a stateful implementation requires a certain message exchange protocol to be followed. At present, a model of such a message exchange protocol is seldom complete and precise, mainly because the available analysis techniques for its derivation suffer from drawbacks: most prominently the neglect of data. Process restructuring allows for the increase of precision of such a data-unaware analysis by resolving conditional into unconditional control flow in service implementations and hence eliminating the need to consider data. But the restructuring approach so far has been restricted to cases where conditions of data-based choices have been defined over quasi-constant variables only. In this paper we introduce a restructuring technique that also allows us to resolve data-based choices with conditions over variables whose value is determined by the contents of incoming messages.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In service choreographies and service orchestrations issues can occur as soon as one service has a stateful implementation. This would be the case with services that are implemented as business processes, e.g. in languages like WS-BPEL [11] or BPMN [2]. Stateful services require another service that interacts with them to follow a certain protocol in order to prevent runtime errors, e.g. deadlocks. Consider an example: An auction house service offers an interface with two methods: (1) Bid() can be used to place a bid and (2) Abort() terminates the auction. It requires a bidding service interface for the auction participants with two methods: (1) BidRequest() - a notification that bids can be placed and (2) BidClosure() - a notification that the auction has finished. An auction participant service offers the bidding service interface and requires an auction house interface. Hence the services should be compatible since each service offers what the other requires. Considering the service implementation shown as BPMN in Fig. 1 it becomes obvious that an auction participant service must eventually invoke the Abort() method or the Bid() method (with an argument exceeding...
the bidding threshold), i.e. it must follow a certain message exchange protocol so that the service interaction terminates. Although there are many forms of this protocol, the underlying idea is the same: It is an automaton describing the externally visible behavior of the service. We will use the term operating guideline, coined by [7], for this automaton. Methods calculating an operating guideline analyze the control flow of a service implementation, mainly based on low-level Petri nets, and build the automaton [6,7]. On the right side of Fig. 1 the such derived operating guideline for the auction house service is shown. Therein, all paths are expected to conform to proper interactions with potential partner services. Edges correspond to exchanged messages from the perspective of a partner, i.e. an incoming message is denoted by an edge labeled "?" and an outgoing message by an edge labeled "!". Furthermore, additional prerequisites for proper partner services are given as annotations of the automaton’s states.

As indicated above, the operating guideline is derived by analyzing a low-level Petri net model of the service implementation’s control flow. Data is overall neglected in this model in favor of a feasible analysis. However, by this means, conditional control flow must be mapped to nondeterminism, such that the outcome of a data-based choice is independent of its condition, i.e. whether the bidding cycle in the service implementation AuctionHouseService is entered or not is chosen arbitrarily within the Petri net model. Consequently, the control flow is over-approximated which hinders precise analysis and the derived operating guideline, shown in Fig. 1, thus provides only a coarse characterization for the behavior of the service. For instance, compatible partners, which send several bid messages Bid before awaiting the respective bid request messages BidRequest, are not represented and the exit of the bidding is also not explicitly depicted. In [5], we introduced a process restructuring approach which allows for the transformation of certain kinds of conditional into unconditional control flow. If effectually applied, there is no need to map the conditional control flow to nondeterminism in the Petri net model because it has been resolved and this source of imprecision can be avoided. As a result, the data-unaware derivation of operating guidelines is able to provide more precise results.
In this paper, we use this approach as the foundation for an advanced technique. Using the new technique then not only broadens the applicability of our restructuring approach, but also refines the derivation of operating guidelines by means of message contents. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the process model used. The restructuring technique is presented in Sect. 3 followed by a discussion of its application to our example in Sect. 4 and related work in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Metamodel for Business Processes

A process model for our purposes must fulfill two requirements: capable of describing more than one business process language and able to precisely reflect the control flow and the data aspects of a service implementation. We therefore introduced Extended Workflow Graphs in [5]. Extended Workflow Graphs, abbreviated eWFG, are workflow graphs enriched by a notation of process data. Formally, a workflow graph is a directed graph $WFG = (N, E)$ such that

- $N_{Activity}$, i.e. nodes to represent activities,
- $N_{DivGateway}$, i.e. nodes to split the control flow in branchings or loops, or mark the beginning of a parallel section - a fork, a decision, or an IOR-split,
- $N_{ConvGateway}$, i.e. nodes to merge the control flow in branchings or loops, or mark the end of a parallel section - a join, a merge, or an IOR-join

and (1) there is exactly one start node $Start \in N$ and one stop node $End \in N$, (2) each diverging control flow node $n \in N_{DivGateway}$ has exactly one incoming edge and two or more outgoing edges, whereas each converging control flow node $n \in N_{ConvGateway}$ has exactly one outgoing edge and two or more incoming edges; each activity has exactly one incoming and exactly one outgoing edge, and (3) each node $n \in N$ is on a path from the start node to the stop node.

Mapping for a well-structured language like WS-BPEL to WFG is straightforward since the points where the control flow diverges and converges are well defined. For BPMN this is more complex because BPMN theoretically allows to model unsound [1] and unstructured processes. However, whether a process is sound can be checked with the methods from [9], and [10] even proposes a refactoring method to make an unstructured process structured. Once a WFG representation has been constructed, it has to be annotated with data flow information. In eWFGs, data is encoded by Concurrent Static Single Assignment Form (CSSA-Form). The key advantage of CSSA-Form is that each variable is defined exactly once, which benefits process analysis. To guarantee this property, variables are renamed: Variable $v$ becomes values $v_1, \ldots, v_n$, one for each of its definitions. As the property is considered static, the definition of a variable inside a control flow cycle is regarded as a single definition, although, the cycle may be executed more than once. Special handling is required if multiple definitions of a variable reach a node via different branches or threads, i.e. at nodes $N_{ConvGateway}$. In these cases, functions $\Phi(v_1, \ldots, v_n)$ are inserted to merge the
Fig. 2. Extended workflow graph of AuctionHouseService process from Fig. 1

confuent definitions $v_1, \ldots, v_n$ of a variable $v$. The value of such a $\Phi$-function is one of its operands: $v_i$, if the $i$-th incoming edge denotes the branch taken at process runtime or the parallel thread whose associated operand is defined last.

The eWFG for our example is shown in Fig. 2. For each activity, a distinct node is created and interconnected according to the process’s control flow. More complex control flow structures are mapped using pairs of nodes for diverging and converging control flow, i.e. Split and Merge. Thereby, the cycle in AuctionHouseService, which depicts a repeat-until loop, has been transformed into a while loop, due to technical reasons. This can be done safely by extracting the first iteration of the loop and negating the loop condition. Process data are now represented by means of CSSA-Form, such that each static definition of a variable is assigned a unique name, e.g. $\$break_1, \ldots, \$break_6$ for variable $\$break$. Furthermore, several $\Phi$-functions have been introduced to merge confluent definitions of variables, e.g. $\$break_4 = \Phi(\$break_3, \$break_6)$.

3 Process Restructuring Technique

In [5], we presented a method for partially eliminating conditional control flow in business processes. More specifically, our process restructuring approach allows for the transformation of certain kinds of data-based choices such that data dependences become control dependences, while keeping the execution semantics of

\footnote{CSSA-Form relies on the presence of while loops. However, every structured loop can be transformed beforehand into a semantically equivalent while loop.}
processes unchanged. As a result, conditions of the data-based choices are statistically evaluable and can be replaced by unconditional control flow. To this end, the approach relies on a certain class of conditional control flow, characterized by conditions whose variables are defined over constants only. In our example in Fig. 1, the variable $break$ depicts such a quasi-constant variable, since it is only defined by the constants false and true. The condition of the data-based choice in the process is further based on a variable, i.e., $currentBid$, which is defined by messages. In the following, we will describe a restructuring technique which can be also used in cases where condition variables are defined by messages.

3.1 Basic Restructuring Approach

The restructuring method in has been tailored toward well-structured processes. This means it can cover WS-BPEL processes and a good subset of BPMN, but in its current form is not usable for unsound or unstructured processes. The method can also not be applied to data-based choices with data dependences crossing the boundaries of threads, that is, parallel sections of a process. Furthermore, we will focus on loops, i.e. well-structured control flow cycles, in the subsequent description, by the reason that the restructuring of a structured acyclic branching can be seen as special case of restructuring a loop.

A loop can be effectively processed by our method if the static value of any variable appearing in its loop condition correlates with particular paths in the control flow. Exploiting this property allows the transformation of the loop such that these implicit control dependences become explicit and can be used as substitutes of the loop condition. For instance, the value of a variable which is only defined by constants is in correlation with certain control flow paths, since any path determines the constant in effect. In [5], we called such variables quasi-constant and restricted our restructuring approach to loops whose conditions are defined over quasi-constant variables only. Separating the paths which are associated to different assignments of constants to condition variables enabled us to statically evaluate and remove loop conditions for this class of loops.

Restructuring is done in two steps: First, the loop is converted into a loop normal form. This normal form is characterized by the separation of all static control flow paths defining different values for variables of the loop condition. To obtain the normal form, nodes, excluding the loop header, where different definitions of condition variables converge, are resolved. After normalization, all definitions of condition variables only converge at the loop header node. Second, the remaining control flow paths which define differing values for condition variables, i.e. the dynamic paths coalesced at the loop header, are separated. The loop is divided into copies of its body, called loop instances. Each instance represents the execution of the loop for a certain assignment of condition variables. For loops with conditions of quasi-constant variables, the assignments consist of constants only. Thus, the loop condition is evaluable for each instance and can be replaced by unconditional control flow. Since the number of possible assignments, and so the number of loop instances, is bound by the amount of constants assigned to variables, the transformation is guaranteed to terminate.
3.2 Message-Dependent Variables

We now enlarge the applicability of our restructuring approach to cases where a loop condition contains, besides quasi-constant variables, variables that are defined by messages. We call variables of this kind *message-dependent*. To restructure loops with conditions over message-dependent variables, we need a way to associate the possible values of such variables to the control flow.

Depicting messages not only as events, but rather distinguishing the contents of messages, allows for a more fine-grained representation of message-dependent variables. We refine the representation of a message-dependent variable by help of assertions for its defining messages. The assertions are based on propositions over predicates, which characterize the possible contents of messages. The definition of a variable by an incoming message is then split into multiple definitions, one for each assertion. This *predicate-based abstraction* allows us to link the values of message-dependent variables as distinct variable definitions to the control flow.

Since our goal is to eliminate conditional control flow of loops, the assertions for incoming messages are derived from the respective loop condition. To this end, the basic predicates of the loop condition are analyzed. Identified predicates can be categorized into quasi-constant predicates, i.e. predicates where only quasi-constant variables are used, and message-dependent predicates, i.e. predicates where additionally message-dependent variables are used. For each message-dependent predicate $P$, the predicate $P$ and its negation $\neg P$ are used as assertions for the respective incoming message. If a message-dependent variable is used in more than one predicate, all propositions over these predicates form assertions for the message: $P \land Q$, $\neg P \land Q$, $P \land \neg Q$, $\neg P \land \neg Q$ for predicates $P$ and $Q$. The such derived assertions are then utilized for splitting the definitions of those message-dependent variables that are used in the loop condition. Note that, in case of two or more message-dependent variables used in a single predicate, this approach only provides a conservative approximation since we do not examine the actual logical functions realized by condition predicates.

---

Fig. 3. Splitting incoming message activity OnMessage Bid

2 If predicates are logically correlated, e.g. $P = (X > 5)$ and $Q = (X < 10)$, certain assertions are contradictory and can be therefore omitted, e.g. $\neg P \land \neg Q$. 
Fig. 3 shows the result of splitting one of the incoming message activities contained in the eWFG shown in Fig. 2. The activity is split into two distinct activities, which are separated using message events based on complementary assertions for the incoming message, i.e. assert $P$ and assert not($P$). The assertions are grounded on predicate $P$, which corresponds to expression $\text{currentBid}_4 > \text{threshold}_1$ of the loop condition. Therein, referenced variables have been updated according to their actual values, i.e. $\text{threshold}_1$ has been replaced by constant 1000 and $\text{currentBid}_4$ by the contents of message Bid.

### 3.3 Extended Process Restructuring

A loop with condition over quasi-constant and message-dependent variables, which respects the restrictions listed in Sect. 3.1, can be restructured in an automated fashion using three steps. First, data dependences for the loop condition are identified. Utilizing the derived information, the definition of each message-dependent condition variable is split into multiple definitions, as described above. Next, the loop is transformed into its loop normal form by employing the normalization algorithm in [5]. Finally, the loop is divided into its loop instances by using the adaption of the instantiation algorithm introduced below.

In the instantiation process, loop instances are iteratively generated and used as loop replacement. Each instance is guarded by a copy of the data-based choice containing the loop condition, called instance guard. If the condition can be evaluated, the guard is replaced by an edge to the exit node of the loop, when evaluation yields false, or, when evaluation yields true by an edge to the instance. The instance itself points to subsequent guards, which are processed in the following iterations. In order to assure the static evaluation of guards, a new notion of loop instance is used. So far, an instance has been considered an execution of the loop with respect to an assignment of constants to variables. When also allowing condition variables defined by messages, this concept is not enough. Instead, we now consider an instance to be an execution of the loop body with respect to an arbitrary assertion for the state of condition variables. The state of a quasi-constant variable is then described as value assignment, depicting the constant in effect. The state of a message-dependent variable is characterized by exploiting the introduced assertions for incoming messages. Since these assertions were chosen so that they matched the predicates of the loop condition, the condition can be evaluated for each instance guard by help of elementary logical reasoning and constant expression evaluation. Due to the finite number of predicates, condition variables and assigned constants, the number of loop instances is bound and the instantiation algorithm is again guaranteed to terminate.

The adapted instantiation algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. Procedure instantiate consecutively processes instance guards, i.e. data-based choices containing the loop condition, until no further guard exist. To evaluate the condition of a guard, a new assertion $A$ is generated based on the assignment of variables valid at this guard. A constant assignment is thereby added to $A$ for quasi-constant condition variables and assertions of the incoming messages are taken over for message-dependent condition variables. Evaluating the guard based on assertion $A$ allows
procedure instantiate(eWFG = (N, E)) is
    while (∃ guard ∈ N such that guard is instance guard) do
        let values be the assignment of condition variables valid at guard;
        A = create empty assertion;
        foreach single assignment v_{ci} ← v_i in values do
            if (v_i is a message-dependent variable) then
                let M be the incoming message defining v_i;
                let A_M be the assertion valid for message M;
                add (v_{ci} == content(M)) ∧ A_M to assertion A;
            else add (v_{ci} == v_i) to assertion A;
        end if;
    end for;
    if (evaluate(condition(guard), A) = true) then
        let Instance_A be the loop instance associated to assertion A;
        if (not(Instance_A ⊆ eWFG)) then
            eWFG = eWFG ∪ Instance_A;
        end if;
        let entry_{Instance_A} be the entry node of Instance_A;
        E = (E \ {(predecessor(guard), guard)})
          ∪ {(predecessor(guard), entry_{Instance_A})};
    else
        E = (E \ {(predecessor(guard), guard)})
          ∪ {(predecessor(guard), exit});
    end if;
end while;
end.

Fig. 4. Adapted algorithm for loop instantiation

us to replace it by an edge to the loop exit, when evaluation yields false, or by an edge to the loop instance Instance_A associated to assertion A, otherwise. If no such instance yet exists, a new one is created. The restructured workflow graph for our example is shown in Fig. 5. Only a single instance has been created while instantiating the loop of the example since only the guard of the instance with assertion (break_4 == false ∧ currentBid_4 == content(Bid) ∧ not(content(Bid) > 1000) ∧ threshold_1 == 1000) resulted true. Obviously, the data-based choice of the eWFG shown in Fig. 2 was replaced by unconditional control flow.

4 Application to Business Process Analysis

In this section we present the application of our process restructuring technique to the derivation of operating guidelines. Existing methods for the construction of operating guidelines are based on a low-level Petri net model of business processes [6,7]. Despite being conservative, such an abstraction provokes imprecise analysis results. In the following, we will show how our process restructuring technique is able to remedy this kind of imprecision for data-based choices with conditions of message-dependent and quasi-constant variables.

The AuctionHouseService example from Fig. 1 is an instance of a process whose derived operating guideline was incomplete. It is to be expected that the
where predicate \( P = (\text{content}(\text{Bid}) > 1000) \)

Fig. 5. Restructured workflow graph of \textit{AuctionHouseService}

operating guideline derived from the restructured eWFG will include the missing partner processes. As mentioned, derivation of operating guidelines requires a \textit{Petri net model}. The restructured eWFG of \textit{AuctionHouseService} hence must be mapped onto that model. Since a similar translation from WFG into Petri nets has already been defined in [1], a slightly adopted mapping can be used in our case. Analyzing the Petri net derived from the restructured eWFG results in the operating guideline shown in Fig. 6. Compared to the conventional operating guideline in Fig. 1, the missing compatible partner processes are now represented. For example, the path which traverses edges \(!\text{Bid}[\text{assert not } P] \), \(!\text{Bid}[\text{assert not } P] \), \(?\text{BidRequest} \), \(?\text{BidRequest} \), \(?\text{BidRequest} \), \(!\text{Bid} [\text{assert } P] \), \(?\text{BidClosure} \) depicts a partner that sends two bids not exceeding the threshold value, receives the associated plus an additional bid request, submits a bid exceeding the threshold value, and finally picks up the bid closure message.

As can be furthermore seen, the new operating guideline explicitly models the exit condition of the process. A partner can either send \textit{Abort} or a bid exceeding

\[ \text{Derivation of operating guidelines is only possible for bounded communication channels [7]. Therefore, we depict the operating guideline for channels of size } k = 3. \]
the threshold value, i.e. \texttt{Bid[assert P]}, to reach the final state. In comparison, the operating guideline in Fig. [1] masks this exit condition. A partner is required here to determine whether the bidding is over or not by the receipt of message \texttt{BidClosure} or \texttt{BidRequest}. Masking the exit condition causes the conventional operating guideline to contain spurious behavior, which is not realized by the process. Thus, a path is included where, albeit \texttt{Abort} has been transmitted, further bid requests can be received and bids sent, which is not possible with process \texttt{AuctionHouseService}. On the one hand, this spurious behavior does not induce a deadlock, but, on the other hand, might result in a livelock. In contrast, the new operating guideline does not contain spurious behavior.

Generally speaking, the operating guideline in Figure 6 is a refinement of the conventional operating guideline such that the therein hidden data-based choice of process \texttt{AuctionHouseService}, defining its exit condition, is now made explicit. This refinement is possible since the data-based choice is based on a condition of message-dependent and quasi-constant variables and our process restructuring technique can be effectually applied. As a result, we are able to transform conditional into unconditional control flow and to provide a precise model of the control flow without the need of considering data dependences, which benefits the subsequent Petri-net-based derivation of operating guidelines.

However, there is a price: The potentially confidential threshold value used in the process needs to be announced, as predicate \( P = (\text{content(Bid)} > 1000) \). Since the conventional operating guideline already provides a description of some compatible partners, it may be in question whether to use the refined operating guideline. This is not an option if an empty operating guideline has been initially derived. Consider the variation of \texttt{AuctionHouseService} shown in Fig. 7. Therein, no bid request is sent, like in Fig. [1] but each bid is acknowledged by a confirmation message. Consequently, the internal choice whether to receive further bids or to exit the bidding is not signaled. The analysis in [7] regards this process as not usable and derives an empty operating guideline, which is obviously wrong. For instance, the interaction with a partner which sends a single bid exceeding the threshold value receives the confirmation and the bid closure message does not deadlock. To derive a non-empty operating guideline, a method which allows for a more precise analysis of the process’s conditional control flow

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Refined operating guideline of \texttt{AuctionHouseService}}
\end{figure}
is mandatory. Moreover, the operating guideline must announce the threshold value used in the branching condition of the process. Thus, describing process behavior by means of a message exchange protocol is required here to take data into account, i.e. the contents of exchanged messages.

5 Related Work

Most approaches for control-flow analysis of business processes neglect data, particularly when utilizing Petri nets. If precise analysis of a process’s control flow is of concern, a common argument is to use high-level Petri nets, which allow for a data-aware process model. In this regard, the inclusion of message contents is sketched in [6] by means of unfolding a high-level into a low-level net, which can be used as analysis input. However, this approach is only feasible for a finite data domain. By help of predicate abstraction [4], an infinite domain can be reduced to a finite domain. But, the thereto required predicates need to be properly derived, which is especially challenging in the presence of loops [3]. In our example, predicate $currentBid > threshold$ of the loop condition is apparently a good candidate. The difficulty is to identify and adequately incorporate the data dependences of used variables, i.e. the fact that $threshold$ denotes a constant and $currentBid$ the contents of messages.

In [8], a Petri net model of business processes is extended with a notion of process data, based on an abstract and finite data model. As a result, the such extended process model can also be checked for properties like soundness [1]. However, in contrast to our approach, the used process model is conceptual, i.e. underdefined, and the utilized data abstraction must be provided manually.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have presented a process restructuring technique and its benefits for the analysis of business processes. The technique allows us to resolve data-based choices with conditions over message-dependent and quasi-constant variables. As a result, data dependences of resolved choices do not need to be taken into account in a subsequent, potentially data-unaware, control-flow
analysis. In this way, we were able to demonstrate a refined derivation of message exchange protocols for business processes by means of message contents.

The main issue for future work is the thorough validation and evaluation of our restructuring technique. Having laid its methodological foundation within this paper, we want to assess the practical use of the presented approach by applying it to a collection of real-world processes. Unfortunately, we are not aware of a representative set of business processes, i.e. a common benchmark, which can be used for that purpose. In consequence, we will need to assemble a comprehensive collection of realistic business processes first.
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Abstract. Service design has been the subject of intense research interest and there is a wide agreement about the key principles that lead to good quality design of services. However, there is evidence that achieving good quality design of services in practice is difficult and that many service oriented applications suffer from low levels of reuse and are difficult to evolve. Recent research efforts include attempts to develop reliable metrics for assessing design quality of service oriented applications. In this paper we argue that poor reuse of services can be largely attributed to coarse-granularity document-centric services that are used extensively by SOA practitioners. We briefly discuss reusability in the context of domain-specific service-oriented applications and propose a simple design metric that estimates the level of data coupling between services based on orthogonality of interface data structures.
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1 Introduction

Notwithstanding extensive research efforts service design still present a number of important challenges, in particular with regards to service reuse. Software reuse has been studied extensively in the context of object-oriented programming and more recently Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Most experts consider reuse as essential to reduce the costs associated with design, development, testing and maintenance of software [1], [2], however it is also widely recognized that achieving reuse in practice involves considerable design-time effort [3].

The promise of software reuse was one of the most important motivations for the introduction of the object-oriented approach to software construction, but there is evidence that this promise has not been fully realized [3, 4]. Likewise, component-based development was regarded as a solution to poor levels of software reuse, but lack of standards for component interoperability prevented significant improvements in software reuse [5, 6]. SOA is the latest approach that is widely regarded as having the potential to significantly improve software reuse and avoid duplication of applica-
tion functionality [7]. However, the notion of reuse in context of services has a number of interpretations and often refers to wrapping legacy application components as Web Services, rather than reuse as a result of design-time effort. Software reuse is essentially a programming concept popularized with the advent of object-oriented programming and applied to program modules (i.e. methods) and software components [8]. Reuse involves the invocation of a method in multiple application contexts via a well-defined interface that encapsulates data structures. Reuse is achieved by designing classes and methods to be self-contained and highly cohesive with inheritance and polymorphism playing a key role in ensuring that a single method can be reused in different applications. This mechanism (i.e. inheritance and polymorphism) is not compatible with the SOA paradigm and service reuse relies entirely on designing composable services, i.e. services that can be reused in multiple service compositions. This requires careful design-time considerations that lead to minimization of coupling and maximization of service cohesion, resulting in orthogonal services avoiding duplication of service functionality and associated data structures.

Achieving good levels of reuse can be particularly challenging as SOA is often associated with interactions based on coarse-grained document-centric services that limit the potential for reuse. This is particularly true in domain-wide situations (e.g. travel domain) where standardizations of messages by industry consortia often results in complex message structures that incorporate the requirements of a wide range of user organizations. Interactions between parties in such environments are typically achieved using Web Services based on a standard industry-wide XML document specification with individual documents constituting message payloads and SOAP providing the transport mechanism (alternatively, e-business interactions are implemented using REST services [9]). Although regarded as service-oriented applications, the design of such domain-wide document-centric applications does not normally follow established service design principles (see section 2.1 for discussion of service design principles) as it is constrained by message structures based on an existing domain specification, e.g. OTA (Open Travel Alliance) message specification standard [10].

In document-centric applications, documents constitute a key artifact of business communications, and design of standard documents (i.e. message structures) is typically based on Document Engineering [11-13] or similar methods that construct documents by identifying and aggregating common data elements (e.g. ebXML Core Components [14]). Using Core Components ensures uniform structure and semantics of data elements across the entire specification, but at the same time embedding Core Components into multiple business documents causes high levels of data coupling with corresponding impact on applications when the ebXML specification evolves. Core Components effectively become extensions of the type system of the underlying data model and are impossible to change without significant impact on existing domain applications. Embedding common data elements in business documents is promoted in Document Engineering literature as a technique for achieving reuse, but this approach differs fundamentally from software reuse as it applies to programming environments. It can be argued that the externalization of data structures implicit in
the document-centric approach limits, rather than enhances, reuse [15]. Similar situation arises in the OTA specification where complex data structures are embedded in multiple OTA messages. For example, the TravelPreferences complex element type – an XML data structure consisting of 11 simple elements with 2 levels of nesting is embedded in 2 parent complex element types (AirSearch and OriginDestinationInformation) and 3 message structures (OTA_AirAvailRQ, OTA_AirFareDisplayRQ, and OTA_AirLowFareSearchRQ). Changes in the TravelPreferences element type as the specification evolves will affect all parent data types and messages, with corresponding impact on existing applications.

Recent research efforts focus on developing reliable metrics for assessing design quality of service oriented applications, and a number of such metrics have been proposed and tested. However, in general these metrics are not suitable for assessing design of domain-wide document-centric applications. In this paper we focus on design of domain-wide services and propose a metric that indirectly estimates the level of service orthogonality based on data coupling between service interfaces. We first review service design principles and recent literature dealing with service design metrics (section 2). In the following section (section 3) we describe our proposal for a simple DCI (Data Coupling Index) metric that estimates the level of data coupling between services and provides a measure of the quality of service design based on orthogonality of interface data structures. We illustrate the application of the metric using an example based on the Open Travel Alliance specification (section 4). We conclude by noting that further research is needed to evaluate the sensitivity of the DCI metric to quality of design by comparing different design strategies for the same application scenario. We also plan a comparative study of DCI with other service design metrics (section 5).

2 Related Work

In this section we firstly review literature dealing with service design principles (section 2.1) and then review recent work on formulating suitable metrics for accessing the design of services (section 2.2).

2.1 Service Design Principles

Design plays a key role in improving service reuse and there is a wide agreement about design principles that include maximization of cohesion and minimization of coupling [16, 17]. Coupling refers to the degree of interdependence between services, and has been used in traditional software design as an indicator of software quality [18]. The concept of coupling has many interpretations; the term *loose coupling* has been used in the literature to signify independence from the underlying technology platform, stateless message-oriented interactions, asynchronous operation, and also has a number of other interpretations [19, 20]. Coupling as it applies to module design has been extensively explored and a number of different types of coupling, including *data coupling*, *control coupling*, and *stamp coupling* identified. It is generally recognized that while
limited level of coupling is essential (i.e. in order for software modules to interact they must share common interface parameters), excessive coupling is undesirable as it makes application systems brittle and limits the ability to adapt to change [20]. To understand the impact of coupling on reusability of services we need to differentiate between data coupling and stamp coupling [19, 21]. Data coupling refers to a situation where coupling takes place via simple data parameters that constitute the interface of a software module (e.g. service operation) and can be minimized by limiting the interface data parameters to those that are necessary to implement the service operation [22]. Stamp coupling refers to a situation where data is exchanged between services in the form of composite data structures (e.g. XML structures consisting of many elements and multiple levels of nesting) as is the case in document-centric services that use complex XML message payloads. Such coarse-grained services externalize complex data structures but tend to use only a part of the data structure to perform a given business function, causing unnecessary coupling. From a software engineering viewpoint, stamp coupling is undesirable as it violates the principle of data encapsulation and inhibits service evolution. Avoiding stamp coupling increases reusability by creating services with simpler interfaces and greater reuse potential.

Cohesion refers to the strength of the relationship between elements within a software module [23]. Maximizing service cohesion results in low coupling and minimization of the impact of changes on related services improving the stability of service-oriented applications and increasing potential for reuse. The highest level of cohesion is functional cohesion that refers to a situation where all the service operations are highly interrelated and contribute to the execution of a single clearly defined task [16]. Positive impact of functional cohesion on software reuse is documented in the literature [23, 24].

Service granularity (i.e. the scope of functionality of a service) is a key determinant of reuse, therefore careful consideration must be given to service design to establish an optimal level of granularity for a given set of application requirements [22]. There is a close relationship between coupling, cohesion, granularity, and reuse [25]. In general, highly cohesive services tend to lead to orthogonal design avoiding functionality overlap, and at the same time reducing coupling and granularity, and enhancing reuse. The design choice is typically a compromise between fine-grained services that implement atomic operations and exchange limited amount of data, and coarse-grained services that implement high-level business functions. Coarse-grained, document-centric design is used extensively in industry-wide message standards such as the OTA specification. The use of complex data structures as messages payloads results in stamp coupling, increasing the interdependencies between services and reducing reuse potential. The use of fine-grained services, on the other hand, may result in complex interaction dialogues and a complicated failure recovery [17]. Studies have confirmed that fine-grained services produce loosely coupled service-oriented applications with good maintenance properties [26] and methodological frameworks have been proposed to support making decisions about the optimal level of service granularity for a given implementation scenario [25, 27]. However, practitioners often make decisions about the level of service granularity using performance based heuristics, rather than a methodological framework.
2.2 Service Design Metrics

While the underlying principles of service design are extensively documented in the literature, little work has been done so far on how the adherence to these principles may be quantitatively measured [28]. Metrics for evaluating the quality of service design are necessary to allow the comparison of different design strategies and evaluation of their impact on service reuse. Several authors have proposed service design metrics that are based on metrics originally developed for structured programming and object-oriented systems. Chidamber et al. proposed the Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) metric that evaluates similarity of methods for a given class by counting the number of method pairs whose similarity is zero minus the number of method pairs whose similarity is not zero, where similarity of methods is defined as the intersection of the sets of instance variable used by the methods [29]. This metric has been used as the basis for developing metrics for service-oriented systems by other authors. For example, the Service Interface Data Cohesion metric (SIDC) proposed by Perepletchikov et al. [30] measures cohesion by comparing the messages of service operations based on data types. Sindhgatta et al. developed a comprehensive set of metrics to measure service cohesion, coupling, and composability and applied these metrics to case studies in order to evaluate their applicability to practical scenarios [28]. Two variants of the LCOM metric (LCOS1, LCOS2) for use with services were adapted, and several additional metrics have been proposed by the authors in order to evaluate service and message coupling. These metrics include: Service Operational Coupling Index (SOCI) - a measure of dependence of a service on the operations of other services, Inter-Service Coupling Index (ISCI) – based on the number of services invoked by a given service, and Service Message Coupling Index (SMCI) that measures the dependence of a service on the messages derived from the information model of the domain (i.e. messages that service operations receive as inputs, and produce as output via the declared interface). Finally, Sindhgatta et. al propose several metrics dealing directly with service reuse and composability, including Service Reuse Index (SRI), based on the number of existing consumers of a service, Operation Reuse Index (ORI) that counts the number of consumers of a given operation, and Service Composability Index (SCOMP) defined on the basis of the number of compositions in which the service is a (composition) participant and the number of distinct composition participants which succeed or precede the service. Service granularity is closely related to reuse and composability and is evaluated using Service Capability Granularity (SCG) and Service Data Granularity (SDG) metrics, where higher values indicate coarser granularity (i.e. larger functional scope).

3 Proposed Service Design Metric

Most of the above described metrics assume that the quality of service design can be assessed using similar measures to those used for object-oriented applications. In general, the metrics assume a service model that consists of a set of services $S = \{s_1, s_2...s_S\}$ with operations $O(s) = \{o_1, o_2...o_O\}$ and interfaces formed by input and output messages $M(o)$ [31]. This assumption is difficult to support in document-centric
services used in domain-wide e-business applications, as these types of services do not normally involve service operations; services are implemented using the request/response message exchange pattern that delivers standard (XML) documents within a SOAP envelope. Furthermore, such document-centric services typically implement high-level business functions and do not exhibit inter-service coupling (i.e. services do not call other services), making metrics based on the number of service invocations (e.g. ISCI) unsuitable.

Our proposal is to measure the quality of service design based on orthogonality of services. Lack of orthogonality of a set of services involves duplication of functionality and data structures and is associated with high levels of coupling and low levels of service cohesion, reducing the potential for reuse. To maximize orthogonality, each service (or service operation) should implement a single distinct atomic function; however this is not a practical solution in most application scenarios making some level of coupling is inevitable.

Orthogonality of services is difficult to measure directly and we rely on an indirect measure that estimates the level of data coupling between services using a Data Coupling Index (DCI). High values of DCI indicate low orthogonality of service design with corresponding negative impact on reuse and adaptability.

In document-centric SOA environments (e.g. as represented by OTA travel services) services are typically implemented using the request/response message exchange pattern. For a service S, the interface contract is given by:

\[ S(M_{RQ}, M_{RS}) \]

where \( M_{RQ} \) and \( M_{RS} \) are the request and response messages, respectively.

The request and response messages are aggregations of schema elements \( \{se_1, se_2, se_3, \ldots, se_n\} \) that constitute the underlying data model. Although this is often not explicitly recognized, domain-wide applications are associated with an underlying data model from which data elements are drawn to form the various messages. Structure of the messages, in particular the extent of their orthogonality is critical in ensuring adaptability of the design.

We now define the Data Coupling Index (DCI) that is computed as the sum of the number of shared schema elements for each interface message pair combination; more specifically DCI is the cardinality of the intersection of schema element sets for the corresponding interface messages divided by the number of message pair relationships \( r \):

\[ DCI = \frac{1}{2r} \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} |M_j \cap M_k| ; \text{ where } j \neq k, \text{ and } r = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} i \]

Where service interface is formed by the union of schema elements that participate in request and response messages and is denoted by \( M \).

### 4 Evaluation of DCI Metric Using OTA Air Messages

We now proceed to evaluate the above defined metric using a set of OTA Airline (Air) messages. We limit our example to a subset of 12 air services shown in Table 1.
Table 1. OpenTravel Air Messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ident.</th>
<th>OpenTravel Message</th>
<th>Business Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIR01</td>
<td>OTA_AirAvailRQ/RS</td>
<td>Search &amp; Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR02</td>
<td>OTA_AirBookRQ/RS</td>
<td>Reservation Management: Booking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR03</td>
<td>OTA_AirBookModifyRQ</td>
<td>Reservation Management: Modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR04</td>
<td>OTA_AirCheckInRQ/RS</td>
<td>Passenger Check-in &amp; Check-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR05</td>
<td>OTA_AirDemandTicketRQ/RS</td>
<td>Ticket Fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR06</td>
<td>OTA_AirDetailsRQ/RS</td>
<td>Descriptive Information: Flight leg and Codeshare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR07</td>
<td>OTA_AirFareDisplayRQ/RS</td>
<td>Fare Search &amp; Display (No Availability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR08</td>
<td>OTA_AirFlifoRQ/RS</td>
<td>Descriptive Information: Flight Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR09</td>
<td>OTA_AirPriceRQ/RS</td>
<td>Fare Pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR10</td>
<td>OTA_AirRulesRQ/RS</td>
<td>Fares Rules: Fare Basis &amp; Negotiated Fares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR11</td>
<td>OTA_AirScheduleRQ/RS</td>
<td>Descriptive Information: Flight Schedules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR12</td>
<td>OTA_AirSeatMapRQ/RS</td>
<td>Seat Availability &amp; Information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The OTA Air messages implement various business functions related to airline travel, such as checking flight availability, flight booking, etc. Consider, for example the Search and Availability of flights business function implemented as a service (e.g. Web Service) with the interface:

AIR_AVAILABILITY(Air_AvailabilityRQ, Air_AvailabilityRS)

Where Air_AvailabilityRQ and Air_AvailabilityRS are the request and response messages specified by Open Travel Alliance in the form of XML schema. OpenTravel Alliance XML Schema messages are widely adopted by companies that implement travel applications (e.g. Sabre [32]) and follow strict naming conventions and design guidelines [33]. Similar to ebXML, OTA defines common data types that form a “repository of reusable XML Schema components” and are used to construct the various messages. OTA differentiates between complex types (types that contain multiple data elements) and simple types (types that contain a single data element). The Air messages included in our example (AIR01-AIR12) contain 44 complex element types that expand into 649 simple data elements. The calculation of DCI is based on complex elements, i.e. the cardinality of the intersection of the schema elements in interface message pairs shown in Table 2 are counts of common complex elements shared by a given interface pair. Only the top level complex elements are taken into account, i.e. coupling at lower levels of nesting is ignored in the calculation of DCI. For example, service interfaces A01 (OTA_AirAvailRQ/RS) and A02 (OTA_AirBookRQ/RS) share 4 top level common complex elements.

Using the values in Table 2, we can compute:

\[ r = 66 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{DCI} = 3.56 \]

DCI value (3.56) expresses the average number of common complex elements per interface message pair, i.e. on average OTA Air interface messages share 3.56 top level complex elements. The number of shared interface elements depends on the size of the interfaces under consideration, i.e. interfaces that include a larger number of complex elements are more likely to share more complex elements with other
Table 2. Number of common complex elements for interface message pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A01</th>
<th>A02</th>
<th>A03</th>
<th>A04</th>
<th>A05</th>
<th>A06</th>
<th>A07</th>
<th>A08</th>
<th>A09</th>
<th>A10</th>
<th>A11</th>
<th>A12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A07</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A08</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

interfaces. A more meaningful measure is the ratio of DCI over ANCT (Average Number of Complex Types per interface) - a normalized DCI index:

\[
\text{NDCI} = \frac{3.56}{11.67} = 0.30
\]

The interpretation of NDCI is that on average 30% of top level complex elements are shared with other interfaces. This value is probably excessive and indicates a high level of stamp coupling between OTA Air interface messages.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

While there is wide agreement about the key principles that lead to good quality of service design, experience with SOA projects indicates that achieving reuse and adaptability of services is difficult in practice. We have argued in this paper and elsewhere [34] that extensive use of coarse-grained document-centric services inhibits reuse and results in suboptimal design.

We have briefly reviewed existing service design metrics and identified their limitations in the context of domain-wide applications that are characterized by complex and overlapping message structures that incorporate the requirements of a wide range of user organizations. We have proposed a simple metric - Data Coupling Index (DCI) that estimates the level of data coupling between services and provides a measure of the quality of service design based on orthogonality of interface data structures.

Our initial study includes calculation of DCI using a set of OTA Air messages. While some observation about the quality of design can be made using DCI (or the normalized version NDCI), the metric needs to be validated using a larger set of messages and for different design strategies. Evaluating the DCI metric for different design strategies for a given application scenario and comparing the results for services with varying levels of granularity will validate its practical applicability. In calculating the DCI metric we restricted our analysis to top level complex data elements, i.e. without taking into consideration complex elements that appear at lower levels of the
hierarchy when the message structure is expanded further. This simplification avoids having to compare large number of data elements for each message pair, but can produce a biased result as some complex elements are deeply nested and include a large number of simple elements (e.g. PriceInfo element consists of 54 simple elements with 7 levels of nesting), while other complex elements have relatively simple data structures (e.g. AirDetail – consist of 3 simple elements and single level of nesting). Furthermore, additional coupling can take place among complex elements embedded within lower levels of the message structure. A more detail analysis will need to take into account simple elements by flattening XML structures and substituting all complex elements by corresponding simple data elements to give a more precise estimate of data coupling.
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Abstract. We propose to enable and facilitate the development of service-based development by exploiting community composition knowledge, i.e., knowledge that can be harvested from existing, successful mashups or service compositions defined by other and possibly more skilled developers (the community or crowd) in a same domain. Such knowledge can be used to assist less skilled developers in defining a composition they need, allowing them to go beyond their individual capabilities. The assistance comes in the form of interactive advice, as we aim at supporting developers while they are defining their composition logic, and it adjusts to the skill level of the developer. In this paper we specifically focus on the case of process-oriented, mashup-like applications, yet the proposed concepts and approach can be generalized and also applied to generic algorithms and procedures.

1 Introduction

Although each of us develops and executes various procedures in our daily life (examples range from cooking recipes to low-level programming code), today very little is done to support others, possibly less skilled developers (or, in the extreme case, even end users) in developing their own. Basically, there are two main approaches to enable less skilled people to “develop”: either development is eased by simplifying it (e.g., by limiting the expressive power of a development language) or it is facilitated by reusing knowledge (e.g., by copying and pasting from existing algorithms).

Among the simplification approaches, the workflow and BPM community was one of the first to claim that the abstraction of business processes into tasks and control flows would allow also the less skilled users to define own processes, however with little success. Then, with the advent of web services and the service-oriented architecture (SOA), the web service community substituted tasks with services, yet it also didn’t succeed in enabling less skilled developers to compose services. Recently, web mashups added user interfaces to the composition problem and again claimed to target also end users, but mashup development is still a challenge for skilled developers. While these attempts were aimed at simplifying technologies, the human computer interaction community has researched on end user development approaching the problem from the user interface perspective. The result is simple applications that are specific to a very limited domain, e.g., an interactive game for children, with typically little support for more complex applications.
As for what regards **capturing and reusing knowledge**, in IT reuse typically comes in the form of program libraries, services, or program templates (such as generics in Java or process templates in workflows). In essence, what is done today is either providing building blocks that can be composed to achieve a goal, or providing the entire composition (the algorithm – possibly made generic if templates are used), which may or may not suit a developer’s needs. In the nineties and early 2000s, AI planning [1] and automated, goal-oriented compositions (e.g., as in [2]) became popular in research. A typical goal there is to derive a service composition from a given goal and a set of components and composition rules. Despite the large body of interesting research, this thread failed to produce widely applicable results, likely because the goal is very ambitious and because assumptions on the semantic richness and consistency of component descriptions are rarely met in practice. Other attempts to extract knowledge are, for example, oriented at identifying social networks of people [3] or at providing rankings and recommendations of objects, from web pages (Google’s Pagerank) to goods (Amazon’s recommendations). An alternative approach is followed by expert recommender systems [4], which, instead of identifying knowledge, aim at identifying knowledge holders (the experts), based on their code production and social involvement.

In this paper, we describe **WIRE**, a **WIsdom-awaRE development environment** we are currently developing in order to enable less skilled developers to perform also complex development tasks. We particularly target process-oriented, mashup-like applications, whose development and execution can be provided as a service via the Web and whose internals are characterized by relatively simple composition logic and relatively complex tasks or components. This class of programs seems to provide both the benefit of (relative) simplicity and a sufficient information base (thanks to the reuse of components) to learn and reuse programming/service composition knowledge. The idea is to **learn from existing compositions** (or, in general, **computations**) and to provide the learned knowledge in form of **interactive advice** to developers while they are composing their own application in a visual editor. The aim is both to allow developers to go beyond their own development capabilities and to speed up the overall development process, joining the benefits of both simplification and reuse.

Next, we discuss a state of the art composition scenario and we show that it is everything but trivial. In Section 3, we discuss the state of the art in assisted composition. In Section 4 and 5, we investigate the idea of composition advices and provide our first implementation ideas, respectively. Then we conclude the paper and outline our future work.

## 2 Example Scenario and Research Challenges

In order to better understand the problem we want to address, let’s have a look at how a mashup is, for instance, composed in Yahoo! Pipes ([http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/](http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/)), one of the most well-known mashup platforms as of today. Let’s assume we want to develop a simple pipe that sources a set of news from *Google News*, filters them according to a predefined filter condition (in our case, we want to search for news on products and services by a given vendor), and locates them on a *Yahoo! Map*. 
Fig. 1. Implementation of the example scenario in Yahoo! Pipes

The pipe that implements the required feature is illustrated in Figure 1. It is composed of five components: The URL Builder is needed to set up the remote Geo Names service, which takes a news RSS feed as an input, analyzes its content, and inserts geo-coordinates, i.e., longitude and latitude, into each news item (where possible). Doing so requires setting some parameters: Base=http://ws.geonames.org, Path elements=rssToGeoRSS, and Query parameters=FeedUrl:news.google.com/news?topic=t&output=rss&ned=us. The so created URL is fed into the Fetch Feed component, which loads the geo-enriched news feed. In order to filter out the news items we are really interested in, we need to use the Filter component, which requires the setting of proper filter conditions via the Rules input field. Feeding the filtered feed into the Location Extractor component causes Pipes to plot the news items on a Yahoo! Map. Finally, the Pipe Output component specifies the end of the pipe.

If we analyze the development steps above, we can easily understand that developing even such a simple composition is out of the reach of people without programming knowledge. Understanding which components are needed and how they are used is neither trivial nor intuitive. The URL Builder, for example, requires the setting of some complex parameters. Then, components need to be suitably connected, in order to support the data flow from one component to another, and output parameters must be mapped to input parameters. But more importantly, plotting news onto a map requires knowing that this can be done by first enriching a feed with geo-coordinates, then fetching the actual feed, and only then the map is ready to plot the items.

Enabling non-expert developers to compose a pipe like the above requires telling (or teaching) them the necessary knowledge. In WIRE, we aim to do so by providing
non-expert developers with interactive development advices for composition, inside an assisted development environment. We want to obtain the knowledge to provide advices by extracting, abstracting, and reusing compositional knowledge from existing compositions (in the scenario above, pipes) that contain community knowledge, best practices, and proven patterns. That is, in WIRE we aim at bringing the wisdom of the crowd (possibly even a small crowd if we are reusing knowledge within a company) in defining compositions when they are both defined by an individual (where the crowd supports an individual) or by a community (where the crowd supports social computing, i.e., itself in defining its own algorithms). The final goal is to move towards a new frontier of knowledge reuse, i.e., reuse of computational knowledge.

Doing so requires approaching a set of challenges that are non-trivial:

1. First of all, identifying the types of advices that can be given and the right times when they can be given: depending on the complexity and expressive power of the composition language, there can be a huge variety of possible advices. Understanding which of them are useful is crucial to limit complexity.
2. Discovering computational knowledge: how do we harvest development knowledge from the crowd, that is, from a set of existing compositions? Knowledge may come in a variety of different forms: component or service compatibilities, data mappings, co-occurrence of components, design patterns, evolution operations, and so on.
3. Representing and storing knowledge: once identified, how do we represent and store knowledge in a way that allows easy querying and retrieval for reuse?
4. Searching and retrieving knowledge: given a partial program specification under development, how do we enable the querying of the knowledge space and the identification of the most suitable and useful advice to provide to the developer, in order to really assist him?
5. Reusing knowledge: given an advice for development, how do we (re)use the identified knowledge in the program under development? We need to be able to “weave” it into the partial specification in a way that is correct and executable, so as to provide concrete benefits to the developer.

In this paper, we specifically focus on the first challenge and we provide our first ideas on the second challenge and on the assisted development environment.

3 State of the Art

In literature, there are approaches that aim at similar goals as WIRE, yet they mainly focus on the retrieval and reuse of composition knowledge. In [6], for instance, mashlets (the elements to be composed) are represented via their inputs and outputs, and glue patterns are represented as graphs of connections among them; reuse comes in the form of auto-completion of missing components and connections, selected by the user from a ranked list of top-k recommendations obtained starting from the mashlets used in the mashup. In [8], light-weight semantic annotations for services, feeds, and data flows are used to support a text-based search for data mashups, which are actually generated in an automated, goal-oriented fashion using AI planning (the search tags are the goals); generated data processing pipes can be used as is or further edited.
The approach in [9] semantically annotates portlets, web apps, widgets, or Java beans and supports the search for functionally equivalent or matching components; reuse is supported by a semantics-aided, automated connection of components. Also the approach in [10] is based on a simple, semantic description of information sources (name, formal inputs [allowed ones], actual inputs [outputs consumed from other sources], outputs) and mashups (compositions of information sources), which can be queried with a partial mashup specification in order identify goals based on their likelihood to appear in the final mashup; goals are fed to a semantic matcher and an AI planner, which complete the partial mashup. This last approach is the only one that also automatically discovers some form of knowledge in terms of popularity of outputs in existing mashup specifications (used to compute the likelihoods of goals).

In the context of business process modeling, there are also some works with similar goals as ours. For instance, in [7], the authors more specifically focus on business processes represented as Petri nets with textual descriptions, which are processed (also leveraging WordNet) to derive a set of descriptive tags that can be used for search of processes or parts thereof; reuse is supported via copy and paste of results into the modeling canvas. The work presented in [13] proposes an approach for supporting process modeling through object-sensitive action patterns, where these patterns are derived from a repository of process models using techniques from association rule learning, taking into consideration not only actions (tasks), but also the business objects to which these actions are related. Finally, [14] presents a model for the reuse data mining processes by extending the CRISP-DM process [15]. The proposed model aims at including data mining process patterns into CRISP-DM and to guide the specialization and application of such patterns to concrete processes, rather than actually exploiting the community knowledge.

In general, the discovery of community composition knowledge is not approached by the works above (or they do it in a limited way, e.g., by deriving only behavioral patterns from process definitions). Typically, they start from an annotated representation of mashups and components and query them for functional compatibilities and data mappings, improving the quality of search results via semantics, which are explicit and predefined. WIRE, instead, specifically focuses on the elicitation and collection of crowd wisdom, i.e., composition knowledge that derives from the ways other people have solved similar composition problems in the past and that has a significant support in terms of number of times it has been adopted. This means that in order to create knowledge for WIRE, we do not need any expert developer or domain specialist that writes and maintains explicit composition rules or logics; knowledge is instead harvested from how people compose their very own applications, without requiring them to provide additional meta-data or descriptions (which typically doesn’t work in practice).

4 Wisdom-Aware Development: Concepts and Principles

Identifying which advices can be provided and which advices do indeed have the potential to help less skilled developers to perform complex development tasks requires, first of all, understanding the expressive power of the composition language at hand. We approach this task next. Then we focus on the advices.
4.1 Expressiveness of the Composition Language

Let us consider again Yahoo! Pipes. The platform has a very advanced and pleasant user interface for drag-and-drop development of data mashups and supports the composition of also relatively complex processing logics. Yet, the strong point of Pipes is its \textit{data flow based composition paradigm}, which is very effective and requires only a limited set of modeling constructs. As already explained in the introduction, constraining the expressive power of composition languages is one of the techniques to simplify development, and Pipes shares this characteristic with most of today’s mashup platforms.

In order to better understand the expressiveness of Yahoo! Pipes, in Figure 2 we derived a \textbf{meta-model} for its composition language. A \textit{Pipe} is composed of components and connectors. \textit{Components} have a name and a description and may be grouped into categories (e.g., source components, user input components, etc.). Each pipe contains always one \textit{Pipe Output} component, i.e., a special component that denotes the end of data flow logic or the end of the application. A component may be \textit{embedded} into another component; for example components (except user inputs and operators) can be embedded inside a \textit{Loop Operator} component. Components may also have a set of parameters. A \textit{Parameter} has a name, a type, and may have a value assigned to it. There are basically three types of parameters: \textit{input} parameters (accept data flows attributes), \textit{output} parameters (produce data flow attributes), and \textit{configuration} parameters (are manually set by the developer). For instance, in our example in Section 2, the \textit{URL} parameter of the \textit{Fetch Feed} component is an input parameter; the \textit{longitude} and \textit{latitude} attributes of the RSS feed fetched by the \textit{Fetch Feed} component are output parameters; and the \textit{Base} parameter of the \textit{URL Builder} component is an example of configuration parameter.

Data flows in Pipes are modeled via dedicated connectors. A \textit{Connector} propagates output parameters of one component (indicated in Figure 2 by the \textit{from} relationship) to either another component or to an individual input field of another component. If a connector is connected to a whole component (e.g., in the case of the connector from
the *Fetch Feed* component to the *Filter* component in Figure 1), all attributes of the RSS item flowing through the connector can be used to set the values of the target component’s input parameters. If a connector is connected only to a single input parameter, the data flow’s attributes are available only to set the value of the target input parameter. Input parameters are of two types: either they are *fixed inputs*, for which there are predefined *default mappings*, or they are *free inputs*, for which the user can provide a value or choose which flow attribute to use. That is, for free inputs it is possible to specify a simple attribute-parameter data mapping logic.

Figure 2 shows that Yahoo! Pipes’ meta-model is indeed very *simple*: only 10 concepts suffice to model its composition features. Of course, the focus of Pipes is on data mashups, and there is no need for complex web services or user interfaces, two features that are instead present in our own mashup platform, i.e., mashArt [5]. Yet, despite these two additions, mashArt’s meta-model only requires 13 concepts. If instead we look at the BPMN modeling notation for business processes [11], we already need more than 20 concepts to characterize its expressive power, and the meta-model of BPEL [12] has almost 60 concepts! Of course, the higher the complexity of the language, the more difficult it is to identify and reuse composition knowledge.

### 4.2 Advising Composition Knowledge

Given the meta-model of the composition language for which we want to provide composition advices, it is possible to identify which concrete *compositional knowledge* can be extracted from existing compositions (e.g., pipes). The gray boxes in the conceptual model in Figure 3 illustrate the result of our analysis. The figure identifies the key entities and relationships needed to provide composition advices.

An *Advice* provides composition knowledge in form of composition patterns. An advice can be to *complete* a given pattern (given it’s partial implementation in the modeling canvas) or to *substitute* a pattern with a similar one, or the advice can *highlight* compatible elements in the modeling canvas or *filter and rank* advices.

*Patterns* represent the actual recommendation that we deliver to the user. They can be of five types (all these patterns can be identified in the model in Figure 3):

- **Parameter Value Patterns**: Possible values for a given parameter. For instance, in the *URL Builder* component the *Base* parameter value in a pattern can be set to “http://ws.geonames.org”, while the *Path elements* parameter value can be “rssToGeoRSS”, and feedUrl can be “news.google.com/news?topic=t&output=rss&ned=us”, as shown in our example scenario. Alternatively, we can have the *URL Builder* component with the *Base* parameter set to “news.google.com/news” and the *Query parameters* set with different values.

- **Component Association Patterns**: Co-occurrence patterns for pairs of components. For instance, in our scenario, whenever a user drags and drops the *URL Builder* on the design canvas, a possible advice derived from a component association pattern can be to include in the composition the *Fetch Feed* component and connect it to the *URL Builder*.

- **Connector Patterns**: Component-component or component-input parameter patterns. This pattern captures the dataflow logic, i.e., how components are connected via connector elements. For example, *URL Builder – connector-Fetch Feed* is a connector pattern in our example scenario.
• **Data Mapping Patterns**: Associations of outputs to inputs. In Figure 1, for instance, we map the `description`, `title`, and `y:title` attributes of the fetched feed to the first input field of the first, second, and third rule, respectively, telling the Filter component how we map the individual attributes in input to the individual, free input parameters of the component.

• **Complex Patterns**: Partial compositions consisting of multiple components, connectors, and parameter settings. In our example scenario, different combinations of components and connectors, having their parameter values set and with proper data mappings, as a part and as a whole represent complex patterns. For example, the configuration `URL Builder – Fetch Feed – Filter – Location Extractor`, along with their settings, represents a complex pattern.
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**Fig. 3.** Conceptual model of WIRE’s advice approach. Gray entities model the ingredients for advices; white boxes model the advice triggering logic inside the design environment.

An *Advice* provides composition knowledge in form of composition patterns. An advice can be to *complete* a given pattern (given it’s partial implementation in the modeling canvas) or to *substitute* a pattern with a similar one, or the advice can *highlight* compatible elements in the modeling canvas or *filter and rank* advices.

*Patterns* represent the actual recommendation that we would like to deliver to the user. They can be of five different types: *Complex Patterns* (partial compositions possibly consisting of multiple components, connectors, and parameter settings), *Parameter Value Patterns* (possible values for a given parameter), *Component Association Patterns* (co-occurrence patterns for pairs of components), *Connector Patterns* (component-component or component-input parameter patterns), and *Data Mapping Patterns* (associations of outputs to inputs).

Now, let us discuss the “white part” of the model. This part represents the entities that jointly define the conditions under which advices can be triggered. A *Trigger* for an advice is defined by an object, an action of the user in the modeling canvas, and the state of the current composition, i.e., the partial composition in the modeling canvas. This association can be thought of as a triplet that defines the triggering condition. The *Objects* a user may operate are *Composition Fragments* (e.g., a selection of...
a subset of the pipe in the canvas), individual Components, Connectors, or Parameters (by interacting with the respective graphical input fields). The Action represents the action that the user may perform on an object during composition. We identify seven actions: Select (e.g., a composition fragment or a connector), Drag (e.g., a component or a connector endpoint), Drop, Connect, Fill (a parameter value), Delete, and Embed (one component into another). Finally, the Partial Composition represents the status of the current overall composition.

While the object therefore identifies which advice may be of interest to the user, the action decides when the advice can be given, and the state filters out advices that are not compatible with the current partial composition (e.g., if the Location Extractor component has already been used, recommending its use becomes useless).

Regarding the model in Figure 3, not all associations may be needed in practice. For instance, not all components are compatible with the embed action. Yet, the model identifies precisely which advices can be given and when.

5 The WIRE Platform

Figure 4 illustrates the high-level architecture of the assisted development environment with which we aim at supporting wisdom-aware development according to the model described in the previous section: developers can design their applications in a wisdom-aware development environment, which is composed of an interactive recommender (for development advice) and an offline recommender as well as the wisdom-aware editor implementing the interactive development paradigm. Compositions or mashups are stored in a compositions repository and can be executed in a dedicated runtime environment, which generates execution data. Compositions and execution data are the input for the knowledge/advice extractor, which finds the repeated and useful patterns in them and stores them as development and evolution advice in the advice repository. Then, the recommenders provide them as interactive advices through its query interface upon the current context and triggers of the user’s development environment. Here, we specifically focused on development advices related to composition; we will approach evolution advices in our future work (evolution advices will, for instance, take into account performance criteria or evolutions applied by developers over time on their own mashups).

We realize that each domain will have suitable languages and execution engines, such as a mashup engine or a scientific workflow engine. Our goal is not to compete with these, but to define mechanism to “WIRE” these languages and tools with the ability to extract knowledge and provide advice. For this reason, in this paper we started with studying the case of Yahoo! Pipes, which is well known and allows us to easily explain our ideas. We however intend to apply the wisdom-aware development paradigm to our own mashup editor, mashArt [5], which features a universal composition paradigm user interface components, application logic, and data web services, a development paradigm that is similar in complexity to that of Pipes.

As for the reuse of knowledge, the WIRE approach is not based on semantic annotations, matching, or AI planning techniques, nor do we aim at automated or goal-driven composition or at identifying semantic similarity among services. We also do not aim at having developers tag components or add metadata to let others better
Fig. 4. High-level architecture of the envisioned system for wisdom-aware development

reuse services, processes, or fragments. In other words, we aim at collecting knowledge implicitly, as we believe that otherwise we would face an easier wisdom extraction problem but end up with a solution that in practice does not work because people do not bother to add the necessary metadata. WIRE will rather leverage on statistical data analysis techniques and data mining as means to extract knowledge from the available information space. To do so, we propose the following core steps:

1. **Cleaning, integration, and transformation**: We take as input previous compositions and execution data and prepare them for the analysis.

2. **Statistical data analysis and data mining**: On the resulting data, we apply statistical data analysis and data mining techniques, which may include mining of frequent patterns, association rules, correlations, classification and cluster analysis. The results of this step are used to create the composition patterns.

3. **Evaluation and ranking of advices (knowledge)**: Once we have discovered the potential advices, we evaluate and rank them using standard interestingness measures (e.g., support and confidence) and ranking algorithms.

4. **Presentation of advices**: The advices are presented to the user through intuitive visual metaphors that are suitable to the context and purpose of the advice.

5. **Gathering of user feedback**: The popularity of advices is gathered and measured in order to better rank them.

Among the techniques we are applying for the discovery tasks, we are specifically leveraging on data mining approaches, such as frequent itemset mining, association rules learning, sequential pattern mining, graph mining, and link mining. Each of these techniques can be used to discover a different type of advice:

- **Frequent itemset mining**: The objective of this technique is to find the co-occurrence of items in a dataset of transactions. The co-occurrence is considered “frequent” whenever its support equals or exceeds a given threshold. This technique can be used as a support for discovering any of the advices introduced before. For instance, in the case of discovering Component Association Patterns we can use this technique.

- **Association rules**: This technique aims at finding rules of the form $A \rightarrow B$, where $A$ and $B$ are disjoint sets of items. This technique can be applied to help in the discovery of any of the proposed advices. For instance, in the case of the
Parameter Value Pattern, given the value of two parameters of a component, we can find an association rule that suggests us the value for a third parameter.

- **Sequential pattern mining**: Given a dataset of sequences, the objective of sequential pattern mining is to find all sequences that have a support equal or greater than a given threshold. This technique can be applied to discover Complex Patterns, Component Association Patterns, and Connector Patterns. For instance, in the case of the Connector Pattern, we can use this technique to extract patterns that can be then used for suggesting connectors among components placed on the design canvas.

- **Graph mining**: given a set of graphs, the goal of graph mining is to find all subgraphs such that their support is equal or greater than a given threshold. For our purpose, we can use graph mining for discovering Complex Patterns and Connector Patterns. For instance, for Complex Patterns we can suggest a list of existing ready compositions based on the partial composition the user has in the canvas, whenever this partial composition is deemed as frequent.

- **Link mining**: rather than a technique, link mining refers to a set of techniques for mining data sets where objects are linked with rich structures. Link mining can be applied to support the discovery of any of the proposed advices. For example, in the case of Data Mapping Patterns, we can discover patterns for mapping the parameters of two components, based on the types these parameters.

Once community composition knowledge has been identified, we store the extracted knowledge in the advice repository in the form of directed graphs. In our advice repository, elements in the patterns, e.g., a component or a connector, are represented as nodes of the graph, and relationships among them, e.g., a component “has” a parameter, are represented as edges between those nodes. We also store a set of rules in our advice repository, which represent the trigger conditions under which a specific knowledge can be provided as an advice. Based upon this information, through our query interface we can match knowledge with the current composition context and retrieves relevant advices from the advice repository. Retrieved advices are filtered, ranked, and delivered based on user profile data (e.g., the programming expertise of the user or his/her preferences over advice types).

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper we propose the idea of wisdom-aware computing, a computing paradigm that aims at reusing community composition knowledge (the wisdom) to provide interactive development advice to less skilled developers. If successful, WIRE can extend the “developer base” in each domain where reuse of algorithmic knowledge is possible and it can facilitate progressive learning and knowledge transfer.

Unlike other approaches in literature, which typically focus on structural and semantic similarities, we specifically focus on the elicitation of composition knowledge that derives from the expertise of people and that is expressed in the compositions they develop. If, for instance, two components have been used together successfully multiple times, very likely their joint use is both syntactically and semantically meaningful. There is no need to further model complex ontologies or composition rules.

In order to provide identified patterns with the necessary semantics, we advocate the application of the WIRE paradigm to composition environments that focus on
specific domains. Inside a given domain, component names are self-explaining and patterns can easily be understood. In the Omelette (http://www.ict-omelette.eu/) and the LiquidPub (http://liquidpub.org/) projects, we are, for instance, working on two domain-specific mashup platforms for telco and research evaluation, respectively.

For illustration purposes, in this paper we used Yahoo! Pipes as reference mashup platform, as Pipes is very similar in complexity to our own mashArt platform [5] but better known. In order to have access to the compositions that actually hold the knowledge we want to harvest, we will of course apply WIRE to mashArt.
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Abstract. This paper proposes the development of a management controller, which balances the service center servers’ workload and hardware resources usage to locally optimize energy consumption. The controller exploits energy saving opportunities due to short-term fluctuations in the performance request levels of the server running tasks. The paper proposes Dynamic Power Management strategies for processor and hard disks which represent the main elements of the controller energy consumption optimization process. We propose techniques for identifying the over-provisioned resources and putting them into low-power states until there is a prediction for a workload requiring scaling-up the server’s computing capacity. Virtualization techniques are used for a uniform and dependence free management of server tasks.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

The past decade in the field of computing has been marked by the advent of web-based applications and online services, which translated into an exponential growth of the underlying service center infrastructure. A 2007 report [1] to Congress, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, shows that in just five years, the electricity consumed by service centers and their additional infrastructure will be doubled and the trend is expected to accelerate driven by the shift towards cloud computing.

The GAMES (Green Active Management of Energy in IT Service Centers) [2] research project aims at developing a set of innovative methodologies, metrics, services and tools for the active management of energy efficiency of IT service centers. In the GAMES project we approach the service center energy efficiency problem by using two types of energy aware control loops: a global control loop associated with the entire service center and a set of local control loops associated with each service
center server. The global control loop uses service center energy/ performance data for taking run-time adaptation decisions to enforce the predefined Green and Key Performance Indicators (GPIs / KPIs). The local control loops balance the service center servers’ workload and hardware resources usage to locally optimize the servers’ energy consumption, without considering the entire service center state.

In this paper we propose the development of an autonomic management controller, which targets the objectives of the local control loop, for a virtualized server of a service center. The controller, also called the Local Loop Controller, manages virtualized tasks at the server level so that the performance levels required by the tasks running on the server are achieved and maintained while maximizing the server energy efficiency. The controller exploits energy saving opportunities presented by short-term fluctuations in the performance request levels of the server running tasks. We use virtualization as an abstraction level, because it allows us to manage the tasks in a uniform manner, without worrying about application dependencies and low-level details. The virtualized tasks are annotated with Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements representing the tasks’ performance request levels. Local Loop Controller energy consumption optimization process is based on Dynamic Power Management (DPM) actions aiming at putting the over-provisioned resources into low-power states. The resources remain in low-power states until there is a predictive workload that requires scaling-up the server’s computing capacity.

The service center servers’ energy efficiency is a complex issue and existing research covers a wide variety of techniques which have to be taken in a holistic approach. It involves concepts such as resource provisioning and allocation, virtualization and dynamic power management. Khargharia [3] proposes a theoretical methodology and an experimental framework for autonomic power and performance management of high-performance server platforms. The over-provisioned server resources are transitioned to low-power states until there is an increase in the workload that would require scaling-up the server capacity again. Similarly, in [4] the performance-power management problem is decomposed into smaller sub-problems implemented locally by individual controllers within each hardware component. A fuzzy resource allocation approach where a fuzzy logic controller is used to dynamically adjust the number of resources needed in serving requests is presented in [5]. The main problem with DPM techniques is that changing between power states has performance implications, and sometimes energy penalties [6]. Algorithms have been developed for DPM by considering the power/performance characteristics of main hardware devices, mainly the processor and the hard disk drive and, to some extent, the system memory (mostly hardware controllers) [7]. Bircher and John [8] perform an ample analysis of power management on recent multi-core processors using the functions provided by regular operating systems. For hard drive power management Chung [9] proposes an active-idle states transition method based on adaptive learning tree in which idle and active periods are stored as tree nodes. In [10], [11] and [14] power-aware storage cache management algorithms are presented. They also provide opportunities for the underlying disk power management schemes to save energy, such as off-line greedy algorithms and on-line cache write policies. The use of virtualization together with DPM techniques raises serious challenges due the lack of power metering for virtual machines. Unlike physical servers that provide in-hardware or outlet level power measurement functions, it is very difficult to estimate the power
required by a virtual machine when hosted on a certain hardware configuration [12]. The performance and health monitoring counters exposed by the virtual machine hypervisor, correlated with relevant power information about the hosting hardware and simple adaptive power models can offer relatively accurate information [13].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the architecture of the Local Loop Controller, Section 3 describes the proposed DPM algorithms, Section 4 shows a the experimental results, while Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Local Loop Controller Architecture

The Local Loop Controller acts at the server level with the goal of maximizing server energy efficiency while preserving the performance levels required by the running tasks. From a power management perspective, we emphasize that the most power-hungry components within a server are the CPU, the HDD (Hard Disk Drive) and, to some extent, the internal memory. The Local Loop Controller exploits the non-mutually exclusive energy / performance related behavior of these components and sets them to low-power states. The workload is composed of virtualized tasks annotated with Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the Local Loop Controller. The following subsections present the role and responsibility of each architectural module, together with their interactions.

Resource Allocation Module (ResAM module). The purpose of the ResAM module is to allocate the hardware resources for the virtual machines that are running on the server. The ResAM module considers the performance implications of virtualization and tasks QoS requests, to design a resource allocation strategy which meets performance requests while assuring high energy efficiency.

When dealing with CPU resource provisioning the following aspects are considered for a virtual machine: (i) the number of logical processors (i.e. the number of virtual processors to be assigned to the virtual machine); (ii) CPU reservation, representing the minimum percentage of resources that are guaranteed to a specific
virtual machine and (iii) CPU upper limit, representing the maximum percentage of resources that a specific virtual machine is able to use. Another important aspect for the CPU provisioning is to set processor’s affinity to a virtual machine, taking into account whether the processor frequency can be scaled per socket or per core. We have defined two CPU resource provisioning strategies: (i) one that tries to distribute as many tasks as possible per core (allowing the unused cores to switch to low power) and per processor (allowing the unused processors to stay in idle as much as possible) and (ii) one that evenly distributes tasks to get a lower overall utilization and thus enable the transition of the entire core/socket to inferior frequencies.

When dealing with the HDD resource provisioning, the locality and performance aspects are considered. In a server system having several disk drives used as a cumulative storage space, we distribute the virtual machines as locally as possible. We consider that the virtual machines use a simple file as hard-drive and we can allocate that file on any physical disk for having more drives in spin-down mode as long as possible. This way, all the disks will be accessed, some of them being more active while others having longer idle periods, allowing thus for the dynamic power management controller to spin them down more often and save energy. The major bottleneck in virtual machine performance is the I/O sub-system of the host. Hard disk drives suffer from serious performance degradation when it comes to multi-tasking since most I/O controllers serve request on a first-come, first-serve basis. Therefore, running a large number of virtual machines on a single hard drive, although it has enough storage space, will ultimately result in unacceptable performance penalties. Each virtual disk file has an associated Performance Impact (PI), ranging from 0 to 100. As a result, the cumulative PIs for the virtual disk files stored on a physical drive cannot exceed 100.

The MEM resource provisioning is a rather simple process. The virtual machine has a memory requirement and the hypervisor meets it by allocating the specified amount of memory to the virtual machine. The MEM allocation strategy is based on a modified version of the dynamic memory allocation principle. Consider the situation in which we detect that the internal memory allocated to the machine is not enough and that the virtualized guest OS is frequently accessing the swap memory, which in turn translates into hard-drive accesses for the physical host system. If the physical system has unused internal memory, it can supplement the memory size for the virtual machine. This rudimentary caching mechanism will provide the Local Loop Controller with more opportunities to spin-down the hard drive. To reconfigure without powering down the virtual machines, the guest operating system should be able to handle memory as a hot-plug device, i.e. when new memory is added, the guest OS must recognize and use it.

Server Monitoring Module (SMM module). The roles of the SMM module (see Fig. 2) is to continuously analyze the state of the host service center server and of the guest virtual machines and provide the relevant performance and energy consumption data to the ResAM and DPM modules. The ResAM module uses the data about the usage degree of the hardware resources of the host server to decide on an appropriate assignment of virtual machines, while the DPM module uses the data about the host server hardware resources current usage and workload to evaluate the opportunity for a power state transition. For a server, two different aspects are monitored: (i) the
workload generated by the programs which are directly executed on the physical system and monitored by the operating system (such as the operating system, the device drives associated with physical components and the Local Loop Controller itself) and (ii) the server total workload which includes in addition the workload generated by the hosted virtual machines, both in terms of CPU cycles and the amount of data read from / written to the physical hard drives; the virtual machines residing on a server are monitored by means of the virtualization software (hypervisor).

![Server Monitoring Module architecture](image)

**Fig. 2.** Server Monitoring Module architecture

**Dynamic Power Management (DPM) module.** The DPM module uses the data provided by the SMM module, analyzes the possibility of optimizing the server energy efficiency and decides on two types of power management actions: (1) processor power adaptations actions – the processor’s frequency is scaled up or down, by means of P-state management, consequently modifying its performance capacity and the amount of energy it requires and (2) hard disk sleep transitions – when the controller detects an idle period longer than the HDD break-even time and decides to put the HDD to sleep state thus reducing its energy consumption. For each of the processor and the hard disk drives, there is an actuator that enforces power management decisions and a prediction engine component that records relevant patterns in workload fluctuations and determines (probable) future idle periods (see Fig. 3). For CPU predictions, a Fuzzy Controller is used, while for HDD a specific idle period prediction engine is used. The power state transition decision for a CPU or HDD must take into account all the virtual machines stored on the host server. A correlation engine analyzes the individual pattern predictions and outputs a global prediction. Regarding the CPU, the correlation engine has to select an appropriate P-state such that the
processor-related QoS requirements are satisfied for all the virtual machines under the current workload. A HDD drive can be powered down only if no load is expected in the near future for all virtual machines that use it. As a result, the correlation engine has to check whether all virtual machine associated predictors have issued long idle periods which have not been revoked.

3 Dynamic Power Management (DPM) Strategies

We have defined customized DPM strategies/algorithms for the processor and HDD. The power management algorithm for processor is based on adaptively changing the processor P-states (defining the processor performance levels) taking into account the incoming workload. The algorithm must filter the situations in which the workload fluctuates for short periods of time because the transition cost (in terms consumed energy) can outweigh the benefit of the adaptation. Therefore, if the CPU is currently in a low power state and the load exhibits an isolated spike, the CPU must not enter full mode, because even if there will be a delay in servicing the requests of the load spike, it is tolerable in the context of the overall computational throughput. Given the above considerations, we have decided to design and implement a processor power management algorithm based on fuzzy controller. The approach is somewhat similar to that proposed in [5], however instead of using it to globally manage the service center sizing according to workload, we employ it to control the processor’s capacity. The advantage of fuzzy-logic is the ability to filter-out noise and to
adapt progressively to changes. The fuzzy controller has two input variables: the workload represented by the instructions that the processor must execute, and the processor usage ratio. For each of the processor power states, we define three fuzzy sets, LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH, represented by $f_1$, $f_m$ and $f_h$ functions. After each time window, the fuzzy controller (represented by $f_c$ function) evaluates the $f_1$, $f_m$ and $f_h$ functions for the current load and updates $f_c$ value according to following equation:

$$f_c = f_c + \alpha f_h(\text{load}) - \beta f_1(\text{load}) + \gamma f_m(\text{load}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When the fuzzy controller reaches the values 0 or 1, the CPU is transitioned to an inferior or a superior power state as appropriate (if there is one available) and its $f_c$ value is reset to the default value of 0.5. By varying $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$, we can control the compromise between energy efficiency and performance degradation: a large $\alpha$ or $\beta$ value means that the load spikes will not be filtered, while small $\alpha$ and $\beta$ induce delays that lead to performance degradation and thus increasing energy efficiency.

The power management algorithm for the hard disk identifies the hard disk drive access patterns and decides if it is possible to spin-down the drive. Unlike the processor, which is very flexible when it comes to power management, the hard disk state transitions are more rigid and involve significant performance degradation when the power management decision is not adequately performed. For a HDD we identify three distinct power states: (1) active (Read, Write, ReadWrite) - the device is busy, spinning at maximum speed, (2) standby (Idle) - the device is not used and it spins at low speed and (3) sleep - the device is completely shut down.

The proposed power management algorithm for the HDD, transforms the hard disk access sequences followed by idle periods into discrete quantifiable events and

![Fig. 4. The development of an adaptive learning tree for identifying HDD idle periods](image-url)
stores them as nodes in a tree data structure (agent oriented adaptive learning tree [9]). To obtain more accurate results we use an instance of the algorithm for each virtual machine and we additionally define a prediction synchronization phase to determine the opportunity of disk spin down. Every time an event is triggered (state change), a new agent is created in the root of the adaptive learning tree and on every state change the agent will try to advance in the tree. When an agent reaches a leaf, it means that the current sequence found in the adaptive learning tree is supposed to be followed by an idle period. A reward/penalty approach is used to mark the credibility of the sequence (misprediction – penalty, correct prediction – reward). Fig. 4 shows a possible pattern in the adaptive learning tree knowledge base where T is the length of a monitoring sample period. At t = 6T, a transition is detected (Write->Idle), so an agent (A1) is created that tries to navigate through the learning tree, knowing that the previous state was "Write for 5T". When the next transition is detected (Idle->ReadWrite), A1 advances in the tree, if the current location contains a child annotated with "ReadWrite for 2T". The agent will continue to explore the adaptive learning tree based on state transition events until it reaches a leaf and signals that a known sequence has been detected and the hard drive can be put in standby state.

4 Case Study and Results

The test server used to validate the Local Loop Controller power management algorithms is an IBM/PC computer having an Intel Core 2 CPU E6600@2.40GHz (2 cores, 2 logical processors), 2.00 GB Physical Memory (RAM) DDR2@800Mhz and two hard disk drives - 250GB@7200rpm and 320GB@7200rpm. The HDD’s operate on the SATA 3 GB/s interface, offering a sustained transfer rate of 126MB/s. The processor provides hardware assisted virtualization functions in the form of Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel-VT) which allows running of Type 1 (native) hypervisors. Two P-states are provided, one at 1.60 GHz (66.67% of standard frequency) and one at 2.40 GHz (100% of standard frequency). The hard disk drives present an active state when they run at full speed, standby states when they spin down and a sleep state when they are completely powered off.

The server underlying operating system is Windows 2008R2 X64. The current implementation use Hyper-V R2 for virtualization support. Hyper-V R2 is a Type 1, hypervisor, providing good performance, flexibility for configuring virtual machines and live migration features. For system monitoring, we use WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) implemented in the OS and in the hypervisor.

For testing the dynamic power management algorithms, we have defined a test case scenario based on two virtual machines. The first virtual machine (VM1) is configured as having 1GB of RAM and 2 virtual processors. The virtual machine runs an instance of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 and an ASP.NET web based application, heavily relying on SQL Server 2005 for data storage. From three computers connected to the same intranet we simulate 15 independent users accessing the application and performing common tasks (such as web pages access, document creating, list management) requiring medium CPU usage and a relatively heavy I/O workload. The second virtual machine (VM2) is configured with 512MB of RAM and one virtual processor and runs a processor intensive application that periodically drives the
CPU to 100% usage level, followed by a lower processor usage. From an I/O perspective we simulate a random light workload.

Since the two virtual machines run on the system, the Local Loop Controller monitors the workload level and takes DPM decisions accordingly. Fig. 5 shows the fuzzy algorithm behavior on a complex workload. As pointed by the green markers in the graph, the algorithm is able to filter random request spikes in the workload of the virtualized applications. The yellow markers show that there is a slight delay between the workload fluctuation and the P-state transition.

Fig. 5. Results of fuzzy logic based power management algorithm for processor

To fully evaluate the advantages brought by the proposed power management algorithms, the processor P-state transition results were compared to the results obtained by using the Balanced Power Scheme implemented in Windows Server 2008R2. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the Balanced Power Scheme processor transitions are more aggressive, and even isolated request spikes determine P-state changes. This shows that, the operating system’s emphasis is on performance and not on energy efficiency and also that the power management algorithm is fairly rudimentary. Using our processor power management algorithm, the processor spends 39% of the time in low power state, while using the Balanced Power Scheme it is at low frequency for 23% of time (for the same workload).

Regarding the Balanced Power Scheme for HDD, Windows never spins down the drives; it does allow setting a time-out, but not less than 1 minute. Considering a light I/O workload, during a one hour test using the Balanced Power Scheme and with the spin-down time-out set at the minimum allowed of 1 minute, the hard drive was in idle for 312 seconds (~5.2 minutes). On the other hand using the same test conditions, the Local Loop Controller has transitioned the drive to idle for a total 1447 seconds (~24.5 minutes), resulting an increase of the hard disk idle period with 470%.
Considering the hardware configuration of the test system, the hardware manufacturers technical data and the processor/hard disks idle periods we can estimate the energy consumption for the system at different load levels. In our test conditions, we estimate an energy consumption of 245Wh (watt hour) for the Balanced Power Scheme and of 230 Wh for our Local Loop Controller. This results in an estimated energy savings of around 15 Wh. Using the time to execute the workload as performance factor we estimate a 4% performance degradation when our Local Loop Controller algorithms are used, compared to the OS default power scheme.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes the development of a management controller, which balances the service center servers’ workload and hardware resource usage to locally optimize the servers’ energy consumption. The results are promising showing that using the proposed dynamic power management strategies the hard disk idle periods increase with approximately 470% compared with Windows Balanced Power Scheme. Also an improvement of 16% of the processor low power state periods is obtained, when using the Local Loop Controller instead of the Balanced Power Scheme.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose the development of an Energy Aware Context Model for representing the service centre energy/performance related data in a uniform and machine interpretable manner. The model is instantiated at run-time with the service center energy/performance data collected by monitoring tools. Energy awareness is achieved by using reasoning processes on the model instance ontology representation to determine if the service center Green and Key Performance Indicators (GPIs/KPIs) are fulfilled in the current context. If the predefined GPIs/KPIs are not fulfilled, the model is used as primary resource to generate run-time adaptation plans that should be executed to increase the service center’s greenness level.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Over the last years the energy efficiency management of IT processes, systems and service centers has emerged as one of the most critical environmental challenges to be dealt with. Since computing demand and energy costs are continuously growing, energy consumption of IT systems and service centers is expected to become a priority in the future years [1].

The GAMES (Green Active Management of Energy in IT Service Centers) EU FP7 research project [2] aims at developing a set of innovative methodologies, metrics, services and tools for the active management of energy efficiency of IT service centers. The GAMES vision is to create a new generation of Green and Energy Aware IT service centers by defining and implementing management actions in both design time and run-time for increasing energy efficiency. The problem of service centre run-time energy efficiency in the GAMES project is approached by dynamically finding and executing Dynamic Power Management (DPM) and Consolidation based adaptation actions targeting the identification of the over provisioned resources with the goal of putting them in low power states. To determine run-time adaptation decisions, the
following MAPE (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning and Execution) steps are taken: (i) the current service center energy/performance data is captured using monitoring tools, (ii) using the collected data, the current values for GPIs (Green Performance Indicators) and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are evaluated and compared against their predefined values (iii) if the GPIs and KPIs are fulfilled no action is taken; otherwise a plan of adaptation actions is determined and executed to enforce the GPIs/KPIs predefined values.

The service center energy/performance data collected from various sources (such as sensors, monitoring devices, software applications, etc.) is represented in heterogeneous formats that are difficult to interpret and analyze. There is an evident need for providing an integrated, uniform and semantically enhanced energy/performance data representation model that can be automatically processed and interpreted at run-time. To solve these problems we have developed an Energy Aware Context Model (EACM). The proposed EACM model is constructed by mapping our RAP (Resources, Actions and Policies sets) generic context model [16] onto the service centre energy efficiency domain. An EACM instance representing a service centre snapshot is created by instantiating at run-time the EACM model elements with the service center energy/performance data collected using monitoring tools. To ensure the energy awareness, the EACM model instance, implemented as ontology is analyzed/processed at run-time by using reasoning processes, to determine if the GPIs/KPIs are fulfilled for the current service center snapshot and to generate/execute adaptation action plans if these indicators are not fulfilled.

The state of the art literature contains many references regarding context modeling, but none of them (as of our knowledge) approaches the energy efficiency problem by considering the energy consumption as a relevant context feature. Also, there are no approaches for context modeling of Green IT service centers.

The most important problems regarding context information acquisition refer to identifying the features of the system execution context [3], [20], and defining models for capturing features’ specific data [4]. In the domain literature ([5], [6] and [7]), several characteristics that may define the context are considered, such as spatiotemporal (time and location), ambient, facility (the system devices and their capabilities), system user interaction, system internal events, system life cycle, etc. Our paper takes this work one step further and introduces the energy consumption and the resource usage as an important characteristic of the modeled context.

Regarding the context representation, generic models that aim at accurately describing the context in a programmatic manner are proposed [19]. In [8] the use of key-value models to represent the set of context features and their associated values is proposed. Markup models [9] and object oriented models [10] are also proposed to structure and represent the context information. The main disadvantage of these approaches is their high degree of inflexibility and lack of semantics. Alternatively, the use of ontologies to model the context data, where context features are represented as ontological concepts and instantiated with run-time captured values are more and more used [11]. We took advantage of the semantic-oriented and reasoning features of the ontologies and developed an ontology based representation of the EACM model.

For context analyzing, models and techniques aiming at determining and evaluating the context changes are proposed. These models are strongly correlated with the context representation model. In [12] fuzzy Petri nets are used to describe context
changing rules. Context analyzing models based on reasoning and learning about context information are proposed in [13], [14] and [15] where context change rules are described using natural language or first order logic and evaluated using reasoning engines. Our paper uses reasoning algorithms to evaluate and analyze the run-time changes targeting the energy awareness.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the EACM model, Section 3 shows how energy awareness is enacted, Section 4 describes a case study and evaluation results, while Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 EACM – The Energy Aware Context Model

This section introduces the EACM model highlighting the main concepts and relations defined and used to represent the service center energy / performance related data. The EACM model is constructed by mapping the RAP context model [16] onto the service centre energy efficiency domain. In the RAP model the context data is represented as triple \(<R, A, P>\) where \(R\) is the set of context resources, \(A\) is the set of context adaptation actions and \(P\) is the set of context policies. Context resources \((R)\) represent the physical or virtual entities that generate and / or process context data. Context actions \((A)\) represent a set of possible adaptation actions that have to be executed to enforce a predefined set of conditions for a given context situation. Context policies \((P)\) are used to define a set of rules that must hold in the context, being used for controlling the interactions within the context. Fig. 1. shows the service centre energy efficiency domain specific concepts (highlighted in blue) and their classification into the RAP context model main sets (highlighted in red).

Context Resources \((R)\). Three types of context resources that generate/collect context data were identified in service centers: (1) Service Centre IT Facility Context Resources (Facility Resource for short), (2) Service Centre IT Computing Context Resources (Computing Resource for short) and (3) Business Context Resources (Business Resource for short). Facility Resources are physical or virtual entities which provide or enforce the service centre ambient properties. A Facility Resource is characterized by the ambient property data type that resource can capture or modify. Passive Resources capture and store service centre ambient data, while Active Resources execute adaptation actions to modify the service centre ambient properties. For example, a temperature value can be the property for a temperature sensor resource (non-modifiable property) as well as for an air cooling resource (this time a modifiable property). Computing Resources are physical or virtual entities which supply context data related to the actual workload and performance capabilities of the service center. A Computing Resource can be also defined as a resource which consumes energy as a result of executing a specific workload. In our model we are interested to represent only those service centre computing resources that allow executing of Dynamic Power Management (DPM) actions aiming at setting a computing resource into different power states, according to its current workload. A Computing Resource is characterized by the list of energy consuming states property. For example, an Intel Core i7 860@2.8Ghz processor has 12 P-states varying from 1197Mhz (40%) up to 2926Mhz (100%). The Computing Resources are classified as Simple and Complex (see Fig. 1). A Simple
Computing Resource provides only one atomic performance property throughout its lifecycle. For example, CPU energy-related performance is characterized only by its frequency value. A Complex Computing Resource is composed from a set of Simple Resources and is characterized by a set of performance properties. For example the energy-related performance of a server is expressed by means of its component’s energy-related performance properties such as the spindle speed for HDD or the clock rate for CPU. A Business Resource is a virtual entity which provides information about the QoS requirements of the executed application.

**Fig. 1.** EACM model elements obtained by mapping RAP model onto service center energy efficiency domain

**Context Actions (A).** Three types of service centre adaptation actions are identified: (1) IT Computing Resources Adaptation Actions, (2) IT Facility Resources Adaptation Actions and (3) Application Adaptation Actions. IT Facility Resources Adaptation Actions (e.g. adjust the room temperature or start the CRAC) are enforced through the Active Resources. IT Computing Resources Adaptation Actions are executed to enforce the set of predefined GPI and KPI indicators on the Computing Resources. We have defined two types of IT Computing Resources Adaptation Actions: Consolidation Actions and DPM Actions. Consolidation Actions aim at identifying the Computing Resources for which the workload is inefficiently distributed from the energy efficiency point of view and balancing workload distribution in an energy efficient manner. DPM Actions aim at determining the over provisioned resources with the goal of putting them into low power states. Application Adaptation
Actions should be executed during design-time on the service centre applications activities (such as application redesign for energy efficiency).

**Context Policies (P).** The constraints regarding the service centre energy / performance are modeled through a predefined set of GPI and KPI related policies. We have identified and modeled three categories of GPI and KPI policies (see Fig. 1): (1) Environmental Policies, imposing restrictions about the service centre ambient conditions, (2) IT Computing Policies, describing the energy/performance characteristics of the service centre that and (3) Business Policies, describing the rules imposed by the custom business for the application execution. The Context Policies are described using the XML based policy description model proposed by us in [18].

**Energy Aware Context Model Elements Relations.** To model the interactions between the EACM model elements we have defined three types of relations: (1) proper subset relations, (2) trans-set 1 to N relations and (3) trans-set 1 to 1 relations. The proper subset relations reflect the hierarchical relations between the EACM model elements. For example, the Context Resources set is populated with service centre resources classified in three main proper subsets: Computing Resources, Facility Resources and Business Resources. The trans-set 1 to N relations model the interactions between an element of an ECAM model set and a subset of elements of the model. For example, this type of relation is used to model and represent the interactions between the energy aware run-time adaptation action and the service center resources on which it is enforced. The trans-set 1 to 1 relations model the interactions between two EACM model elements part of different sets. For example, in our model a policy (part of the Context Policy set) may have attached a default adaptation action (part of the IT Computing Adaptation Actions set) that has to be executed when the policy is broken.

**3 Enacting Energy Awareness**

To assure energy awareness, the service center context situation (snapshot) is represented in a programmatic manner using the EACM model instance ontology implementation (see Fig. 2). The EACM model instance is processed and interpreted at run-time by means of reasoning to: (1) evaluate if the GPIs/KPIs context policies are fulfilled for the current service centre context situation and (2) generate/execute adaptation action plans if the GPIs/KPIs policies are not fulfilled.

To evaluate the GPI/KPI policies, reasoning rules are used. The policies are converted into reasoning rules and automatically evaluated (without human intervention) by means of a reasoning engine, using the EACM model instance ontology representation. Fig. 3 shows the evaluation of GPIs/KPIs context policies using as an example a policy describing the accepted performance/workload values for a server and its SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules representation.

To measure the degree of fulfilling the set of GPIs/KPIs related policies we have defined the concept of service centre context situation entropy ($E_S$) and its associated
The entropy is an indicator that measures the level of compliance to the service center specific energy-saving requirements (i.e. the greenness level) [21]. If the evaluated context situation entropy is below a predefined threshold $T_E$, then all the GPIs/KPIs policies are fulfilled and adaptation is not required. Otherwise, adaptation actions must be executed to enforce the broken GPIs/KPIs policies and to bring the entropy below $T_E$. The EACM model instance entropy is computed as in relation (1) where: (i) $p_{wi}$ is the weight of the GPI/KPI policy $i$ and represents the importance of the policy in the service centre context, (ii) $rw_{ij}$ is the weight of the service centre
context resource \(i\) in the policy \(j\) and reflects the service centre resource importance for that policy and (iii) \(v_{ij}\) is the deviation between the recorded value for service centre resource \(j\) and the accepted value defined by policy \(i\).

\[
E_S = \sum pw_i \sum rw_{ij} * v_{ij}
\]  

(1)

Taking into account the toleration to changes, we have defined two types of entropy thresholds: a restrictive threshold and a relaxed threshold. For the first case, we define the threshold at the lowest possible entropy value (\(T_E = 0\)). Whenever a GPI/KPI policy imposed restriction is broken, the adaptation process is triggered. In the second case, for each GPI/KPI policy we define an accepted entropy contribution value \(E_i\) and compute the entropy threshold \(T_E\) (relation 2). The broken GPIs/KPIs policies are tolerated if their entropy contribution is lower than the accepted value.

\[
T_E = \sum pw_i * v_{ij} * (100 + E_i \% 100) \quad \text{where} \quad E_i = \sum pw_i \sum r_{ij} * v_{ij}
\]  

(2)

To generate and execute adaptation action plans, we identify first the previously encountered similar service center context situations in which the same GPIs/KPIs context policies were broken. If such a similar equivalent situation is found, the same action plan is selected and executed (see Fig 4).

![Fig. 4. Equivalent service center context situations](image)

Otherwise, a new sequence of adaptation actions is generated using a reinforcement learning approach (what / if analysis). The learning process considers all possible service center context situations (represented as EACM instances) and builds a decision tree by simulating the execution of all available adaptation actions for each situation (see Fig 5). Each tree node stores a service center context situation and its calculated entropy value. A tree path between two nodes S1 and S2 defines a sequence of adaptation actions which, executed in S1 context situation, generates the new service center context situation stored in node S2. The minimum entropy path in the reinforcement learning decision tree represents the best sequence of adaptation actions that when executed, will bring the service center in a context state in which all GPIs/KPIs context policies are fulfilled.
Fig. 5. Reinforcement learning based adaptation action plans generation

The learning process may generate different type of results discussed below.

Case 1: The algorithm finds only a possible service center context situation with an entropy value lower than the defined threshold. The sequence of actions that lead to this context situation is selected and the search process is stopped.

Case 2: The current service center context situation entropy is higher than the threshold, but smaller than the minimum entropy determined so far. The minimum entropy is replaced with the new entropy and the search process is continued.

Case 3: The current entropy is higher than both the threshold and the minimum entropy; the reinforcement learning algorithm continues the search process. If at a certain moment, all exercised paths of the decision tree are cycles, the algorithm stops and chooses the path leading to a state with the minimum entropy.

4 Case Study

In this section the energy awareness capabilities of the proposed EACM model and the scalability of its ontology representation are discussed and evaluated.

To evaluate EACM model energy awareness capabilities, we used it to manage a small service center with the following configuration: (i) a server cluster composed from three physical servers on which virtualized applications, annotated with Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, are executed, (ii) an external shared storage server and (iii) a set of sensors and facilities interconnected through a sensor network which control the service centre environment. Fig. 6 presents the test case service centre infrastructure together with the set of defined GPIs/KPIs policies.

To determine and analyze the time necessary for evaluating the GPIs/KPIs context policies, we have generated two categories of service center context situations: (i) situations in which the number of GPIs/KPIs broken policies is gradually increasing (each broken policy having similar complexity) and (ii) situations in which GPIs/KPIs with increasing complexity are broken. The complexity is measured in terms of the number of atoms in the antecedent of the policy corresponding SWRL rule. For the first context situations category, the test started from three broken GPIs/KPIs policies
and continued by gradually increasing this number up to 30 broken policies. For the second category of context situations, starting from one broken GPI/KPI policy with 4 atoms the number of atoms was grown up to 34. The results show (Fig. 7b) that for less than 20 atoms the evaluation time is within reasonable limits (less than 0.15sec.). When the complexity of the policy increases above 20 atoms the evaluation time grows exponentially. Reasonable time results (Fig. 7a) were also obtained for evaluating up to 30 context policies at once (about 2 sec.).

To determine the time needed for the generation of the adaptation action sequence when some GPIs/KPIs are broken, the EACM model was used to manage randomly generated service center context situations by means of reinforcement learning for about 27 hours (see Fig. 8). In the first 1000 decaseconds (das), almost all running times of the adaptation action selection algorithm are greater than 10 seconds. After
that, the reinforcement learning mechanism begins to learn and achieving as a result the performance of having only four running times (the spikes in Fig. 8) greater than 10 seconds in the [5000, 7000] das time interval. Also, an overall reduction in the height of the peaks is visible because at each step the algorithm tries to determine the equivalent service center context situations and if equivalence is found the same sequence of actions is taken for execution.

To **evaluate the ontology representation of the EACM model**, three criteria were used: (i) instances creation time, (ii) instances retrieval time and (iii) memory usage. Our goal is to determine if the EACM model ontology implementation is feasible/scalable taking into account the above presented criteria and to identify the most suitable tool/API for the EACM ontology management. For ontology management, two strategies were used: (1) the ontology was created and persisted in the RAM memory (using Protégé and Kaon2 Ontology tools) and (2) the ontology was mapped onto a database model persisted in RAM memory. For the second strategy, three database models have been tested: HSQL relational model, Prevayler hierarchical model and Kaon 2 Database relational model.

To estimate the number of EACM model concepts instances that are created for representing different service centers, the following classification was used [17]: (i) small service centers having a number of servers between 101 and 500, (ii) medium service centers having between 501 and 5000 servers and (iii) large service centers with a number of servers over 5000. We consider that an average service center server has four processors each with two cores, four memory slots each of 2Gb and an array of four hard disks each with a capacity of 1Tb. For this type of server the EACM model instance ontology has to store approximately 17 concept instances: one IT Computing Complex Resource (corresponding to the server itself) and 16 IT Computing Simple Resource (corresponding to the server components). The number of instances corresponding to the service center IT infrastructure and the business tasks description are relatively low compared to IT Computing Resource instances, hence they can be ignored for the scalability tests. We have defined an EACM Model management scenario in which a number of instances that have been automatically generated need to be administrated. The EACM model instance generation module takes as input an integer number n and automatically generates \( n^3 \) EACM instances for different ontology concepts. By choosing different values for n we have created a number of EACM instances which correspond to each service center type as follows: for \( n = 15 \) a number of 3,375 instances are generated corresponding to small service

---

**Fig. 8.** The EACM model adaptation action sequence generation
centers: for \( n = 25 \) a number of 15,625 instances are generated, corresponding to medium service centers, while for \( n = 50 \) and \( n = 70 \) result 125,000 and respectively 343,000 instances corresponding to large service centers.

The results presented in Fig. 9 show that: (i) the instance creation time and the memory usage grow exponentially for a number of instances higher than \( 50^3 \) but it remains within acceptable boundaries even for \( 70^3 \) instances and (ii) the instances retrieval time can be neglected for Prevayler, Kaon2 Ontology and Database.

5 Conclusions

This paper introduces the EACM model for representing the service centre energy related data in a uniform and machine interpretable manner. Reasoning based processes are defined and used on the model ontology representation to ensure energy awareness. The EACM model evaluation results are promising showing that the energy awareness capabilities can be enacted at a service center level in reasonable time frames using: (i) the model entropy to determine the service center greenness level and (ii) reinforcement learning to determine the adaptation actions to be executed when the defined greenness levels are not reached.
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Abstract. Carbon emission of IT is an issue. ICT energy consumption is expected to grow by 73\% (instead of the originally targeted 26\%) until 2020, and the service sector alone counts for 70\% of the European economy. Energy consumption is a combination of what we use, and how we use it. Most green initiatives look at what types of devices do consume energy, and try to optimize their up-time as such. Few initiatives, though, measure how do software systems actually use these devices, with the goal of optimizing consumption of devices and computing resources. Basic research is needed to address this software optimization problem. The proposed approach is to make visible the environmental impact of software services by measuring it. In this way, we will become aware of the amount of energy needed by our software, and hence learn how to target software optimization where it is mostly needed. As a first step in this direction, in this paper we define three main problem areas to realize green service-based applications, and propose a service-oriented approach to address them. Thanks to that we can bring clarity in what entails managing and developing green software according to environmental strategies.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, Service Oriented Software Engineering (SOSE) and Service-Oriented Computing have emerged as a major software development discipline resembling (if not outbalancing) what object orientation meant for the IT market of the eighties. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) captures a logical way of providing software services both within an enterprise, and across organizational and national boundaries to either end-user applications or other services distributed on a network [3]. A well-constructed SOA can empower a business or social environment with a flexible infrastructure and processing environment by providing independent, reusable automated business processes (as services), and a robust foundation for leveraging these services [2, 6].

Due to its fast application in all aspects of our society, SOSE should address environmental issues promptly: in this period of acceptance and learning, we should think...
about how to sensitize people to the adoption of an ecological approach to the con-
struction, deployment and use of service-based applications (SBAs). Unfortunately,

device-oriented software is often developed assuming availability of unlimited re-
sources: 24x7 service availability, unlimited use of computing power, hardware, net-
work and printing resources (all demanding energy and causing carbon emission).
The increase in the network traffic and in the number of electronic data centers is
having a huge impact on the environment (an average data center is consuming the
same amount of energy as about 25,000 households [9]). According to recent Gartner
estimates1, ICT industry accounts for approximately 2 percent of global carbon diox-
ide (CO2) emissions, a figure equivalent to aviation. Almost 90% of young Ameri-
cans are “always connected”. This also impacts energy consumption, e.g., in the
Netherlands, total electricity consumption increased between 2006 and 2008 by 12%. 
Without focused environmental strategies, ICT related energy consumption is ex-
pected to grow by 73% until 2020 (instead of the targeted 26%).

IT systems and data centers are migrating towards a service-oriented approach in
which the available computing resources are shared by several types of users and
organizations. In such systems, the software is accessed as-a-service and computa-
tional capacity is offered on demand to customers who share a pool of IT resources
in-the-cloud [5]. The software as-a-service (SaaS) model provides significant econo-
mies of scale, affecting the energy efficiency of data centers [1].

Environmental strategies are already a reality in non-IT domains. For instance,
Sweden recently introduced on many supermarket products an indication of the CO2
emission related to their production process [8], to change alimentary habits toward
more environmental friendly products, similar to what already happens for choosing
cars and house-hold equipment. As another example in the more traditional hard-
ware/embedded software domain, some companies already commercialize devices
that are plugged in the electricity socket and allow users to monitor and gain detailed
understanding of their energy consumption.

Adoption is much more difficult in intangible domains like software industry for at
least two reasons. First, it is a challenge to increase process awareness, i.e. convince
decision makers of the urgency of adopting ecological strategies in the processes of
managing their IT portfolios and bring IT practitioners to adopt innovative ecological
models in the way they engineer SBAs, i.e. in the development process. Second, we
urgently need to change the way users exploit SaaS, by making them realize their en-
ergy consumption and suggest alternative consumption models. I.e. we need to create
people awareness. Third, it is difficult to make explicit how SBAs should be engi-
neered to become “greener”, i.e. to define and implement how ecological strategies can
be adopted by service-oriented software (service awareness). Awareness can be in-
creased with a SaaS model, by offering “green metrics” to measure the level of green-
ness of software services, and incorporate in SBAs ready-to-use “feedback services”,
i.e. services that give feedback on the carbon footprint of SBAs and of their end-users.

In this paper we describe how service-oriented software can positively influence
the software impact on the environment, i.e. we introduce the concept of green prob-
lem areas, defined as green issue categories that have to be resolved to achieve energy
efficient software services and SBAs.

---

1 Source: www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=503867 [15 September 2010].
As a result of literature scan and discussions with both researchers and practitioners in the field, we have distilled three green problem areas (further discussed in Section 2): the direct environmental impact of executing software services (service awareness); the indirect environmental impact of their development process (process awareness); and the use of services to monitor and measure the two above, so to create people awareness. Thanks to this holistic overview of green problem areas in SO we devised an approach, called Service Greenery, to address them in a structured way, as presented in Section 3 and based on previous work [4]. Conclusions and directions for future research conclude the paper.

2 Green Problem Areas in Service Oriented Software Engineering

Research efforts are needed to investigate the role of software services in making enterprises “greener”. To this end, business strategies decided at the enterprise level must be aligned with green strategies (as illustrated in Fig. 1). Only in this way ecological issues are incorporated in the strategic plan of the organization and transformed into business opportunities.

Green strategies can address three green problem areas, as illustrated in the Figure:

- **Create process awareness** by having a more sustainable (or agile) development process. Green strategies should influence (cf. Fig. 1) the process

![Fig. 1. Green Problem Areas in Service Orientation](image)
followed to develop software services and SBAs (i.e. software process). By defining suitable green (process) metrics we can measure the current level of greenness of the processes, and tune the related green strategies to optimize it, making sure to achieve the target environmental objectives of the organization.

- **Create service awareness** by delivering energy-efficient software services and SBAs. Green strategies should influence (cf. Fig. 1) the direct impact of executing the software services/SBAs to render them energy-efficient and hence lower their own carbon footprint at runtime. To create service awareness green (service) metrics provide the necessary feedback to measure the direct environmental impact of software services and SBAs.

- **Create people awareness** by putting in place software especially conceived to control the impact of IT and its actors on environmental issues. Green strategies can be supported by (cf. Fig. 1) SBAs which are used to control some eco-friendly systems (e.g. SBAs controlling smart grids), to control the impact of individuals (e.g. SBAs regulating energy consumptions in smart homes), or to create awareness about some environmental issues (e.g. printing budgeting). In the first two cases we need to measure the process (respectively product runtime) impact on the environment (by use of especially conceived green metrics). To create people awareness, SBAs can use green metrics to realize the decided upon green strategies.

In summary, results of measurements can inject a tuning process to evolve the green strategies of an organization, and eventually determine the adaptation of the business strategies. The ability to define *sound* green metrics for process, service and people awareness is essential to realize this green vision. While some work is being done in this respect (e.g. [1]), most metrics address the environmental impact of IT rather than the software/services using it [7]. We regard the definition and experimentation of green metrics for SOSE in the three green problem areas as an important and mostly unexplored research area.

### 3 The Service Greenery Approach to Green SBAs

To increase both process, service and people awareness we propose an approach to create what we call *service greenery*, i.e. a portfolio of green software services accessible on the Web as-a-service. The service greenery supports the iterative, incremental approach to increasing sustainability, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This is centered around two types of services (central part in the Figure):

- **Environmental strategies** as-a-service, which set out the user’s/organization's goals and actions for achieving a sustainable environment. Examples of generic organizational strategies are ‘achieve tighter customer relationships’ or ‘become more standard’. Equivalent green strategies could be ‘achieve carbon neutral data traffic’ or ‘decrease the company’s global carbon footprint by x% before year y’. Such strategies will be defined in terms of the user’s/organization's business processes. Accordingly, users/organizations can use environmental strategies as instrument for lowering carbon footprint, and at the same time keep them aligned with the supporting IT services/SBAs.
• **Green metrics** as-a-service, which measure the actual carbon footprint of SBAs. In this way, the user/organization can monitor real-time the SBA environmental impact and provide feedback to end-users and companies. This will increase people awareness (by leading users to opt for options consuming less energy) as well as service awareness (by quantifying the current carbon footprint).

![Service Greenery Diagram]

*Fig. 2. Central role of the Service Greenery to redesign environmental-aware SBAs*

• The **service greenery** will make available environmental strategies as-a-service and their supporting green metrics as-a-service. It will trigger use and reuse of the green metrics, create incentives to tailor strategies and measures to business goals, hence re-populating the service greenery with new resources. The ultimate goal is to make service oriented software “greener” by initiating the adoption of environmental strategies offered as-a-service, continuously measuring the achieved level of greenness, and tune the strategies to increase it.

4 Conclusions and Research Directions

In this paper we introduce three problem areas that frame the issue of creating environmental awareness in SOSE: the creation of process awareness, service awareness and people awareness. We also give a holistic overview of how enterprise business strategies and green strategies should be aligned. Green strategies influence process and service awareness, and the application of green metrics trigger the tuning of the
strategies. People awareness supports the achievement of green (and hence business) strategies thanks to the use of green metrics creating such awareness.

To address the green problem areas we also proposed an approach based on the SaaS model. The service greenery should offer a portfolio of services to measure relevant factors in the SOSE process and the level of greenness of software services/SBAs, as well as create people awareness.

No need to say that by making the ingredients of the service greenery available as reusable assets we can identify innovative ways to greenify the industry IT portfolio; we can increase process-, service- and people awareness thanks to continuous measurement & feedback; we can disseminate reusable green knowledge offered to researchers and practitioners.

While the three green problem areas could hold for any software, too, we study them specifically for service-oriented software, as more and more enterprises are migrating their software assets to SOA technologies. As future work we will study further the green factors belonging to each area, and their dependencies. This will help us in defining the relevant related green metrics.

Acknowledgments. This research has been partially funded by the European Community’s Seventh Programme FP7/2007-2013 under grant agreement 215483 (S-Cube).
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1 Introduction

Energy-efficiency in information and communication technology (ICT) has become an important issue over the last years. The highly increasing usage of ICT calls for intelligent energy-efficient technologies to handle and decrease the worldwide energy consumption. According to Amazon’s estimations [1] the expenses for energy-related costs amounts to 42% of the total amount spend for cost and operating of servers (based on a three year amortization schedule). Even more critical is the fact that current data centers spend about 60% to 70% of their total expenses just for cooling their ICT equipment [2]. As more and more business processes in enterprises are supported by corresponding IT, energy efficiency of the IT infrastructure and whole business processes becomes an important target to cut costs and to improve the green image of an enterprise. Due to this dramatically increasing consumption of energy a few approaches have emerged targeting the optimization of energy consumption of hardware as well as data centers as a whole. Different vendors introduced techniques to throttle down their CPUs or turn off hardware parts that are idling, for instance [3]. The collection of all techniques, methods, and technologies aiming at an energy-efficient resource usage within modern ICT is summarized under the term Green IT.

The main problem within this development is that the currently proposed technologies are only designed for their particular and isolated scope but, however, do not provide a holistic view on a companies’ complete ICT. As companies mostly consist of inter-operating processes formed as networks of inter-organizational partners, changes in a single processes may have impact on different parts of the network and thus a couple of other processes. Therefore, a holistic perspective
focusing on all aspects of reducing energy consumption, i.e., people, processes, and infrastructures is needed. In this paper we propose to use the Business Process Reengineering (BPR) methodology to tackle the gap of missing interconnection between existing stand-alone solutions and the holistic reduction of energy consumption in modern ICT. We call this approach green Business Process Reengineering (gBPR). In order to show how gBPR can be realized within enterprises in a holistic way, we provide a first taxonomy containing information on which parameters to measure the ‘greenness’ of a business process. We then show how gBPR can be realized and how it influences an organizations’ business processes, IT infrastructure, and organizational structure.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the state of the art concerning Green IT and BPR and identifies the missing gaps. Section 3 proposes the vision of combining Green IT and BPR and discusses the chances and risks that may occur as well as some areas that need further research. Section 4 summarizes the proposed vision and proposes additional topics for future research.

2   Background and Related Work

Green IT in general focuses on a growing sustainability in modern ICT [4]. It characterizes the efficient use of environmental and computing resources with the primary objective to account for the ‘triple bottom line’: people, planet, and profit [5]. Considering the nature of modern ICT systems that rely on people, networks and hardware, the elements of Green IT may focus on a broad range of items such as customer satisfaction, management and organizational restructuring, regulatory compliance, virtualization of servers, energy use, or thin clients [6]. This comprehensive understanding of Green IT is again one of the most important issues for future development. Therefore, in order to achieve an energy-efficient and sustainable growth in future ICT it is necessary to consider the following aspects: (1) organizational structures and customer demands (people), (2) reducing green house gas emissions in processes, software, hardware, and infrastructure (planet), and (3) ensure the competitiveness of an enterprise (profit). This needs to be incorporated in a combined and holistic manner. However, there is no such holistic approach available so far. There already exist several approaches to reduce power consumption in hardware [7], networks [8], and data centers [9]. Green IT, however, consists of more than optimizing the energy consumption based on technical progress. From a companies’ point of view it is also important to involve the people that form a companies’ organization, people that are obliged to use ICT systems and the customers that need to be satisfied. However, while optimizing the energy-efficiency it is also important to keep a company competitive.

First approaches towards Green-IT mostly concentrate on a single specific element that depends on the objective that has to be optimized. They can fundamentally be distinguished between infrastructure and process optimization. Liu et al. [10], for instance, take the energy consumption of physical servers to derive a cost function for the optimal positioning of virtual machines within data centers. Hence, they directly concatenate energy-efficiency with costs which mostly drives companies’ efforts in Green IT. Berl et al. [3] aim at the reduction of green house gases with respect to
energy-efficient infrastructures. For their proposed energy-efficient cloud computing infrastructure this aspect is also reduced to the power consumption in computing, storage and communication. A wider perspective is proposed by Ghose et al. [11] through annotating tasks of business processes with their carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e). This enables the optimization of the process structure regarding CO2 emissions. Thus, the approach by Ghose et al. [11] is a first step to apply business process reengineering (BPR) methods to optimize business processes regarding their CO2 emissions. This is in line with traditional BPR that has been long used to improve the efficiency of a companies’ core business processes by fundamentally and radically redesigning them [12]. These radical changes enable companies to enhance their productivity and competitiveness by adapting state-of-the-art organizational structures and business processes that satisfy customer demands [13]. When thinking about Green IT we are faced with a very similar situation. However, as we showed in this chapter, current approaches towards Green IT do not combine BPR methods with infrastructure reorganization. Consequently, the vision we outline in the following aims at combining these two aspects.

3 A Framework for Green Business Process Reengineering

The previous sections highlighted the need for developing a comprehensive approach to support an energy-efficient ICT that involves the whole ecosystem of a company. Business Process Reengineering is based on such a holistic improvement approach and therefore provides a good starting point for considering energy consumption within and across complete enterprises. To make the effects of ‘greenifying’ modern ICT visible and measurable, it is important to define criteria that allow measure the differences between both approaches. We refer to such criteria as Key Ecological Indicators (KEI) as they are in fact special Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Due to the holistic point of view KEIs may comprise various elements such as energy consumption, regulatory compliance, carbon footprint, the location of hardware, water consumption, sustainability, or recycling, for instance. It is important not to reduce this KEI only to a process level but to consider them across entire ICT systems. To illustrate our proposed framework we use a running example describing the company Deal inc. that buys goods from various manufactures and sells them to customers worldwide. Today, Deal inc. manages their shipment services (i.e., printing, packaging, shipping etc.) using an application running in their own datacenter.

3.1 Optimizing Business Processes

With respect to Green IT, the process optimization definition of BPR needs to be extended as changes in business process are faced to influence both KEI and KPI depending on the companies’ attitude towards Green IT. The main challenge for novel approaches is to obtain processes that are functionally equivalent or at most similar to the former ones but maximize KEIs (i.e., are ‘greener’) when executing them. Therefore, new process models need to be derived by optimization algorithms. These Optimization algorithms must take into account not to worsen existing KPIs on process level (or only worsen them to a degree that is acceptable by the enterprise).
Several process optimization techniques known from BPR are possible including: (i) Dynamic binding of services implementing a process activity, based on their KEIs (ii) optimization of control flow and data-flow (i.e. introduce or remove parallelization) to optimize the KEIs of the whole process (iii) addition, removal or modification of (groups of) activities. In future work we will extend the work of [11] to identify suitable optimization techniques. In our running example, Deal inc. may decide to outsource their postal service by using ePost that is provided by Deutsche Post AG. This supports Deal inc. to digitally send their mail to ePost service which routes the mail electronically near the recipients’ location, preventing the pick-up of the mail by a truck and thus decreasing emissions. This is an example of optimization technique (i) and (iii) as different services are bound and additional activities must be added or existing ones must be changed.

3.2 Optimizing Process Infrastructures

Another possibility to reduce the energy consumption of ICT systems is to optimize the underlying infrastructure. Introducing Cloud computing techniques, for instance, is one commonly referenced optimization that enables enterprises to decrease their carbon footprint by providing increased server utilization and provisioning of resources on demand [10,14]. This results in energy savings on both, customers and providers side. While improving server utilization increases the efficiency of data centers, cloud infrastructures also enable various opportunities to save energy on consumers’ side. Think, for instance, about management tools that smartly coordinate the selective operation of computing resources. Constrained on given Quality of Services (QoS) such tools may queue upcoming requests and only deploy a particular computing resource at a specific time period of each day or when a defined threshold of requests is reached. Note, that this also requires a close association to the underlying business processes which purport their individual QoS. Due to the switching of computational power from local sites into cloud infrastructures thin clients also provide suitable opportunities in reducing energy consumption.

Let us recall the Deal inc. example. The CIO of Deal inc. may decide to switch computing resources from their own datacenter to a cloud provider. This allows the company to deploy exactly the amount of resources they actually need. They no longer need to provide a high amount of computing resources that most of the time sit idle to cover peaks of order requests, for instance.

3.3 Green Business Process Reengineering

We have shown that existing technologies are able to support Green IT and provide already today a wide range of opportunities for energy-efficient computing. However, through focusing only on particular areas of concern, the full potential for the optimization of KEIs is not used. Companies need to consider energy efficiency like any other aspects they use to improve their business processes on a holistic base. We therefore propose to use gBPR as a methodology to comprise the stand-alone approaches for fundamentally and comprehensively redesign a company’s processes, infrastructure and organization towards an energy-efficient ecosystem. This includes redesigning processes in a way so that they can make use of optimized infrastructure,
such as Clouds. As a result, the new approach gBPR comprises means to enable enterprises to (1) sustainable redesign their business processes based on global KEIs, (2) integrate BPR and infrastructure optimization techniques (3) consider the trade-off between KEIs and KPIs, (4) avoid organizational inefficiencies through integrating the ‘human factor’, and (5) optimize the energy consumption beyond the companies’ boundary by taking externally sourced services into account.

Taking our example, Deal inc. now wants to use gBPR to lower their carbon footprint even more. First, they decide to restructure their shipping process. The shipper picks up the charge only once instead of three times a day. This will reduce, e.g., the KEI “CO₂ emission” of the shipping about two-thirds but also ensures next day delivery provided by the shipper (KPI). Secondly, they decrease the communication with the shipper to a once per day basis as the charge is picked up only once a day. Through the new Cloud infrastructure of Deal inc., the company is now able to start up the necessary computing resources to process the shipping paperwork once a day and shut them down after the communication with the shipping company is completed. Through the combination of process restructuring and using a more elastic infrastructure, Deal inc. can now further optimize their overall KEIs.

3.4 Chances and Risks

The need for energy-aware computing is beyond all questions and our proposed approach has shown how current technologies can be utilized to realize such energy-aware environments. However, when performing gBPR there are also several risks that need to be taken into account. First, we need to consider that due to the globalization of economies, companies are always forced to act in a profitable way concerning specific quality of services demanded by customers. Therefore, we need a new systematic approach handling the trade-off between a company’s traditional KPIs such as ‘throughput’, ‘availability’ or ‘costs’ and the objectives of Green IT. Second, switching proprietary IT into cloud infrastructures influences the organizational structure of a company. Similar to traditional BPR the ‘human factor’ needs to be integrated within the migration process [15] to avoid organizational inefficiencies [16]. This also includes the serious aspect of losing business through moving to the cloud. Third, the increasing amount of data volume occurred from new infrastructures needs to be tackled. Novel approaches are needed to transfer data in more intelligent ways by providing the advantages from a more decentralized computation paradigm, for instance.

4 Conclusion

We have provided an overview that illustrates various aspects for future research in the emerging area of energy-awareness in modern enterprises. We pointed out the crucial demand for a holistic optimization viewpoint and how individual existing methods and technologies are important parts in reducing carbon emission. To strengthen the coherence between the various existing individual approaches we proposed a methodology that supports for a holistic energy-aware approach within and across enterprises, named green Business Process Reengineering. Future work
will capture the development of first patterns on how green business process reengineering is able to be applied to enterprises.
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1 Introduction

A key element of any approach to meeting the climate change challenge is the ability to improve operational efficiency in a pervasive fashion. The notion of a business process is a particularly useful unit of analysis in this context. In the Abnoba framework, we enable business process management (and in particular, business process design/re-design) with explicit support for the environmental sustainability aspects of processes. This article extends our earlier work on the framework [1,2,3] by elaborating a machinery for (semi-)automated process improvement, using a library of semantic annotated process snippets. Modeling organizational behavior in a business process we are interested in finding process design alternatives, which constitute an improvement, with respect to certain measures (e.g. CO2 emission), over the as-is design. Various techniques have been described in the literature for process improvement, see Reijers and Mansar [4] for a survey. While existing work primarily provides process re-design guidelines to the analyst, less attention is given to automated process re-design/improvement machineries. Existing machineries for automated process improvement (e.g. [5]) mainly focus on parallelizing activities. While parallelizing activities can have a positive impact on the process cycle time, the resulting process re-design is not necessarily superior with respect to other criteria like the sustainability profile.
Furthermore, the number of applicable process re-designs is limited by the size of the search space constituting all possible process re-designs, which can be devised by parallelizing activities of the process design under consideration. By extending the size of the search space, we can increase our chances to find more preferable process re-designs. We extend the search space by devising a library of process snippets, which constitute best practice process designs and fragments for a given domain. Essentially, we seek to replace process fragments of an as-is process design with other fragments (drawn from the library) in a manner that ensures that the original goals of the process are still realized (the same desired functional outcome is achieved), but the sustainability profile of the resulting process design is improved. Such a machinery requires the process designs (and fragments in the library) to be annotated with semantic effects and a machinery for effect accumulation. For this, we build upon the ProcessSEER framework [6,7,8]. However, when introducing new process fragments (from the library) to the as-is process design we must also ensure that the process re-design, can still be executed in the organizational resource context. In this context, we describe a rich resource model, a machinery for correlating resources with process designs and finally the resulting concept of (abstract and concrete) process provisioning. These results extend and improve upon earlier work on resource modeling [9,10,11,12,13]. In addition, it must be ensured that the process re-design does not violate any compliance requirements. Business process compliance for semantic annotated process designs can be found in [7,6], we omit details for brevity. In the remaining article we first (Section 2) describe work done on resource modeling and introduce the concept of process provisioning, before (in Section 4) we elaborate the proposed machinery for process improvement and finally conclude (in Section 5) the article.

2 Resource Modelling

In this following we extend our previous work on resource modeling [2], by distinguishing between different resource and relationship types. In addition to a “Use” relationship (denoting that one resource is used by another), we allow relationships of type “IS-A” and “Whole-Part”, which enables us talk about resources on different level of abstraction. Furthermore, a resource can be of type “schedulable resource class”, “unschedulable resource class”, and “resource instance. Both the new resource- and relationship types are taken from Podorozhny et al. [9], who introduces and applies a resource management system in agent and activity coordination. The new relationship and resource types are described in more detail as follows:

- **Resource Types**: A resource instance is a unique representation of an entity from the physical environment of discourse. It therefore denotes a specific resource in the organization. A schedulable resource class is a set of resources, which are substitutable for each other and can be allocated to an activity. An unschedulable resource class is used to structure resources with
similar properties that are not schedulable. We use this class to describe resources like electricity, which cannot directly be used by an activity, but are rather indirectly via electrical devices.

- **Relationship Types:** A *IS-A relation* is used to denote that entities can share a set of attributes, where the attributes of one entity are inherited by all specializations for that entity. The *Whole-part relation* is another abstraction mechanism, where the linked resources constitute part of an aggregated resource. The *Use relation* (Podorozhny et al. uses the term “requires relation”) denotes that a resource entity requires another entity to be used.

We formally define this model as follows: A resource model $RM$ is denoted by a labeled digraph $\langle V, E, \Omega_V, \Omega_p, \Omega_E, f_V, f_E, f_p \rangle$

- $V$ is an partially ordered set of vertices $v \in V$.
- $E$ is a set of edges such that $(x, y) \in E \subseteq V \times V$, where $x, y \in V$ and $x$ is pointing to $y$.
- $\Omega_p$ is a set of properties, denoted by a triple $\langle id, type, value \rangle$, such that $id$ is the unique identification of a property, $type$ denotes the type of property, and $value$ is a set of values.
- $\Omega_V$ is a set of vertex labels where each label is a tuple $\langle id, type \rangle$, such that $id$ is the unique identification of the label and $type$ denotes the type of resource where $type \in$ unschedulable resource class, schedulable resource class, resource instance;
- $f_p : \Omega_V \rightarrow 2^{\Omega_p}$ is a function mapping labels to elements in $\Omega_p$.
- $\Omega_E$ is a set of edge labels denoted by $\langle id, type \rangle$, such that $id$ is the unique identification of an edge label; $type$ is the type of the edge where $type \in \{IS-A, Whole-Part, Use\}$;
- $f_V : V \rightarrow \Omega_V$ is a function mapping vertices to a vertex label.
- $f_E : E \rightarrow \Omega_E$ is a function mapping edges to an edge label.

In addition the following rules over the model must hold. (1) Subgraphs of $RM$, where all edges are of type “IS-A” must be a tree. (2) There exist no two edges of type “IS-A” and “Whole-Part” between the same two nodes.

## 3 Process Provisioning

We refer to the correlation of resource models and process designs as the provision of the process design by the resource model. We consider *process provisioning* in two different ways. In *abstract process provisioning* we correlate an activity in the process design with a resource in the resource model. The resource in question might be arbitrarily abstract, e.g. a “printer” resource, or a more specific “inkjet printer” resource, or an even more specific “inkjet printer model x of manufacturer y” resource. By establishing an *abstract provisioning relation* between a task in a process design (say “print report”) and any of these resources we merely assert a provisioning relation (e.g. the “print report” activity shall use the “inkjet printer” resource, or an even more specific resource). In *concrete*
**Process provisioning**, we annotate the abstract provisioning relation with specific quality of service (QoS) requirements. For instance, we might establish a *concrete provisioning relation* between the “print report” activity and an “inkjet printer” resource which admits a configurable image resolution setting by stating the minimum image resolution requirements.

Technically, we correlate process designs with resource models by annotating each activity of a process design with an *expression*. The annotated expression references *one or more* resource entities, where each reference is accompanied with a (potentially empty) set of QoS requirements. Each QoS requirement is described by a triple \( \langle QoS, value, 1 \rangle \), where \( QoS \) denotes the QoS measure of consideration, \( value \) the required value, and \( 1 \) the most preferred value (as in the algebraic c-semiring structure[14], which we use in [3] to handle multidimensional qualitative and quantitative measures). The existence of a resource model permits us to explore a range of provisioning options. An *activity can be provisioned* by by a set of resources \( R \) if (1) it requires \( R' \) resources and all elements of \( R' \) are also an element of \( R \) or of an specialization in \( R \); (2) \( R' \) meets all QoS requirements stated in the provisioning relation. A resource meets a QoS requirement if the QoS value is equal or between the required value and the most preferred value (1). A *process design can be provisioned* if all its activities can be provisioned.

It can be observed that the provisioning relations serve as constraints, restricting the space of applicable process designs and applicable resource models. This is particular important in the face of process re-design and optimization, where it must be ensured that the *process re-design can still be provisioned* by the resource context. Similar, for any changes on the resource context (e.g. exchanging resources, or deploying a process design in a new resource environment) provisioning must be ensured. In the following we will focus on process design improvement, omitting resource optimization, which we seek to address in future work.

## 4 Business Process Improvement

Process improvement must involve process re-design to obtain processes that achieve the same (functional) goals, while minimizing the environmental impact (and potentially other non-functional criteria as well). To achieve this, we need (1) the ability to annotate process designs with detailed specifications of functional effects (2) the ability to correlated organizational goals with process designs (3) the ability to search for process re-designs through a space of alternative process designs.

### 4.1 Preliminaries

This subsection provides the preliminaries on annotating and accumulating functional effects, correlating goal models with process models, and change patterns for design time change on process designs.
Annotating and Accumulating Functional-Effects. A process design can be semantically enriched by specifying the outcome of each activity. This is done by annotating each activity with its immediate effects (post conditions), denoting the consequence of executing the respective activity in some state in the environment. Immediate effects are represented as logic statements in conjunctive normal form. We pairwise accumulate effects to receive a cumulative effect. Pairwise accumulation is done by set union the effects of two sequentially linked activities, such that the combined set of effects is consistent (we can view sentences in conjunctive normal form as sets of clauses, without loss of generality). If the resulting set is not consistent the cumulative effects consists of the effects of the second activity and as much effects of the first activity as can be consistently included (effects are overwritten/undone by the second activity). Furthermore, all cumulative effects must be consistent with a background knowledge base (KB) containing rules (e.g. for compliance). Note that this KB can also be used to state pre-conditions (conditions that must hold before the activity can be executed) in a centralized manner. Effect accumulation in parallel environments is done by pairwise accumulating the cumulative effects of each branch with the effects of the activity directly following the AND-join and combining these sets via set union. A detailed description of this machinery can be found in \[6,7,8\]. The functional outcomes of a process are its cumulative effects at the end-event. A process design can have multiple cumulative effects outcomes one for each distinct execution path.

Correlating Goals with Process Models. A goal is an objective the organization seeks to achieve. It can be formulated at different levels of abstraction ranging from abstract goals (e.g. strategies) to further decomposed goals. A rich body of knowledge on goal modeling can be found in the goal-oriented requirements engineering literature. We list besides others \[15,16\]. Correlating process models with goal models is crucial to ensure that the process environment, being under change, maintains to satisfy the organizational objectives. Koliadis and Ghose\[17\] proposes the GoalBPM methodology for relating business process models (in BPMN) to functional goals (in KAOS\[16\]) via satisfiability links. These links are drawn between the process model and goals of the goal model, denoting the goals satisfied by the process design. A goal is represented as logic statement and is in its simplest form a single literal $\alpha$, or conjunction of literals $\{\alpha \land \beta\}$, for example “package send” and “bill send”.

A process design satisfies the organizational objectives if it satisfies all correlated goals. A correlated goal is satisfied by a process design if all its cumulative effects at the end-event entail the goal. For example the cumulative effect $\{\alpha \land \beta \land \gamma\}$ entails (denoted by $|$) the goal $\{\alpha \land \beta\}$. The implication of requiring all cumulative effects to entail a goal is that each path through the process design must lead to goal satisfaction. It is obvious that a path, which does not satisfy the objectives of a process is superfluous. Note that a correlated goal does not have to denote “positive” outcomes only. For example, a process “credit card application” might have the goal “application processed” and the background
KB tells us that either the cumulative effect “credit card issued” or ‘credit card declined” satisfies the goal.

**Process Change.** Weber et al. [18] introduce high-level change patterns and change support features to assess existing process aware information systems in their ability to deal with process change. The high-level change patterns are divided into patterns supporting structural process adaption (adaption patterns) and patterns for built-in flexibility at predefined regions (e.g. to add information during run-time). We focus on the adaption patterns, since our focus is on design time optimization. Equally to Weber et al., we use the term *process fragment* to denote atomic activities, hammocks (sub-process graphs with a single entry and exit point), and complex activities (sub-process). The change patterns delete *process fragment* from process design and replace *process fragment* by another fragment, are of interest to us. Applying these change patterns on a process design we are able to discover potential process re-designs. Due to the nature of process fragment (single entry and exit point) the well-formedness of the process re-design is ensured.

### 4.2 A Machinery for Process Improvement

In this subsection we build on the preliminaries of the previous subsection and introduce a machinery for discovering process re-designs using a library of process fragments. Figure 1 provides an overview of the procedure. The original process design (upper left corner), is (1) disassemble into its process fragments (lower left corner). (2) The change pattern “delete process fragment” is applied to delete potentially obsolete fragments. (3) search for substitutable fragments in the library (lower right corner). (4) Replace substitutable fragments and check whether the resulting process re-design achieves the same desired functional outcome. (5) Order process re-designs according to their environmental profile. (6) Repeat previous steps until termination criteria is met.

**Disassemble Process Design.** In the first step we disassemble the as-is process design in a straightforward fashion into its process fragments (details omitted for brevity).

**Delete Obsolete Fragments.** In the second step we identify and delete obsolete fragments, by checking for each identified process fragment, whether it can be deleted, such that the resulting process design still satisfies the correlated goals (desired functionality). We do this by accumulating the semantic effects to get the cumulative effects. We then check whether the cumulative effects entail all correlated goals (as described in subsection 4.1). If the cumulative effects entail the correlated goals the process design is kept and the previous step repeated until no more fragment can be deleted.

**Find Substitutable Fragments.** In the third step we seek to find a substitutable process fragments, for each remaining process fragment, in a library
of process fragments. The library constitutes as a set of (semantic- and provisioning constraint annotated) process design snippets, denoting “best practice” solutions. The library is not restricted to process snippets, but could also include services (which can be seen as complex activities), derived from a service broker. Searching for replacements in the library can hence be utilized as an instrument for business functionality outsourcing. A process fragment $p'$ is potential substitute for another process fragment $p$ if and only if every terminal effect scenario of $p$ is entailed by some terminal effect scenario of $p'$. For example, consider a process fragment with two sequentially linked activities $T_n$ and $T_m$ with a cumulative effect of $\alpha \land \beta$ at $T_m$. This process fragment is substitutable by an process fragment in the library with one activity $T_n$ and the effect $\alpha \land \gamma \land \beta$, since $\{\alpha \land \gamma \land \beta\} \models \{\alpha \land \beta\}$.

**Replace Substitutable Fragments.** In the fourth step we replace each process fragment of the as-is design with a substitute in the library (if there exists one). Each such replacement denotes a potential process re-design, such that the number of identified substitutable fragments denotes the number of potential process re-designs. Due to the nature of process fragments the well-formedness of each such process re-design can be guaranteed. However, it is not guaranteed that the potential process re-design candidate has the intended functional (cumulative effect) outcomes and whether it violates any compliance requirements (details omitted for brevity). This is due to the fact that a fragment from the library can unintentionally add additional effects to the process design (e.g. $\gamma$ in the example given above), which might conflict with effects of other activities, resulting in unintended cumulative effects and finally in non-satisfaction of correlated goals.

A process fragment $p'$ is defined to be a *viable process re-design* for another process fragment $p$ of a process design $P$ if and only if: (1) For every cumulative
effect outcome $s'$ in process design $P'$ obtained by replacing $p$ with $p'$ in $P$, $s' \models G_p$, where $G_p$ is the goal of process $P$. (2) $P'$ does not violate any compliance requirements. (3) $P'$ can be provisioned. We use the ProcessSEER machinery, described in subsection 4.1 to get the cumulative effects. Finally, all potential process re-designs that satisfy the correlated goals, can be provisioned, and do not violate any compliance requirements, are added to a set of process re-designs.

Please note that the effect accumulation procedure for parallel environments assumes that the cumulative effects of each branch are consistent - there exists no execution orders of activities in an parallel environment that leads to inconsistency. As pointed out by [8] such a scenario only occurs if the process is designed erroneous. Modeling activities in parallel we implicitly accept that the execution order between activities on different branches does not have an impact on the functional result of the process. However, in our case we cannot guarantee that the assumption still holds. We therefore have to determine all interleaving of a parallel environment to identify execution orders leading to undesired cumulative effects. This can be a computational expensive task for large process models. However, we can reduce the computational costs for most cases by devising a pre-checking procedure that catches potential conflicts. This is done as follows:

Let us devise a set $\Omega$ for each branch $n, \ldots, m$ in a parallel environment, where $\Omega_n$ is the set of all effect elements of a branch $n$. A potential conflict is identified if $\Omega_n \cup \ldots \cup \Omega_m \cup KB \not= \bot$. We only have to determine the cumulative effect of all possible interleaving of the parallel environment, if there exists a potential conflict. Although, we cannot always exclude this scenario, we note that we are in the game of design time improvement, where time constraints are less strict.

Order Process Re-designs. In the fifth step we order the process re-designs according to their sustainability profile, such that the most preferred process design can be identified. In [3] we leverage the algebraic c-semiring structure [14] to compare “green” QoS values of both qualitative and quantitative nature. Essentially, a comparison operator “⊕” is defined such that $a \oplus b = a$ if $a$ is more preferred as $b$ ($a \geq b$, where $\geq$ is a partial order over all values of a measure). The process is straight forward for a single measure and a process re-design with a single execution path. For process designs with multiple execution paths we end up with multiple values for a single measure, one for each path. This is handled as follows. (1) For a QoS measure of quantitative nature we use the average value over all paths. This approach essentially place equal weighting on all paths. However, this approach might be erroneous due to the fact that some rarely executed scenarios might skew the mean value. To avoid this issue, we can consider the probability (if available) of taking a path through the process design during execution. Such figures can be derived from process logs or user experience. (2) For a QoS measure of qualitative nature we either chose the “best” or “worst” value as corresponding value. In cases where we want to compare process re-designs with respect to multiple QoS measures, we compose each QoS measure (denoted by a single c-semiring), where the composite structure is a c-semiring as well (proofed in [14]). Hence we can use the “⊕” comparison
operator of the composite structure to compare the values. For a more detailed discussion see [14] and [3].

**Repeat Previous Steps.** In the sixth step the procedure is repeated for all identified process re-designs until a termination criteria is met (e.g. number of iterations, duration, no improvement after x amounts of iterations in a row). Please note that the described procedure is not complete in the sense that we cannot guarantee that the best possible process re-design has been identified. Nonetheless, we believe that the procedure can already provide significant improvements after a few iterations. Furthermore, the procedure can be interrupted at any time providing the user with the current order over the already identified process re-design suggestion.

## 5 Conclusion

In this article we elaborated a machinery for process improvement and the concept of process provisioning, being part of the *Abnoba framework* for green business process management. The process improvement machinery leverages a library of (best practice) process snippets to discover potential process re-designs, while ensuring that functional, compliance, and process provisioning requirements are met. This machinery will allow us to provide tool support for environmental aware semi-automatic process improvement. The described machinery behaves semi-automatic, because it does not consider interconnections (e.g. message flows) across and between pools and hence requires the analyst to correctly place these links. Nevertheless, we believe that the workload for the analyst can be decreased, and that further (potentially overlooked) process re-design alternatives can be revealed.

Future work is concerned with developing a thorough implementation for an industry evaluation. Furthermore, we seek to explore machineries for resource optimization and explore the interactions with the process improvement machinery.
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Abstract. The energy sector, which has traditionally been an oligarchic closed one, is undergoing major changes at all levels: more and more players are authorized to produce, deal and transport energy, and energy consumers are now in the position to also produce and trade energy. This new trend can be supported by Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) at all levels. In this short position paper, we overview the current situation of the energy sector and we indicate challenges for SOA to be addressed for a successful unbundling of the energy arena, thus providing a more efficient infrastructure with both environmental and economic benefits.
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1 Introduction

The energy production and distribution sector was traditionally a strong monopoly with a fixed hierarchy that resembles a client-server architecture: one large provider and infrastructure owner, and millions of end-users. After decades of very little change, in recent years new regulations, technologies and demands from the public are re-shaping the sector. Governments are pushing for the unbundling of the market (e.g., [2]), renewable energy sources are becoming convenient and available both at the industrial and at the residential scale [14], and environmental concerns about energy production and its side-effects on the climate are becoming a strong focus of public attention. Therefore, the vision is that of an Energy sector where any stakeholder can consume and produce energy (a.k.a. prosumer) while being entirely free to trade it in an open market. This brings a huge number of autonomous actors that need to interact, sign service-level agreements, conduct trade and provision energy. The future of the Energy sector might be to become a dynamic and open infrastructure which pervades our lives exactly like the Internet does today.

We argue that looking at the current state and trends of the Energy sector, Service-Oriented Architectures will provide a solid foundation to support the new trend, though to be able to do so a number of new challenges will have to be addressed. Our study is not only based on a literature survey, but also
personal interaction with the large and medium energy players of the Netherlands (TenneT, Enexis, Essent, Itron, Phase-to-phase, RenQi, among others). This paper is industrial providing vision, requirements, and challenges in relation to SOAs. It is a summary of the extended works [11,10] and it is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider the current situation of the Energy sector. We then provide an overview of technologies used for energy trading in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates the challenges of supporting the future scenario and the relation to SOAs. Concluding remarks are summarized in Section 4.

2 The Energy Sector

The Energy sector is ready for a radical shift driven, on the one hand, by technological innovation with, for example, the introduction of ecological generation facilities (both at a large and micro-scale level) and distributed power sources [8] and, on the other hand, by the political push to break the monopolies and unbundles the market. This is supported, for example, by recent EU directives emphasizing the strategic importance of a Smart Grid approach [5,6]. But first we consider the organization of this sector. The Power Grid is partitioned (both topologically and organizationally) into three major segments: High, Medium and Low voltage. Energy is mainly produced in large facilities at the High voltage level by a few authorized actors while end users exist mostly at the Medium and Low voltage. The structure is hierarchical. The new directives which promote the unbundling aim at placing more actors at the higher levels to improve efficiency and reduce costs while keeping the same level of service and reliability.

The Energy sector is not only about the physical infrastructure for the production and the control of energy transport, but it is also about the data exchanges that have to take place in order to manage energy billing, trading and the business involved in the creation of added value around energy delivery.

The entire system can be divided in three layers that have different purposes:

- **The physical layer** is the lowest in the stack and it interacts directly with the electrical apparatus (e.g., transformers, switchgear, relays) that belongs to a distribution substation and power plant control equipment.
- **The data layer** spans the control data used to supervise and actuate the physical equipment to all the interactions necessary to properly govern the different systems involved in production, transmission and distribution of energy. It enables remote operations on the physical equipment and interaction between the various components of the grid (e.g., sensors and actuators).
- **The business layer** is formed by information coming from the data layer and is a key element for running the business of electricity. It can be used to measure company performances through key performance indicators, to create new business models and opportunities and to make important forecasts for future trading opportunities and needs.

**Stakeholders in the Energy Sector.** In the current situation, the typical roles an energy company has in a monopolistic market are: power generation,
grid management, energy supply, metering and billing. Previously all these roles were held by only one institution, possibly governmental. The current and future trend is to unbundle the market and increase the number of actors at all levels.

What becomes interesting in the future scenario is that there are several companies involved in the same business segment and all need to send and receive essential information to properly operate. Many players for each business category are able to join and contribute to the flow of information. In order to successfully interact with each other a standard, scalable and secure way of exchanging information is required.

**A new Grid.** An investigation of the Smart Grid concept with all its facets is beyond the scope of this short paper. However it is important to highlight the potential benefits for energy savings and environment a pervasive installation of Smart Grid technology can provide: savings around 20%. The figure is what the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has found in a study analysing the energy trends up to 2030 in the U.S.A. [9]. Another study from Electrical Power Research Institute estimates a reduction up to 211 million metric tons of CO₂ per year in 2030 thanks to the savings possible through Smart Grid [4].

What is relevant is the implication in terms of necessary modernization, i.e., the increase in the number of actors and system components that communicate with each other from an information infrastructure perspective (e.g., smart meters, home appliances, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles) and interact directly or indirectly with the energy market.

**Current systems for energy trading.** Consider six major energy markets (US, UK, Japan, Germany, France, and Italy) which all have an operational

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Manager</th>
<th>Land</th>
<th># Participants</th>
<th>Web Interface</th>
<th>Upload Download</th>
<th>Web Service</th>
<th>SOA</th>
<th>Open Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GME (<a href="http://www.mercatoeletrico.org/">http://www.mercatoeletrico.org/</a>)</td>
<td>ITA</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ XML format</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO New England (<a href="http://www.iso-ne.com/">http://www.iso-ne.com/</a>)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ CSV and XML format</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJM Interconnection (<a href="http://www.pjm.com">http://www.pjm.com</a>)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ XML format</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Software tools are proprietary, but interfaces are open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elexon (<a href="http://www.elexon.co.uk">http://www.elexon.co.uk</a>)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ format according IDD rules</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Open to some extent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Energy Exchange (<a href="http://www.eex.com/en/">http://www.eex.com/en/</a>)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ CSV format (for ComTrader platform)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Proprietary Xetra based software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Power Exchange Spot (<a href="http://www.epexspot.com/en/">http://www.epexspot.com/en/</a>)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Proprietary software (SAPRI, Global Vision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Power Exchange Spot (<a href="http://www.jepx.org/">http://www.jepx.org/</a>)</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Open as far the small amount of information suggest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure very similar to each other providing the possibility to trade energy with different time granularity (e.g., from hours to minutes) and with different time horizons (e.g., from real-time markets to one year forward contracts). In Table I we summarize the findings of a comparative study of these markets (full study in [10]). A number of interesting facts emerge from the comparison: (1) the number of participants involved is low and can change considerably; (2) web interfaces are the only constant, while there is varying IT support for interaction; (3) the solutions are mostly open, though not standardized.

3 Open Power Grids via Service-Oriented Architectures

After the legal unbundling of the markets, the appearance of renewable generating facilities at all scale levels, the standardization of the control elements of the Power Grid, and the diffusion of digital/data prone smart meters, all the ingredients seem to be there, but how can these elements provide for a different energy landscape? The challenges that seem to emerge are the following ones.

Interoperation. The number of actors populating the energy market is constantly increasing and their capabilities as well. There is a strong need to have standards for interoperation at all levels (not only the control layer of the grid). Furthermore, standards tend to cover the syntactic part of the interoperation, while the semantics of the message exchange is scarcely addressed.

Scalability. The increase of actors also involves scalability issues. If millions of micro energy producers start trading micro-quantities of energy, there must be an appropriate infrastructure to manage this, possibly real-time, information exchange.

Discovery. If the actors increase and more entities can take on the same role, one may think of discovering services on the fly. The idea of signing an yearly contract for a home, may be too limiting and one may want to switch energy supplier on a much shorter time frame. Furthermore, if anybody can be a supplier, then one may want to find a provider in the instant it is needed.

Mobility. In the future grid energy consumers, and also producers, may be mobile on the grid. Cars will be electric, but may also have energy producing and storing facilities (e.g., a solar cell roof, fuel cells powered engine). The mobile elements need to interact with the Power Grid in a transparent way.

Pervasiveness. Computation needs to be available everywhere on the Grid, if all actors need to participate into the Energy SOA.

Resilience to failure and trust. The electrical Power Grid is a critical infrastructure. A key performance indicator of the current energy distributors is the down time that should not exceed the few hours per year. When moving to an open Smart Grid the delivery of energy must not decrease in quality. This requires having a trust mechanism among the various players and an overall secure infrastructure. It may also require having reliable forecasting of generation and use.
Service Integration and composition. The physical layer, the data layer and the business layer will have to interact more closely as any node who produces energy needs to control it and guide it into the grid, get paid for it, or make the generation part of a larger business process relying on the energy (e.g., one could drive an electric car while lodging at a motel, plug it into the grid and use the car generated electricity to pay part of the bill [14]).

Topology. The current infrastructure is strongly hierarchical. Very few large energy producers and backbone owners, some actors in the middle segment, and many end users with limited flexibility. But the new vision of the open grid demands for a flat peer-to-peer network in which all actors are producers and consumers of energy, data and services.

Real-time. Energy related operation such as control, actuation, distribution and trading have very strict time-dependant constraints to satisfy. All the players in the next generation grid must interact following real-time commitments to provide and receive an energy service with the proper quality. Interestingly, these challenges are typically best addressed by a Service-Oriented Architecture (e.g., [12]). Let’s consider them one by one.

Interoperation. Web services are a technology to build service oriented architecture and address the problem of interoperation being standardized XML protocols to describe messages, remote operations and coordination among loosely coupled entities, e.g., [7].

Scalability. The basic SOA pattern: publish–find–bind allows to decouple service consumers from producers and to substitute, even at run-time, one component for another one. The communication, most often asynchronous, provides all the ingredients for a highly scalable infrastructure. Examples of which have already appeared in the area of eBusiness.

Discovery. Discovery is one of the basic ingredients of a SOA. It needs to support the publish and find operations and is usually based on registries, but can also be realized with flooding models.

Mobility. An SOA supports actor loosely coupling and behaviour based binding, therefore the mobility of the elements is easily supported, e.g., [1].

Pervasiveness. In the SOA paradigm the smart meter is basically a service provider and a service consumer at the same time. It invokes other services to interact on the market and also provide services both to other market participants interested in energy purchase and to intelligent home appliances that require energy at a certain time.

Resilience to failure and trust. Protocols exist to enable a web service based SOA with trust, privacy and security support. This can provide the basic for a secure infrastructure. Reliability and physical security will also have to be pursued with appropriate energy technology which is beyond the SOA.

Service Integration and composition. Service integration and composition is the key added value of an SOA and many examples exist on methodologies to support this, e.g., [3].

Topology. SOAs support any kind of topology. The hierarchical client-server one is less common, but can be realized; P2P is the most common.
Real-time. Solutions are available to introduce enhancements to SOA paradigm in order to provide an appropriate quality of service and satisfy real-time constraints, e.g., [13].

4 Concluding Remarks

The Energy sector is undergoing important changes that are bringing many more players onto the Energy scene. With decentralized small generators everybody can become an energy producer and therefore interact with the market to sell and buy energy. This vision is going to be achieved with technologies that are in development following the Smart Grid vision. More flexible and scalable software solutions based on SOA have already been proposed for control purposes of energy systems belonging to the Smart Grid. The next step is to provide a general infrastructure to support standardized, real-time, open energy trading.
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Abstract. The purpose of the SOC-LOG workshop was to present and discuss recent significant developments at the intersection of service-oriented computing and logistics systems/supply chain management, and to promote cross-fertilization and exchange of ideas and techniques between these fields. The relation to ICSOC 2010 is that, on one hand, the conference addresses the core concepts such as interacting business processes, service composition, service operations, and quality of services, and on the other hand, would receive feedback, experiences, and requirements from a highly relevant application domain to validate and advance its current approaches. The technical program consisted of 4 full papers, 1 position paper (all being reviewed, with an acceptance rate of 56%), and 1 invited talk.

Keywords: logistics, service oriented computing, supply chain management.

1 Aims and Scope

Logistics is of paramount importance for many industries: It plans and realizes the flow of goods from sources to destinations by means of transformations in space, time, and quantity. Coordinating logistics activities faces organizational and technical boundaries of the participating firms as well as must resolve conflicting goals and strategies of such firms. Information plays a crucial role in logistics, in particular in today’s business environment, which is changing significantly due to, e.g., globalization of supply chains, stronger customer orientation and individualization, all increasing the need for more adaptive logistics systems. IT is the key enabler for managing these challenges, supporting supply chain collaboration, and managing increasing economic dynamics. Advanced IT support allows supply chains to increase their
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efficiency significantly, to better fulfill customer needs, and handle the growing organizational complexity and the associated supply chain risks.

While existing logistics IT systems provide solid support for static, self-contained logistics systems, the research on managing the logistics in supply chains that are dynamically changing, is still less advanced. Service oriented computing (SOC) is a promising paradigm, which automates inter-organizational processes with loosely coupled software-based services. The focus of this workshop is the study and exploration of the SOC’s potential to solve coordination problems in logistics systems and supply chains.

Logistics systems and supply chains have been subject to much research in Computer Science, Information Systems, and most recently Service Science. Of particular interest are works on adopting ideas, concepts, models, and methods from software technology which follows the service paradigm, i.e., Grid Computing, Service-oriented Computing, and Cloud Computing. One can identify two major research streams: The first stream is adopting the service paradigm for logistics and supply chain management software. This approach aims at providing the functionality by an integrated set of (Web) services. The second stream is adopting the service paradigm for representing logistics systems and supply chain – or parts of it – by (Web) services. In this sense, the electronic representations become the subject of Web service coordination and its respective body of knowledge.

Key research questions are: (1) How to represent logistics systems in service-based computing systems by employing and adopting constructs, models, and methods of the SOC technology stack, (2) how to describe software-based logistics services with service description languages, (3) how to coordinate software-based logistics services, by employing and adopting approaches for service discovery and service composition, (4) how to negotiate and agree about the delivery of software-based logistics services with approaches for SLA representation, SLA management, and SLA negotiation, and (5) how to control the delivery and how to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of software-based logistics services? With the set of design principles, architectural models and concepts and last but not least with its existing and growing set of standards, SOC promotes adaptiveness of logistics systems and supply chains, a flexible and reconfigurable provisioning along multiple supply chains, and their efficiency.

All submissions received were single-blind peer reviewed by at least two and up to four members of the international program committee. In total, we received nine submissions from three countries. Based on the review reports, we accepted four full papers and one position paper, which amount to an acceptance rate of 55.6%. We would like to thank the program committee members and authors for all of their hard work and participation in the lively workshop. We hope that SOC-LOG will help exchanging new ideas and networking and sharing ideas. More information on SOC-LOG 2010 is available at http://soclog10.wifa.uni-leipzig.de.
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Abstract. In this manuscript, we discuss the need for, and present a new system architecture for cross collaboration among multiple service enterprises. We demonstrate the importance and inevitability of such collaboration along with challenges in its proper realization through several real-life examples taken from different business domains. We then show that these challenge are rooted in two key factors: unpredictability and responsiveness. The key contribution of this manuscript is the presentation of a new model, centered on an intelligent hub, for coordinating the logistics of cross enterprise collaboration. This hub is constructed in a manner intended to directly identify and solve the two key fundamental challenges of cross enterprise collaboration. As such, we expect it to outperform other means of collaboration across service providers. We demonstrate the potential for such performance using field examples.
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1 Introduction

Service operation and management is becoming increasingly complex as the doing of work shifts from within the enterprise to a distributed ecosystem of service providers. While this new ecosystem provides a desirable flexibility [1,2], it challenges both the sustained effectiveness of operations and the quality of delivered services. It has accordingly become apparent that a new approach is required to address this challenge [3]. Using such an approach service operation management will become aware of the ecosystem and have the ability to optimally manage the logistics of its inherent complexity. Moreover, a business could then manage its operations while reasoning within its own business terms. Such optimal operation management will allow us to realize the potential benefits of the ecosystem while maintaining an acceptable level of quality.

Forces of globalization and the ever growing need for differentiation and innovation are moving work from a co-located to a distributed environment. Companies form collaborations to achieve a goal that none could achieve individually. They all share the financial burden and development risk, but benefit from the sum of their differentiating capabilities. We call this new model of doing business Cross Enterprise Collaboration (CeC). For example, Airbus is developing its new Airbus-A380 in a consortium with several partners, and similar trends
can be observed in all industries. However, collaboration, while inevitable, is coming at a huge price. The rate of project failures is alarming. The delivery of the Airbus-380 was two years overdue with accumulated losses exceeding 6B USD [4]. This breakdown, while extreme, is common across different industries, including software and automotive. Clearly, there is a need for a new approach to manage cross enterprise collaboration.

The problems of CeC are well recognized by industry. A study made between 2007 and 2008 by the Aberdeen Group [5] examined more than 160 enterprise products that required collaboration between mechanical engineering, electronic engineering, computer engineering, control engineering, and system design. 71% of the people interviewed identified a need to improve the communication and collaboration across the silo disciplines; 49% required improve visibility; 43% raised the need to implement or alter new product development processes for a multidisciplinary approach. The primary reason for breakdowns is the paucity of support for coordinating the overall work between the silo disciplines.

We approach the problem from two complementing directions. First, we model the ecosystem of the enterprise collaboration. This provides the context in which a business can identify the main actors and reason about how they relate to each other: organizations, people, process, and work. Second, we use service oriented concepts to encapsulate the doing of work from managing and coordinating how it gets done. This encapsulates each service provider in a space separate from the rest of the ecosystem. Accordingly, only the necessary and sufficient information of the ecosystem needs to be communicated in order to coordinate a provider. Once this is done, the complexity of Business Process Management (BPM) suddenly reduces to many independent sub-BPM problems that are both known and tractable. The challenge, however, is formation of the appropriate encapsulated space for each service provider and definition of the information flow. Another way to think of this encapsulation is as an extension of the concept of Work as a Service (Waas), where any domain work be provided as a service and carried out by any qualified provider organization. A key component of the model is dedicated specifically to support this: a hub. In a companion paper we provide detailed analysis of hub operation and show how an optimum policy can be determined. This policy, among other things, describes how service requests are distributed amongst providers [6]. The model we present here presents a broader view and addresses more directly business needs and concerns. The model might be viewed as a significant generalization of the Distributed Enterprise Services pattern [7,8], and incorporates Malones theory of coordination [9] and work [10].

In the next section we illustrate the core challenges facing a proper implementation of CeC. In particular, we discuss the role of unpredictability and how it affects the complexity of CeC. We further introduce a new perspective for decision making that is both holistic and domain aware. In section 3 we incorporate our new perspective in decision making into the structure of an intelligent hub and propose a new model to support CeC. We demonstrate the operation of our model through an illustrative example. The section after that reviews the key properties of our hub model such as agility. We conclude in section 5.
2 Collaborative Enterprise Work in Development

Product development is complex and is carried out in large projects. Projects require deep domain expertise in several disciplines, last from months to years, and are expensive; their success is critical to the business. Detailed processes, methodologies, and best practices guide the project lifecycle. However, plans can only form a common starting point because unpredictable events always happen. Issues may arise following a realization that a requirement is unclear or a design is faulty. Assumptions may prove to be wrong. Required materials may become unavailable or new technologies may make current progress obsolete. Partners or providers may come and go, and disasters certainly happen. Uncertainty and unpredictability can only be managed by flexibility and adaptation, which is why every project deviates from its original plan in unique ways.

Successful completion of development projects depends on containing their inherent unpredictability. To do this one must identify issues early, figure out the best response, and make the necessary changes. Containment in CeC work is too complex to automate. Were Airbus able to automate the creation of a blueprint for the A-380, it would. CeC work, therefore, has a critical dependency on human knowledge, experience, leadership, and creativity. People must do everything that technology cannot, and technology must support them in doing what is left. To understand what needs to be supported and how, we next examine the different roles of humans and organizations in responding to an unpredictable event.

2.1 The Three Perspectives: Executive, Operation, and Domain

Figure 1 depicts the three fundamental roles of people: executive, operation, and domain. The executive role is responsible for the enterprises strategy and business goals; it also pays close attention to the marketplace, competitors and customers. Operation is a managerial role that is concerned with efficiency, and meeting deadlines; it focuses on the coordination of work between the silo disciplines. Domain roles embody the competency and skills required to do the highly specialized work that is the underpinnings of the final product.

2.2 Containing Unpredictability through Exception Handling

Determining the best response to an unexpected event can be thought of more generally as human exception handling. The following scenario illustrates how the three roles relate to each other in the context of CeC work. Large development projects distribute work between several teams that do requirements, design, build, test, and integrate. In this scenario, the electric design team realizes that it may be two month overdue. It wants to determine how serious the problem is so that it can decide what to do about it.
The seriousness of the problem can range anywhere from having no impact at all on the project to killing the enterprise by giving a competitor a two month advantage. The team cannot possibly determine which because it lacks visibility into the operation and executive domains.

What is a reasonable response? The team may decide to reallocate resources from other tasks in order to overcome the anticipated lateness. However, this may be the worst thing to do. For example, it may turn out that the root cause stems from an engineering error in the engine’s design. If such is the case, the engineering team should first fix its design before anyone takes further action, as the error may affect all ongoing and future work. Operations, on the other hand, have different concerns and will likely make a different decision. If, for example, meeting the project deadline is a key priority, then operations may insist on meeting the original deadline, well aware that quality will be seriously sacrificed. On the other hand, an executive perspective may lead to a very different approach: termination of the entire project at a loss and reallocation of its resources to a more profitable venture.

All the approaches described above are reasonable, but each reflects a different concern. To make an informed decision one must have the full context and balance all related concerns. Figure 1 depicts the creation of the required context by gathering information and concerns from each level. Information about the domain can be gathered from each discipline. Operations can provide relevant information relating to the project scope. The partnering executives can add relevant information from the perspective of goals, strategy, competitors, or the marketplace. But there may be additional information that is required: new technologies, advancements by a competitor, etc. This is why key stakeholders must take part in the decision making process: to voice their concerns and supply additional information and insight that can only come from human experience and expertise.

Fig. 1. When something unpredictable happens it must be contained. The sum of information that is gathered from all three domains provides a big picture. Based on this context the stakeholders can make an informed decision.
2.3 Patterns of Coordination

Figure 1 outlines a desirable issue resolution process. To enact that which was decided upon requires coordination. But coordination can be complex. If the root problem of the electric design team was a fault in an engineering design, then the need to fix the design can easily be communicated to engineering. However, other teams may also have dependencies on engineering and they must also be notified. So far, so good, but this is where complexity begins to compound. The changes that engineering make may require other disciplines to modify their designs so that they accommodate the changes which engineering made. Each new change in every other discipline may start a new cycle of updates and dependencies between all disciplines. This situation can quickly become unmanageable.

Figure 2 depicts two patterns of coordination: collaborative and centralized. Collaborative collaboration is a remnant of co-location; it lacks an entity dedicated to coordination. It considers all participants as equal partners, as at first seems appropriate in an ecosystem of co-producers. In this pattern, which is current practice, every team will start communicating with every other team to try and figure out the root cause for its problem and the best thing to do about it. There are, however, two fundamental drawbacks. First, because the operation and executive scope are missing, they are unlikely to make the right decision, as described in Fig. 1. Second, the extremely wide bandwidth of communication is both inefficient and distracting.

In the centralized collaboration pattern coordination is handled by one entity comprising both operation and executive. The electric design team will communicate its problem to one, and only one, entity. Because the perspectives of all three roles are now involved, the entire context is available to support an informed decision as illustrated in Fig. 1. Accordingly, individual teams will be coordinated by operations only when needed. Additional changes that are side products of the first will be managed and coordinated in the same way. The centralized pattern supports both making the best decision and the most effective way to coordinate change. It also minimizes the need for cross silo collaboration.

2.4 Communication and Coordination across Silo Disciplines

We can now pose a critical question: what information must be communicated between operation and each discipline in Fig. 2? The simplicity of the answer may seem counter intuitive: the discipline must receive all the information it requires to do its work; operations must satisfy their need to monitor progress so that they can both continue to detect unpredictable events and contain them.

The principles outlined above are used to formulate the basic encapsulation of our model as is described in the following section. The centralized pattern represents an encapsulation of coordination work between autonomous entities. Each discipline in the centralized pattern described in Fig. 3 represents an autonomous entity. The pattern encapsulates each discipline from the provider ecosystem. By doing so it simplifies the problem of coordination from the unmanageable space of an ecosystem to a simple space between two entities. This space is well
Fig. 2. Collaborative and centralized coordination pattern. Collaborative coordination taxes the communication bandwidth and because it lacks the operation and executive perspectives, is unlikely to yield a satisfactory response. The centralized pattern minimizes the communication bandwidth and lead to good decisions.

understood and can be easily managed. Furthermore, the pattern clarifies what flow of information is required between a single discipline and the coordinating entity.

Figure 3 depicts a proposed standard for Engineering Change Order (ECO) [11]. This process is critical to development and is used to manage ongoing changes. The breakdowns identified by the Aberdeen Group that were mentioned in section [11] are also related to the BPM complexity of coordinating many processes across the silo disciplines. However, as explained above, the execution of the ECO process with one discipline is well understood and can be well handled. The encapsulation provided by our model reduces the BPM complexity to management of individual processes, such as this ECO, which is well understood and can be easily managed.

Fig. 3. This is the proposed standard for Engineering Change Order proposed by ProStep [11]. This process also illustrates the information flow between the hub and a provider. To the provider it specifies what it needs to do its work. To the hub it specifies the milestones that enable the hub to monitor progress.
3 A Model of Cross Enterprise Collaboration (CeC)

Our model of CeC work is depicted in Fig. 4. There are three central ideas: a hub that both provides the encapsulation of each organization from the ecosystem and supports the collaboration, the application of the centralized coordination pattern, and the encapsulation of domain work as a service (WaaS).

The basic components required by the hub include organizations, people, and work. In all these components we distinguish between templates and instances. Templates are designed to be reusable in a wide range of situations. They provide a standard way of doing things in a way that yields predictable results. For example, the ECO described in Figure 4 represents a process template for change management that, being defined as an industry standard, is designed for reuse across any discipline [11]. Instances, on the other hand, are designed to provide the flexibility and agility that are required at runtime. Instances are created only when needed and are then configured in the context they are needed. This configuration is where specific information, such as requirements, defects, or designs, are specified. Configuration is the mechanism through which templates are optimally adapted to a specific run-time context. However, configuration can continue through the instance lifecycle. This enables ongoing adaptation that is critical for the containment of unpredictability. For example, in response to the problem identified by the electric design team in section 2.2, the hub may decide to modify an ECO instance being serviced by a different discipline, such as engineering. Runtime changes may add defect and design artifacts obtained from the electric team, or even add additional milestones that will verify that the new problem has been appropriately addressed.

Different hubs may modify some components to meet specific business needs. For example, additional organizations can be added to model suppliers, retailers, or customers. Therefore, the model presented here can be thought of as a meta-model that can be tailored to the specific way an enterprise operates. We next describe the necessary and sufficient components that are required by the hub.

![Fig. 4](image.png)

**Fig. 4.** The hub supports the collaboration across the ecosystem. It simplifies the problem of coordination by encapsulating each provider from the ecosystem. Depicted are the main hub teams that govern the collaboration and the flow of information between the hub and a provider organization.
and then provide an intuitive description of its operation. In the discussion that follows we explain how the model can support agility of operations across the collaboration ecosystem.

*People* are modeled by templates as roles, skills, and the organization type they belong to. Teams represent instances of people that together perform some common function. For example, a hub has, among others, an executive and operations team. Teams can be virtual, and the number of people in a team can be anything from one and upwards. A service provider has a *coordinator* team. Because a service provider is encapsulated, its own teams within each discipline are not required by the model.

*Organizations* are differentiated by role. We discuss *partner* and *provider*, but other roles exist, such as *supplier*, *retailer* or *customer*. An organization has two main attributes: *capabilities* and *roles*. Capabilities represent different types of work an organization can perform, and are explained below. For example, software development disciplines will have the capability to *design*, *build*, and *test* software. The hub itself, as it represents the virtual organization of partners, will have its own capabilities. For example, *project operation management*, *issue resolution*, or *capability identification*. In addition, each organization type specifies the roles that are required to support the collaboration. Each provider must have a coordinator role. Every hub must have an executive and operation role. Additional roles can be added to any organization.

*Work* is modeled by templates we call *capabilities* and instances we call *service requests*. The hub provides a fundamental encapsulation for each organization in the collaboration. The *doing* of work, therefore, is always carried out by some organization.

The prime function of capabilities and service requests is to specify the *flow of information* between the hub and a single organization. The necessary and sufficient information is (1) the information required by the organization to do the work and (2) the checks and balances required by the hub to monitor progress and detect issues. To do its work a discipline will require artifacts, such as requirements, use cases, and designs. Specification of process steps on how to do the work are usually not required as it is expected that each discipline follows its own methods and best practices. Checks and balances can include, among other, milestones, metrics, policies, and regulations. This appears quite similar to the ECO standard process shown in Figure 3. However, when a hub is set up, the collaborating partners may modify work templates to reflect their specific way of doing business. Moreover, they may agree on specific policies or regulations that will reflect their approach to governance. Thus, even on the template level, the hub provides a general mechanism for an enterprise to tailor its processes and governance.

Different capabilities represent different disciplines and their specializations. For example, each discipline may have its own capability for *requirements*, *design*, *build*, and *test*. Capabilities may be more specific, such as design of *security*, *GUI*, or *system*. Each capability, therefore, represents a *type* of work that is defined in terms of a discipline and skills that are required to do it. When work is needed,
a capability template is instantiated into a *Service Request*, configured, and then dispatched to a provider. For the provider, configurations will specify information such as schedules, deliverables, and specific artifacts that are required to do the work. For the hub, configurations will include milestones, metrics, and policies.

The complexity of the overall work requires that different parts be carried out by different providers. A *Service Plan* is the construct that both brings together the different capabilities and coordinates the overall doing of work. Because of the provider encapsulation, a service plan is relatively simple from both process definition and management perspectives. This relative simplicity has been well documented by Malone in his theory of coordination [9] and work [10]. In particular, Malone identifies that there are only three basic types of dependencies among activities: flow, sharing, fit (aka sequence, fork, and merge). Accordingly, a service plan need only order the required capabilities according to their dependencies in sets of sequence and parallel. This is a well understood problem that can be easily managed. The service plan provides a fundamental simplification of process coordination across an ecosystem.

This simplification of process definition implies that creating a service plan is relatively straightforward and can be done quickly. Furthermore, once a plan is created, the instantiation and configuration of each capability is also straightforward and can therefore be done quickly. The time from identifying a need for work to dispatching each service plan to a provider can be relatively short. We therefore introduce the notion of *Just in Time Service Plans*, to highlight the potential for this agility [12].

### 3.1 Example

We will now illustrate the operation of the hub described in Fig. 4 through an example. In this scenario several companies decide to collaborate on the development of a new car. To support this collaboration they are going to instantiate a collaboration hub. Representatives from each partner join an executive and operation team. Together they define the high level business goals and strategy. They then focus on two things: how they want to govern; and how they want to manage their collaboration. The output of this process will identify two sets of capabilities: domain and hub. Domain capabilities represent different disciplines, such as software or engineering. Capabilities can be defined for requirements, design, build, and test within a domain; or even be more specific, such as design of security, GUI, or system. Each domain capability, therefore, represents a type of work which the hub will require.

Hub capabilities will include templates for frequently recurring activities, such as change management, issue resolution, and on boarding providers. For some capabilities, such as change management, industry standards may provide a starting point. The teams may decide to modify the standard so that it better reflects their particular way of doing business. For example, they may require that before any work can be assigned to a provider he must be validated. To do this validation the teams would define a new hub capability called *verify-provider*. It could test for qualifications, require specific IT configurations, or
impose specific governance polices that must be carried out by each provider. The benefit is that this collaboration-specific way of doing things can now be applied generically before any work is assigned to a provider.

The second outcome is identification of additional teams that comprise the hub. In our example, four additional teams were decided upon: operations, capability identification, integration, and issue resolution. This identification reflects the partners' decision to consider these three activities as core to their collaboration. The implications are that the teams will comprise members from each partner, rather than from some provider. The partners themselves will comprise the organizations that provide these capabilities to the hub as a service. Next, the partners would identify specific organizations that will service domain capabilities. This activity could be managed by a hub capability called onboard provider. Providers are added to the hubs list of qualified providers.

Now that the hub has been setup, it can begin to operate. The executive team would determine its immediate goals. Based on these goals, the hubs capability identification (CI) team would identify what capabilities are required to achieve these goals. These capabilities would be assembled in a service plan. The service plan would be passed to operations. For each capability, operations would identify the optimal provider and configure a service request (a rigorous formulation is provided in [6]). The service request would be dispatched to each provider, who would in turn, do the work. Once the work is completed, the provider would hand over its deliverables to the hubs integration team. When all deliverables from all providers are integrated into the final product, it is delivered to the partners.

So far we have described the flow of service requests and deliverables between the hub and a provider. Another critical aspect of information flow is monitoring. This provides the hub with an ability to satisfy itself that the work carried out by each provider is executing according to plan. Refereeing back to the example we gave in section 2.2, the hub would have detected that the electric design team may be two months overdue well in advance. As a result, the hub would automatically instantiate its issue-resolution capability. The configured resolution service request would identify the stakeholders from the domain team and its own operation and executive teams, collect the relevant information from the domain, operation, and executive domains, and support them in deciding what to do about as illustrated in Fig. 1. When a decision has been made, modification to ongoing work will be coordinated by the hub with each provider in accordance with the centralized coordination pattern described in Fig. 2. This coordination will be communicated between the hubs operation team and the providers coordination team. If new work is required, the hubs CI team will identify the required capabilities and assemble a service plan. Then, operations will instantiate the plan and dispatch it to the appropriate providers.

4 Discussion

The model provides two main benefits: simplification of the distributed BPM problem and a conceptual framework for a business to reason about its
operations. By encapsulating each provider away from the ecosystem the BPM problem between the hub and each provider is simplified and easily managed. By encapsulating the coordination of work across the ecosystem in a hub, the complex problem of cross enterprise BPM is both bypassed and managed uniformly by a dedicated entity. The hub is a reusable meta-framework that is designed to handle the complexities of coordinating distributed work. It can be tailored to different industries, and instances will reflect the business practices of the collaborating partners. This removes the burden and complexity of needing to support coordination through the choreographies of business processes. This simplification further allows the process designer to focus on the unique business needs which the process is addressing. The design around the centralized collaboration pattern provides a reusable framework to coordinate work and contain unpredictability.

To the business the model provides a conceptual framework for it to reason about its operations. Different industries may adapt the model to their particular needs by adding, for example, customer or supplier organizations. Each business would populate the model according to its own goals, governance, policies, and best-practices. The populated model would represent that particular enterprises knowledge. This knowledge, in turn is used to drive its operations. As experience and insights are gained, they can be incorporated into the model, and immediately become operational.

Consider, for example, the root cause for the Airbus-380 failure: the German and Spanish teams used CATIA version 4, while the British and French teams used CATIA version 5. The collaboration failed because it did not implement a capability to onboard a new provider and check, among other things, for IT incompatibilities. Had this collaboration been supported by a hub, then the hubs validate-provider capability would have been used before any work was assigned to any provider. Consider, for example, the ECO in Fig. 4. Before executing any step defined in the ECO, the hub would execute its validate-provider capability. The ECO is an industry standard process. The validate-provider is a collaboration specific process. The model enables a business to tailor an industry standard process to the specific business context of the collaborating partners.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a new model for CeC through an intelligent hub. We have shown how our model addresses the key challenges facing proper implementation of CeC: unpredictability and responsiveness. Specifically, by encapsulating each service provider and customer (or any other interacting entity) in its own space and supplying it with necessary and sufficient information, the complex BPM problem for a dynamic ecosystem is reduced to many sub-BPM problems that are known and tractable. Furthermore, our hub is designed to facilitate both the identification and the solving of two root issues of unpredictability and services evolution. The former is achieved through enhanced visibility, metrics, and traceability whereas the latter is achieved through modularity of work and service providers which are all key aspects of the hub design.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated the scalability of this framework, its ability to bypass the complexity of cross-enterprise BPM, and its flexibility to be tailored to different industries and specific enterprise policies.
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Abstract. In logistics, as in many other business sectors, service-oriented architectures (SOAs) are offering the possibility for applications to interact with each other across languages and platforms, and for external services to be procured automatically through dedicated middleware components. In this setting, one of the critical business aspects that need to be supported is the negotiation of non-functional quantitative aspects, such as costs, leading to service-level agreements (SLAs) between business parties. In this paper, we present a formal, probabilistic approach through which services can be analysed in relation to the probability that a quality of service property is satisfied.

1 Introduction

Business integration through Web-service infrastructures is becoming prevalent in business sectors that, like Logistics, depend on the procurement of services from external providers to deliver their own services. Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) support a new generation of business processes that can involve outsourced functionalities discovered at run time, automating the procurement of services so as to optimize quantitative quality-of-service (QoS) properties [15] that are essential for their business operation. For this purpose, the dynamic discovery and selection of services needs to rely on the negotiation of service-level agreements (SLAs) between providers and requestors. In this scenario, it is critical that providers be able to guarantee the non-functional properties of the services that they advertise. It is also critical that service requesters can decide which requirements to specify on the services that they need to procure in order to meet given business goals.

To this aim, we propose a formal approach for the quantitative analysis, at the early stages of systems design, of service-oriented applications that allows developers to tune QoS properties offered or required. A number of approaches feature quantitative analysis in the early stages of system design in order to prevent that design choices affect the deployment of the system in a negative way (see [3] for an overview); however they are not specifically targeted to SOAs.

In this paper, we extend the approach that we developed in [6] for the analysis of time-related properties of service models, in order to address a wider range of QoS properties involved in the provision of logistic services. The quality of a logistic

* This work has been partially sponsored by the Leverhulme Trust Award “Tracing Networks”.
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system is typically described in terms of a number of different QoS indicators [10,17]. For example, when specifying the model for a logistics cycle (e.g., involving the integration of different functionalities such as information, transportation, inventory, warehousing, material handling, and packaging), one may need to make sure that the cost of the overall business process does not exceed a given threshold, or that the cost of the service being modelled does not exceed the advertised price.

The proposed approach is presented in four steps:

1. We use a simple product-supply service to present a language for modelling services as compositions of internally-provided and outsourced functionalities.
2. We illustrate how the models produced in this language can be annotated with rates that capture cost indicators. In Section 6 we discuss how our approach can be used for other QoS indicators (e.g., throughput, scalability or reliability) that satisfy certain requirements.
3. We show how quantitative analysis of the annotated model can be performed.
4. We show how the feedback obtained from the analysis can be used for improving the original model so that overall non-functional constraints can be guaranteed.

The modelling language that we use in step (1) is SRML – the Sensoria Reference Modelling Language [9] – which was developed in order to capture and formalize foundational aspects of SOAs, including service composition, dynamic binding and reconfiguration, and service level agreements. SRML follows the basic principles and structures put forward by SCA [20], a middleware-independent framework proposed by an industrial consortium for building business applications over SOAs. Whereas SCA focuses on the assembly and deployment of service-oriented software artefacts, SRML offers high-level primitives for business modelling, from component interoperability to business integration.

As a case study, we consider a logistics service for supplying products of a certain kind that finds the warehouse closest to the customer if the chosen product is not available in a local stock [11]. An example of an SLA constraint that we would like to certify is whether in 85% of the cases the modelled business process is able to maintain the costs of the transaction lower than, say, $6. As could be expected, the overall cost depends on the costs of the services that may be discovered at run-time.

In step (2), we annotate SRML models with rates representing a non-functional property. The resulting models are then encoded into the Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) [12] so that they can be analysed. PEPA has a formal semantics and is supported by a range of powerful analysis tools [22]. Consistency properties of the encoding have been proved in [6] that show that the encodings preserve the structure of the original SRML models which, together with the fact that the encoding is defined in a modular way, makes it straightforward to establish a correspondence between interactions in PEPA models and events in SRML models. This is particularly useful for obtaining immediate feedback on the original model from the quantitative analysis of the PEPA encoding.

### 1.1 Related Work

**Quantitative model analysis.** In [1] the authors propose an approach for stochastic analysis of logistic models based on Petri-nets. SRML supports a higher level of
abstraction and offers domain-specific primitives for modelling business processes. In [13,14] Iacon and Jonkers propose a layered analysis approach covering technical infrastructures, software applications, business processes and products; they focus on performance analysis taking into account inter-relationships between the different layers. Our approach considers two layers – architectural and behavioural – and focuses on properties that arise from the dynamic aspects of service-oriented systems, namely discovery and loose coupling, which are key for flexible architectures.

**Analysis of logistic systems.** [7] compares agent-based and equation-based approaches to the modelling of logistic services, and [24] uses an equational model to analyse the adjustment of costs in logistic systems. Our approach proceeds top-down by first creating a high-level model and then deriving a corresponding lower-level PEPA (i.e., equation-based) system. Due to the modularity of the encoding (see Section 4) the feedback obtained from the PEPA system can be straightforwardly applied to the re-engineering of the high-level model.

**QoS description and run-monitoring of conformance.** [8,23] present methods for the evaluation of the best match among the available logistic services considering multiple properties that are possibly related with each other. [25] presents a semantic description model for QoS and proposes a solution for dynamic assessment, management and ranking of QoS values based on user feedback. [16] proposes a method for service evaluation where reputation is a function of user ratings, quality compliance and verity (i.e., the changes of service quality conformance over time). In [18] services are rated in terms of their quality, with QoS information provided by monitoring services and users. [19,21] use mainly third-party service brokers or specialized monitoring agents to collect performance of all available services in registries, which would be expensive in reality. Instead, our approach focuses in analysing that such properties are consistent with a model. In addition, we address quantitative analysis at the early stages of system design in order to prevent that design choices affect the deployment of the system in a negative way.

## 2 Modelling a Supply Service with SRML

The unit of design in SRML is the *module*, through which business processes are defined as orchestrations of tightly-coupled components that are locally implemented and loosely-coupled dynamically-discovered services. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the module *Product Supply* that, according to customer preferences, checks for the availability of a product in a local stock or outsources it from an external warehouse that is discovered and selected according to given SLAs. The module includes: (1) a *provides-interface* CR describing the interface that the service offers to customers; (2) a *uses-interface* ST describing the interface of a local database that keeps record of the products in stock; (3) two *requires-interfaces*, DL and WR, that specify the interfaces to services that may need to be procured on the fly from external parties – a delivery service and a warehouse, respectively; (4) a *component-interface* OS describing the interface of the component that orchestrates the parties that, together, deliver the service; and (5) a number of *wires*, CO, OT OD and OW, that specify interaction protocols between those parties. Whereas ST is part of the resources that are
local to *Product Supply*, *WR* and *DL* are discovered at run time only if and when they are necessary (when the product is not in stock) depending on information that is not known a-priori such as the specific product that the customer needs, the quantity, the location for delivery, and so on.

Formally, a SRML module $M$ consists of

- A set $\text{nodes}(M)$, which is the union of the following four disjoint sets:
  - $\text{provides}(M)$ consisting of a single provides-interface,
  - $\text{uses}(M)$ consisting of uses-interfaces,
  - $\text{requires}(M)$ consisting of requires-interfaces,
  - $\text{components}(M)$ consisting of component-interfaces,
- A set $\text{edges}(M)$ consisting of (wire-interfaces) where each edge $w$ is a set of two nodes $w: m \leftrightarrow n$.
- A labelling function $\text{label}_M$ that associates a behavioural specification with every node, as discussed in Section 2.1.
- An internal configuration policy that specifies initialisation conditions for component-interfaces and triggers for the discovery of external services.
- An external configuration policy $\text{cs}(M)$ that describes the SLA properties of $M$, as discussed in Section 2.2.

### 2.1 Modelling the Behaviour of Services

The behavioural properties of the service modelled through a module results from the specifications of all its nodes and wires. Each specification consists of a signature (the set of interactions that the entity can engage in) and a behavioural protocol. In *Product Supply*, *Customer* denotes the specification of the interface *CR*, *Warehouse* that of *WR*, and so on.

Different formalisms are used in SRML for defining the behavioural protocols of each node depending on the nature of that node. It is out of the scope of this paper to present these specification formalisms, which can be found in [9]. For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider that each of the languages relies on the same computational model, which is based on the notion of *interaction event* discussed below.

SRML supports a number of interaction types to reflect both the interactions occurring within an enterprise and the typical business conversations that arise in SOC [4]. More specifically, interactions can be synchronous (i.e., the party waits for the

---

**Fig. 1.** SRML Module structure of service *Product Supply*
co-party to reply), or asynchronous (i.e., the party does not block). Typically, synchronous interactions occur in communications with persistent components, namely through uses-interfaces. We distinguish the following types of interactions, each described from the point of view of the party in which it is declared:

- **snd** and **rcv** are one-way asynchronous (send or receive) interactions.
- **s&r** and **r&s** are conversational asynchronous interactions (s&r after “send-and-receive” is initiated by the party, and r&s is initiated by the co-party).
- **ask** and **tll** (resp. **rpl** and **prf**) are synchronous interactions to obtain data (resp. to ask to perform an operation).

One-way interactions (**snd** and **rcv**) have an associated initiation event denoted by **interaction**. Conversational interactions (**s&r** and **r&s**) involve a number of events exchanged between the two parties: once the initiation event **interaction** is issued by a party, a reply-event **interaction** is sent by the co-party offering a deal; the party may then either commit to the deal (issuing **interaction**) or terminate the conversation (issuing **interaction**); after committing, the party can still revoke the deal (issuing **interaction**), triggering a compensation. In this paper, we abstract from the parameters exchanged in the interactions, as they are not relevant for the analysis.

The behaviour of **Product Supply** is illustrated in Figure 2. The interaction **orderProduct** allows **CR** to ask the service to supply a product and receive a confirmation; the orchestrator **OS** checks for the product in the local stock with a synchronous interaction **checkStock**; if the product is not available in the local stock, **OS** requests the product to the warehouse service using the conversational interaction **checkWareHouse**. The interaction **deliverProduct** arranges for the product to be dispatched. In this scenario, **OS** may find the product in the stock (case **product in stock**); otherwise, it will contact the warehouse service **WR**. In any case the service will arrange the delivery of the product.
2.2 Modelling SLA Properties

SRML adopts a model for constraints on non-functional requirements in dynamically changing configurations based on c-semirings [5]. The constraints are used for modelling the SLAs involved in service discovery and selection. Our example uses a fuzzy c-semiring where the degree of satisfaction lies in the interval [0,1]. An external configuration policy \( cs(M) \) consists of: (1) a set of SLA variables \( var_{SLA}(M) \), and (2) a set of constraints \( SLA(M) \). The variables and constraints determine the quality profile to which the provided service and each discovered service need to adhere; they can represent QoS parameters such as cost, response time, delays, \( \textit{inter alia} \). Below we show \( cs(\text{Product Supply}) \):

\[
\text{EXTERNAL POLICY}
\]

**SLA VARIABLES**

\[ CR.COST, WR.COST, DL.COST, CR.LOCATION, \text{WR.LOCATION} \]

**CONSTRAINTS**

\[ C_1: \{CR.COST, WR.COST, DL.COST\} \]

\[
Def_1(d,e,f) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } d = e + f + 1.6 \text{ and } d \leq 6 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[ C_2: \{CR.LOCATION, \text{WR.LOCATION}\} \]

\[
Def_2(d,e) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \text{distance}(d,e) < 20, \ 20/\text{distance}(d,e) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The set \( var_{SLA}(\text{Product Supply}) \) includes three SLA variables – \( CR.Cost, WR.Cost, \) and \( DL.Cost \) – representing the transaction costs associated with the customer, the warehouse and the delivery service, respectively. Variables \( CR.Location \) and \( WR.Location \) represent the location of the customer and the warehouse, respectively.

The set \( SLA(\text{Product Supply}) \) includes two constraints – \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). \( C_1 \) expresses that the cost of the transaction for the customer should not be more than $6 and that it consists of the sum of the cost of the warehouse transaction, the cost of the delivery service and a local cost of $1.6. \( C_2 \) minimizes the distance between the customer and the warehouse – \( \text{distance}(d,e) \) is a function returning the distance between two locations. If the distance is less than 20 miles, the satisfaction is 1, otherwise the satisfaction is inversely proportional to the distance.

The aim of the quantitative analysis illustrated in Section 4 is to guarantee that \( C_1 \) holds up to a certain probability, for example, the cost of the overall service, defined as the business process occurring between the events \( \text{orderProduct} \) and \( \text{orderProduct} \), is less than or equal to 6$ in 85% of the cases.

3 Modelling Cost in SRML

In this section, we extend SRML by annotating the different elements of a module with \textit{cost rates}. A cost is considered to be the amount of money that a user will incur in when using a certain node or edge. Cost is modelled as a rate with exponential distribution – other distributions would require knowledge of higher moments and other parameters, which would require careful measurement or estimation; the exponential distribution requires only a single parameter – the average response time – which is more likely to be known.
The rate represents the coefficient $r$ of the exponential distribution, which defines the probability for the cost to be lower than a certain value: $F_{\text{Delay}(a,b)}(t) = 1 - e^{-rt}$. Figure 3 shows the exponential distributions for the rates 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0. This diagram was obtained using the PEPA toolset. If, for example, the rate is 3, then the cost will be lower than $2 in 50\%$ of the cases and will be lower than $5 in 100\%$ of the cases. Naturally, a higher rate characterises a lower cost.

The Cost Policy for a module $M$ includes the following cost rates:

- For every provides-interface $n \in \text{provides}(M)$: $\text{ProvidesRate}(n)$.
- For every requires-interface $n \in \text{requires}(M)$: $\text{RequiresRate}(n)$.
- For every $w \in \text{edges}(M)$: $\text{WireRate}(w)$.
- For every $n \in \text{components}(M)$: $\text{ComponentRate}(n)$.
- For every $n \in \text{uses}(M)$: $\text{UsesRate}(n)$.

Fig. 3. Relationship between Cost and Rate

$\text{WireRate}$ represents the cost a requester would incur to when using the wire. Similarly the cost for using a component-interface, requires-interface, Uses-interface is regarded as $\text{ComponentRate}$, $\text{RequiresRate}$, and $\text{UsesRate}$, respectively.

In order to make analysis more accurate, one may annotate each alternative branch of the sequence diagram representing the overall behaviour of Product Supply with the probability of engaging in that branch (where the sum of the probabilities for all branches of the same branching point is equal to 1). For example, we could annotate the sequence diagram of Product Supply in Figure 2 to model that the probability that the product is in stock is 0.6.

Once the nodes and wires of a module have been annotated, the aim is to derive, say, the cost of the business process between two events occurring in the provides-interface $CR$ (e.g., $\text{orderProduct} \bigcirc$ and $\text{orderProduct} \bigotimes$) by considering the cascade of costs incurred between those two events. Figure 5 gives the overall cost of the activity between $\text{orderProduct} \bigcirc$ and $\text{orderProduct} \bigotimes$ (assuming that the product is not in stock), which is denoted with (1) and it is built upon the costs of wire $CO$ – (2), component $OS$ – (3), wire $OW$ – (4), requires interface $WR$ – (5), wire $OD$ – (6) and requires interface $DL$ – (7).
SRML modules annotated with cost rates can be encoded in PEPA using a simplification of the encoding presented in [6]. A system is described in PEPA as a configuration involving a number of processes collaborating along a number of channels. Processes perform activities of the form $(\alpha r).P$ where $\alpha$ is an action associated with rate $r$ and $P$ is the continuation. The encoding of Product Supply is

$$\text{(CR | OS | WR | ST | DL)} < L > \text{(CO | OT | OW | OD)}$$

where each process on the left-hand side (e.g., CR) corresponds to a node of Product Supply, and each process on the right-hand side (e.g., CO) corresponds to an edge of Product Supply. $L$ is called a coordination set and includes the actions corresponding to each event triggered by any node. The encoding is modular in the sense that the process corresponding to each node/edge can then be obtained independently of the encoding of the other elements of the module (for example, the SRML component CR is encoded as a PEPA process CR, etc.).
The simplified encoding has been developed in [2]. In the case of components/requires-interfaces, where delays affect each interaction with the component/requires-interface, it considers a forfeit cost for using a component or a service and is more concise. We are currently working on the automation of the approach by extending the SRML editor to allow the annotations with rates, and by automating the encoding of annotated SRML models into PEPA models, creating a bridge between the SRML editor and the PEPA toolset.

5 Quantitative Analysis of Cost Properties

We perform quantitative analysis in three steps: (1) We derive the state space of the PEPA encoding to find any deadlock or unreachable state; (2) We perform passage-cost analysis to derive the probability of the cost of the business process inter-occurring between two activities; (3) We perform sensitivity analysis, which allows us to observe how changing the value of rates changes the cost.

As to (1), state-space derivation is necessary to find deadlock states in the system because the deadlocks prevent the analysis to proceed further. Passage-cost analysis cannot be performed until all the deadlock states are removed from the system. State-space analysis of Product Supply service modelled 11 elements (i.e., wires and nodes) and 20 deadlock free states resulted from the modelled interaction pattern. The approach scales to larger systems as the state space, in most cases, grows linearly with respect to the number of architectural elements. In fact, the flow of events of a SRML business process typically involves one or two architectural elements a time (i.e., the cases of parallellism are fairly limited in relation to the global number of architectural elements). This relieves us from considering all possible interleavings of events. As to (2), we want to analyse the cost of the business process between the occurrence of the event orderProduct (i.e., the order from the customer) and orderProduct (i.e., the system’s reply). The aim is to determine whether the system is able to guarantee that the cost, in 85% of the service invocations, is not greater than 6$. As to (3), we use feedback from step (2) to determine that where it best to invest effort in making one of the activities more economic. By changing the values of the rates, we can identify those nodes and wires that cause maximum change in cost.

Passage-Cost Analysis — The feature passage-time analysis provided by the PEPA Eclipse Plug-in is typically used to analyse the performance of a model when the rates represent the delay of each single activity. We use such functionality here to perform “passage cost analysis” by interpreting each rate in the model as a cost rate instead of a time rate. Passage-cost analysis produces a graph representing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) that plots the probability of having completed the passage of interest (e.g., orderProduct, orderProduct) by a given cost bound. The CDF graph is illustrated in Figure 6. The black dot in the graph underlines the probability of a maximum cost of $6. The probability is less than 85%; in other words, in 85% of the cases we can only guarantee a maximum cost of $6.

Feedback and Reengineering — Sensitivity analysis was performed by changing each cost rate to a fixed number of possible values to see if any improvement could be
found and the advertised SLA be satisfied. The cost rates affiliated with each node and wires are changed. There are four wires involved in the scenario \(CO, OT, OW\) and \(OD\). The original cost rate of all wires is 3. We have changed the cost rates of every wire to two values below the true value (2, 2.5) and two values above the true value (3.5, 4). We noticed that all the wires brought the same change and were able to satisfy SLA at cost rate of 4. All the wires reduced the cost of transaction from 6.4$ to 6$. The nodes of the scenario are component-interfaces \(OS, ST, WR\) and \(DL\). We have changed the cost rates of each of these nodes and tried to find the critical node. The original cost rate of all nodes is 4. We have changed the cost rates of all nodes two values below the true value (3, 3.5) and two values above the true value (4.5, 5). Only in the analysis of \(OS\) it was possible to satisfy the advertised SLA. Changes in the rates of \(OS\) brought the maximum performance change and reduced the cost from 6.4$ to 6$, as shown in Figure 7.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have proposed an approach for analysing non-functional properties of service-oriented models as it arises in a number of business areas that, like logistics, are adopting service-oriented architectures. For this purpose, we have used the service modelling language SRML and the stochastic process algebra PEPA. We have
presented an encoding of a SRML model – *Product Supply* – of a typical logistics service into PEPA, and used the PEPA Eclipse Plug-in to perform quantitative analysis of cost-related properties, guaranteeing that SLAs can be met with a certain probability. We have also performed sensitivity analysis to find those critical components of the service that directly affect advertised SLAs. By finding these critical components, we can know where we should invest more to improve the performance of the system.

The proposed approach can be used for other non-functional properties, more specifically (following from our definition of rate) all non-functional properties that (1) can be represented by an exponential distribution and (2) affect the model as described by the annotation we have provided in Section 3. For example, we can use the proposed method to analyse throughput. In this case, *WireRate* would characterise the throughput of a wire (instead of the cost) where the rate represents the coefficient $r$ of the exponential distribution of the form $F_{Delay(a,b)}(t) = 1 - e^{-rt}$ defining the probability that the throughput is higher than a certain value. In this case, a lower value of rate characterises a preferable setting, therefore a higher throughput. At the moment, the analysis of different properties should be performed independently. On the other hand, one could expect that the cost of a service could be directly proportional to other properties such as throughput. A topic for future development is supporting quantitative analysis of different inter-related properties.
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Abstract. Today’s production processes are characterized by global supply chains, short lifecycles, and an increasing personalization of goods. To satisfy the demands for agility we must integrate the production with the logistics processes and knowledge about the underlying transportation services and infrastructure. This requires continuous monitoring and reacting to events. Service-oriented architectures have provided a platform for structuring services within and across enterprises. However, for an effective monitoring and timely reaction to emerging situations it is crucial to integrate event processing and service orientation. In this position paper we show how event processing and service orientation can be combined into an effective delivery platform for an integrated coordination of the flow of goods. We show how simple events, e.g. RFID tag detections or simple sensor readings, can be integrated into abstract events that are meaningful to invoke logistics services and improve the celerity of responses. We propose filtering, aggregating, and on-the-fly analysis of the continuous flow of events and make events persistent in an event warehouse for auditability and input to future planning processes.

Keywords: Events, complex event processing, monitoring, services, event warehouse, agility, production, logistics, transportation.

1 Introduction and Status Quo

Integrating Production, Logistics and Transportation: Current trends in manufacturing show shortened product lifecycles and an increased personalization of goods with the resulting smaller lot sizes and more frequent retooling. New concepts like just in sequence production or the possibility of global sourcing and distribution have increased the complexity of logistics and the integration of transport systems [8]. In addition the recent consciousness about new objectives in the value creation – like the

* Funding by German Federal Ministry of Education and Research under research grants ADiWa (01IA08006) and Software Cluster EMERGENT, by Hessen Ministry of Higher Education, Research and the Arts under research grant LOEWE Dynamo PLV, and by Deutsche Post AG.
product’s carbon footprint – have led to an extension of the cost-based optimizations of production and distribution strategies by ecological and social aspects. As a result, we must consider the problems of production, logistics and the most efficient use of the underlying transportation services and infrastructure in a comprehensive manner that allows us to optimize for multiple goals. Decentralized decision making and the flow of information across multiple domains and enterprise boundaries play a crucial role in this situation. Tomorrow’s software systems have to be agile in terms of integration and adaption to meet the requirements of modern supply chain management.

Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) - Drawbacks and Opportunities: On this way towards dynamic processes, service orientation has become a key concept to enable modularization of information systems and the integration of legacy systems. By encapsulating a given functionality as a service and providing a standardized interface it becomes much easier to build new systems and to adapt to rapidly changing demands. However, current enterprise software systems based on SOA are mostly custom-tailored to the vital needs of a particular organization, reflecting individual workflows, semantics and contexts. Although SOA is a promising approach to reduce functional redundancy and syntactical complexity [4], inter-organizational integration is still hard to achieve. Furthermore, service orientation was conceived with a classical request-reply invocation paradigm in mind: the consumer of a service requests a service from a service provider and receives a response. This is the paradigm used in client-server architectures, such as typical database systems. In the case of services the invocation of a service can be either direct or through some form of mediator that helps in locating the proper service, but the initiation of an interaction is still an explicit request.

Introducing the Event-based paradigm: Pure service orientation with a request-reply interaction is ill-suited for today’s cyberphysical systems in which streams of heterogeneous events from different domains and their associated data are continuously produced by sensors and embedded systems and can provide real time information on many operational entities. Typical low-level events are the RFID tag readings detected at a warehouse gate, the GPS coordinates of a truck, or the readings of a temperature sensor in a container with food or pharmaceutical goods. These simple, low-level events can be combined and more abstract and application relevant events can be derived from them. For example, knowing the GPS position of a truck and the traffic conditions ahead, we can derive a complex event that tells us that the truck will arrive two hours late at its destination. The responses to such detected situations can and should be packaged as services. However, the manner in which they are automatically invoked is different. Events are produced and many different parties within different contexts may show interest in certain events. They will be notified that an event happened rather than having to ask for it. This reduces the latency between the occurrence of an event and the proper reaction. It also avoids unnecessary polling cycles.

Integrating SOA with Events: These event-driven services combine the benefits of complex event processing (CEP) and SOA [7]. The resulting event-driven architecture (EDA) [1] encompasses both approaches and tries to provide a common framework to cover requirements both from inside an organization as well as from the outside. Companies are starting to recognize the benefits of this approach. However, there is still a huge gap between potential and realization. Software providers are trying to
develop the necessary event processing platforms. These are needed, just as database management systems were needed as common platforms decades ago. The end users are trying to understand how to use these platforms to their advantage; at this many open issues exist on both sides [2].

**Technological Requirements:** From a technological point of view there is the need for powerful notification services that can be distributed and scale appropriately [3], well-defined and standardized languages for event definition, operations on event streams, efficient persistence mechanisms for massive streams, integration of transactional behavior in stream processing, heterogeneity, and security and privacy are just some issues.

**Application Requirements:** From an application point of view the issues are, among others, the definition of relevant domain-specific events, mechanisms for combining the flood of events with operational data kept in databases, persisting events for auditability purposes and for future planning, decide on an appropriate level of aggregation for events, and how to design and deploy in an effective manner software systems that take full advantage of event-driven services.

**Related Projects:** In this position paper we sketch an approach that we are investigating in three joint projects between university researchers, major software companies, and big players in the logistics, transportation and production domain. In the Dynamo PLV project we address the issues how to integrate the three domains, production, logistics and transportation, and how to provide the proper infrastructure both from an IT perspective as well as domain-specific. In the ADiWa project we concentrate on issues of quality of service in event delivery and composition. In the Software Cluster project EMERGENT we concentrate on the lifecycle of events and software engineering of event-driven systems to ensure a high level of interoperability between systems based on different domains and platforms.

2 Events

The logistics domain has pioneered many of the automated tracking and tracing applications to afford a more efficient supply chain management. Some sectors, such as air cargo, have successfully defined and implemented a set of domain-specific events and milestones in the context of the Cargo 2000 program to simplify quality management [6]. Examples of such milestones are “Pick Up from Customer” or “Departure” (airline event). Existing software can monitor standardized messages and raise failure alerts or produce route maps with comparisons of planned and actual milestones. This is a very good first step, but in its present form is only applicable to the air cargo sector. Our goal is to develop a platform that would allow us to extend the Cargo 2000 approach to other transportation sectors, such as rail, trucks and combined traffic & transport as well as the integration of intralogistics, and to provide the necessary event definition language.

Further, Cargo 2000 milestones represent logistics processes only with a coarse granularity. Thus another goal is to integrate low-level events that are automatically detected into the whole process. For example, GPS data or events from the German toll system that tracks all trucks above 12 tons when they use the German Autobahn
system. Besides the technical problems derived from such a use of truck sightings by the network of installed sensor nodes, it raises a series of interesting privacy and security issues that must be addressed.

The goal is to exploit the same events in many different applications. To this end, a flexible subscription mechanism is needed to enable new services to subscribe to already available events. Furthermore, different services may require existing events as input to compose more complex events in different constellations. We show this process schematically in Figure 1. Underlying this simplified schematic is the need for a well-defined event algebra, an event consumption policy, and an event lifecycle management. The event algebra defines the operators that allow us to combine events, the consumption policy determines in which order events must be consumed (e.g. chronologically or always the latest) and the lifecycle management determines, when an event can be discarded and what events must be made persistent. In [5] we define all the basic terms and identify the event processing requirements of many applications in different domains, including logistics, supply chain management and traffic monitoring and management. This work must be expanded to include event flows in production environments and shop floor control.

Fig. 1. Complex Event Processing by Services S₁ to Sₙ

3 Event Warehouse

While traditional data management is concerned with storing transactional data (OLTP) and data warehousing is concerned with consolidating operational data for analysis purposes (Business Intelligence), event processing deals with on-the-fly processing of streams of heterogeneous events or rather their representation, the event objects. Events are filtered, aggregated and analyzed on the fly. The resulting business events must be reported in a timely manner.

Many events have only transient importance or do not have subscribers and can be discarded. It would unnecessarily clutter the database to store every RFID tag reading or very dense traces of truck trajectories. On the other hand, for planning and simulation purposes as well as auditability all the pertinent events must be recorded.

Finding the right granularity for making events persistent is one of the goals of our current research. Equally important is to determine what underlying events and what context information must be made persistent when storing higher-level business events that were derived and used in the decision making process.
A comprehensive approach to production, logistics and transportation requires the design and execution of complex simulation models. The weak point of many models is the unreliable and incomplete set of input data and the assumptions that are made to compensate for it as well as the missing interfaces of each model to communicate with each other. Therefore, the idea of event warehouses (EW) is a new trend in research [9, 10]. The EW plays a central role in providing a complete and realistic set of events and traces that can be used to execute what-if scenarios, to calibrate the models that are being used by comparing their predictions against recorded data, and in the development of new adaptive strategies.

4 Outlook

Event-driven services are the key to integrating SOA and CEP. Services that are triggered by events rather than invoked, be it manually or on a timed basis, offer a much better responsiveness to business needs. By making events into first class citizens, we can capture the dynamics of complex production, logistics and transportation systems. The event warehouse serves as a repository of meaningful business events as substructure of decisions with all its impacts. It thus captures the result of on-the-fly analytics as well as the underlying system dynamics and context information required for reconstruction of relevant situations. It provides the necessary inputs to models for comprehensive simulation of complex production, logistics and transportation systems.
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Abstract. Service oriented environments consist of electronic and business services. Business services encapsulate core business activities whereas electronic services support the operation of business services by means of enterprise software applications. In environments with a large number of business and electronic services, methods for the selection of electronic services for certain business services are needed. This paper presents a conceptual approach for a preselection of electronic services that potentially fits the needs of a given business service based on semantic concept correspondence. The approach is based on the hypothesis that the higher the correspondence between semantically described concepts of business and electronic services the higher the probability of a match between them. This will support decision making during electronic service evaluation. The approach is elaborated based on certain requirements and evaluated by a use case scenario of the logistics domain.
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1 Introduction

Companies are constantly faced with changing market conditions and threats, new competitive pressures in terms of cost, time, and flexibility, and ever changing regulations that require compliance. In order to cope with those conditions, companies outsource internal applications to external service providers in order to focus on the growth of their core activities and competencies. This holds particularly true in the area of logistics. Outsourcing includes business functions such as warehousing, transportation, transshipment, order management, etc., but also computing functions such as enterprise software applications. Furthermore, service providers e.g. third and fourth party logistics¹ engage subcontractors in order to fulfill certain functions. This

¹ “A fourth-party logistics provider is an independent, singularly accountable, non-asset based integrator of a clients supply and demand chains.” [1].
leads to new markets and business models for providing business and computing functions as well.

With the advent of service orientation an important design paradigm that significantly eases outsourcing was established. Service orientation utilizes services as basic abstractions of business and computing functions. Services are defined as self-contained, loosely coupled entities that encapsulate a limited piece of functionality. Services are reusable, are able to be composed, and they provide a well defined external interface. Service orientation as a design paradigm for business and computing functions lets enterprises easily integrate externally provided services into internal processes and promises a number of benefits – among them flexible re-configuration, dynamic binding, easy access to heterogeneous resources and processes, transparency across implementation details and last but not least a relatively stable set of standards for aspects such as interface, orchestration, choreography or contracting.

Research on service orientation has been conducted in various directions. One of them is the application of the service oriented design paradigm towards business concerns and capabilities by means of business services (BS) [2] and towards encapsulating computing systems, information systems and software applications by means of electronic services (ES) [3]. An area which received insufficient support so far is the alignment of business and electronic services. Business and electronic services are naturally interrelated as ES provide the fundamental support by means of data, information and processing. However, in environments with a high number of BS and also usually a high number of ES that can be bound to support these BS the decision on which ES candidate provides the most suitable support for a certain BS is not trivial.

In order to provide decision support in the context of service evaluation, this paper presents a conceptual approach for a preselection of ES for given BS based on the semantic correspondence of concepts. The approach is based on the hypothesis that the higher the correspondence between semantically described concepts the higher the match between a business and an electronic service. The paper presents requirements, derives basic constituents and illustrates the approach by an example in the area of logistics.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: First of all, requirements as well as the approach and its constituents are described in chapter 2. Basically, the approach contains the three building block models, and preselection logic. These building blocks are examined in detail in chapter 3. Section 4 shows related work and chapter 5 draws a conclusion and mentions future work.

2 Requirements and Conceptual Approach

For preselection of ESs for given BSs based on their semantic concept correspondence a number of generic requirements must be satisfied. These requirements are described below and will be used as the basis for deriving the constituents of the approach. Conceptualization & formalization: Calculating of semantic concept correspondence of subjects such as business and electronic services requires that relevant aspects of them are represented explicitly or implicitly. Comparison: On the basis of formal conceptualizations, a general mean to compare both subjects is necessary. Thus, conceptualizations and their formalization of business and electronic services
need to be aligned to each other in a way that some matching logic can conclude about their semantic correspondence level. **Quantification:** Once conceptualizations of business and electronic services are aligned to each other by means of comparability, processing logic that is able to determine a semantic correspondence level between business and electronic services must be applied. **Aggregation:** Since the number of subject conceptualization entities may be high and lead to multi-dimensional vectors, aggregation logic that consolidates correspondence levels on a concept level towards service level correspondence is needed. **Visualization:** The results of determining correspondence levels for a large number of business and electronic service subjects on a service-level may still be complex and due to its numeric and multi-dimensional character difficult to interpret by humans. Thus, a visualization metaphor for representation of large scale correspondence levels and formatting them towards easy interpretation by humans for decision making is required. **(Semi-)Automation:** Since the selection and evaluation of electronic services for a certain business service can be fulfilled manually as well, the approach should facilitate automation in order to gain cost and time efficiency. However, since full automation may lead to error-prone results the approach should leave space for manual steps.

The constituents of the approach for the preselection of ESs for given BSs due their business semantics are derived from requirements described above. The conceptual approach is illustrated by Fig. 1.

For formalization, conceptualization and comparison reasons a service meta-model (called service comparison meta-model SCMM) is needed. The SCMM contains for example underlying processes, resources, capabilities, etc. Since there are several service models preexisting (cf. 0. Related Work), the elements of the SCMM can be derived from them. However, the SCMM must fulfill the following requirements: First, the meta-model has to be commonly applicable for BS and ES in order to satisfy basic comparability. Second, basic service elements, such as capabilities, processes, resources, etc., and aspects such as internal and external, static and dynamic characteristics have to be considered. Third, the SCMM must leave space for semantic variation.

The SCMM is applied to several BSs and ESs, which results in several Business Service Comparison Models (BSCM) \( \times_i \) and Electronic Service Comparison Models (ESCM) \( \times_j \). Each BSCM \( \times_i \) contains many BS Concepts \( n_{i,k} \), whereas \( i \) is the index of the BS and \( k \) is the index of the concept. Analogously, each ESCM \( \times_j \) contains many ES Concepts \( m_{j,l} \), whereas \( j \) is the index of the ES and \( l \) is the index of the concept. These concepts have to be extracted, normalized and formally described for further processing.

Next, matching logic can be applied in order to conclude about the correspondence level for each \( n_{i,k} - m_{j,l} \)-combination. The application of the matching logic results in a correspondence value \( c_{i,j,k,l} \). The correspondence value is a quantification of the similarity between a certain BS concept \( n_{i,k} \) and a certain ES concept \( m_{j,l} \). Since there are many \((k*l)\) possible concept combinations for each BS-ES-combination \((i*j)\) automation is needed. Automation is expressed by the function \( f(n_{i,k}, m_{j,l}) \). After having similarity measures on semantic concept level, the values have to be aggregated for a certain BS-ES combination in order to conclude about similarity on service-level and service-element-level. The aggregation is embodied by the function \( f(c_{i,j,1,1}, c_{i,j,1,2}, \ldots, c_{i,j,k,l}, \ldots, c_{i,j,k,L}) \) taking into account each \( c_{i,j,k,l} \) value. There is a quantifiable similarity value for each combination \( s_{i,j} \) as a result of the aggregation.
For achieving the goal of supporting decision making the pure values are not sufficient. They have to be represented and visualized. This is depicted by the ranked list of high potential ESs for each BS in the lower part of Fig. 1.

3 Constituents in Detail

The conceptual approach the building blocks: SCMM as well as its instantiations (i.e. BSCM and ESCM), and preselection logic. These are examined in detail below. Visualization exceeds the scope of this paper.

3.1 Service Comparison Meta-model

A meta-model describes the structure of a possible model including constructs, relationships between them as well as restrictions and modeling rules. Furthermore, a meta-model describes the structure in an abstract way. The concrete syntax of that is provided by the modeling-language. Whereas the abstract syntax (i.e. the meta-model) provides the foundation for the automated and tool-supported processing of a model,
the concrete syntax provides concrete constructs in a textual or graphical manner that is used for modeling [4]. Adapting these definitions for the preselection approach, the meta-model defines common elements for comparison. As already mentioned, the meta-model is called service comparison meta-model (SCMM). Instantiations of the SCMM lead to several BS- and ES-models, which describe each service partly, but contain only comparable aspects. The BS-model is called Business Service Comparison Model (BSCM) and the ES-model is called Electronic Service Comparison Model (ESCM). For representation purposes a modeling-language will make BSCM and ESCM manageable. Since modeling-language as well as the BSCM and ESCM have to be in accordance to the SCMM and since such a SCMM does not exist so far, the elements of the SCMM has to be elaborated. There are several existing approaches for service modeling (cf. 0. Related Work). Thus, the SCMM can be derived from them in accordance to the three already mentioned SCMM requirements (cf. chapter 3). However, since the conceptual approach is widely independent from the underlying SCMM and the fact that a SCMM is hard to predefine, because there are always alternatives, we provide a very generic and simplistic meta-model for this document. The SCMM is derived from [5]. Karakostas and Zorgios define that a service contains capabilities, processes, and resources. A resource is either a tangible (e.g. a truck of a logistics company) or an intangible (e.g. transport order information). Resources are governed by the service provider and must be in place in order to fulfill a service. A process coordinates resources, is created and managed by the service provider, and issues capabilities. A capability embodies the functionality of the service (cf. [5]). These service elements supplemented by actions, which are atomic operations of a process, including their relationships, leads to the SCMM. For simplification purposes services, capabilities, actions and resources are characterized by their name and a description. The process, which comprises actions and resources, is described by a process description as a BPMN diagram [6]. The textual expression of name and description as well as the BPMN diagram and its graphical representation form the modeling-language of the SCMM.

An example for a BS is a standard transportation service fulfilled by a freight forwarding company. The result of the BSCM by using the SCMM is depicted on the left hand side of Table 1. The service is a truck cargo transport. The capability of the service is that the company fulfills all actions from transport planning to transport execution. In detail, the actions are plan transport order, load cargo, transport cargo physically, and unload cargo at destination. The process is depicted as a BPMN. The process has a start as well as an end event and contains all mentioned actions. Further, the process contains resources as inputs and outputs of actions. Resources are transport order, transport unit capacity, driver capacity, shipment document and the delivery bill. On the other hand, there is an example for an ES taken from the SAP® Transportation Management module “Planning and Optimization”. Information about SAP® Transportation Management is gained from the user interface of the software and from literature [7]. This results in the ESCM illustrated on the right hand side of Table 1. The ES is a tour planning service, which supports the planning of cargo transport tours. The service has the capability to plan and optimize tours, which means that certain transport orders are allocated to certain transport units and the optimal route, i.e. the optimal sequence of transport locations, is calculated. The service comprises two actions – clustering and routing. Clustering comprises the
transport order planning, the tour planning, and engaged vehicle and driver planning. The service process contains both actions and some information resources as input and output parameters. The resources are optimization parameters, restrictions, master data, tour list, and route scheduling. Each resource element has sub-resource elements as shown in the description.

### Table 1. BSCM and ESCM example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Service Comparison Model</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Service</td>
<td>truck cargo transport</td>
<td>transport of cargo via truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Capability</td>
<td>transport planning and execution</td>
<td>Planning and execution of transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Action</td>
<td>plan transport order</td>
<td>transport order-, route-, resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>load cargo</td>
<td>load truck at start location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>physical transport</td>
<td>physical transport (start-dest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unload cargo</td>
<td>unload truck at destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Process</td>
<td>dispose transport order</td>
<td>load cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>physical transport</td>
<td>physical transport (start-dest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unload cargo</td>
<td>unload truck at destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Resources</td>
<td>transport order and destination</td>
<td>contains number, weight and size of cargo, as well as start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transport unit capacity</td>
<td>number of available transportation units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>driver capacity</td>
<td>number of available drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shipment document</td>
<td>contains the transport order document, dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delivery bill</td>
<td>shipment document signed by the receiver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronic Service Comparison Model</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Service</td>
<td>tour planning</td>
<td>planning tours for cargo transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Capability</td>
<td>tour planning optimization</td>
<td>automatic transport unit allocation for transport orders, calculation of optimal sequence of locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Action</td>
<td>clustering</td>
<td>transport order-, tour-, and resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>routing</td>
<td>calculate optimal sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Process</td>
<td>optimization parameter</td>
<td>comprises the optimization type (&quot;min transportation units&quot;, &quot;min distance&quot;, &quot;min operation time&quot;, …)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>restrictions</td>
<td>comprises “capacity of transportation units”, “priority of transportation order”, “time slot for pickup”, and “time slot for delivery”, …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>master data</td>
<td>“transport network”, “resource information, “transport order”,…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tour list</td>
<td>a list of tours; transport orders are assigned to a certain tour …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>route scheduling</td>
<td>several routes; each route comprises an ordered set of transport activities; transport activities are …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Preselection Logic

Based on BSCM and ESCM descriptions, preselection logic can be applied in order to measure the terminological correspondence between BS and ES. Formalization, normalization and extraction of concepts are necessary in order to make BSCM and ESCM descriptions machine processable, first. Second, comparison logic will be applied, in order to measure correspondence for each single concept. Third,
aggregation logic will be applied in order to measure the correspondence on element level, i.e. elements that are defined in the SCMM.

The description of BS and ES depicted in Table 1 are semi-formal and cannot be processed automatically so far. Thus, the BS and ES description has to be transformed into a formal model. For conceptual comparison, it is suitable to use semantic languages, which provide the expression of concepts and their relationships. An appropriated semantic language is OWL DL [8]. The transformation from the service description to a semantic representation of concepts is a straight-forward procedure, since there are Ontologie Engineering methodologies [9] available. However, some special cases have to be handled. Thus, the following rules will be applied for formalization and concept extraction within this document: (1) single nouns are single concepts, (2) compound nouns are split into their parts and treated as single nouns, (3) verbs are normalized as nouns, (4) adjectives and copulas are skipped and (5) each concept appears only once. Taking the five rules into account and applying the METHONTOLOGY [9] results in the semantic formalization is shown below. Fig. 2 shows a representation of the ontology created with Protégé². Regarding the BSCM, Fig. 2 shows the SCMM elements on the left side, including the service element, the capability element, the action element, the resource element and the process element (cf. ellipses with dotted line). Since a process contains resources and actions, the description of a process is the summation of the resource elements description and the action elements description. The description statements are next to the SCMM elements. These are connected as stated in the description itself. Furthermore, there are extracted concepts on the right hand side of the BSCM description statements (cf. ellipses with dashed lines). These concepts are extracted following the five rules mentioned above. Such a OWL DL description exists for the ESCM as well (cf. right hand side of Fig. 2). All in all there are 29 single concepts extracted from the BSCM and 52 concepts extracted from the ESCM.

After the extraction of single concepts, correspondence values between them are measured. Several matching algorithms and strategies for measuring similarity between concepts are presented in literature (cf. 0. Related Work). However, for simplification purposes we chose a basic matching algorithm for this example (similarity 1 if concept names are equal and similarity 0 if concept names are different). Out of 29 single business service concepts there are 16 matches to single electronic service concepts (e.g. cargo, transport, plan, order, location, etc.). Next, single results have to be mapped to their roots in order to reveal matching results on combined conceptual level, service-element level (i.e. capability, process, action, and process), and service level. Thus, single matching results have to be aggregated on a combined conceptual level first. As an example the service description “truck cargo transport” contains three single concepts. Two of them – cargo and transport – match to single electronic service concepts. As an aggregation the combined concept “truck cargo transport” matches to two third (2/3) to the electronic service. In a similar way the concept match of levels above is calculated. As an example, the resource “transport order” contains the concept cargo and cargo contains weight and size. Weight matches 0/1, size matches 0/1 as well, cargo matches 1/1, start location matches 2/2, destination location matches 2/2, and transport order itself matches 2/2. The match on transport

²http://protege.stanford.edu/
order level is $0.7778 = 0*1/9 + 0*1/9 + 1*1/9 + 1*2/9 + 1*2/9 + 1*2/9$. In the same way a matching on a service-element level is calculated. Results are depicted in Table 2. The aggregated conceptual matching value on a service level is 0.7188 which means that the mentioned business and electronic service match with 71.88% based on their single concepts (by using this particular procedure). However, the value of 71.88% as a standalone statement leaves space for interpretation. The question whether the electronic service supports the business service or not is not answered. This can only be answered by applying the approach to several electronic services. Moreover, not only the end result of 71.88% has to be considered. The sub results on
service-element levels as well as certain concept matching results are interesting for a detailed evaluation. In order to support interpretation on various levels visualization is needed, though this is not part of this paper.

4 Related Work

Electronic Service evaluation and discovery is an important topic in SOA. The SOA basic model addresses this by an own entity called service registry (also known as service broker). A service consumer can discover the registry in order to find a service that fits its concerns (cf. [10]). Basic mechanisms, such as UDDI [11], support the search for Electronic Services based on keywords only. However, there are more sophisticated approaches based on semantic Web service (i.e. ES) description, such as WSMO [12] or OWL-S [13]. Semantic Web service discovery is much more precise, since it is based on the definition of Goals. These Goals have to be defined explicitly in terms of functional and non-functional parameters. However, there are divergent opinions about goals as well, since “service requesters are not expected to have the required background to formalize their goals” [14]. This is true due to the fact that business people (i.e. potential service requestors) know their business, but usually do not know what to expect from a Web service. Further, goals are defined by preconditions, assumptions, postconditions and effects (cf. [12]) using logical languages, but business people are not familiar with logical rules. Moreover, one might think that BSs are similar to Goals, but they are not. Goals define expectations on a (sought-after) Web service explicitly. In contrast, BSs describe business cases, which might implicitly contain requirements on a ES. With this, the approach for preselection of ES by given BS based on semantic concept correspondence fits in the gap between a keyword based service discovery and service discovery mechanisms based on semantic Web services. The approach is more precise than keyword based discovery, since not only keywords but the terminology of the business in terms of BSs as well as semantic concept correspondence are taken into account. In contrast it is less precise than a sophisticated semantic Web service discovery. However, the approach is reasonable for preselection purposes, i.e. reducing a large number of available ESs to a significant smaller set, which makes evaluation less complex and less expensive. Furthermore, it does not rely on Goals which might be hard to define and which are described in a language business people do not understand. This is similar to [15], where business process models are used for ES discovery. However, [15] relies on a common domain ontology, which is not considered here. Furthermore [15] refers to [16] for calculating matching degrees, but does not provide any matching or aggregation algorithm. More related work can be found within the areas of the three building blocks service comparison meta-model, preselection logic and visualization. For instance, there is related work in service modeling focused on business concerns (e.g. [17]). Most of these have their root in the marketing area. Further, there are service models and frameworks for ES (e.g. [13]) and there are even approaches that promise to be independent from business and technical concerns (e.g. [18]). Concerning preselection logic there are accepted workings for semantic concept extraction (e.g. [9]). Furthermore, there are algorithms for ontology matching as well (cf. [19]). This area provides techniques for quantifying similarity between semantic concepts. There are several matching techniques, which can be divided into element- and structure-level
techniques at first stage and into syntactic, external and semantic techniques at a second stage. However, single matching techniques are not sufficient. Usually, matching techniques are combined in order to get a proper matching result. There are sequential matching strategies, which put some matching techniques and variations into a sequence, as well as parallel matching strategies, which perform matching techniques at the same time and aggregate results afterwards (cf. [19]). Last not least, there are approaches for visualizing multi-dimensional results, such as heatmap visualization [20].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Business services describe business concerns structured as services according to the service-orientation paradigm. Electronic services describe technical aspects as services (i.e. according to the service-orientation paradigm) with a special focus on enterprise software applications. Electronic services support operations of business services. Assuming there is a large number of business and electronic services, the evaluation of an electronic service that supports a business service best is time and cost consuming. This paper provides an approach which supports the evaluation process. It is based on the hypothesis that a certain electronic service matches a certain business service if electronic and business services are similar in their semantic concepts. The approach provides a procedure for measuring similarity between business and electronic services on conceptual level.

The application of the approach to a certain business service and a certain electronic service shows that there is a variety of possibilities for conceptualization, matching logic and aggregation logic. The example use case from the logistics domain resulted in a 71.88% conceptual match between a certain (logistics) business and a certain (logistics) electronic service. It is obvious that this value can vary using different aggregation functions, matching algorithms or even different descriptions of the same use case. Thus, it cannot be attested that a higher matching results represents a better combination than a lower matching results in each case, especially when values are very close to each other (e.g. 75% and 73%). This is due to the fact that description might be vary or imprecise. However, assuming that all BS and ES description are truly been made and complete, it can be attested that a BS-ES-combination with a higher matching value has higher probability to be a better solution than a BS-ES-combination with a significant lower matching value. Further, with the same settings and the same business service the approach reveals its significance by its application to a large number of electronic services.

Future work will focus the application of the approach by varying service meta-models, conceptualization methods, preselection logic (in terms of matching algorithms, matching strategies and aggregation logic functions), and visualization possibilities. Moreover, since the tool does not exist so far, this will be developed for handling, application, analyzing, as well as result interpretation.
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1 Introduction

Container logistics is a growing industrial sector. Container terminals have been realizing average annual growth rates up to 11 percent since 1995. Current and expected volumes overstrain the existing infrastructure. Therefore, responsible operators are searching for new technologies to accelerate existing processes by reducing errors, manual intervention and redundancies. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), lately standardized for container logistics by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [1], is such a technology. The ISO standardized three different transponders for maritime containers [2]: the license plate [3] [4], which stores container specific data, the shipment tag [5], which stores cargo / shipment specific data, and the electronic seal [6-11], which serves as a mechanical seal covering some additional features.

Introducing RFID to container logistics means integrating this technology into existing logistics processes. This paper illustrates how resulting changes in the IT infrastructure (while retaining existing IT systems) can be covered by service-based computing and how we employed service design principles during our SOA design.

To give an overview, the next chapter briefly explains the general process structure followed by the example of a transhipment process. Chapter three deals with the service design in this example and illustrates how service design principles have been applied in our scenario. Finally, chapter four provides details on the developed prototype and further activities.
2 Process Analysis and Modifications

RFID technology itself does not provide benefits unless “interacting” with the business process [12]. Thus, this section analyses the process steps a container takes while being transported from a depot to a shipper and via an intermodal transport chain to a consignee and back to another depot. It should be noted that each container transport is different, and this reference process can only illustrate a generic form of existing processes. The objective of the accomplished analysis is to detect the interdependencies between material flow (container) and control flow (information) in order to provide a basis for the service design.

2.1 Research Methodology

The process analysis is based on expert consultations supported by the Logistics-Initiative Hamburg [13], as well as expert interviews with logistics service providers. The Logistics-Initiative Hamburg, founded by the Hamburg Business Development Corporation [14], is a registered association of companies and institutions working in the Hamburg metropolitan region. It aims to develop and expand the area of Hamburg as a logistics hub. The members decided to launch a working group to investigate the use of RFID in container logistics. This group consists of 20 experts working for logistics infrastructure providers (e.g. terminal operator), ocean carriers, logistics service providers, insurance companies and IT consultancies. In fact, there has been a core group of four experts (a terminal operator, a logistics service provider, an ocean carrier and an IT service provider) which provided the main part of relevant details for the analysis. The process analysis follows Becker’s seven step waterfall model [15]: (1) define team objectives, (2) assemble team, (3) define process, (4) gather information, (5) record process, (6) document process and (7) validate process.

2.2 Process Structure

Transport, transhipment and inventory processes are the core elements of a transport chain. During the transport process, a container is loaded on a truck (T1), railway wagon (T2) or in ship tonnage (T3). During the process analysis, we focused on the transhipment processes to identify useful readout points and process modifications. The reference process (Fig. 1) summarizes the 14 investigated transhipment processes.

To give an example, the following sections explain sub-process no. 09 – Deliver via oversea vessel and deal with the process modifications. Sub-process no. 09 is chosen, (1) because of its simplicity, which makes it easily understandable and extendable, (2) its high automation degree, i.e. proven RFID-based enhancements in this process are more difficult than in other processes, and (3) its relevance, because unloading containers from oversea vessels is a major bottleneck in current transport chains.
2.3 Analysis and Modifications – Sub-Process No. 09 – Deliver via Oversea Vessel

Phase 1 - data reception: As soon as the maritime carrier loads a container on his vessel, he informs the destination terminal on the container arrival. Just before the ship arrives, the maritime carrier submits the ship’s stowage plan via BAPLIE\(^1\) [16] [17], including the position of all loaded containers. Based on the advanced notification and the stowage plan, the sea terminal creates the unloading plan, which contains the sequence of transhipment processes to unload desired containers.

Phase 2 – data check: After the ship has docked, the unloading process starts. The gantry crane operator raises the container to be unloaded and another staff member checks the container number. If the container number matches with the number listed in the unloading plan, then this staff member sends the signal for dumping the container on the quay wall to the gantry crane operator. Other staff members remove the secure locks, check the container number once again and the availability of a seal, but not the seal number. Subsequent to the comparison, the data is stored in the system. In case of divergences during the checks, the container is handled manually.

Phase 3 – data forwarding: The container is stocked and the handling operator updates the unloading plan comprising the actual state of container unloads. Based on this, the handling operator creates a new stowage plan and submits it to the maritime carrier and to the next handling operator. The maritime carrier briefs the 3PL (third-party logistics provider) on the container arrival, which enables the 3PL to further

---

\(^1\) BAPLIE means bay plan/stowage plan occupied and empty locations message.
specify the transport. The maritime carrier also accounts the container transport, and
the 3PL creates transport orders for the oncarriage.

After developing the generic reference process, we identified the required modifi-
cations and those changes which allow enhancing the process when introducing
RFID. Thus, the modifications are divided into three categories: (1) modifications that
have to be accomplished to integrate RFID into the process, (2) those that accelerate
the process, and (3) those that aim to extend the process functions without increasing
lead time. After providing an overview on the example process and the RFID-caused
changes, the next chapter will explain the modifications and the resulting SOA design
in more detail.

3 SOA Design

Introducing RFID to container logistics and integrating this technology into existing
logistics processes leads to several process modifications; which results in IT infra-
structure changes. This chapter demonstrates how a SOA facilitates this IT adoption
by functioning as a software layer between process and legacy system to enable flexi-
ble processes.

Due to the fact that most of the different transhipment processes contain similar
process steps that are currently implemented by a legacy application logic, the first
step is to map the reusable legacy application logic into services to allow the reusabil-
ity in the modified processes. Compounding these basic services that wrap the exist-
ing application logic and with additional services that provide simple and reusable
utilities to the modified process, we create a basic service layer containing all legacy
and newly developed basic applications. Following the naming of Thomas Erl [20],
we label this layer as application service layer. Based heron, we develop services that
compose available application services to execute the business logic required by the
processes. These services are called value-added business services are located in the
so called business service layer [20]. Finally, we developed a third service layer on-
top of the existing layers that realized a workflow management by orchestrating the
developed business services and enabling a mapping of the process logic via business
service interaction. This topmost layer is called orchestration service layer [20].

We design the services regardless of the underlying IT system, because IT systems
differ from terminal to terminal, i.e. the designed SOA is able to cope with all process
steps, including the modifications without further support from an existing terminal
IT system. Thus, depending on the terminal and its IT system, some of the developed
services are not necessary, and can be replaced by services using the legacy system’s
function. The following sub-chapters first explain only those (13 out of 35) services
that are used in sub-process no. 09 and second deal with the application of service
design principles.

---

2 Due to space restrictions, we skip the illustration of the “sub-process no. 09 – deliver via
oversea vessel (process)”. For an illustration of the sub processes, please consult [18]. For
more detailed information on the accomplished process analysis and modification, please
consult [19].
3.1 Designing Services– Sub-Process No. 09

The process-service connection are visualized with dashed rectangles which represent the newly designed services (Fig. 2). Sub-process no. 09 starts when the maritime carrier submits information about the arriving container to the sea terminal. The information consists of the container’s registration and the stowage plan. For documentation purposes and because of the different submission times, the handling operator has to store both. Thus, we add two services store container registration and
store consignment note data on the application service layer, which are compounded by the business service store.

After storing received information, the sea terminal has to create an unloading plan, which is realized by the application service create (un-)loading document. This service is covered by the business service create.

Today, the data comparison is a manual (paper-based) task. Using RFID requires the implementation of appropriate application services to realize above described modifications. The first process step in phase 2 contains several comparisons that are mapped to the corresponding service (in brackets): container number (compare container number), seal data (compare seal data), consignment note data (compare consignment note data) and oversize (compare oversize). A business service named compare comprises these application services. A divergence between the data stored in the IT system and the data stored on the transponder leads to individual handling (individual handling). This service provides an interface for human intervention and updates the system data, based on the human input. This application service is part of the business service update.

The system further stores the data (store data in system), creates the transhipment data and stores it on the transponder (create transhipment data and store data on shipment tag). Both application services are part of the business service store. After initiating the transhipment, the unloading plan and subsequently the stowage plan are updated (update (un-)loading document and update stowage plan). Finally, the terminal system submits the stowage plan to the maritime carrier (submit stowage plan – part of business service submit). Table 1 gives a brief overview on the services used in sub-process no. 09.

### Table 1. Description of services used in sub-process no. 09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Name</th>
<th>Input (Source)</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>store registration</td>
<td>container registration (3PL or maritime carrier)</td>
<td>finish /error</td>
<td>store input in the SOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store stowage plan</td>
<td>stowage plan (ship forwarding agent or maritime carrier)</td>
<td>finish /error</td>
<td>store input in the SOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store data in system</td>
<td>transhipment data (SOA)</td>
<td>finish /error</td>
<td>store input in the SOA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store data on shipment tag</td>
<td>various inputs (SOA)³</td>
<td>finish /error</td>
<td>store input on shipment tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compare container number</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA) container number (RFID reader)</td>
<td>(non-)conformance notification</td>
<td>compare inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compare seal data</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA) seal data (RFID reader)</td>
<td>(non-)conformance notification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ The here designed terminal SOA provides the data either by using functions from the existing legacy system (such as data storage) or by generating the data based on own computations.

⁴ Depending on the process, the input is a combination of: consignment note (former paper-based), container number, eSeal number, customs declaration number (former paper-based), transhipment data (data of participants that were in contact with the container), truck transport information.
### Table 1. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Event</th>
<th>Service Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>compare oversize</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA) oversizes (RFID reader) various inputs (SOA)²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create (un-) loading document</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create transshipment data</td>
<td>(un-)loading document environment data⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update (un-) loading document</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA) data of transhipped containers (RFID reader)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update stowage plan</td>
<td>stowage plan (SOA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual handling</td>
<td>(un-)loading document (SOA) error notification (SOA) non-conformance notification (SOA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submit stowage plan</td>
<td>stowage plan (SOA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>finish / error notification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>match the stored input data to an (un-)loading plan and store it in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create a data set that includes all necessary data of the transshipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update (un-)loading document (based on an existing (un-)loading document) and data of transhipped containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create a new stowage plan by updating the initial stowage plan with the accomplished (un-)loading document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve the error / non-conformance by manual intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submit stowage plan to ship forwarding agent / maritime carrier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Applying Service Design Principles

After describing the developed application and business services for sub-process no. 09 in detail, we demonstrate how we applied design principles for the whole SOA to be able to accomplish the asked duties. Services have to be reusable, loosely coupled, composable, autonomous, stateless, discoverable, location transparent, share a formal contract, abstract the underlying logic, and have a network-addressable interface.

---

² The application service create (un-)loading document uses all data that was stored in previous process steps of this sub-process. Depending on the process, the input is a combination of: release order, container registration, customs clearance, consignment note data, sequence of wagons, stowage plan, registration stop, damaging, or truck license plate number.

² The service creates an unloading document if it is implemented in sub-process 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11 and a loading document if it is implemented in sub-process 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12. For sub-process 3 and 12, the list contains only one container. In these sub-processes, the (un-)loading plan is called shipment data.

⁷ Environment data can include timestamp of the transhipment, identifier of the terminal and possibly data of the personnel who transhipped the container and the company that delivered the container to the terminal.
Services are reusable. Regardless of whether immediate reuse needs exist, services are designed to be potentially reusable. To fulfill this requirement services are designed generic, i.e. processing-specific logic is stored in exchanging messages. The service computes the result based on the given input and can therefore provide a general capability which can easily be reused. Table 2 focuses on the reuse of developed application services in the modified sub-processes 03 to 12 and illustrates the high reuse-rate of designed services (# displays the amount of reuse per service).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Store services\ sub-process no.</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store service order</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store container registration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store customs clearance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store consignment note data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store sequence of wagons</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store stowage plan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store registration stop</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store damaging</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store truck license plate number</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store data in system</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store data on shipment tag</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compare services\ sub-process no.</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compare sequence of wagons</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare position on wagon number</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare container number</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare consignment note</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare customs clearance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare seal data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare oversize</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare dangerous cargo label</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare truck license plate number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Create services\ sub-process no.</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create (un-)loading document</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create shunting tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create interchange</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create receipt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create transshipment data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Update services\ sub-process no.</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Update (un-)loading document</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update sequence of wagons</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update stowage plan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update missing data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update consignment note data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual handling</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Submit services\ sub-process no.</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submit sequence of wagons</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit stowage plan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit consignment note data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit status information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Services are loosely coupled. We established a loosely coupled relationship between services, their underlying application logic, respectively. The services are connected via formal contracts to each other, enables a coupling as long as this specific orchestration of operations / services is required. The service reusability illustrated in Table 2 further indicates that the services are loosely coupled, because they are reused in diverse sub-processes.

Services share a formal contract. In order to interact with each other, the services share specific information such as the service result, input and output message as well as rules and characteristics of the service and its operations. We use the XML specification WSDL [21], an open standard for these service descriptions.

Services abstract underlying logic. The visible part of a service is what is exposed via the service’s description and formal contract. As we use the service-oriented computing as an intermediate layer between legacy system and process, the underlying logic is completely invisible and irrelevant to service consumers and there is no restriction concerning the size, allocation, distribution or complexity of the underlying application logic.

Services are composable. This principle ensures that our services can reuse other services to accomplish their work and do not need to redundantly implement specific operations. The service itself can also be part of other service compositions, which use its function to accomplish the own goals.

Services are autonomous. The underlying logic that is governed by a service works within an explicit boundary. For execution, this logic is not dependent on other applications outside the service’s autonomy area. This does not necessarily mean, that a service has exclusive ownership of the encapsulated logic, but only guarantees control over underlying logic at the time of execution. As the existing legacy system functions are triggered by external inputs, mainly coming from manual data entries, we simply replace these manual inputs with RFID-reads, forwarded by the SOA and a service, respectively. Thus we can assure that the service has control over the legacy function at the time of execution.

Services are stateless. Statelessness is a required design principle to assure loosely coupled services and promote reusability. Our services minimize the amount of state information they manage and the duration they hold it. In fact, all services are stateless and receive all relevant state information via the incoming trigger-messages.

Services are discoverable. Each service provides a piece of processing logic, which might potentially be reusable. To prohibit redundant creation of services and underlying logic, being discoverable is an important service design criteria. Each service provides descriptions (WSDL) to be discovered and understood by humans as well as service consumers who may be able to make use of the services’ logic.

Services have a network-addressable interface. Service requestors must be able to invoke a service across the network. Each service can be executed via an internal interface as well as via HTTP and can return the results via both ways.

Services are location transparent. Service consumers do not have to access a service using its absolute network address. They dynamically discover the location by simply submitting their request to a registry that triggers the corresponding service. This feature allows services to move from one location to another without affecting the consumers.
4 Prototype and Further Work

After designing the required services, we currently develop a real-world prototype that implements them. The prototype’s goal is to illustrate the applicability of service oriented computing in the area of maritime container logistics to give logistics practitioners an understanding of this technology. Thus, the prototype is divided in two parts: (1) the service oriented computing discussed in this paper and (2) a physical miniature prototype of a container terminal and transport vehicles (ship, train, truck) mapping the above presented processes.

Fig. 3 provides a schematic overview on the container terminal, while Fig. 4 shows the real prototype implementation.

Fig. 3. Physical miniature prototype – schematic terminal view

Fig. 4. Physical miniature prototype – real implementation view
Besides implementing the terminal-internal processes with the SOA, the prototype should also focus on cross-company processes. Thus, the physical prototype also contains two customer areas to map transport chain processes (Fig. 5).[^8]

![Fig. 5. Physical miniature prototype – schematic overview](image)

The idea is to provide a handy example to the practitioners along the logistic transport chain and to map cross-company processes. This includes tracing and tracking of goods and transport vehicles, exception handling in case of unexpected behaviours of transport vehicles and containers. The goal is also to demonstrate how service oriented computing facilitates cross-company communication (e.g. with automated messages via email/HTTP/SOAP interfaces), increases the amount of valuable information in the transport chain and the ability to easily change processes for different (or the same) customer. SOA further allows developing a high-level business process and defining inputs and outputs for every process step to split a big process in small entities that can be implemented by wrapping service - that wraps legacy system functions - or utility services - that implement small parts of the business logic and are potentially reusable.
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